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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By Charles A. Coombs

The recurrent speculative storms that had swept across 
the foreign exchanges during the first nine months of 1969 
were succeeded during the fall and winter months by a 
general clearing-away of market fears and tensions. Earlier 
apprehension that the acute disequilibria in the French and 
German payments positions might trigger a world financial 
crisis was relieved by the successive devaluation of the 
French franc in August and revaluation of the mark in 
October. The vigorous recovery of sterling from earlier 
deficits to a position of sustained surplus finally overcame 
bearish market sentiment toward the pound and encouraged 
the rebuilding of foreign balances normally held in Lon
don. More generally, the activation of the special drawing 
rights (SDR) agreement, together with the abrupt decline 
in the free market price of gold, contributed to a strong 
revival of confidence in the continuing viability of the 
international financial system.

In this relaxed atmosphere, hedging and speculative 
positions taken earlier in the year were steadily unwound, 
most strikingly evidenced in net outflows from Germany 
of $5 billion during the final quarter of the year. While 
the United States and the Euro-dollar markets were major 
beneficiaries of these outflows from Germany, many other 
currencies that had suffered from earlier hedging on the 
mark also reacted buoyantly to the unwinding of specu
lative positions. The swing of the pendulum in the ex
change markets was accompanied by a similar swing of 
creditor and debtor positions in the Federal Reserve swap 
network and related credit facilities. (See Tables II and III.)

♦This report, covering the period September 1969 to March 
1970, is the sixteenth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Fed
eral Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

Particularly noteworthy was the remarkable shift in the 
Bank of England’s use of its $2 billion swap line with the 
Federal Reserve. From a peak commitment of $1,415 
million in May 1969, the Bank of England debt to the 
Federal Reserve declined to $815 million as of the end 
of July and, after rising to $1,145 million during August 
and September, was progressively reduced to $650 mil
lion at the year-end and finally completely liquidated by 
February 11, 1970. During this period the Bank of Eng
land also effected heavy repayments to other creditors.

As of the end of August 1969, the National Bank of 
Belgium and the Netherlands Bank were indebted to 
the System under the swap lines to the extent of $224 
million and $109.7 million, respectively. In these two 
instances the pendulum swung back well beyond center 
as both the Belgian franc and the Dutch guilder became 
regarded by the market as possible candidates for revalua
tion along with the German mark. The resultant influx of 
funds into Brussels and Amsterdam not only enabled both 
the Belgian and Dutch central banks to repay all outstand
ing debt due to the Federal Reserve, but shortly thereafter 
necessitated System borrowing under the two swap lines to 
absorb a heavy volume of surplus dollars acquired by each 
central bank. In the case of the swap line with the National 
Bank of Belgium, Federal Reserve drawings rose by Febru
ary 10 to a level of $85 million equivalent, all of which re
mained outstanding as of March 10, 1970. The flow of 
funds to the Netherlands was considerably heavier, neces
sitating not only drawings totaling $300 million equivalent 
by the Federal Reserve in October 1969 but also a concur
rent special swap of $200 million by the United States Trea
sury. As soon as the Dutch government formally rejected 
any revaluation of the guilder, the flow of speculative funds 
reversed itself, enabling the Treasury to liquidate its swap 
within a week’s time. The Federal Reserve swap debt was 
subsequently reduced by $170 million to $130 million 
equivalent, which remained outstanding as of March 10.
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Although the Swiss franc had remained relatively un
affected by speculation on the mark during the summer 
months of 1969, a general tightening of liquidity in Switzer
land toward the end of September brought an influx of 
dollars, most of which were absorbed by a $200 million 
drawing by the Federal Reserve on its swap line with the 
Swiss National Bank. This debt was paid down by $25 
million in November and a further $30 million in Decem
ber as Swiss francs became available through the market. 
The remaining balance of $ 145 million equivalent was liqui
dated during February 1970 through two transactions 
effected directly with the Swiss National Bank.

The French franc benefited considerably during the 
fourth quarter of 1969 from the return flow of funds from 
Germany and has remained strong since the turn of the 
year, enabling the Bank of France to make further sizable 
payments of short-term central bank credits. In connec
tion with these repayments the Bank of France activated 
its swap line with the Federal Reserve on January 8, 
drawing $100 million as interim financing of a debt re
payment due to Germany; the French drawing on the 
System swap line was repaid on February 2, and the $1 
billion facility reverted to a standby basis. As of March

Table I
FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 

March 10, 1970
In millions of dollars

Institution

Austrian National Bank.......
National Bank of Belgium....
Bank of Canada....................
National Bank of Denmark..
Bank of England...................
Bank of France.....................
German Federal Bank..........
Bank of Italy.........................
Bank of Japan.......................
Bank of Mexico....................

Netherlands Bank.................
Bank of Norway....................
Bank of Sweden....................
Swiss National Bank............

Bank for International Settlements:
Swiss francs-dollars ..........................................

Other authorized European currencies-dollars.. 
Total .........................................................................

Amount of facility

200.0

500.0 

1,000.0
200.0 

2,000.0 
1,000.0 
1,000.0 
1,000.0 
1,000.0

130.0

300.0

200.0

250.0

600.0

600.0

1,000.0
10,980.0

10, 1970 earlier credits of $200 million extended by the 
United States Treasury to the Bank of France had been 
paid down to $95 million.

The Italian lira became subject to pressure in Septem
ber 1969 with the approach of the German elections and, 
to cover market losses, the Bank of Italy activated its $1 
billion swap line with the Federal Reserve on September 
23 by drawing $300 million. Following the mark re
valuation, the lira recovered as a return flow of funds 
from Germany got under way, and by November 14 the 
Bank of Italy was able to repay the $300 million drawn 
from the Federal Reserve. Later in December the lira 
once again came under pressure, reflecting the impact of 
widespread strikes in November, domestic political uncer
tainties, and the pull of higher interest rates abroad. As 
a result, the Bank of Italy reactivated its swap line with the 
Federal Reserve on January 23, 1970, drawing $200 
million on that day and making additional drawings in 
February.

Drawings on the swap lines by the Federal Reserve and 
its foreign central bank partners amounted to $3.1 billion 
in 1969. The total of such drawings from the inception 
of the swap network in March 1962 through the end of 
1969 came to $20.5 billion. Over the same period, other 
credits provided by foreign central banks and the United 
States Treasury on an ad hoc basis totaled more than 
$11.5 billion. Gold transactions between the United States 
Treasury and the foreign central banks in the swap net
work came to $9.0 billion, while drawings on the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) by the governments of the 
same countries amounted to $9.5 billion.

The Federal Reserve swap network was further en
larged in October 1969 by increases from $100 million 
to $200 million each in the Federal Reserve swap facilities 
with the Austrian National Bank, the National Bank of 
Denmark, and the Bank of Norway. The System’s overall 
swap network was thereby raised to $10,980 million (see 
Table I).

Since the last report in this series, no new operations 
in the forward markets have been undertaken by either 
the Federal Reserve or the Treasury. Technical forward 
commitments in lire assumed by the United States Trea
sury in earlier years were fully liquidated by the end of 
November 1969.

From time to time beginning in May 1969 the Federal 
Reserve bought foreign currencies on a three-month 
swap basis from the Treasury’s Exchange Stabilization 
Fund in order to free some of the Fund’s resources for 
current operations, primarily gold purchases from foreign 
countries. These swaps reached a peak of $1 billion early 
in January, but were fully reversed later that month after
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Table n
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 

UNDER ITS RECIPROCAL CREDIT ARRANGEMENTS
In millions of dollars equivalent

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on 
January 1,1969

Drawings ( + )  or repayments ( — )
System swap 

drawings 
outstanding on 

March 10,1970
Transactions with 1969 1970

1 11 111 IV
January 1* 
March 10

National Bank of Belgium............................. +  55.0 +  30.0 85.0

German Federal Bank..................................... 112.1 —  112.1

Netherlands Bank ............................................ +  40.0 

— 280.0

—  40.0
f +300.0 
1 —  170.0

f +200.0 
I -  55.0

130.0

Swiss National Bank........................................ 320.0 J +  1450 — 95.0 —  145.0I —  4D.U

Total .......... ........................................ 432.1 f +  40.0 
1— 392.1

f + 100.0 
1 -  85.0

— 95.0 f +555.0 
1 — 225.0

f +  30.0 
1-145.0 215.0

the United States Treasury had monetized $1 billion of 
gold previously held by the Exchange Stabilization Fund.

During the period under review, the United States 
Treasury redeemed foreign currency securities valued at a 
total of $850.6 million equivalent. In October the Austrian 
National Bank encashed prior to maturity the remaining 
$25.1 million equivalent note denominated in schillings 
(see Table IV). In November the German Federal Bank 
encashed prior to maturity four mark-denominated notes 
valued at $199.6 million equivalent and, in January, four 
notes valued at $500.5 million equivalent issued to it under 
the 1967 and 1968 agreements to neutralize the balance-of- 
payments costs of United States military expenditures in 
Germany. In January 1970, the Treasury redeemed at 
maturity a lira-denominated note for $125.4 million equiv
alent held by the Bank of Italy. As a result of these transac
tions, and taking into account certain valuation changes 
following the German mark’s revaluation, total United 
States Treasury foreign currency-denominated securities 
outstanding declined from $2.2 billion to $1.4 billion 
equivalent during the period.

G E R M A N  M A R K

During 1968 there were recurrent rumors of immi
nent revaluation of the mark as Germany continued to 
show a very large surplus in its balance of payments on 
current account. Although the current-account surplus was 
offset by an even larger outflow of long-term capital, the 
markets remained apprehensive that the outflow could not 
be sustained and that German competitive strength eventu

ally would force a mark revaluation. These fears culmi
nated in a huge rush of funds into Germany in November
1968, but speculation receded in the face of the determined 
refusal by the German government to revalue the mark. 
Reversal of the massive influx of funds took some time, 
but by early 1969 German monetary reserves were back 
to their pre-November 1968 level and the volume of 
outstanding market swap commitments of the German 
Federal Bank had been significantly reduced.

During the first quarter of 1969 the outflow of funds 
from Germany continued unabated, as the authorities pur
sued a policy of monetary ease at a time when Euro-dollar 
rates were rising sharply. In addition to the substantial 
flow into the short-term Euro-dollar market, long-term 
capital exports rose to record levels, as foreign borrowers 
flooded the German capital market with loan demands and 
securities issues in response to the relatively low borrow
ing costs in Germany.

By early April, however, congestion in the capital mar
ket was becoming severe and the West German Capital 
Market Committee acted to space out issuance of securities 
by foreign borrowers. With capital outflows dropping sharp
ly, the steady decline in German reserves came to an end. 
Moreover, the gradual shift in official policy toward re
straint aroused concern that reliance on monetary means 
to curb inflationary pressures might result in reflows of 
funds to Germany and consequent renewed buying pressure 
on the mark. The 1 percentage point jump to 4 percent in 
the Federal Bank’s discount rate on April 18 pointed up 
this potential dilemma inherent in official efforts to avert 
domestic inflation while avoiding internationally disruptive
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shifts of funds into Germany. Late in April, demand for 
marks rose sharply with the approach of the referendum 
on which General de Gaulle had staked his presidency. 
(See Chart I.) The German Federal Bank immedi
ately resumed mark swap operations, however, and thereby 
succeeded in rechanneling to the international money 
markets most of the $500 million taken in during this 
period.

The market atmosphere changed dramatically over
night, however, following reports that German official 
circles might be willing to consider a mark revaluation as 
part of a multilateral realignment of parities. Demand for 
marks soared as firms with commitments in marks rushed 
to hedge them, commercial payments leads and lags be
gan to swing heavily in favor of the mark, and outright 
speculation began again. Between April 30 and Friday, 
May 2, the Federal Bank purchased over $850 million.

Speculative pressures built up on an even more massive 
scale during the following week. Frenzied speculation in
duced huge shifts of funds to Germany, exerting strong 
pressure on the Euro-dollar market and dangerously 
straining the international reserves of some of Germany’s 
trading partners. The speculation did not halt until the

German government announced late on May 9 that it 
would not revalue the mark and that supporting measures 
would be announced in a few days. By then the exchange 
markets had witnessed the heaviest flow in international 
financial history. The speculative onslaught between the 
end of April and May 9 increased German monetary 
reserves by some $4.1 billion—including $2.5 billion 
on May 8 and 9 alone—to a record level of $12.4 billion.

The exchange markets began returning to normal fol
lowing the German government’s decision, which was 
backed up by an official communique from Basle declar
ing that agreement had been reached among the central 
banks on steps to recycle the speculative flows. There
after, there was a large outflow of funds from Germany 
which continued through early June, as Euro-dollar rates 
moved higher and as the Federal Bank resumed swap op
erations. A tightening of liquidity conditions in Germany 
around the mid-June tax date temporarily checked the out
flow, which resumed toward the month end and continued 
into early July. By then nearly $3 billion had returned to 
the international markets.

The devaluation of the French franc on August 8 
introduced new uncertainties and triggered a fresh rush of

Table III

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS
In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Austrian National Bank........................................................

National Bank of Belgium.....................................................

National Bank of Denmark...................................................

Bank of England......................................................................

Bank of France........................................................................

Bank of Italy............................................................................

Netherlands Bank ..................................................................

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks).

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on January 1,1969

Total

7.5

1,150.0

430.0

80.0

1,667.5

Drawings ( + )  or repayments ( — )

1969

f +  74.0 
1 —  58.5

X +25.0 
1 -  25.0

—  50.0

51.0 
— 131.0

f +375.0 
1-458.5

+  50.0

f +  195.0
1 —  104.0

|+ 100.0
100.0

f +  465.0 
I —  540.0

-  461.0

+  82.2

1 +  25.0 
1 -  25.0

f +  917.2 
{ —  1,230.0

111

—  50.0

f ± 244.0
154.0

f +  330.0
1—  255.0

f +  65.0
{ -  65.0

+  300.0

f +  109.7
1—  82.2

f +  4.0
I —  4.0

| +  1,052.7
610.2

IV

—  204.0

—  450.0

—  300.0

—  109.7

f +  62.0
1 -  62.0

f +  62.0 
1— 1,125.7

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on December 31,1969

650.0

650.0
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Table IV
OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 

FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES
In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding on 
January 1,1969

Issues ( + )  or redemptions (—)
Amount 

outstanding on 
March 10,1970

1969 1970

1 II Ml IV January 1- 
March 10

Austrian National Bank................................. 50.3 — 25.2 -  25.1 —0—
German Federal Bank.................................... 1,176.3 —50.0* C + 124.3 

] — 49.9 — 199.6 —500.5 519.61

German banks ................................................ 125.1 125.1
Bank of Italy................................................... 225.6 —100.2$ — 125.4 —0—
Swiss National Bank...................................... 444.7 +25.4 +  39.5 +  30.0 540.6
Bank for International Settlements§.............. 207.7 +49.7 -  53.2 204.4

Total ......... ......................................... 2,229.7 +25.2 +  113.8 —148.6 —224.7 —625.9 l,389.7t

Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to valuation adjustments and to rounding.
* In addition, on January 16, 1969 the United States Treasury issued a medium-term security in place of a 

certificate of indebtedness purchased by the German Federal Bank on December 27, 1968. 
t  Including certain revaluation adjustments.
X Security issued in favor of Ufficio Italiano dei Cambi.
§ Denominated in Swiss francs.

demand for marks. The Federal Bank once again pur
chased dollars, but the buying pressures were not sustained 
and the authorities were able to swap back to the market 
a substantial part of the inflow.

The market then remained quiet for a few weeks but, 
as the date of the German elections approached, there 
was sizable covering of foreign currency positions by Ger
mans as well as mark hedging by foreigners, and the 
German Federal Bank purchased increasing amounts of 
dollars during the course of September. The Federal Bank 
was simultaneously selling dollars on a swap basis but on 
September 18, after such sales had reached $0.7 billion 
over a ten-day period, the Federal Bank raised its swap 
rate, thus bringing to a virtual halt the covered movements 
of German funds into the Euro-dollar market. Although 
anxious to encourage a reflow of funds, the authorities felt 
that the market swaps were again beginning to be used to 
finance speculative purchases of marks. The spot inflow 
continued unabated, however, and by September 24, the 
Wednesday before the election weekend, the Federal Bank 
had purchased $1.5 billion in an increasingly active market.

After the close of the Frankfurt market on that day, 
the German authorities, at the suggestion of the Federal 
Bank, announced their decision to suspend official foreign 
exchange dealings until after the elections, thereby fore
stalling an influx of funds into Germany that might well

have approached the massive proportions of the two pre
ceding crises—in November 1968 and May 1969. The 
mark continued to be traded that afternoon in New York 
and on Thursday and Friday in all international exchanges, 
but activity was limited. With ^  official intervention and 
with conflicting rumors swaying the market, the rate moved 
above its ceiling of $0.2518% to as high as $0.2570 on 
Thursday, September 25 (see Chart II).

The election returns, which came in Sunday night, 
showed that no party had won a parliamentary majority. 
Negotiations were promptly undertaken, however, by the 
Social Democratic and Free Democratic parties to form a 
coalition government, which would presumably favor re
valuation. Against this political background, the Federal 
Bank reentered the market on Monday morning, Septem
ber 29, and was immediately flooded with $245 million 
in the first hour and a half of trading. At that point the 
German government accepted a recommendation by the 
Federal Bank that the mark be permitted to “floaty tem
porarily—by suspension of intervention at the ceiling.

The mark rate immediately rose above the ceiling 
and within a week—by early October—had reached a pre
mium of about 63A percent; it advanced more slowly 
thereafter to a premium of some 7V4 percent by midmonth 
and then fluctuated narrowly around that level. Despite 
continuing nervousness, the market adapted to the changed
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circumstances satisfactorily as two factors combined to 
ensure orderly conditions during the transition period.

First, by October 2 it had become reasonably clear that 
a Social Democratic-Free Democratic coalition govern
ment would take office when the Bundestag reconvened 
on October 21 and would revalue the mark shortly there
after. Thus, the main question in the market became the 
size, rather than the possibility, of a parity change. And 
even on this score there was little diversity of views in the 
market, with traders widely expecting the new parity to 
be set at $0.27027 (DM 3.70).

Second, the German Federal Bank exerted a strongly 
stabilizing influence by standing ready each day to buy 
marks at rates slightly below those prevailing in the market, 
thereby in effect placing a floor just below each successive 
advance of the rate. Since the mark was technically weak at 
the time because of the withdrawal of foreign funds which 
was already under way, there could have been wide fluctu
ations in the spot rate and repeated departures from the 
longer term equilibrium rate had the Federal Bank not 
stood ready to prevent disorderly fluctuations. The Fed
eral Bank’s dollar sales in these operations varied widely 
from day to day, but amounted to $1 billion by the time 
the new parity was fixed.

On Friday, October,24, the German government re
valued the mark by 9.3 percent to $0.2732*4. As had 
been expected, it also eliminated the special border-tax 
adjustments that had been introduced in November 1968 
to make exports more expensive and imports cheaper and 
that had been temporarily suspended on October 11,1969. 
The revaluation was larger than had generally been antici
pated, thus decisively removing the mark from the realm 
of speculation while setting into action economic forces that 
should tend to foster both internal and external equilib
rium. The move was well received by the market, which 
quickly became convinced that a period of much greater 
calm would ensue.

The German mark traded at its new floor of $0.2710 
when the market opened on Monday, October 27, and, 
apart from a short-lived rally in early December, remained 
there through the end of the year while the substantial 
positions built up in September and during earlier periods 
were being unwound. Moreover, with interest rates lower in 
Germany than abroad, foreign firms made large drawings 
on credit lines established with German banks earlier in 
the year. Consequently, there were extremely heavy dollar 
sales by the Federal Bank. By the year-end, such sales 
totaled more than %6Vi billion (including the $1 billion 
sold during the period when the mark was permitted to 
float) but were partly offset by about %\V2 billion in 
maturing forward contracts. The net outflow of $5 billion

27.8358

27.6243

27.4160

92.500

91.575

Chart I

EXCHANGE RATES
J A N U A R Y  1969 TO  M ARC H  1970 

Cents per unit of foreign currency*

Netherlands ^  /  \

1 ! ! i i i i

i

i l l

2.0151

2.0000
Belgium J ----------

1.9851 _ i^vy Wivv i i i i i

Note: Upper and lower boundaries of charts represent official buying and 
selling rates of dollars against the various currencies. However, the Bank of 

Canada has informed the market that its intervention points in transactions 

with banks are $0.9324 (upper limit) and $0.9174 (lower limit).

*  Weekly averages of New York noon offered rates.

-------------------Par value of currency.

t  A s of August 10,1969.

^  As of October 26,1969.
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created both internal and external problems. Domestically, 
the authorities were not averse to having some additional 
pressure exerted on liquidity, since this reinforced their 
policy of monetary restraint, but they were anxious to avoid 
the development of too severe or abrupt a squeeze. From an 
international point of view, a considerable reflow of capital 
was desirable, since it. would help rebuild the reserves of 
other countries, but the actual size of the reflow was of 
such a magnitude as to reduce sharply the Federal Bank’s 
holdings of liquid dollars.

To provide some relief to German commercial banks 
from the liquidity-tightening effects of the outflow, effec
tive November 1 the Federal Bank reduced minimum 
reserve requirements by 10 percent for resident deposits and 
30 percent for nonresident deposits. The bank also elimi
nated the special 100 percent marginal reserve requirement 
that had been imposed earlier on foreign deposits; reserve 
requirements against nonresident liabilities were thus again 
brought into line with those applying to domestic liabilities. 
Credit conditions continued to tighten, however, as the 
outflow persisted, and commercial banks were forced to 
borrow heavily from the Federal Bank. When year-end 
stringencies began to add to the pressure, the Federal 
Bank announced on December 4 that reserve requirements 
would be lowered by another 10 percent, but for the 
month of December only. At the same time, to discourage 
both domestic credit expansion and capital outflows, the 
Federal Bank raised its “Lombard” rate on secured ad
vances by IV2 percentage points to 9 percent, thus widen
ing the spread between that rate and the discount rate 
(which had been raised to 6 percent on September 11) 
to 3 percentage points, an unusually large amount. Fur
thermore, in mid-December, the authorities eliminated the 
prohibition against payment of interest by German banks 
on foreign-owned deposits, which had been designed to 
discourage inflows of short-term funds.

On the external side, in financing the huge outflow of 
funds, the Federal Bank had used up most of its liquid 
dollar holdings by mid-November, although total official 
reserves remained very large. As a consequence, the Ger
man authorities encashed in advance of maturity four 
mark-denominated United States Treasury notes totaling 
DM 800 million. The Treasury purchased the necessary 
marks directly from the German Federal Bank against dol
lars. In addition to the dollars acquired in this transaction, 
Germany had recourse to its creditor position within the 
IMF—drawing $540 million on November 26, and mobiliz
ing an additional $550 million on December 9 representing 
its claims under the General Arrangements to Borrow. 
There were further heavy outflows during the second half 
of December, and Germany sold $500 million of gold to

the United States Treasury on December 29. In the first half 
of January, furthermore, the Federal Bank encashed in 
advance of maturity four 4Vi-year mark-denominated 
United States Treasury securities totaling DM 2 billion that 
had been issued to it under the 1967 and 1968 agreements 
to neutralize the balance-of-payments costs to the United 
States of maintaining military forces in Germany. The 
Treasury again acquired the marks through direct pur
chases from the Federal Bank, which used the dollars to 
build up its liquid balances.

Germany’s reserve losses were very heavy in December, 
as United States and European corporations, which had 
transferred funds to Germany earlier in 1969 for invest
ment in instruments maturing prior to the end of the year, 
repatriated those funds in order to meet balance-of- 
payments targets or year-end needs. Moreover, there were 
exceptionally large takedowns of long-term credits from 
German banks. After such year-end positioning had 
been completed and with the sharp decline in Euro-
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dollar rates, the outflows from Germany came to an abrupt 
halt. The mark then firmed and generally traded above its 
floor in January, although it eased slightly in February, 
moving close to the floor by the month end. During this 
period the Federal Reserve built up its mark balances. In 
early March, the mark strengthened in anticipation of a 
further tightening of German monetary policy. The spot 
rate then jumped sharply on March 6, when the Federal 
Bank announced a lVi percentage point rise in its dis
count rate to IV2 percent and a Vi percentage point rise 
in its “Lombard” rate to 9 Vi percent.

S T E R L IN G

In 1969, the United Kingdom’s balance of payments on 
current and long-term capital accounts at last turned from 
deficit to surplus. It was not until late autumn that this 
improvement was reflected in market sentiment, however, 
since the underlying demand for sterling that set in early 
in the year was repeatedly swamped by bouts of heavy 
selling during the periods of speculative activity in the 
German mark and French franc.

Although the United Kingdom’s basic balance of pay
ments remained in small deficit during the first quarter, 
seasonal strength in the exports of the overseas sterling 
area enabled the Bank of England to make substantial 
market gains. The British authorities used the dollar in
flow to meet repayment obligations to the IMF and to 
begin repaying outstanding shorter term indebtedness. By 
early April, the Bank of England had reduced its draw
ings from the Federal Reserve from $1,150 million to $950 
million. Later in April, sterling weakened as the French 
constitutional referendum approached, but there was no 
large-scale selling and official support costs were modest.

Just as the market was beginning to regain its equi
librium, a new wave of speculation on possible parity re
alignments was unleashed by reports of German official 
willingness to consider revaluing the mark as part of a 
broader readjustment of parities. As funds flowed from 
virtually every major center into Germany at the be
ginning of May, sterling was particularly hard hit, with 
the familiar buildup of selling pressure in advance of the 
weekends. Over ten days of hectic speculation, Bank of 
England support costs in the spot market were very large, 
while forward sterling discounts widened sharply.

This episode, of course, interrupted the progress the 
United Kingdom authorities had been making in reducing 
their external indebtedness, and the Bank of England had 
to draw on the swap line with the Federal Reserve to 
help cover market losses. At their peak, swap drawings 
reached $1,415 million, but sterling had been very heavily

oversold and rebounded sharply following the German 
government’s rejection of a revaluation of the mark on 
May 9. During the remainder of May and through July 
the Bank of England was able to make sizable reserve 
gains despite the upsurge of interest rates in the Euro
dollar market.

The reserve gains once again were used to make repay
ments of debt under various international credit lines. 
By the end of July the Bank of England had succeeded 
in reducing its outstanding drawings from the Federal 
Reserve to $815 million. In addition, during May and 
June the United Kingdom made a large scheduled repay
ment to the IMF and liquidated the bulk of the credit 
still outstanding under the 1968 sterling balances arrange
ment. On the other hand, the Bank of England obtained 
new credit from the German Federal Bank under a re
cycling arrangement designed to neutralize part of the 
speculative flow from the United Kingdom into Germany, 
and drew $500 million from the IMF under a new standby 
facility.

The market remained nervous, however, and there were 
a few selling flurries during the summer months. In these 
circumstances, the devaluation of the French franc on 
August 8 brought renewed speculation that abruptly 
halted the Bank of England’s gains. Both spot and forward 
sterling rates fell sharply, and pressures became substan
tial on August 13, with the release of figures showing an 
enlarged British trade deficit. Heavy support of the spot 
rate was required for a few days, and the Bank of Eng
land drew $160 million on its swap line with the Federal 
Reserve. But more sterling had been sold than the market 
could deliver, and once again the Bank of England quickly 
recouped a significant part of its losses. Nevertheless, the 
underlying tone of the market remained pessimistic and, 
once the cash squeeze had ended, sterling again drifted 
down close to its floor and required modest support. At the 
end of August, drawings on the swap line stood at $975 
million.

This atmosphere persisted into early September and, on 
September 2 and 3, the Bank of England again drew on 
its swap line with the System. Thereafter, however, ster
ling recovered strongly, particularly following the release 
of data indicating that the United Kingdom’s underlying 
balance of payments had been in substantial surplus dur
ing the second quarter. The approach of the German elec
tions brought sterling under modest pressure, but the Bank 
of England had to make only a small additional drawing 
on its Federal Reserve swap line, bringing the total out
standing to $1,145 million. When the German mark was 
allowed to appreciate, sterling moved up smartly and the 
Bank of England resumed its dollar purchases. The bank
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then made repayments on the swap line, reducing drawings 
outstanding to $1,100 million at the end of September.

The recovery continued throughout October, sustained 
by oil company purchases of sterling for tax and royalty 
payments, by the announcement of the second consecutive 
monthly trade surplus, for September, and by the rise in 
the market value of the German mark (which made fur
ther speculation in marks unattractive and induced some 
profit taking). The sterling spot rate reached the $2.39 
level by mid-October, for the first time since early Au
gust; it rose further in the second half of the month and 
fluctuated just below parity during most of the remaining 
two months of the year. At the same time forward ster
ling discounts narrowed sharply, the three-month rate 
moving down to under 1 percent per annum from a range 
of 6 to 9 percent in August-September. The much im
proved tone of the market reflected a new confidence in 
the basic soundness of Britain’s balance-of-payments posi
tion, a belief that was bolstered by continued monthly 
trade surpluses and reserve gains as well as by the an
nouncement that, in the third quarter, the United Kingdom 
had achieved a second consecutive quarterly surplus in its 
basic balance. The renewed confidence led to a strong re
versal of the unfavorable shift in commercial leads and 
lags that had occurred in late summer, and enabled ster
ling to remain firm even toward the year-end, when the 
very high levels to which Euro-dollar interest rates had 
advanced were exerting a considerable pull.

Euro-dollar rates dropped sharply in the last two days 
of December, and sterling moved above par for the first 
time since April 1968. The spot rate dipped slightly in 
early January, when the market became worried by a 
wave of very large wage demands, but rose above par 
again as short positions were being covered and funds be
gan to move into the London money market. During the 
second half of January and throughout February and early 
March, a period of seasonal strength, sterling advanced 
further in widespread and sustained demand, reaching a 
high of $2.4086 on March 4.

With this strong undertone in the market, the Bank of 
England was able to purchase dollars throughout the 
fourth quarter of 1969 and in the first two months of this 
year. Although the United Kingdom’s reserves were al
lowed to increase moderately, the bulk of the reserve gain 
was used to repay debts. Thus, during the fourth quarter 
the Bank of England reduced its swap drawings on the 
Federal Reserve by $200 million each in October and No
vember and by an additional $50 million in December, 
bringing outstanding drawings down to $650 million 
at the end of 1969. These drawings were fully liqui
dated in early 1970 through repayments of $300 mil

lion in January and of $350 million in February, thereby 
restoring the $2 billion swap line to a fully available 
standby basis for the first time since July 1968. Certain 
other short-term credits extended to the Bank of England 
by the United States Treasury still remain outstanding. 
During this period the Federal Reserve and the Treasury 
received scheduled repayments totaling $156 million of 
British borrowings associated with the first sterling- 
balances arrangement of June 1966. Very substantial debt 
repayments were also made to other creditors. In view of 
the exceptionally strong performance of sterling during re
cent months, the Bank of England on March 5 cut its 
discount rate by Vi percentage point to IV2 percent.

F R E N C H  F R A N C

The 11.1 percent devaluation of the French franc on 
last August 8 was greeted with relief in the foreign ex
change markets, which had been repeatedly rocked by 
speculation against the franc since the events of May
1968. During the earlier months of 1969 the franc had 
been under heavy pressure, as lack of confidence in the 
franc and excess demand in the economy led to a rapidly 
rising trade deficit as well as to a smaller but continuing 
outflow of capital. The situation was aggravated, more
over, by political uncertainties and labor unrest. A much 
calmer atmosphere had set in early in the summer, as the 
political crisis was resolved and the labor difliculties were 
held in abeyance over the vacation period; but the market 
remained pessimistic about France’s underlying payments 
position, and the franc stayed close to its floor.

The devaluation, which was to be backed up by a fur
ther tightening of economic policy, was therefore wel
comed as attacking the payments problem at its root. 
More generally, the size of the devaluation was judged—  
by the market as well as by the authorities of other coun
tries— to be within the limits that could be accommodated 
by the existing framework of exchange rates. Moreover, 
at the end of August the French government announced 
that it had $1.6 billion of international credits available 
and was applying to the IMF for a facility of $985 mil
lion. In early September the authorities strengthened their 
austerity program with further curbs on consumer credit, 
measures to encourage savings, and substantial cuts in 
public spending. Finance Minister Giscard d’Estaing de
clared that the new measures were designed to bring the 
French trade balance into equilibrium by July 1, 1970.

These measures at first met with a rather lukewarm re
ception in the exchange market, since even more severe 
action had been expected, and the French franc tended 
to weaken early in September in both spot and forward
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markets. It came under increasing pressure later that 
month as several major strikes and renewed labor mili
tancy added to the uncertainties generated by the ap
proaching German elections, and by mid-September the 
spot rate had declined below par. The franc remained 
under pressure through mid-October—even though the 
German mark had been allowed to appreciate consider
ably above its old ceiling—because the market remained 
disturbed by France’s large current-account deficit and 
by the labor situation. As a consequence, the Bank of 
France had to provide substantial support to the spot mar
ket throughout this period. On September 25 the Bank of 
France reactivated its swap line with the Federal Re
serve, drawing $65 million to help cover recent market 
losses. This credit was repaid the following day with part 
of the initial $500 million takedown on France’s standby 
agreement with the IMF.

A clear improvement got under way after mid-October. 
By the end of the month the spot franc was firmer and—  
although forward discounts remained relatively wide—the 
Bank of France was purchasing dollars almost every day. 
While reflows of funds from Germany provided the initial 
strength, it is now clear that the firming of the spot franc 
reflected the improved underlying situation as well as both 
tight domestic credit conditions and a change in market 
sentiment. Several measures underscored the French au
thorities’ resolve to slow the growth of domestic demand. 
The Bank of France on October 8 raised its discount rates 
by 1 percentage point to exceptionally high levels— 8 per
cent for the basic rate and IOV2 percent for the penalty rate 
—thus signaling even firmer monetary restraint. Also early 
in October, the government approved a very tight budget 
for 1970, providing for virtually no increase in expendi
tures in real terms and for a shift from a sizable deficit 
in 1969 to a small surplus in 1970. On November 5 the 
National Credit Council extended the ceiling on bank 
credit to the end of June 1970 and placed ceilings on 
medium-term and mortgage credits.

This significant stiffening of French economic policy 
was well received by the market and the atmosphere was 
also improved by Finance Minister Giscard d’Estaing’s 
reaffirmation of his confidence that France’s trade deficit 
would be eliminated by mid-1970. The release of trade 
figures that showed considerable progress in October, 
November, and December reinforced that forecast.

Benefiting from the shift in sentiment, as well as from 
the very taut credit conditions in France, the spot franc 
remained firm in November and the first half of Decem
ber while forward rates strengthened markedly. The 
franc rose sharply toward the close of the year, bolstered 
by corporate purchases for year-end needs. In November

and December the Bank of France more than recouped 
its losses of the previous two months and used the major 
portion of these gains to repay short-term international 
debts and maturing foreign exchange deposits of French 
commercial banks.

The upswing in the spot rate continued into the new 
year, as the pull of the Euro-dollar market lessened, 
domestic credit conditions were kept tight, and commer
cial demand continued strong. Even though the franc had 
exhibited sustained strength for some time, the authorities 
maintained their policy of domestic restraint. The franc 
reached parity in January, and traded above that level 
through the end of the period under review.

The Bank of France continued to purchase dollars in 
January and February, and again used the bulk of these 
market gains to reduce foreign official indebtedness and 
foreign exchange deposits of French commercial banks. 
In connection with these repayments, the Bank of France 
activated its swap line with the Federal Reserve on Jan
uary 8, drawing $100 million as interim financing of a 
debt repayment due to Germany. Additional repayments 
of foreign official assistance were made with the proceeds 
of the final drawing of $485 million on February 2 under 
France’s standby arrangement with the IMF. The French 
drawing on the System line was repaid, and the $1 billion 
facility reverted to a standby basis. Included also was a 
repayment of $70 million to the United States Treasury, 
reducing the commitment to $130 million. In early March, 
a further $35 million repayment brought the debt down to 
$95 million. Thus, partly on the basis of the IMF draw
ings but also because of the improved performance of the 
franc in recent months, France has been able to liquidate 
a substantial volume of short-term debt in foreign ex
change. Moreover, the Bank of France added to its official 
reserves, bringing them to $3,957 million at the end of 
February, some $365 million above the low point last July 
prior to the devaluation.

IT A L IA N  L IR A

After five years of surplus, the Italian balance of pay
ments moved into deficit in 1969. The deficit stemmed 
from a sharp rise in capital outflows rather than from a 
deterioration of Italy’s competitive position in world mar
kets. Net capital outflows reached $2.8 billion in 1969, 
fully two thirds of which moved abroad through the export 
of Italian bank notes. Political uncertainties and labor un
rest, especially in the second half of the year, spurred with
drawals of foreign and domestic funds; the upward surge of 
interest rates in the Euro-dollar and Euro-bond markets 
resulted in heavy outflows of funds from Italy; and, as in
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earlier years, Italian savings were attracted by the broad 
range of financial instruments available in foreign money 
and capital markets, as well as by the anonymity which 
foreign placements provide. In addition, the Italian lira—  
like many other currencies— was subjected to heavy selling 
during each bout of speculation on the German mark.

To curtail the outflow of funds and protect official re- 
serves, the Italian authorities took a number of steps 
during the first half of the year. Italian banks were asked 
to repatriate funds by midyear, long-term investment 
abroad was restricted, and the authorities moved to re
duce excess domestic liquidity and to align Italian interest 
rates more closely with those abroad.

The cumulative impact of these measures brought the 
lira rate above par by late April, and the Bank of Italy 
purchased some dollars. The recovery ended, however, 
with the new eruption of mark revaluation fears. Italian 
residents joined the speculative rush for marks and also 
sold lire in order to cover the commitments in German 
marks, and to some extent in Swiss francs, that they had 
undertaken because of relatively low interest rates in 
Germany and Switzerland. As the spot rate dropped, the 
Bank of Italy provided substantial support through May 9.

Once the speculation in marks subsided the lira mar
ket improved, and during late spring and early summer 
there was some reflow from German marks. This reflow, 
combined with repatriations of funds by Italian banks act
ing under the official request, more than offset the further 
outflow of Italian capital via export of Italian currency. 
Effective July 1, the Bank of Italy reinforced its defensive 
measures by imposing a penalty rate of 1 Vi points above its 
discount rate of 3 Vi percent for banks making excessive 
use of central bank borrowing.

New uncertainties unsettled the lira market with the 
fall of the Italian government in early July. Despite the 
subsequent formation of a new government, a strong un
dercurrent of apprehension persisted. When the French 
franc was devalued, the spot rate dropped to its floor, 
and during the next few days of exchange market uncer
tainties lire were offered in heavy volume, with the Bank 
of Italy extending sizable support. On August 14 the 
Bank of Italy raised its discount rate to 4 percent, and as 
the speculative pressures subsided the lira firmed. It held 
well above the floor through the end of August.

At the beginning of September, however, the lira came 
under renewed pressure as sporadic strikes presaged dif
ficult wage negotiations and possibly inflationary settle
ments late in the year, when large labor contracts were due 
to expire. Moreover, with the German elections approach
ing, Italian residents who had commitments outstanding 
in German marks and Swiss francs moved quickly to

cover themselves by buying these currencies. The lira 
dropped back to its floor, and the Italian authorities had 
to provide substantial support. To cover market losses, 
the Bank of Italy activated its $1 billion swap line with 
the Federal Reserve on September 23, drawing $300 mil
lion. Under these circumstances, the United States and 
Italian authorities agreed that it was appropriate to ter
minate the United States Treasury’s remaining technical 
forward lira commitments which had arisen in connection 
with dollar-lira swaps extended by the Italian Exchange 
Office to its commercial banks. Consequently, these com
mitments were reduced progressively during the autumn, 
and by the end of November they had been fully liquidated.

Although the lira remained at the floor in early Octo
ber, pressures eased considerably as soon as the German 
mark was permitted to appreciate. By midmonth a much 
firmer tone had set in as the unwinding of mark positions 
got under way. With repatriations from Germany continu
ing and the exchange markets more relaxed, the lira moved 
up close to its parity by the middle of November. During 
this period the Bank of Italy was able to absorb dollars 
from the market and, on November 14, it repaid its out
standing $300 million swap commitment to the Federal 
Reserve.

The lira held just below par in the first half of Decem
ber but, as the impact of November’s strikes began to be 
felt in reduced exports and higher imports, it began to 
weaken and by early January had reached its floor again. 
This deterioration in the current account—which is season
ally weak in the winter months in any case—was accom
panied by further pressures on the capital side and, there
fore, the lira remained under persistent selling pressure 
through January and February. The outflow of funds 
through bank-note exports continued heavy. The Italian 
commercial banks, moreover, were highly liquid and, be
cause interest rates-were higher abroad, were placing their 
excess funds in very short-term Euro-dollar investments. 
In addition, they were lending to Italian corporations which 
wanted to repay foreign loans and to foreigners who began 
to borrow in Italy. As a result, the Bank of Italy had to 
extend sizable support and to cover market losses reacti
vated its swap line with the Federal Reserve on January 23, 
drawing $200 million on that day and making additional 
drawings in February.

In mid-February the Bank of Italy took steps designed 
to curtail the capital outflow. First, it reminded the Italian 
commercial banks that, under the exchange regulations, 
lending to nonresidents required official approval. Second, 
it modified the regulations pertaining to the handling of 
Italian bank notes purchased by foreign banks and pre
sented for conversion. Previously, Italian banks had paid
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the foreign banks on the basis of a telephoned notification 
that Italian bank notes were being shipped for conversion. 
Under the new regulations the Bank of Italy makes the 
payment directly or transfers the lire to the external account 
of the foreign bank with an Italian correspondent, and only 
after it has physically received and counted the notes at the 
head office in Rome. The new procedure, by lengthening 
the period during which foreign banks have to bear—or 
otherwise find cover for—an exchange risk on the notes 
they buy, naturally brought about a drop in the prices 
offered for Italian bank notes abroad and reduced the 
outflow. Finally, the authorities moved to reduce the pos
sibility of large shifts in commercial leads and lags: pre
payments of imports were limited to no more than 30 days 
in advance of delivery and repatriations of export earnings 
were required within 120 days of shipment, compared with 
one year in each case under the earlier regulations. Further
more, on March 6 the Bank of Italy announced that it was 
increasing its discount rate from 4 percent to 5Vi percent.

D U T C H  G U IL D E R

The guilder had been under selling pressure early in
1969, with the high and rising interest rates available 
abroad attracting funds out of the Netherlands at a time 
when the current account was seasonally weak. In the 
spring and early summer, monetary policy was tightened 
substantially as the authorities moved against the strong 
inflationary pressures set off by the continuing vigorous 
economic expansion. To help finance these sizable out
flows, the Federal Reserve’s outstanding swap drawing of 
$40 million equivalent on the Netherlands Bank was re
paid, and later the Dutch central bank in turn drew on the 
swap line, for a total of $192 million by the end of July. 
Further tightening measures in July and August—and the 
onset of seasonal balance-of-payments strength—gave rise 
to a demand for guilders, and the spot rate soon moved 
above par. The Netherlands Bank began adding to its 
reserves and, late in August, repaid $82.2 million of its 
swap indebtedness to the System.

In the latter part of September, the widespread ner
vousness in the exchange markets over the outcome 
of the German elections and its implications for the 
mark parity became a major influence in the guilder 
market. The market viewed the guilder as a leading candi
date to follow a possible mark revaluation, and hedging 
and speculative inflows into the Netherlands brought heavy 
demand for guilders. After the German Federal Bank 
suspended its intervention at the mark ceiling and the 
mark rate rose sharply, buying of guilders intensified and 
inflows into the Netherlands became increasingly heavy

through October. The Netherlands Bank at first held the 
spot rate just below the ceiling, but later allowed the rate 
to move up to that level. By October 24, the inflow into 
Dutch reserves during the period of the “floating” mark 
had reached $785 million. Part of these gains had been 
used to liquidate by October 8 the Netherlands Bank’s 
outstanding drawings of $109.7 million under the Federal 
Reserve swap line. In order to provide cover for some of 
the Netherlands Bank’s additional dollar intake, the Sys
tem in turn subsequently reactivated the swap arrange
ment, drawing the full $300 million equivalent of guilders 
available under that line, and sold guilder balances to 
absorb a further $5 million. In addition, on October 29, 
the United States Treasury covered $200 million through 
a special one-week swap with the Netherlands Bank.

On the same weekend that the mark was formally 
revalued, the Dutch government made known its decision 
not to revalue the guilder. The spot rate then quickly 
backed away from the ceiling as speculative positions were 
unwound. By November 5 the Netherlands Bank had sold 
slightly more than one third of the dollars it had pur
chased in October. Consequently, the United States 
Treasury had no difficulty in repaying its swap and the 
Federal Reserve repaid $70 million equivalent of its in
debtedness on November 6, thereby reducing its out
standing swap commitments in guilders to $230 million.

More normal trading activity prevailed throughout 
November, with the spot rate remaining fairly strong as 
the Dutch money market tightened and local interest 
rates tended to rise. With trading in guilders generally 
balanced, the Federal Reserve was able to repay a further 
$30 million equivalent on its swap debt, as the Nether
lands Bank reduced its dollar position by converting into 
dollars the guilders which Germany had obtained as part 
of an IMF drawing at the end of the month.

In December, Dutch funds moved to the Euro-dollar 
market where interest rates were rising rapidly. As a re
sult, the spot guilder began to weaken and the Nether
lands Bank provided support to ease the decline of the rate. 
The dollar losses by the Netherlands Bank enabled the 
System to repay a further $70 million equivalent of its 
swap debt, reducing its outstanding commitments in guilders 
to $130 million by the year-end.

Demand for guilders softened further in January and 
early February, reflecting the seasonal weakness of the 
Netherlands’ current account in the early months of the 
year and some easing of domestic credit conditions. 
Despite the decline in the spot rate, however, the Dutch 
authorities did not have to intervene, and as of March 10 
the Federal Reserve swap drawings in Dutch guilders re
mained at $130 million equivalent.
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S W I S S  F R A N C

As the movement of funds from Switzerland to the 
Euro-dollar market lessened after midyear, the Swiss franc 
firmed, reflecting the continuing large current-account 
surplus. Throughout 1969, Swiss exports had pursued 
their strong expansion, accelerating the pace of domestic 
economic activity and leading to a buildup of inflationary 
forces. Imports soared as a consequence, but the current- 
account surplus, also bolstered by rising earnings on for
eign investments, remained very substantial. Although 
there was a considerable churning of funds into and out 
of Switzerland, the Swiss franc remained relatively free 
of the speculative fluctuations besetting the other major 
European currencies.

In view of the increasing pressures on the labor supply, 
industrial capacity, and prices, the Swiss authorities began 
to tighten domestic policy late in August. Moreover, in 
mid-September, in response to rising interest rates at home 
and abroad, the Swiss National Bank raised its discount 
rate by 3A percentage point to 3% percent and its 
“Lombard” rate on secured advances by a full percentage 
point to 43A percent. The Swiss National Bank also ad
vised the commercial banks that it would undertake no 
September quarter-end swaps and that discount facilities 
would be limited. Accordingly, it requested the banks to 
repatriate funds from abroad to meet their liquidity needs.

With domestic credit conditions thus beginning to 
tighten, the Swiss banks met their quarterly requirements 
at the end of September in large part through the repatri
ation of funds. This demand helped push the franc rate to 
its ceiling and the Swiss National Bank took in a substantial 
amount of dollars. The Federal Reserve consequently re
activated its $600 million swap facility with the Swiss 
National Bank on October 10, drawing $200 million 
equivalent in order to absorb some of that bank’s dollar 
gains. After the quarter end, however, the pull of high 
Euro-dollar interest rates began to draw funds out of 
Switzerland and the franc soon began to weaken, reaching 
an eighteen-month low on November 6. During this period 
the Federal Reserve acquired small amounts of Swiss 
francs in the New York market and from a correspondent, 
and on November 10 repaid $25 million equivalent of 
its swap debt to the Swiss National Bank.

Although there had been considerable press and market 
discussion of the possibility of a Swiss franc revaluation 
linked to a large revaluation of the German mark, there 
was no speculative rush into francs when the mark parity 
was changed. In mid-November a flurry did occur, 
however, and the spot rate advanced sharply, but the 
rumors were quickly dispelled by a reaffirmation of the

Swiss government’s decision not to revalue the franc.
The franc began to firm again in the second half of 

November, largely reflecting the usual year-end demand. 
As in previous years, to help the commercial banks cover 
their year-end liquidity requirements the Swiss National 
Bank offered market swaps of Swiss francs against dollars. 
These swaps, the first of which were contracted in early 
December, totaled $793 million by the end of the month 
—a record amount—and helped keep the spot rate for the 
franc below its ceiling. As in the past, the Swiss National 
Bank returned the dollars thus acquired to the Euro-dollar 
market in order to neutralize the effects of the year-end 
withdrawals on that market.

On December 30 the Federal Reserve reduced its swap 
indebtedness to the Swiss National Bank by $30 million 
equivalent to $145 million, mainly using francs purchased 
in the market in the latter part of November and early in 
December. The Swiss franc began to ease toward the end 
of December, as year-end positioning proceeded smoothly 
with the National Bank’s help, and declined further in 
early January when, with year-end demand out of the way, 
Swiss banks were temporarily in a very liquid position in 
francs. The decline, however, was smaller and shorter 
than in previous years, and the spot franc soon firmed, as 
repayments of swaps with the National Bank tightened 
the commercial banks’ Swiss franc liquidity positions.

In the meantime, the Swiss authorities were moving 
further to combat the inflationary pressures generated by 
the export-led boom. Late in December the government 
announced it had decided to complete by April 1 the tariff 
cuts it had agreed to undertake in 1971 and 1972 under 
the Kennedy-round negotiations. In January the Na
tional Bank and the Swiss commercial banks reached an 
understanding whereby the banks would more closely 
limit their credit expansion during the first half of 1970.

Early in February the Federal Reserve repaid $20 mil
lion of its swap indebtedness to the Swiss National Bank, 
purchasing the francs from that bank. Later in the month, 
the Federal Reserve and the Swiss National Bank decided 
that, with relative calm in the markets, the time had come 
to clear up the System’s remaining swap debt, which 
had been outstanding since last October. Consequently, the 
National Bank sold $120.7 million equivalent of francs to 
the System. The Federal Reserve used these francs and 
some from balances to repay the swap drawing, thereby 
restoring the swap arrangement to a fully available stand
by basis.

B E L G IA N  F R A N C

The Belgian franc strengthened during July, follow
ing official measures to tighten domestic credit con
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ditions and to insulate the Belgian money market from 
credit pressures abroad. In early August, however, this 
firming was brought to an abrupt halt by the devalua
tion of the French franc, which was followed by wide
spread market rumors that the Belgian franc also would 
be devalued. The spot rate quickly dropped to its floor 
under heavy selling pressure, and in the first week follow
ing the French move the National Bank of Belgium suf
fered substantial reserve losses. To cover the drain, the 
National Bank reactivated its swap line with the Federal 
Reserve, drawing a total of $244 million out of the $300 
million then available. A calmer atmosphere soon emerged, 
however, as the market came to appreciate the strength of 
Belgium’s underlying balance-of-payments position. The 
franc strengthened and the authorities began to recoup 
some of their reserve loss. In late August the National 
Bank repaid $20 million of the outstanding drawings, re
ducing the total to $224 million. Meanwhile, negotiations 
had been completed for an increase in the reciprocal credit 
facility with the Federal Reserve by $200 million to $500 
million and this was put into effect on September 2. The 
National Bank of Belgium simultaneously obtained a new 
$100 million equivalent credit facility from the German 
Federal Bank.

The Belgian franc began rising sharply in September, 
despite growing speculation in German marks. The im
proved tone of the franc was especially pronounced after 
midmonth when the Belgian authorities announced a 
number of anti-inflationary measures: the introduction of 
the value-added tax, scheduled for January 1, 1970, was 
postponed for another year in order to avoid further in
creases in domestic prices, while the National Bank raised 
its discount rate another Vi percentage point to IVi per
cent, effective September 18, and tightened quantitative 
credit restrictions. Supported by these domestic measures 
and the increased availability of foreign official credit, the 
franc firmed toward the end of September. As the rate 
strengthened, the National Bank purchased dollars in the 
market, enabling it to repay $20 million of outstanding 
drawings on its swap line with the Federal Reserve by the 
end of the month.

As soon as the German mark was allowed to rise above 
its ceiling, the exchange markets again demonstrated their 
capacity for abrupt changes; the Belgian franc suddenly 
was seen as a candidate for revaluation along with the 
mark only two months after it had been subjected to heavy 
speculative selling. The spot rate moved to parity early in 
October and rose to its ceiling later that month, while the 
National Bank made increasingly large market gains. The 
speculation reached its climax on Monday, October 27, the 
first business day after the German revaluation. The next

day the Belgian government stated firmly that the franc 
would not be revalued, and the speculation died down. By 
that time the National Bank had acquired an amount of 
dollars more than sufficient to repay in full during the 
course of October its remaining $204 million swap in
debtedness to the Federal Reserve.

Even after the speculative outburst had ended, however, 
the demand for francs remained very strong. Commercial 
leads and lags, which had moved sharply against Belgium 
in August and September, were being reversed in subse
quent months. Credit conditions, moreover, remained 
very tight, causing short-term funds to flow in. With the 
spot rate not far from its ceiling, the National Bank took 
in dollars from time to time throughout the rest of 1969 
and into early 1970. In order to provide cover for some 
of these dollars, the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap 
line with the National Bank, drawing a total of $55 mil
lion equivalent in November and December. Additional 
drawings of $30 million in February raised the System’s 
commitment to $85 million.

C A N A D IA N  D O L L A R

During the first half of 1969 the Canadian dollar 
felt the effects of rapidly rising interest rates abroad. 
While monetary conditions were also becoming pro
gressively tighter in Canada—partly in response to the 
authorities’ anti-inflationary policies—the attraction of 
substantially higher returns on United States dollar in
struments not subject to Regulation Q ceilings led to a 
large short-term capital outflow, primarily through the 
channel of “swapped” deposits. (In these transactions, 
Canadian dollar funds are converted into United States 
dollars on a covered basis and the United States dollars 
placed on deposit with Canadian banks; the latter in 
turn invest such funds in United States dollar instru
ments.) The persistent outflow of short-term funds at a 
time of seasonal weakness in Canada’s current-account 
balance led to a steady softening of the spot rate despite 
continued heavy long-term capital inflows.

To curtail the outflow of short-term funds, the Bank 
of Canada raised its discount rate in two V2 percentage 
point steps in mid-June and mid-July, to 8 percent, and 
it asked the Canadian banks to regard their July 15 level 
of swapped deposits as a temporary ceiling. As the Ca
nadian banks complied with this request, and with the 
domestic money market tightening in response to heavy 
credit demands and the discount rate increases, the outflow 
was substantially reduced and the spot rate immediately 
moved above par. Seasonal strength in the current account 
and an increased volume of long-term capital inflows fur
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ther added to the demand for Canadian dollars, and the 
spot rate firmed through the end of August.

The rolling-over of a large amount of maturing swapped 
deposits temporarily depressed the spot rate in Septem
ber and early October. However, the rate was soon 
pushed up sharply again by strong commercial demand. 
Furthermore, because the Canadian chartered banks had 
previously built up positions in United States dollars, 
they were able to accommodate the usual year-end de
mand for United States dollars without having much 
recourse to the spot market. This, along with tight mone
tary conditions in Canada, helped push the Canadian 
dollar to its effective ceiling ($0.9324) by the year-end, 
and it traded at or just below that rate throughout Janu
ary. Toward the end of that month the Bank of Canada 
also moved to halt the practice of splitting swapped de
posit transactions—a practice whereby swaps were done 
with one bank and the United States dollars placed on 
deposit with another. This move tended further to 
strengthen the spot rate, and the Bank of Canada made 
some moderate reserve gains. The demand for Canadian 
dollar balances began to ease early in February, however, 
and the spot rate moved slightly away from its effective 
ceiling.

Continuing tight money in Canada, coupled with large 
month-end corporate demands, resulted in a strengthening 
of the Canadian dollar late in February and, in the closing 
days of the month, the Bank of Canada made fairly siz
able purchases of dollars when the rate reached the inter
vention level.

E U R O -D O L L A R  M A R K E T

During late summer the Euro-dollar borrowings of United 
States banks through their foreign branches had tended to 
stabilize at around $14Vi billion—a level $7 billion higher 
than the 1968 peak—and interest rates had started to recede 
from their mid-June record highs (see Charts III and IV). 
This tendency was reinforced by several measures taken by 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System in 
order to prevent a resurgence of the flow of Euro-dollars to 
United States banks. First, the Board amended Regulation 
D (which governs reserves of member banks) in order to 
eliminate a technical loophole which had led banks to in
crease their use of overnight borrowing of Euro-dollars. 
Subsequently, it amended Regulation M (which governs the 
foreign activities of member banks) by placing a reserve re
quirement of 10 percent on member bank liabilities to 
foreign branches in excess of the levels outstanding in a 
base period and on United States assets acquired by for
eign branches from their home offices. Also, Regulation D

Chart HI
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was further amended to place reserve requirements against 
borrowings from nonaffiliated foreign banks

These measures reduced the incentive for United States 
banks to seek Euro-dollar funds and encouraged them to 
look for other sources of funds. One alternative that many 
banks found attractive was the commercial paper market 
and, as Euro-dollar liabilities stabilized, commercial paper 
borrowings rose sharply during the summer months. In 
September, United States banks’ liabilities to their own 
foreign branches declined slightly, thus helping to bring 
about some easing of Euro-dollar rates for the shorter 
maturities: the three-month rate declined to less than 
11 percent per annum by September 17. After a sharp but 
brief recovery around the time of the German elections, the 
rates resumed their decline and, under the pressure of 
the heavy reflux of funds from Germany in October, they
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dropped below 9 percent.
As the use of the commercial paper market by banks 

through the intermediary of bank-affiliated holding com
panies or subsidiaries grew, the Board of Governors became 
concerned that such borrowing might reduce the impact of 
monetary restraint. Consequently, the Board announced on 
October 29 that it was considering an amendment to Regula
tion Q which would subject all such bank-related commer
cial paper to the interest rate ceilings that apply to large 
CD’s. Moreover, in a separate but related action, the Board 
ruled that commercial paper issued by subsidiaries of mem
ber banks already is covered by existing provisions of Regu
lations Q and D.

The prospect of closer regulation of member banks’ use 
of the commercial paper market was swiftly reflected in 
the Euro-dollar market and, combined with the expecta
tion of continuing tight credit conditions in the United 
States, contributed to a surge in interest rates from late 
October to mid-November. In December the short-term 
rates moved even higher, as banks attempted to main
tain their Euro-dollar borrowings in the face of year-end 
repatriations of funds by United States corporations and for
eign banks. By December 18, call money was at 11 per
cent, the rate for one-month deposits had reached 12% 
percent, and that for three-month funds 11 percent. 
After allowance for the 10 percent marginal reserve re
quirement, the effective cost of one-month Euro-dollars 
for United States banks which were above the ceiling of

their base period reached at times 14 percent, exceeding 
the record levels attained in June. However, during the 
last two weeks of December, as repatriations of funds 
by United States corporations preparing to meet their 
balance-of-payments guidelines reached yet a new year- 
end high, United States banks’ takings of Euro-dollar funds 
fell by some $1.6 billion, bringing the level of their liabili
ties to their foreign branches to $13.0 billion.

As soon as the pressures of year-end demand disap
peared, Euro-dollar rates dropped. They continued to recede 
in January, but the movement stopped toward the month 
end. The increase of Regulation Q ceilings on January 21 
had no immediate effect on rates, since permissible CD rates 
were still well below Euro-dollar quotations, but it probably 
contributed to market expectations that rates were likely 
to decline somewhat in coming months.

Euro-dollar rates fluctuated within very narrow mar
gins in February. Tightening monetary conditions in a 
number of continental European countries, as well as the 
flows into the United Kingdom, tended to draw short
term funds from the Euro-dollar market; on the other 
hand, United States banks’ takings from their own foreign 
branches, which had risen by $1.3 billion after the year- 
end, began to decline in mid-January, reaching $12.8 
billion by March 4, while outflows from Italy increased 
the supply of Euro-dollars. By early March, Euro-dollar 
rates for most maturities were between 9 and 93A percent 
per annum.

Per Jacobsson Foundation Lecture

The Per Jacobsson Foundation in Washington, D.C., has made available to the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York a limited number of copies of the 1969 lecture on international mone
tary affairs. In sponsoring and publishing annual lectures on this topic by recognized authorities, 
the Foundation continues to honor the late Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund.

The sixth lecture in this series was held on September 28, 1969 in Washington, D.C. Professor 
Alexandre Lamfalussy of the University of Louvain, Belgium (also Managing Director of the Bank 
of Brussels) spoke on “The Role of Monetary Gold over the Next Ten Years”. Discussion on the 
subject was by Mr. Wilfrid Baumgartner, President of Rhone Poulenc, S.A., Paris, France (for
merly Governor of the Bank of France and former Minister of Finance), Governor Guido Carli 
of the Bank of Italy, and Governor L. K. Jha of the Reserve Bank of India.

This Bank will make copies of the lecture available without charge to readers of this Review 
who have an interest in international monetary affairs.

Requests should be addressed to the Public Information Department, Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 10045. French and Spanish versions are also 
available.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By Charles A. Coombs

Although most of the major industrial countries were 
beset by inflation and domestic financial strains during 
the period under review, the foreign exchange markets 
were generally characterized by quiet and orderly trad
ing, interrupted only briefly by the Canadian recourse to 
a floating rate early in June. Indeed, the very prevalence 
of inflationary trends, both here and abroad, left the ex
change markets in something of a quandary as to which 
currencies might eventually fare better or worse.

So far in 1970 the United States balance of payments 
on official account has shifted from surplus to deficit. Vari
ous policy actions taken by the Federal Reserve to relieve 
the stringency of credit conditions in the United States re
sulted in a heavy return flow of funds to the Euro-dollar 
market which, in turn, facilitated the recovery of official 
reserves in France, Germany, Italy, and the United King
dom where money remained tight. These shifts in the in
ternational flow of funds, in response to differential credit 
conditions, were reflected in a corresponding shift of 
creditor-debtor relationships in the Federal Reserve swap 
network and related credit arrangements. More than $1 
billion of Bank of England debts to the Federal Reserve 
and the United States Treasury outstanding at the begin
ning of the year were almost fully repaid by the end of 
June, and since then the Bank of England has had no 
further recourse to United States credit facilities. The 
Bank of France debt of $200 million to the United States 
Treasury was also fully repaid. The Bank of Italy financed

*This report, covering the period March to September 1970, is 
the seventeenth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice President 
in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. 
The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal Reserve 
System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

heavy reserve losses in January and February by draw
ing $800 million on the Federal Reserve swap line, but 
this debt has subsequently been fully repaid, partially by 
substituting medium-term financing through the Euro
dollar market. As of the end of August, no credits by the 
Federal Reserve to foreign central banks under the swap 
network were outstanding (see Table I).

Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve found it necessary to 
make repeated drawings on its swap lines with the Swiss 
National Bank, the National Bank of Belgium, and the 
Netherlands Bank (see Table II). Federal Reserve draw
ings of $145 million of Swiss francs that were outstanding 
at the beginning of 1970 could not be reversed through 
market transactions, as the usual seasonal weakening of the 
Swiss franc during the early months of the year failed to 
materialize. Accordingly, the Swiss National Bank agreed 
to sell, in a direct transaction with the Federal Reserve, 
the Swiss francs required to clean up the balance, and the 
swap line reverted to a standby basis. Later in the spring, 
new flows of dollars to Switzerland required the reactiva
tion of the swap line, in May, in the form of a $200 
million drawing of Swiss francs by the Federal Reserve. 
Through market transactions the Federal Reserve sub
sequently repaid $30 million of this debt, another $50 
million was cleared away through a United States Treasury 
sale of gold to the Swiss National Bank, and the remain
ing $120 million was liquidated in August by another 
direct sale of Swiss francs to the Federal Reserve by the 
Swiss National Bank.

In the case of the Belgian franc, the Federal Reserve 
late in 1969 reactivated its swap line with the National 
Bank of Belgium by drawing $55 million of Belgian 
francs, and further drawings in 1970 increased such 
debt to $130 million by early May. Since the swap line 
had by then been in continuous use for almost six 
months, the United States Treasury undertook to assist
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Table I

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on January 1,1970

Drawings (+ ) or repayments (—) 

1970
Drawings on 

Federal Reserve 
System outstanding 
on August 31,1970

1 II July 1— 
August 31

Bank of England ...................................................................................................... 650.0 -  650.0

f+  100.0 
I -  100.0

+  800.0

f+  136.0 
I -  136.0

R 200.0
1-600.0

B - 77.0 
1 -  77.0

-400.0

H- 22.0 
} -  22.0

Bank of France ........................................................................................................

Bank of Italy ..............................................................................................................

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks) .........................

Total ........................................................................................................................... 650.0 C+l,036.0 
I— 886.0

f+277.0
(—677.0

f-f 22.0 -O-
(—422.0

the Federal Reserve in fully liquidating its Belgian franc 
debt by drawing Belgian francs from the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and by selling a small amount 
of special drawing rights (SDR’s) to the National Bank 
of Belgium. The swap line then reverted to a standby basis 
but, as the flow of funds to Belgium continued, new draw
ings were made by the Federal Reserve during the summer 
months for a total currently outstanding of $95 million.

Similarly, a Federal Reserve drawing of $130 million in 
guilders on the Netherlands Bank that was outstanding 
as of the end of 1969 could not be reversed through 
market transactions. Accordingly, it was agreed in May 
1970 to clean up the debt through several special trans
actions, including a United States Treasury drawing of 
guilders from the IMF together with a small sale of 
SDR’s to the Netherlands Bank. Here again, the flow of 
dollars to the Netherlands persisted through the summer 
months, and by September 10 had necessitated new guil
der drawings by the Federal Reserve amounting to $220 
million. There were no operations in Austrian schillings, 
Canadian dollars, Japanese yen, Mexican pesos, or the 
Scandinavian currencies.

Among other developments during the period under 
review, the Federal Reserve swap network was further 
enlarged to an $11,230 million total on March 12 as a 
result of an increase in the swap line with the Bank of 
Italy from $1 billion to $1,250 million (see Table III). 
In April, the United States Treasury redeemed at ma

turity a six-month Swiss franc-denominated certificate 
of indebtedness equivalent to $54.7 million held by the 
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) while other 
foreign-currency-denominated securities were rolled over 
at maturity, leaving a total of $1.4 billion equivalent 
currently outstanding (see Table IV). No operations in 
forward markets were undertaken by either the Federal 
Reserve or the Treasury.

C A N A D IA N  D O L L A R

The Canadian dollar rose to its effective ceiling of 
$0.9324 in late December 1969 and, except for a 
brief easing in February, remained at or very near that 
level through May (see Chart I). The strength of the 
Canadian dollar reflected developments in both the current 
and capital accounts of the Canadian balance of payments. 
The trade surplus widened substantially, as there was a 
broad-based increase in exports. In the capital sector, 
funds were repatriated from the New York stock market, 
while during the first quarter Canadian borrowing abroad 
remained heavy. Moreover, relatively high interest rates 
resulting from the vigorous anti-inflationary policies pur
sued by the Canadian authorities attracted short-term 
inflows, including some repatriation of funds previously 
placed in the Euro-dollar market.

As the exchange markets became increasingly aware 
of the strength of the Canadian payments position, to-
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ward the end of April rumors began to circulate that the 
Bank of Canada would raise its upper intervention point 
to the full 1 percent above par allowed by the IMF, or 
even that the Canadian dollar would be revalued. Con
sequently, demand for Canadian dollars surged and the 
Bank of Canada began to purchase United States dollars 
on a mounting scale.

These heavy purchases of foreign exchange were 
financed by the drawing-down of government deposits 
with the chartered banks. As the inflow intensified, how
ever, such deposits began to be depleted, and on May 11 
the Canadian authorities announced that they would sell 
a special issue of bills totaling Can.$250 million. At the 
same time, the Bank of Canada raised the chartered 
banks’ minimum secondary reserve requirement from 
8 percent to 9 percent of deposits. This move immo
bilized approximately the amount to be raised by the 
bill issue. In addition, in an attempt to reduce the inflow 
of short-term funds, the Bank of Canada announced a Vz 
percentage point decrease in its discount rate from 8 per
cent to IVi percent.

The Canadian dollar eased very briefly but then again 
moved to the ceiling as a rise in the forward premium 
continued to provide a hedged incentive for short-term 
funds to flow into Canada. Toward the end of May, how
ever, when the Bank of Canada entered the forward 
market both on a swap and on an outright basis, the 
forward premium backed down and the spot rate 
declined.

Under these circumstances, the market was taken by 
surprise on Sunday, May 31, when Finance Minister Ben
son announced that, for the time being, the upper limit 
for the Canadian dollar would not be defended. Mr. 
Benson cited the rapid and accelerating accumulation of 
reserves and the threat of large-scale speculative inflows 
as reasons for the decision “to permit some appreciation 
of the market rate of exchange”. (Reserves had risen 
$1.2 billion since the beginning of the year, of which 
some $622 million—including forward purchases—had 
occurred in May alone.) Mr. Benson stated, however, 
that the authorities would intervene to prevent an 
excessive appreciation, as well as to maintain orderly 
conditions in the exchange market, and that “the IMF 
has also been informed of the Canadian government’s 
intention . . .  to resume the fulfilment of its obligations 
under the Articles of Agreement of the IMF as soon as 
circumstances permit”. In order to prevent a rise in 
the Canadian dollar from being excessively deflationary, 
the Bank of Canada simultaneously cut its discount 
rate by a further V2 percentage point, to 7 per
cent, while the government decided not to proceed with
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certain consumer credit restraints it had planned to 
introduce.

The market opened on Monday, June 1, in an atmo
sphere of considerable nervousness, reflecting the prevalent 
uncertainty as to how high and for how long the Canadian 
dollar would float. In hectic trading early that morning in 
London, the rate rose nearly to parity with the United States 
dollar but then fell back to the $0.97-$0.98 range. A 
substantial demand for Canadian dollars appeared when 
the markets opened in North America, primarily from 
banks covering short positions, but the Bank of Canada 
intervened to prevent a further run-up in the rate. By late 
afternoon demand had begun to ebb, and the rate de
clined to as low as $0.9655 on June 2. Activity then 
diminished to abnormally low levels over the remainder 
of the week. In subsequent weeks, the rate continued to 
fluctuate widely—reaching as high as $0.9710 and as low 
as $0.9554 (see Chart II). In accordance with the an
nounced policy, the Bank of Canada intervened to dampen 
the swings, in particular acting to prevent an excessive 
rise in the rate.

By the end of June the Canadian dollar had settled 
around $0.9660, as the market began to feel that this might 
be close to the level at which a new parity would eventu
ally be established. The rate held fairly steady around 
that level through mid-July, the daily fluctuations becom
ing narrower and less erratic.

At that point, however, a new wave of demand built
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Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Drawings ( -f ) or repayments (—)

Transactions with
System swap 

drawings 
outstanding on

1970
System swap 

drawings 
outstanding on

January 1,1970
1 II

July 1- 
September 10

September 10,1970

National Bank of Belgium .................................................................................... 55.0

130.0

145.0

+  50.0 45.0 4- 75.0

4-220.0 

—200.0

95.0

Netherlands Bank ......................................................................................................

1-130.0

—130.0 220.0

Swiss National Bank .................................................. ........................................ -145.0 -j-200.0

Total .................................. ............... ......................................................................... 330.0 B - 50.0 f+245.0 f+295.0 315.01—145.0 }—260.0 1-200.0
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up and in just over a month the Canadian dollar reached 
$0.9850. The advance mainly reflected the onset of 
seasonal demand, a pickup in long-term borrowings 
abroad, and an inflow of short-term funds resulting from 
a sharp squeeze for balances in Canada. Moreover, the rise 
in the rate tended to be self-reinforcing in that it encouraged 
an increasing tendency to cover Canadian dollar commit
ments. Another factor in the market, starting toward the 
end of July, was the appearance of professional traders, 
mainly in European banks, who would move in and out 
of the Canadian dollar within a single day to take advan
tage of the wide fluctuations in the rate, their actions clearly 
aggravating those fluctuations. Finally, in mid-August there 
was a burst of demand for Canadian dollars, as grain 
dealers reacted to reports that a substantial portion of the 
United States corn crop was threatened by blight. Later in 
the month, as the market calmed again, the rate moved 
lower. On August 31 the Bank of Canada announced that 
in view of both external and domestic economic develop
ments it was cutting its discount rate by Vz percentage 
point to 6V2 percent.

Table III

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
September 10,1970

In millions of dollars

Institution

Austrian National Bank ......................................

National Bank of Belgium ..................................

Bank of Canada ......................................................
National Bank of Denmark ................................

Bank of England ....................................................

Bank of France ......................................................

German Federal Bank ..........................................

Bank of Ita ly .............................................................

Bank of Japan ...........................................................

Bank of Mexico .......................................................

Netherlands Bank ...................................................

Bank of Norway .......................................................

Bank of Sweden .......................................................

Swiss National Bank ...............................................

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars ...........................................

Other authorized European currencies-doliars

Total ...........................................................................

Amount of facility

200

500

1,000

200

2,000

1,000
1,000

1,250

1,000

130

300

200

250

600

600

1,000

11,230

G E R M A N  M A R K

The German authorities’ decision on September 29, 
1969 to suspend temporarily their intervention at the 
mark’s ceiling and the subsequent revaluation of the mark 
on October 26 triggered a massive outpouring of funds 
from Germany; by the end of the year, the German Fed
eral Bank had sold more than $6V2 billion in spot market 
operations. In December, a significant factor in the out
flow was the repatriation of funds by United States and 
European corporations to meet balance-of-payments tar
gets or year-end needs. After this year-end positioning was 
completed and as Euro-dollar rates declined sharply, 
the outflow from Germany came to an abrupt halt. The 
mark then firmed and generally traded above its $0.2710 
floor in January, although it eased back close to the floor 
by the end of February. The Federal Reserve built up its 
mark balances in February by purchasing $97.6 million 
equivalent of marks from a foreign central bank.

In the meantime, credit conditions had tightened con
siderably in Germany, as the monetary authorities had 
allowed the outflow of late 1969 to constrict domestic 
liquidity. In the absence of strong action on the fiscal 
front, however, this liquidity squeeze proved insufficient 
to check the inflationary forces under way in Germany and 
the market began to anticipate a further tightening of 
monetary policy. Accordingly, traders bid more actively 
for marks in early March, lifting the spot rate slightly 
above its floor in the process. Nevertheless, the market 
was surprised by the severity of the measures announced 
by the Federal Bank Council on March 6: the central 
bank’s discount rate was raised by IV2 percentage points; 
to IV2 percent, its “Lombard” rate on advances against 
securities by V2 percentage point to 916, percent, and., 
to discourage banks from borrowing too heavily abroad,, 
an additional reserve requirement of 30 percent was, 
imposed, effective April 1, on increases in the banks'" 
nonresident liabilities.

The spot mark rate immediately rose sharply in re
sponse to this pronounced tightening of monetary policy. 
Even though the Federal Bank repeatedly raised its day-to- 
day intervention points, on April 6 it began absorbing 
dollars from the market for the first time since last fall 
After easing temporarily at the month end, the mark began 
to climb again in May. Borrowing abroad by German banks 
continued, but on a more limited scale, while borrowings 
by commercial firms reached major proportions. With 
this demand for marks reinforced by fears of additional 
measures of monetary restraint and by rumors that the 
Federal Bank might raise its official upper intervention 
point to the full 1 percent above par allowed by the IMF,
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Table IV

UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issues (+ )  or redemptions (—)

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding on 
January 1,1970

1970 Amount 
outstanding on 

September 10,1970

1 11 July 1— 
September 10

German Federal Bank ............................................................................. .............. 1,081.6*

135.5*

-542.0 539.6

135.5
- 0-

German banks ............................................................................................................

Bank of Italy ............................................................................................................ 125.4 -125.4

Swiss National Bank ............................................................................................... 540.6 541.0

150.0Bank for International Settlementsf .... .................... ........................................... 204.4 -5 4 .7

Total ........................................................................................................................... 2,087.6 —667.4 -5 4 .7 -0- 1,366.1

Note: Discrepancies in totals result from minor valuation adjustments and from rounding. 
♦Includes valuation adjustments subsequent to the revaluation of the German mark, 
t Denominated in Swiss francs.

the spot rate reached its ceiling of $0.2754% on May 13 
and the Federal Bank had to purchase a large amount of 
dollars. A brief easing occurred again in the second half of 
May, but the rate was rising once more by the month end.

The floating of the Canadian dollar on June 1 added 
a new speculative element to the continuing inflow of 
short-term funds stemming from interest arbitrage. Thus, 
even though Germany’s current account was undergoing 
a substantial deterioration, particularly on services, the 
mark remained extremely strong in June. A characteristic 
pattern soon emerged, with a bunching of purchases on 
Wednesdays when value-date considerations favor the 
mark, followed by an ebbing of demand in subsequent 
days. The Federal Bank began taking in dollars on Wed
nesday, June 3. During the following week the market was 
quite nervous and revaluation rumors, along with the 
approaching mid-June tax period, led to a large-scale 
conversion of foreign borrowings by German corporations 
and triggered the movement into marks of other funds as 
well. In the most hectic day since the fall of 1969, on June 
10, the Federal Bank purchased $640 million at the 
ceiling, while the rate moved even higher that afternoon 
in New York after the close of business in Frankfurt. Even 
though the immediate demand for marks spent itself in this 
flare-up and activity was again normal during the following 
days, the market remained unsettled and fearful about the 
future. In a move aimed at calming these fears, the Fed
eral Bank began offering to sell outright forward marks,

and this action helped improve market atmosphere. Never
theless, the underlying demand for marks remained strong 
and was further intensified toward the end of June by 
German commercial banks’ positioning to meet increased 
reserve requirements (effective July 1, these were raised 
by 15 percent). At the same time, relatively high Ger
man interest rates were again pulling in funds from the 
Euro-dollar market—where rates were declining in re
sponse to the partial lifting of Regulation Q ceilings in the 
United States—and, on July 1, the Federal Bank once 
more purchased a large amount of dollars.

The heavy inflows of interest-sensitive funds made it 
clear that Germany could not fight inflation with monetary 
policy alone in an environment of declining interest rates 
abroad. Early in July, therefore, the German cabinet 
decided to tighten fiscal policy, thereby allowing some 
easing of monetary restraint. Included among the measures 
taken then were a temporary suspension of accelerated 
depreciation allowances for industry and the imposition 
of a refundable 10 percent surcharge on personal and 
corporate income taxes. Subsequently, effective July 16, 
the Federal Bank reduced its discount and “Lombard” 
rates by Vi percentage point to the still very high levels 
of 7 and 9 percent, respectively. German money market 
rates remained firm, nevertheless, ranging above 9 percent, 
so that, against a background of easing Euro-dollar quota
tions, a considerable interest-arbitrage incentive in favor 
of Germany persisted. As a consequence, demand for
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marks dipped but briefly, and the central bank again made 
large gains in the latter part of July.

Eventually, however, the German money market began 
to respond to the influx of liquidity from abroad. With 
domestic interest rates easing as a consequence, demand 
for marks lessened and the central bank’s dollar pur
chases tapered off by early August. By then, however, the 
expansion of domestic liquidity had become excessive and 
threatened to thwart the anti-inflationary efforts of the 
German authorities. Consequently, on August 12 the 
Federal Bank Council announced new measures of mone
tary restraint: effective September 1, increases in bank 
liabilities above the second-quarter average were subjected 
to heavy new reserve requirements, and accordingly the 
additional 30 percent requirement imposed in March on 
increases in the banks’ nonresident liabilities was abolished. 
With tighter domestic credit conditions in prospect, demand 
for marks strengthened somewhat and the Federal Bank 
again had to absorb dollars from the market. The amounts 
were relatively modest, however, and the general market 
atmosphere at the close of the period was much calmer 
than in earlier months.

S T E R L IN G

Sterling recovered strongly throughout the fall of 1969, 
as the British trade position shifted into surplus and a 
reversal of earlier speculative outflows gathered momen
tum. Concurrently, monetary policy tightened sharply, and 
by the year-end spot sterling had reached parity while for
ward sterling discounts had narrowed substantially. The 
Bank of England was thereby enabled to make sizable 
reserve gains during the fall months, and by the year-end 
its outstanding drawings on the Federal Reserve had been 
reduced to $650 million from the May 1969 peak of 
$1,415 million.

Even stronger demand for sterling emerged during the 
first four months of 1970. Britain’s basic payments posi
tion continued to run in heavy surplus, and there were 
further favorable shifts in commercial leads and lags. 
Moreover, London began to attract very heavy inflows of 
short-term investment funds, as Euro-dollar rates fell 
sharply while tight money market conditions continued 
to prevail in the United Kingdom. The three-month Euro
dollar rate, for example, had reached WVi percent in mid- 
December but thereafter declined sharply during the first 
quarter of 1970 and into April, reaching a low of about 
8 percent in mid-April. Deposit rates in the United King
dom, on the other hand, remained firm early in the year 
and then moved up in February and early March in re
sponse to the mid-March tax squeeze. Inflows during this

period were reflected, in part, in a large rise in the sterling 
balances of the overseas sterling area as well as in some 
rebuilding of the balances of nonsterling-area countries. In 
addition, British-based firms with international subsidiaries 
apparently were bringing funds home to bolster their liquid
ity positions.

As funds flowed into Britain the spot sterling rate moved 
well above par and the Bank of England made very sizable 
reserve gains, which as before were largely devoted to the 
liquidation of official indebtedness. Drawings on the Fed
eral Reserve swap line were cleaned up through repayments 
of $300 million in January and $350 million in February, 
thus restoring the $2 billion swap line to a fully available 
standby basis for the first time since July 1968. Over the 
same period and continuing into March, very substantial 
repayments were made to other creditors, including the 
United States Treasury (see Table V ).

The exceptionally strong performance of sterling during 
the winter months, and the emergence of a significant 
interest differential in favor of sterling, had led the Bank 
of England to reduce its discount rate by V2 percentage 
point to IV2 percent on March 5. Nevertheless, inflows to 
London continued as Euro-dollar rates declined further, 
and the bank rate was cut again to 7 percent in mid-April 
at the time of the announcement of the United Kingdom 
budget. The budget was generally well received by the 
market and, despite the further reduction in British interest 
rates, sterling continued in good demand, enabling the

Table V

BRITISH SHORT-TERM INDEBTEDNESS TO THE 
UNITED STATES TREASURY AND FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Amounts outstanding in millions of dollars

Date Federal Reserve 
swap line

June 1966 
sterling balances 

arrangement 
(System- 

Treasury)

Treasury 
credit line of 
November 1967

Total

1969

May 1 3 ............... 1,415 310 350 2,075

1,025 310 350 1,685

September 30 .... 1,100 310 350 1,760

December 3 1 ..... 650 271 350 1,271

1970

March 31 ........... -0- 154 225 379

June 3 0 ............... -0- 115 -0- 115

August 3 1 ........... -0- 115 -0- 115

Note: Certain special credits from the United States Treasury also were 
liquidated by March 31.
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Bank of England to take in more dollars. While some of 
these gains were added to reserves, most were used to 
pay off debt, including the final $225 million due under 
the credit line of $350 million extended by the United 
States Treasury in November 1967.

Demand for sterling remained strong through early 
May, when it was announced that the British trade posi
tion had slipped into small deficit in April. Buying then 
tapered off, and the subsequent call on May 18 for a gen
eral election to be held on June 18 brought sterling under 
some pressure. In succeeding days, the spot rate declined 
fairly sharply from about $2.4050 to just above par. Ster
ling firmed at the month end, however, and for May as a 
whole the reserve position showed a small gain.

The floating of the Canadian dollar on June 1 intro
duced a new element of uncertainty into the market and, 
as the British elections drew closer, sterling slipped below 
par. The decline in the rate was not precipitous, however, 
and little official support was required. The announcement 
on June 15 that there had been a second successive trade 
deficit in May, coupled with growing concern over wage 
and price developments in Britain, put still further pressure 
on sterling, and the rate dropped to about $2.3960. Fol
lowing the June 18 election, however, there was an increase 
in demand that briefly carried sterling above par and re
sulted in substantial reserve gains by the British authorities. 
Consequently, the Bank of England was able in June to 
make a further advance repayment of credits extended 
under the June 1966 sterling balances arrangement. Of 
this repayment, the Federal Reserve and United States 
Treasury share was $39 million, bringing the total of such 
repayments to the United States since late 1969 to $195 
million. For the first half of 1970 as a whole, United King
dom reserves rose $264 million, while net repayments on 
short-term credit facilities totaled $2,619 million and $269 
million was repaid to the IMF.

The improvement in the British reserve position in May 
and June was accomplished despite rising Euro-dollar rates 
resulting from heavy borrowing from some Continental 
centers and firm demand on the part of United States 
banks. Although Euro-dollar rates leveled off by mid-June, 
the interest comparison remained adverse to the United 
Kingdom into early July, and for a few days at the begin
ning of the month there was heavy switching out of sterling, 
which pushed the spot rate down to nearly $2.39 and 
brought the Bank of England into the market in support.

Euro-dollar rates then moved lower as a change in Regu
lation Q by the Federal Reserve Board, in response to pres
sures in United States financial markets in late June, led to a 
sharp decline in the Euro-dollar borrowings of United States 
banks. Consequently, the pressure on sterling eased and the

spot rate held above $2.39, despite the threat of a nation
wide dock strike. The July 14 announcement of a substan
tial trade deficit for June, followed the next day by the dock 
workers’ vote to strike, resulted in a further decline in the 
sterling rate to about $2.3885, but no official support was 
required. Although the market remained nervous during 
the period of the strike, there was no significant liquidation 
of sterling balances and no further slide in the rate. Indeed, 
the settlement of the strike in late July brought renewed 
demand for sterling.

The market then entered a period of summer doldrums 
in August, and through midmonth sterling fluctuated on 
either side of $2.39 in quiet trading. Late in the month, 
however, against the background of an adverse seasonal 
swing, concern about the domestic labor situation brought 
on some selling of sterling, and the spot rate declined to 
about $2.3830 by month end.

IT A L IA N  L IR A

The Italian lira had been subjected to considerable 
pressure in September 1969 as a result of speculative 
outflows to Germany, and the Bank of Italy had drawn 
$300 million on its swap facility with the Federal Reserve. 
When the German mark was allowed to “float” at the end 
of September, Italian residents started to unwind their 
mark positions and, by mid-November, the lira had moved 
up to par. With this reversal in the flow of funds, the 
Bank of Italy was able to acquire dollars in the market 
and liquidate completely its swap drawing from the Fed
eral Reserve.

Late in November, unfortunately, the situation took 
an abrupt turn for the worse. A rash of labor strikes 
crippled industrial production, thereby choking off ex
ports while simultaneously pulling in additional imports. 
This worsening of the current account was accompanied 
by increased capital outflows. As a consequence, the lira 
came under heavy selling pressure that persisted until mid- 
March, and the Bank of Italy had to extend sizable market 
support even though it had allowed the spot rate to fall to 
its floor by early January. To cover market losses the Bank 
of Italy reactivated its swap line with the Federal Reserve, 
drawing $200 million in late January and an additional 
$600 million during the course of February, when pres
sures intensified following the resignation of the Italian 
government.

In the meantime, however, the Italian authorities had 
started to take a series of measures to curb the capital 
outflow, and these were to bring a significant improvement 
in the situation. In mid-February, the Bank of Italy 
curtailed the potential for large shifts in commercial leads
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and lags by limiting prepayments of imports to no more 
than 30 days and requiring the repatriation of export earn
ings within 120 days of shipment. The Bank also dis
couraged the outflow of Italian bank notes by substantially 
tightening procedures for handling such notes when 
presented for conversion. At the same time, the Italian 
authorities began encouraging official entities to meet their 
capital needs by borrowing abroad. Early in March, the 
Bank of Italy acted to bring Italian interest rates into bet
ter alignment with those abroad by raising both its discount 
rate and its rate on advances against securities by IVi per
centage points, to 5Vi percent, while maintaining the addi
tional penalties of IV2 percentage points on the borrow
ings of banks making large or frequent use of central bank 
credit. Domestic liquidity conditions then tightened, and 
Italian interest rates moved up to more competitive 
levels. Furthermore, to bolster the Italian authorities’ 
defenses, on March 12 the Federal Reserve’s swap ar
rangement with the Bank of Italy was increased by $250 
million to $1,250 million and the United States Treasury 
extended to the Bank of Italy a special swap facility of 
$250 million.

There was a clear improvement in the market during 
the second half of March, reflecting the formation of a new 
coalition government, tourist travel to Italy over the Easter 
holidays, and a tapering-off of capital outflows. This 
stronger tone of the lira persisted until mid-May (even 
though intermittent strikes helped keep the trade deficit 
large), and the Bank of Italy was able to purchase a moder
ate amount of dollars in the market. Furthermore, the 
Italian electricity authority—ENEL—raised a total of 
$425 million in the Euro-dollar market in May, and the 
foreign currency proceeds of the borrowings were added to 
official reserves. With the help of these funds, the Bank of 
Italy repaid in May swap drawings of $600 million, thereby 
reducing its indebtedness to the Federal Reserve to $200 
million.

Starting around mid-May, however, the lira again came 
under some pressure as a result of new strikes and un
certainty about the outcome of the regional and local 
elections of June 7 and 8. Against this background, there 
were renewed fears of a devaluation of the lira, and the 
Bank of Italy had to provide sizable support to the mar
ket. Such fears were also evident in the forward market, 
where the discount on the three-month lira widened from 
around 1 percent per annum at the end of May to 13 per
cent early in July. Then, on July 6, the Italian government 
resigned after less than four months in office, and the 
political crisis temporarily intensified the pressure on the 
lira.

To help cover its market losses of late spring and

early summer, the Bank of Italy drew an additional $200 
million on the Federal Reserve facility in June, thereby 
raising such swap debt to $400 million. These drawings 
were fully liquidated by July 10, as the Italian author
ities decided to mobilize resources available from the 
IMF. A $250 million special claim on the IMF was con
verted into dollars by transferring the claim to Japan and 
$463 million more, representing Italy’s super gold tranche 
position plus lending under the General Arrangements to 
Borrow, was drawn directly from the Fund. In a related 
precautionary operation, the Bank of Italy activated for 
the first time its special $250 million swap facility with the 
United States Treasury, drawing $100 million on July 14 
and repaying the entire amount on July 17.

In early August the lira again needed support, but a bet
ter tone emerged following the formation of a new govern
ment led by former Finance Minister Emilio Colombo on 
August 6. Indications of the programs to be proposed by 
the new government brought a strengthening of mar
ket confidence in the lira, and there was some covering of 
short positions. Late in the month the government an
nounced its new fiscal program, including a hike in gasoline 
prices, higher excise taxes, and several measures to increase 
productivity. By the end of August the spot rate had risen 
well above par and the Italian authorities had begun to 
accumulate dollars from the market.

F R E N C H  F R A N C

In the year that has elapsed since the franc’s devalua
tion in August 1969, the French authorities have been 
able to liquidate completely $1.5 billion in short-term 
international indebtedness, to repay in full the for
eign exchange deposits that French commercial banks 
had been required to hold at the Bank of France, and to 
add $952 million to official reserves, while allowing the 
franc rate to move from close to its floor to near its ceil
ing. This impressive achievement, although partly based 
on drawings on the IMF totaling $985 million, reflects 
primarily the dramatic improvement in France’s balance- 
of-payments position since mid-October 1969—a turn
about from massive deficit to substantial surplus.

The rapid recovery of the franc was largely attrib
utable to an effective combination of French monetary 
and fiscal policy in support of the devaluation as well as 
to developments abroad. Beginning in the fall of 1969 the 
authorities undertook a vigorous anti-inflationary program 
—cutting back public spending, curbing consumer credit, 
encouraging savings, and, more broadly, moving to a firmly 
restrictive monetary policy. This stringent program was 
maintained with only minor relaxations, even after the
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external situation had turned around. Second, the specula
tive flows prior to the devaluation were followed after that 
event by opposite movements which contributed to the 
franc’s strength: leads and lags and other short-term flows 
were reversed, while consumption and imports, which had 
risen sharply in anticipation of a devaluation, receded 
markedly in the latter part of 1969. Third, the subsequent 
revaluation of the German mark reinforced the new parity 
of the French franc, initially by triggering a reflow of funds 
out of Germany. Finally, the severe price and wage infla
tion experienced by virtually all industrialized countries 
helped mitigate the balance-of-payments effects of France’s 
own inflation and of the additional pressures exerted on 
domestic prices as a result of the devaluation.

Against this background, the French franc strengthened 
significantly and in January moved above par as Euro
dollar rates began to decline steeply while French mone
tary conditions remained taut. Moreover, the French trade 
position was steadily improving and reached approxi
mate balance by spring. In April, demand for francs 
increased markedly as confidence steadily improved, and 
the Bank of France added considerably to its reserves.

The franc maintained its strength in May and June, and 
the Bank of France again made large dollar purchases, 
particularly at the month end. To offset the domestic 
monetary effects of these inflows, the Bank of France in 
early June raised commercial bank reserve requirements 
by 1 percentage point. In view of the strengthening of the 
franc, travel allowances and some other limitations on the 
use of foreign currencies were relaxed in the spring and 
in midyear, but the main body of the exchange controls 
introduced in the autumn of 1968 remains in effect. The 
swing into external surplus enabled the authorities to 
move in mid-1970 toward a somewhat less stringent 
policy domestically; some quantitative credit controls 
were relaxed, tax and credit restrictions on the purchase 
of a number of durable goods were eased, and some 
budgetary funds that had been frozen earlier were 
released. In order to limit the expansionary effects of these 
measures, however, the authorities once again raised re
serve requirements by 1 percentage point in early July to 
7.5 percent for sight deposits and to 2.5 percent for time 
deposits of up to three years’ maturity.

There was a further strengthening of demand for the 
French franc at the end of July, mainly reflecting a 
bunching of conversions of export receipts prior to the 
August vacation period, and the spot rate reached a new 
post-devaluation high. In August, the rate eased marginally 
in an inactive market until late in the month when the 
Bank of France cut its discount rate by V2 percentage 
point to IV2 percent. This further evidence of official

confidence in the recovery of the franc helped bring about 
a firming in the spot rate during the closing days of 
August.

During 1970 the Bank of France used its reserve 
gains to reduce further its international indebtedness. By 
the end of April it had fully liquidated its short-term 
credits from foreign central banks. At the same time, the 
Bank of France also cleared away its debt to the United 
States Treasury under the November 1968 facility, repay
ing the total of $200 million by April 24: $70 million in 
February, $55 million in March, and $75 million in April. 
Then, as a result of the increase in official reserves, 
France was required to make a repayment of its outstand
ing indebtedness to the IMF; this payment, amounting to 
$246 million, was made on September 2.

S W IS S  F R A N C

In late 1969 and early 1970, the Swiss authorities took 
a number of steps to combat the inflationary pressures 
generated in part by an export boom. Late in December 
the government decided to complete its Kennedy-round 
tariff cuts during the spring of 1970 rather than in 1971 
and 1972 as originally scheduled. Then in January the 
National Bank and the commercial banks agreed, under 
the existing restrictions on credit expansion, to reduce 
further the permissible rate of growth in bank credit dur
ing the first half of 1970. Meanwhile, bank liquidity had 
been progressively tightening, and this squeeze became 
evident in January when the usual seasonal weakening 
of the Swiss franc caused by the reversal of year-end 
flows failed to materialize. Consequently, the Federal 
Reserve was unable to acquire through the market the 
Swiss francs needed to liquidate the System’s swap debt 
of $145 million to the Swiss National Bank.

In February, with relative calm prevailing in the mar
kets, the Federal Reserve and the Swiss National Bank 
agreed that the time had come to clear up the System’s 
Swiss franc swap debt, which had been outstanding since 
October. Consequently, during the month the National 
Bank sold $140.7 million of francs directly to the System 
against dollars. The Federal Reserve used these francs 
and some from balances to repay the $145 million swap 
debt, thereby restoring the swap arrangement to a fully 
available standby basis.

Toward the end of February, monetary conditions again 
tightened in Switzerland and, when the franc rose to its 
ceiling, the Swiss National Bank had to absorb some 
dollars from the market. Following this injection of liquid
ity into the domestic market, the franc eased but, in 
March, Swiss commercial banks began to repatriate
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funds from abroad to meet heavy quarter-end require
ments. The National Bank decided to accommodate this 
quarter-end demand through swaps with the banks (buy
ing dollars spot against sale for delivery in early April), 
in order to prevent the spot rate from running up to the 
ceiling. By entering into $418 million of swaps, the Na
tional Bank forestalled large uncovered spot purchases 
of dollars. After the end of the quarter, there was no 
easing in the market as credit remained tight. At 
this point the Swiss and United States authorities agreed 
that the Treasury should redeem at maturity a six-month 
Swiss franc-denominated certificate of indebtedness equiva
lent to $54.7 million held by the BIS. The National Bank 
consequently sold the necessary francs to the Treasury 
against dollars.

Underlying credit conditions in Switzerland remained 
very tight throughout April and into early May. In view 
of the pressures on the Swiss capital market, the three 
large Swiss banks decided at the end of April to suspend 
temporarily the placement of new issues for foreign 
borrowers. In mid-May, a large repatriation of funds 
finally eased the domestic liquidity situation. This inflow 
of dollars, however, considerably increased the Swiss Na
tional Bank’s dollar holdings at a time when they were 
already large. To provide cover for some of the most recent 
dollar accruals, on May 15 the Federal Reserve reactivated 
its swap facility with the Swiss National Bank, drawing 
$200 million equivalent.

For the rest of May, Swiss monetary conditions were 
relatively easy, and pressure also lessened somewhat in 
the capital market as a result of the temporary suspension 
of new foreign issues. The Swiss franc rate consequently 
remained well away from the National Bank’s intervention 
point.

The floating of the Canadian dollar on June 1 re
awakened latent market fears that the Swiss franc would be 
revalued or allowed to float. Against this background, there 
were several bursts of demand for francs early in June, 
and on such days the franc rate rose sharply in hectic 
trading. A full-scale speculative rush did not materialize, 
however, and the passage in mid-June of a bill—to be 
effective in September—requiring Swiss exporters to make 
noninterest-bearing deposits helped ease pressures. When 
once again, in late June, the Swiss National Bank assisted 
the commercial banks with their midyear liquidity needs 
by entering into $479 million in swaps, the market calmed 
further. Domestic liquidity conditions nevertheless re
mained relatively tight in July, and the Swiss franc began 
edging higher. Near the month end the spot rate was bid 
up to the ceiling and the National Bank had to absorb 
dollars from the market. Thereafter, demand for Swiss

francs lessened and a somewhat easier tone prevailed 
through August.

With a view toward repaying the $200 million swap 
drawing made in mid-May, the Federal Reserve had 
begun to accumulate modest amounts of Swiss francs, 
occasionally in the market and also directly from the Swiss 
National Bank against Italian lire held in balances. (The 
National Bank has a recurrent need for lire, arising from 
remittances made by Italian workers in Switzerland.) 
Using such franc balances, on July 6 the System prepaid 
$15 million of swap debt to the Swiss National Bank. Addi
tional franc balances were accumulated in July and early 
August. The Federal Reserve and the National Bank at 
that point decided to clear the swap line once again through 
direct measures. Accordingly, $50 million equivalent of 
the swap debt was repaid through a United States Trea
sury sale of gold to the Swiss National Bank. Then, on 
August 25, the System purchased $120 million equivalent 
of francs from the National Bank and used those francs 
plus $15 million from balances to restore the swap arrange
ment to a fully standby basis.

D U T C H  G U IL D E R

Beginning in late September 1969 there were heavy 
speculative inflows into the Netherlands as the market 
assessed the risk that the guilder might follow a revalua
tion of the German mark. After the German Federal 
Bank, on September 29, suspended its intervention at 
the mark ceiling, the buying of guilders intensified and 
became increasingly heavy through October. By the time 
the mark was formally revalued on October 26 the 
Netherlands Bank had been forced to absorb $785 
million from the market. Part of these reserve gains was 
used by the Netherlands Bank to repay $109.7 million 
in Dutch drawings then outstanding on the swap line 
with the Federal Reserve. To provide cover for some of 
the Netherlands Bank’s additional dollar intake, the 
Federal Reserve in turn reactivated the swap facility, 
drawing the full $300 million equivalent. In addition, 
the United States Treasury made a special one-week 
swap of $200 million with the Netherlands Bank.

Immediately following the revaluation of the mark 
in late October, the Dutch authorities made known 
their decision not to revalue the guilder and the spot rate 
quickly moved away from the ceiling as speculative posi
tions began to be unwound. By November 5 the Nether
lands Bank had sold slightly more than one third of the 
dollars it had purchased in October. Consequently, the 
United States Treasury had no difficulty in repaying its 
$200 million swap, and the Federal Reserve re
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paid $70 million equivalent of its indebtedness on No
vember 6, thereby reducing its outstanding swap debt 
in guilders to $230 million. Further repayments were made 
in November and December, reducing the System’s out
standing debt in guilders to $130 million by the year-end.

The guilder remained soft during the first quarter of 
1970, as the Dutch current account turned seasonally 
weak and domestic credit conditions eased somewhat, but 
there was no significant selling pressure and no oppor
tunity for further reductions in the Federal Reserve 
swap drawing. By late April the guilder was showing 
signs of renewed strength and the outlook for further 
reversal of the swap drawing was not promising. Since 
the remaining swap debt had been outstanding for six 
months, the System sought alternate means of repay
ment. On April 29, the Federal Reserve sold German 
mark balances directly to the Netherlands Bank to acquire 
$60 million of guilders. The guilders were used to reduce 
swap drawings to $70 million. Then, on May 15 the 
United States Treasury drew $60 million of guilders from 
the IMF and sold them to the System. At the same time 
the Treasury sold 10 million SDR’s to the Netherlands 
Bank which in turn sold $6.8 million of guilders to the 
Federal Reserve. These guilders, plus a small amount 
from balances, were used to repay the outstanding $70 
million drawing, thereby restoring the swap line to a fully 
available standby basis.

The guilder market entered a new phase with the float
ing of the Canadian dollar, which briefly rekindled some 
of last autumn’s fears and nervousness in the exchange 
markets. The market’s initial agitation and hectic trading 
died down by mid-June, but the underlying atmosphere 
remained tense with the guilder once again being regarded 
as a candidate for revaluation. Against this background, 
considerable foreign interest developed in new guilder 
bond issues being floated in the Dutch capital market. 
Moreover, a favorable shift of leads and lags developed, 
and there was a significant capital inflow in connection 
with an industrial take-over. Early in July, the spot guilder 
rate moved up through par and the Netherlands Bank 
soon began to purchase considerable amounts of dollars 
from the market. To deal with this dollar inflow, the United 
States Treasury sold $20 million of gold to the Netherlands 
Bank and the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap line 
on July 24, drawing a total of $75 million equivalent of 
guilders in July. The capital inflow intensified in August, 
and the Federal Reserve drew an additional $145 million, 
bringing System swap drawings in Dutch guilders to $220 
million equivalent. In late August, monetary conditions 
eased in the Netherlands and the guilder market turned 
quieter.

B E L G IA N  F R A N C

During the turbulent period preceding the revaluation 
of the German mark in October 1969, there were heavy 
speculative flows of funds to Belgium as the market also 
considered the Belgian franc a candidate for revaluation. 
Although the speculative outburst was quelled in late 
October by a firm government statement rejecting revalua
tion, the underlying demand for francs remained very 
strong. With the spot rate holding close to its ceiling, the 
National Bank absorbed dollars from the market through
out the rest of 1969. To provide cover for some of these 
dollar gains, the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap 
line with the National Bank, drawing a total of $55 million 
equivalent of Belgian francs in November and December.

Buying pressure on the Belgian franc persisted after 
the turn of the year, reflecting tight credit conditions do
mestically and a large surplus on current account. As a 
consequence, the spot rate held at or near its ceiling and 
the National Bank continued to absorb dollars from the 
market. The Federal Reserve provided cover for these 
inflows by further drawings on the swap line equivalent to 
$30 million in February, $20 million in March, $10 mil
lion in April, and $15 million in early May. Federal 
Reserve indebtedness under the swap facility was thus 
raised to $130 million by May 5.

A need for dollars by the Belgian government made 
possible a partial repayment of these drawings when 
the Belgian National Bank purchased $30 million 
from the Federal Reserve against Belgian francs on 
May 12. At that point it seemed unlikely, however, 
that further significant reduction in the remaining in
debtedness of $100 million could be effected through 
similar operations or through a reversal of market flows. 
Since the swap line by then had been in continuous use 
by the Federal Reserve for some six months, it was agreed 
that alternate financing should be arranged, in keeping with 
the principle that use of central bank credit should not 
be unduly prolonged. Accordingly, on May 15 the United 
States Treasury drew $90 million of Belgian francs from 
the IMF and sold the francs to the Federal Reserve. At 
the same time the Treasury sold 10 million SDR’s to the 
Belgian National Bank, which in turn sold $8.8 million of 
Belgian francs to the Federal Reserve. The System used 
the francs so acquired, plus a small amount from balances, 
to repay completely the remaining $100 million swap debt.

As had been anticipated, the Belgian franc remained 
quite firm through the spring and summer months, re
flecting a strong current-account position. In July exag
gerated reports of the Group of Ten discussions on ex
change rate flexibility led to further speculation over a
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possible revaluation of the Belgian franc. Consequently, 
the National Bank had to absorb dollars from the market 
periodically during the summer. To cover the bulk of 
these reserve gains, the System reactivated its swap line, 
drawing $20 million equivalent at the end of June, $55 
million in July, and $20 million in August, for a total of 
$95 million currently outstanding.

E U R O -D O L L A R  M A R K E T

Tensions in the Euro-dollar market lessened consider
ably during the period under review. Late in 1969, 
interest rates began an across-the-board retreat. The three- 
month rate, for example, moved from IIV2 percent in 
mid-December to 8 percent by mid-April (see Chart III). 
During the next two months, rates moved up, reaching 
levels well above 9 percent for most maturities, but over 
the summer months receded once again.

Initially, the drop in Euro-dollar rates from their near
record levels reflected the reversal of year-end pressures. 
The continued downtrend in rates, however, which oc
curred despite very heavy switching of funds into sterling 
investments, was mainly attributable to the progressive re
duction of Euro-dollar borrowings of United States banks 
through their own foreign branches (see Chart IV). 
United States banks’ takings declined steadily from mid- 
January through the first quarter, as alternate domestic 
sources of funds were being tapped. At first, United States 
banks obtained a steadily rising amount of funds through 
the issuance of commercial paper by affiliated holding 
companies or subsidiaries. Then, as United States monetary 
policy moved toward a stance of less stringent restraint, 
and yields on United States Treasury securities fell below 
the recently increased rate ceilings on CD’s of similar 
maturities in February and March, commercial banks were 
able to increase sharply their sales of CD’s to a broad 
spectrum of investors. Consequently, outstanding Euro
dollar borrowings fell by $2.3 billion to $12.0 billion 
between mid-January and April 1. Indeed, if United States 
banks had not been reluctant to run their Euro-dollar 
takings below reserve-free base levels established under an 
amendment to Regulation M, the decline in borrowings 
and in Euro-dollar rates might have been more precipitous.

Starting in mid-April, however, the decline in Euro
dollar rates was reversed, and by the middle of June most 
quotations had risen to well over 9 percent. This tighten
ing of the market reflected in part the liquidity squeeze 
in Germany and France, which drew funds into those 
countries, and the takedown of two large Euro-dollar 
issues by the Italian electricity authority. More generally, 
there was a pronounced change in market expecta-
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tions, stemming in part from growing fears regard
ing the liquidity situation in the United States. During 
this period, United States banks’ liabilities to their own 
foreign branches rose modestly, averaging around $12 Vi 
billion in the second half of May and through June.

Effective June 24, in a move aimed at facilitating the 
refinancing by the banking system of maturing corporate 
commercial paper borrowings following the failure of the 
Penn Central Transportation Company, the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System suspended 
Regulation Q interest rate ceilings on time deposits of 
$100,000 or more with maturities of thirty to eighty-nine 
days. Euro-dollar rates immediately receded as the Sys
tem’s action helped ease money market strains and 
allayed some of the fears regarding a potential liquidity
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crisis in the United States. With the surge in United 
States banks’ sales of large CD’s that followed the 
partial suspension of Regulation Q ceilings, the banks 
were able to curtail sharply their Euro-dollar borrowings 
through their own overseas branches; such liabilities fell 
below $11 billion by late July, more than $4 billion 
under the November 1969 peak. Meanwhile, money

market conditions also had relaxed appreciably in 
Germany, following the large inflow of funds to that 
country and the reduction in the German Federal Bank’s 
discount rate on July 15. Consequently, Euro-dollar 
rates declined fairly steadily over the summer months, 
with the three-month rate falling as low as 73A  percent 
in early September.

Subscriptions to the m o n t h l y  r e v i e w  are available to the public without charge. Additional 
copies of any issue may be obtained from the Public Information Department, Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 10045.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By C h a r l e s  A. C o o m b s

The dominant feature of the foreign exchange markets 
during the past six months has been the heavy flow of 
short-term funds across the exchanges in response to in
terest rate differentials. The swing in the official settle
ments balance of the United States from a surplus in 1969 
of $2.7 billion to a deficit in 1970 of $10.7 billion did 
not reflect any deterioration in our underlying balance-of- 
payments position. But, as United States money rates and 
credit conditions progressively eased in 1970 and early 
1971 while European rates lagged well behind, short
term money naturally flowed in heavy volume from the 
United States to the Euro-dollar market and on from 
there to the national money markets and central bank 
reserves of Europe. The great bulk of this flood of short
term money represented repayments by United States 
banks of earlier borrowings of foreign-owned funds from 
the Euro-dollar market. Thus, the Euro-dollar debt of 
United States banks to their overseas branches plummeted 
from a peak of $15 billion outstanding in October 1969 
to less than $8 billion at the close of 1970 and has de
clined still further so far in 1971.

The resultant overflow of dollars from the Euro-dollar 
market into the European money markets was naturally 
attracted to the highest bidders. Throughout most of the 
period, German short-term rates exerted the strongest 
pull, with the result that German banks and industrial 
firms in seeking an escape from stringent credit conditions

*This report, covering the period September 1970 to March 
1971, is the eighteenth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Fed
eral Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

in Germany borrowed well over $6 billion abroad in 1970, 
thereby more than accounting for the $6.3 billion in
crease in the reserves of the German Federal Bank. The 
second leading recipient of short-term money flows was 
the United Kingdom, where consistently high money rates 
in relation to the Euro-dollar market attracted a large 
volume of short-term money and thereby facilitated the 
remarkable progress of the United Kingdom in paying off 
$3 billion of official debt. Other major recipients of the 
overflow from the Euro-dollar market were France, where 
flows into official reserves totaled some $1.8 billion in 
1970, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Switzerland.

As these flows of short-term dollar funds moved across 
the European exchange markets, all the major European 
currency rates were pushed up toward their official ceilings. 
At these levels, the European central banks were required 
to absorb dollars from the market and, in the process, 
were in some instances forced to dilute their own credit 
restraint policies by injecting new liquidity into their 
commercial banking systems. It is not surprising, there
fore, that several European governments and central 
banks have taken action to restrain the access of their 
nationals to the short-term credit facilities of the Euro
dollar market. In the absence of similar restraining action 
by the German government, the Federal Bank felt it had 
no alternative but to mop up inflows of new liquidity by 
increasing bank reserve requirements and thus setting the 
stage for renewed inflows. On the United States side, the 
Federal Reserve sought to temper the rundown of Euro
dollar debt by United States banks by raising, on Novem
ber 30, 1970, the marginal reserve requirements of 
United States banks on liabilities to their branches, and 
in early 1971 the Export-Import Bank offered the 
branches issues of three-month securities totaling $1.5 
billion. By amendment of Federal Reserve regulations
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these securities can be counted against the marginal 
reserve-base level. In effect, the operation absorbed dollars 
that otherwise might have flowed back to the Euro-dollar 
market.

Financing by the United States of the unusually high 
official settlements deficit in 1970 was facilitated by the 
fact that a substantial part of dollar reserve gains abroad 
favored those countries which were in the process of re
building depleted dollar reserves or were fully content to 
accumulate dollars in anticipation of scheduled debt re
payments to United States official agencies or to the 
International Monetary Fund (IM F). Special financing 
arrangements previously negotiated by the United States 
Treasury with the governments of Canada and Germany 
took care of another important segment of the financing 
problem. On the other hand, Switzerland, Belgium, and the 
Netherlands had to purchase dollars in amounts exceed
ing their normal central bank holdings and, during 1970 
and into early 1971, these central banks repeatedly re
quested the Federal Reserve to draw on the respective 
swap lines (see Table I) so as to absorb such surplus dol-

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
March 10, 1971

In  m illions o f do llars

Institution Amount of facility

A u strian  N a tio n a l B ank  ........................................................... 200

N atio n a l B ank  of B elgium  ...................................................... 500

B ank  of C an a d a  ........................................................................ 1,000

200N atio n a l B ank  o f D en m ark  ....................................................

B ank  of E ng land  ....................................................................... 2,000

1,000

1,000

1,250

1,000

130

B ank o f F ra n c e  ...........................................................................

G erm an  F ed era l B ank  ............................................................

B ank  o f Ita ly  ...............................................................................

B ank  of J a p a n  ........................................................................

B ank  o f M exico ..................................................................

N e th e rlan d s  B ank ..........  ................................. 300

B ank  of N orw ay  ......................... 200

B ank  of Sw eden .................  .................................. 250

Swiss N a tio n a l B ank  ................................................................ 600

B ank fo r In te rn a tio n a l Settlem ents:

Swiss fran cs-d o lla rs  ............................................................. 600

O th er au th o rized  E u ro p e an  cu rren c ies-d o lla rs  ........ 1,000

T otal .................................................. 11,230

lars. In contrast to earlier experience, virtually none of 
these Federal Reserve drawings on the swap lines, totaling 
$1,680 million since January 1, 1970, have proved re
versible through market transactions.

In October 1970 and in early March 1971, the Federal 
Reserve drew a total of $450 million equivalent on its 
swap line with the Swiss National Bank (see Table II ) . 
These drawings were paid off in their entirety in early 
March through a combination of a United States Treasury 
sale of $75 million of gold, the issuance of a $250 million 
Swiss franc security to the Swiss National Bank, and a 
direct purchase by the Federal Reserve from the Swiss 
National Bank of $125 million equivalent of Swiss francs 
against dollars.

In the case of the Netherlands, the Federal Reserve in 
several transactions beginning in July 1970 drew the full 
$300 million available under its swap line with the 
Netherlands Bank which also conducted market swaps in 
Amsterdam to deal directly with additional excess dollar 
inflows. This $300 million of Federal Reserve debt— plus 
another $25 million of surplus dollars on the books of 
the Netherlands Bank— was fully liquidated in a series of 
special transactions involving (1) a Federal Reserve sale 
of $75 million equivalent of German mark balances to the 
Netherlands Bank, (2) a United States Treasury sale of 
$25 million of gold and $100 million of special drawing 
rights (SDR’s) to the Dutch authorities, and (3) a United 
States drawing of $125 million equivalent of guilders from 
the IMF.

The most intensive use of the swap facilities by the 
Federal Reserve occurred, however, in the case of Belgium 
where drawings of $655 million of Belgian francs have 
been made since late June. Some progress was made in 
reducing these swap drawings by two special operations. 
On December 23, the United States Treasury sold $110 
million of SDR’s to the National Bank of Belgium, and in 
January 1971 drew $125 million of Belgian francs from 
the IMF. As of March 10, the Federal Reserve debt out
standing under the Belgian franc swap line amounted to 
$420 million.

During the period under review, only one swap drawing 
was made by a foreign central bank on the Federal Re
serve. This was a drawing of $400 million by the Bank 
of England in September 1970 (see Table III) . The 
primary cause of this drawing was speculation against the 
pound engendered by rumors of major moves toward 
greater exchange rate flexibility at the approaching IMF 
meeting in Copenhagen. With tight credit conditions in 
the United Kingdom, an acute shortage of sterling quickly 
developed, however, and helped choke off such specula
tion. The subsequent proceedings of the Copenhagen
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Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In  m illions  o f d o lla rs  eq u iv a len t

Drawings ( +  ) or repayments ( — )

Transactions with

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on
1 9 7 0 1971

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on
January 1, 1970

1 II III IV
January 1- 
March 10

March 10,1971

N atio n a l B ank  o f B elg ium  .................................................. 55.0 +  50.0 ( +  45.0 +  135.0 f + 165.0 {±S
— 300.0

420.0

N eth e rlan d s  B an k  ......................................................... 130.0

1 —  130.0 

—  130.0 +270.0

1— 110.0 

+  30.0 -0-

Swiss N a tio n a l B an k  ............................................... 145.0 —  145.0 +  200.0 —  200.0 +  300.0 f+150.0 -0-1— 450.0

Total ................. .................................... 330.0 f +  50.0 f +245.0 f +405.0 
1— 200.0

r +495.0 f+485.0 420.01 —  145.0 1 — 260.0 1 —  110.0 1— 875.0

meeting then relieved market fears by ruling out the more 
extreme approaches to exchange rate flexibility. The Bank 
of England liquidated this $400 million drawing in its 
entirety in October and November 1970. As of March 
10, 1971 no foreign central bank drawing on the swap 
network was outstanding.

During the period covered by this report there were 
no swap operations with the central banks of Austria, 
Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mex
ico, Norway, or Sweden. The United States Treasury issued 
to the Swiss National Bank a Swiss franc-denominated 
security equivalent to $250 million in March, while other 
foreign-currency-denominated securities were rolled over 
at maturity. The total of such securities now outstanding 
is $1.6 billion (see Table IV ).

E U R O - D O L L A R  M A R K E T

Euro-dollar rates declined fairly steadily through the 
second half of 1970 and the first two months of 1971, 
with only modest interruptions during September and 
December (see Chart I) . From close to 9 percent at the 
end of June 1970 the three-month deposit rate fell to 5 
percent by early March 1971, and through most of the 
period covered by this report was significantly below com
parable rates in many European centers. Thus, in the space 
of only a few months, the pattern of interest rates in the 
major international markets had shifted profoundly. Where 
the Euro-dollar market previously had been exerting a sub
stantial upward pull on European domestic interest rates,

it now was providing borrowers on the Continent with 
relatively cheap funds in heavy volume.

As in any market situation, this change in the direction 
of flows through the Euro-dollar market reflected a variety 
of factors on both the supply and demand sides, but clearly 
the most important single change was in United States 
domestic interest rates and credit demands. Throughout
1969 United States banks had borrowed extremely heav
ily in the Euro-dollar market, both through their own 
European branches and to some extent directly, in an 
effort to offset the effects of monetary stringency in this 
country. With credit demand in the Euro-dollar market 
already strong because of boom conditions prevailing in 
many European countries, the consequence was a sharp 
escalation of rates. Once excess demand was curbed in this 
country, some of the pressure on the Euro-dollar market 
was relieved, but it was not until the partial suspension of 
Regulation Q ceilings and the easing of liquidity condi
tions here following the Penn Central bankruptcy in June 
that a marked shift occurred in the behavior of United 
States banks in the Euro-dollar market. As banks found 
that they could once again write domestic certificates of 
deposit (CD’s) at competitive rates, they began to reduce 
their dependence on the Euro-dollar market and to repay 
borrowings through their branches. From late June to the 
end of September 1970, the liabilities of United States 
banks to their own foreign branches declined by $2.4 bil
lion to below $10 billion (see Chart II) .

Interest rates in the Euro-dollar market naturally eased 
in the face of these repayments by United States banks,
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but there was no precipitous decline, as demands for 
Euro-dollar loans on the Continent remained substantial. 
Most European countries still were pursuing policies of 
monetary restraint, either to combat continuing infla
tion and excess demand or to rebuild depleted monetary 
reserves. Consequently, any decline in Euro-dollar loan 
rates to levels below those prevailing in European do
mestic markets led to surges of borrowing from those mar
kets and concomitant strains on the exchange markets as 
the loans were converted into local currencies. German 
business firms, in particular, were heavy borrowers— and 
remained so throughout the fall and winter months— but 
there were sizable flows to other countries as well.

Credit demands from Europe, while large, were not suf
ficient to stabilize the situation in the Euro-currency 
markets. The progressive easing of monetary policy in the 
United States, coupled with the continued slack in the 
United States economy, made it possible for United States 
banks to turn to relatively cheaper domestic sources for 
most of the funds they needed. A number of banks, there
fore, continued to reduce their Euro-dollar positions 
through October and November, even though this meant 
eroding their reserve-free Euro-dollar bases established 
under amendments to Regulation M of the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Several foreign central banks reduced their discount 
and lending rates during this period (see Chart III) ,

but the continuing decline in Euro-dollar rates, reflecting 
the outflow of funds from the United States, complicated 
the task of monetary management in a number of Euro
pean countries. Consequently, the Federal Reserve Board 
moved at the end of November 1970 to moderate the pace 
of repayment by United States banks by raising from 10 
percent to 20 percent the reserves required to be held 
against Euro-dollar borrowings in excess of the reserve- 
free base level and, at the same time, amended the regula
tions regarding the computation of the bases. The changes 
did not require any banks to put up reserves immediately, 
but they served to signal the Board’s concern over the 
rapidity of repayments and encouraged banks to take a 
second look at the possible cost of borrowing should they 
need to have recourse to the Euro-dollar market in the 
future. The announcement of these changes came just 
when year-end demands were beginning to exert their 
usual tightening effect on the market, and there was a brief 
sharp upward move in rates, especially at the short end 
of the maturity spectrum. The year-end squeeze, never
theless, was very much less marked than in 1969, and after 
peaking in mid-December, rates resumed their downward 
trend in the second half of the month and into the new 
year.

The further decline of rates in the Euro-dollar market 
in January reflected the continued slide of interest rates in 
the United States, as credit demand remained slack in

Table III

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In  m illions o f do llars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on January 1, 1970

Drawings (-}-) or repayments ( — )

i
1970 |

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on December 31,1970

! 1
1..-_ ____

II III IV

B ank  o f E ng lan d  ..........................................................................................................

B ank of F ra n c e  ................................................. ..........................................................

B ank  o f I ta ly  .................................................................................................................

650.0 — 650.0

5 4- ioo .o  
1 — 100.0

+  800.0

5 +  136.0 
1 — 136.0

200.0 
) —  600.0

f  - f  77.0 
) -  77.0

4- 400.0

—  400.0

f +  77.0 
) — 77.0

— 400.0

5 - f  44.0 
) — 44.0

B ank fo r In te rn a tio n a l S ettlem ents (again st G erm an  m a rk s) ................

Total ....................................  ..... 650.0 ' H  1.036.0 
| 1 886.0
i

J -l- 277.0 
j -  677.0

S 1 477.0 
} 477.0

\  i 44.0 
} 444.0 -0-
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Table IV

UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In  m illions o f  d o lla rs  eq u iv a len t

Issues (-}-) or redemptions ( — )

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding on 
January 1,1970

1 9 7 0 1971 Amount 
outstanding on 
March 10,1971

1 II III IV
January 1- 
March 10

G erm an  F e d e ra l B ank  ....................................... ................. 1,081.6*

135.5*

- 5 4 2 .0 539.6

G erm an  b an k s  .................................................................. 135,5

B ank  of Ita ly  ....................................................................... ........ 125.4 — 125.4 -0-

Swiss N a tio n a l B ank  ............................................................. 540.6 249.7 790.5

B ank fo r In te rn a tio n a l S e ttlem en ts-!* ............................. 204.4 — 54.7 150.0

Total ............................................................................... 2,087.6 - 6 6 7 .4 - 5 4 . 7 -0- -0- 249.7 1,615.6

N ote : D iscrep an c ies  in  to ta ls  resu lt fro m  m in o r v a lu a tio n  ad ju stm en ts  and  from  ro und ing . 
♦Includes v a lu a tio n  ad ju stm en ts  su bsequen t to  th e  rev a lu a tio n  o f th e  G erm an  m ark , 
t  D en o m in a ted  in  Swiss francs.

January. By midmonth, the liabilities of United States 
banks to their foreign branches stood at $7.9 billion, some 
$6.1 billion below the year-earlier figure, the three-month 
Euro-dollar rate had receded to 6 percent, and funds were 
continuing to move into European centers at a rapid 
pace. The United States authorities decided, therefore, that 
further action was necessary to moderate the impact of 
these flows of funds. On January 15 the Export-Import 
Bank announced that it would offer $1 billion of three- 
month securities at 6 percent to the foreign branches of 
United States banks, and at the same time the Federal 
Reserve Board amended Regulation M to permit United 
States banks to count holdings of these securities toward 
maintenance of their reserve-free Euro-dollar bases. The 
issue was oversubscribed and was allotted to the branches 
on the basis of their outstanding lendings to their head 
offices. Thus, some $1 billion that might otherwise have 
accrued to foreign central banks as a result of bank re
payments was immobilized.

The decline in United States and Euro-dollar rates con
tinued into February, however, and there were further 
reflows from the United States and into European centers 
where restrictive monetary policies were still being pur
sued. Consequently, on February 23 the Export-Import 
Bank announced an additional three-month borrowing of 
$500 million at the then-prevailing market rate of 5Vs 
percent. In early March the three-month rate eased to
5 percent.

S T E R L I N G

Sterling was in strong demand in the early months of 
1970, partly because of favorable seasonal factors but 
largely as a result of a major improvement in the British 
balance of payments on current account. Evidence of the 
underlying improvement helped to restore market confi
dence, and there were substantial flows of funds into the 
United Kingdom. With the spot sterling rate rising, the 
Bank of England was able to purchase large amounts of 
dollars and to repay a considerable portion of its inter
national short-term indebtedness. In the spring, however, 
the market turned easier. By then, seasonal factors were 
no longer so favorable, while the trade account deteriorated 
in late spring, and deficits persisted in subsequent months. 
In addition, with the rise in prices in Britain already ac
celerating, the market showed concern over the implica
tions of increasingly costly wage settlements. Spot sterling 
began to decline in May and moved generally downward 
during the summer months (see Chart IV ). By the end of 
August the rate had fallen close to its lower limit.

Late in August and in the early days of September, 
when demand for sterling tends to be seasonally slack, 
market sentiment deteriorated sharply and the Bank of 
England had to provide considerable support to maintain 
the spot rate above the floor. This burst of selling reflected 
not only concern over the continued wage-price spiral in 
the United Kingdom, but also market fears over the out
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come of the IMF study on exchange rate flexibility to be 
discussed at the Fund’s annual meeting later in the month. 
The underlying position of the pound was still firm, how
ever, as the balance of payments on current account re
mained in surplus. Consequently, a shortage of sterling 
developed in the market soon after the wave of short 
selling, and beginning on September 8 the squeeze on 
sterling balances lifted the spot rate well above the floor. 
Nevertheless, the Bank of England was unable to recoup 
much of its earlier losses and reactivated its swap line 
with the Federal Reserve by drawing $400 million at the 
month end.

Trading was quieter in early October. Demand then 
picked up when, on October 14, a small trade surplus 
was announced for September, contrary to the market’s
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expectation of a large deficit. Moreover, Euro-dollar rates 
had been dropping while United Kingdom rates had been 
held firm, with the result that international interest rate 
comparisons had turned in favor of sterling. Toward the end 
of the month, the United Kingdom government announced 
an interim budget which mainly served to shift priorities 
somewhat among various revenue and expenditure items 
but was largely neutral in its immediate effects on ag
gregate demand. These fiscal measures were accompanied, 
however, by strong statements on the need to curb infla
tionary wage settlements and an indication that some 
tightening of monetary policy was forthcoming. Then on 
October 29 the Bank of England announced a substantial 
increase, effective November 11, in the amount of special 
deposits the London clearing and Scottish banks are re
quired to hold with the central bank. Sterling immediately 
surged to $2.39, and moved well above that level in early 
November, when a $72 million increase in official reserves 
was announced for October.
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Confidence in sterling improved further in November 
following the release of another set of good trade figures. 
Moreover, a further significant decline in Euro-dollar rates 
widened arbitrage differentials in favor of the pound. The 
Bank of England again gained reserves during November, 
and by the end of that month had repaid in full the $400 
million drawing under the Federal Reserve swap arrange
ment made in September. Also in November the Bank of 
England prepaid the year-end instalment due under the 
June 1966 Basle credit arrangement; of this payment the 
Federal Reserve and Treasury share was $39 million.

Although developments in December were blurred by 
year-end factors, British reserves showed an increase of 
$24 million for the month, after repayments of $264 mil
lion to the United States and Canada on long-term debt 
outstanding from World War II and the early postwar 
period. This increase in reserves was well received by the 
market and, in heavy trading, the sterling rate moved up 
close to par in the early days of January.

Demand for sterling began to build up even further in 
January. Seasonal factors normally favor sterling early 
in the year. Moreover, United Kingdom interest rates 
were held firm in the face of further sharp declines in the 
Euro-dollar market, and interest arbitrage incentives wid
ened in favor of sterling. Against this background the 
authorities became concerned over the danger of excessive 
inflows of “hot money” and, effective January 12, the ex
change control regulations were modified so as to restrain 
new foreign currency borrowings by British corporations 
for domestic use. The market took this as a sign of offi
cial confidence, and the spot rate moved above par on 
that day. On January 14 a substantial trade surplus was 
announced for December, much larger than expected, and 
in heavy bidding the spot rate rose as high as $2.41.

Over the rest of January and into February, interest 
rate relationships played a dominant role in the market. 
The continuing decline in Euro-dollar rates in the second 
half of January occurred at a time when a squeeze was 
developing in the London money market, widening even 
further the uncovered arbitrage incentives favoring ster
ling. Moreover, rumors abounded that the Bank of Eng
land’s discount rate, held at 7 percent since last April, 
would be lowered, and this led to large-scale purchases 
of United Kingdom Treasury securities in the gilt-edged 
market, including the absorption of several tap issues; 
this flow into new gilt-edged securities tied up funds so 
that the money-creating effects of the inflow of foreign 
exchange was neutralized. Although a postal strike started 
on January 20, it did not seriously disrupt business cor
respondence, and seasonal tax payments to the United 
Kingdom Treasury by the British corporations were made
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in heavy volume. Sterling rose steadily through January 
and by the month end was near its ceiling of $2.42. For 
the month of January, British reserves rose by $175 mil
lion, after repayment in full of the remaining $226 mil
lion of international credits under the 1966 Basle ar
rangements (of this payment, $76 million was equally 
shared by the United States Treasury and the Federal 
Reserve); the January reserve gain, however, included the 
$299 million allocation of SDR’s to the United Kingdom.

Spot sterling continued strong in February, quickly 
overriding a brief weakening following the announcement 
on February 4 that Rolls-Royce would go into receiver
ship. The wide interest differentials between Euro-dollars 
and sterling continued to generate additional flows into 
sterling, while there evidently were very sizable repatria
tions of funds by United Kingdom corporations from their 
overseas subsidiaries. Activity in the market remained at 
high levels throughout February, and the rate held near 
the ceiling of $2.42 through most of the second half of the 
month. British reserves rose by a further $192 million in 
February after Bank of England repurchases from the 
Federal Reserve and the United States Treasury of some 
$99 million equivalent of sterling held on a covered or 
guaranteed basis. This transaction liquidated the final 
portion of such Federal Reserve and Treasury sterling 
holdings.

G E R M A N  M A R K

In the spring of 1970, German monetary policy moved 
forcefully toward restraint in an effort to counteract the 
inflationary forces unleashed by the excessive pace of 
economic expansion. With domestic credit conditions 
tightening sharply, the German mark rate rose rapidly 
from the floor, where it had held most of the time since 
the October 1969 revaluation, and in early April the 
Federal Bank again began absorbing dollars from the 
market. By mid-May, as the borrowings abroad of Ger
man industry reached major proportions, the spot rate rose 
to its ceiling and the Federal Bank had to absorb a large 
amount of dollars. The floating of the Canadian dollar on 
June 1 added a new speculative element to the continuing 
inflow of short-term funds stemming from interest rate 
considerations, and the Federal Bank made substantial 
reserve gains that month. In all, during the second quarter 
of 1970 the reserves of the German Federal Bank rose by 
$1,450 million, with the largest part of the inflow occur
ring in June.

The heavy movements of funds clearly illustrated the 
difficulties of fighting inflation with monetary policy alone 
in an environment of declining interest rates abroad. Early

in July, therefore, the German cabinet moved to tighten 
fiscal policy, thereby allowing some easing of monetary 
restraint, and effective July 16 the Federal Bank reduced 
its discount and “Lombard” rates by V2 percentage point, 
to the still very high levels of 7 percent and 9 percent, 
respectively. German money market rates nevertheless 
remained firm, ranging above 9 percent, so that with the 
gradual easing of Euro-dollar quotations a considerable 
interest-arbitrage incentive in favor of Germany persisted. 
As a consequence, demand for marks dipped but briefly, 
and the central bank again made large dollar gains in the 
latter part of July.

By late July the German money market began to 
respond to the influx of liquidity from abroad; domestic 
interest rates eased and the demand for marks lessened, 
so that in August the central bank’s dollar purchases 
tapered off. The expansion of domestic liquidity by 
then had become excessive, however, and threatened to 
thwart the German authorities’ anti-inflationary efforts. 
The Federal Bank Council therefore announced in mid- 
August that, effective September 1, increases in bank 
liabilities above the second-quarter average would be sub
jected to heavy new reserve requirements.

The tighter domestic credit conditions brought about by 
this measure strengthened the demand for marks, and 
the Federal Bank again had to absorb dollars from the 
market, especially at the time of the mid-September tax 
payments in Germany. For the third quarter as a whole, 
the Federal Bank’s reserve gain amounted to $2,485 mil
lion. This influx of liquidity eased domestic monetary 
conditions, and the spot rate declined in the latter part of 
September.

The somewhat softer tone continued through October, 
although the mark was bid up quite sharply at times. 
There were recurrent market expectations that the Fed
eral Bank’s lending rates would be cut, so as to reduce the 
widening gap between domestic money market rates and 
declining Euro-dollar rates, and each time these anticipa
tions were proved wrong there was a brief surge of de
mand for marks. This was notably the case when on 
October 21-22 the Federal Bank Council, rather than 
lowering its rates, took the alternative route of attempting 
to curb inflows by modifying minimum reserve require
ment rules. This was done mainly by placing such require
ments against certain interest-arbitrage transactions and 
the guarantees extended by banks on the rapidly growing 
borrowings abroad by German firms. Indeed, the volume 
of foreign credit taken up by German institutions between 
July and October was not far below the net growth in 
lending by the German banking system. Fears that these 
new reserve measures presaged further and more drastic
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limitations led to a brief, but strong burst of demand for 
marks.

With German money market rates commanding in
creasingly wide premiums over rates in most other major 
countries and in the Euro-dollar market, rumors of a cut 
in the Federal Bank’s lending rates naturally flourished. 
The spot mark moved up close to the ceiling at the end 
of October, and during the first half of November the 
German authorities again began to take in dollars. Then, 
on November 17, the Federal Bank Council cut the dis
count rate from 7 percent to 6 V2 percent, and the Lom
bard rate on secured advances from 9 percent to 8 per
cent. The Council also announced a restructuring of re
serve requirements: the additional reserve requirement on 
increases in domestic liabilities was abolished on December 
1, but the funds thus released were fully tied up (for the 
banking system as a whole) by raising the minimum 
reserves required against the banks’ total liabilities by 
15 percent. The special marginal reserve requirement on 
external liabilities was reduced slightly to 30 percent, and 
the base for calculating the growth of the external liabili
ties was updated.

The commercial banks apparently feared that this re
structuring of reserve requirements would prove restric
tive, especially toward the year-end when liquidity needs 
are heavy in Germany, and they began to repatriate funds 
from abroad, while German corporations stepped up their 
Euro-dollar borrowings. This set off a ground swell of 
demand for marks, which was further intensified as some 
traders, who had gone short of marks in the expectation 
that the news of a bank rate cut would weaken the spot 
rate, scrambled to cover their positions. As a result, in 
just over one week, the Federal Bank had to absorb 
more than $1 billion from the market.

This large influx of liquidity eased domestic credit 
conditions and, with the late-November rise in Euro-dollar 
rates, the interest-arbitrage incentives in favor of Germany 
narrowed, bringing the Federal Bank’s dollar purchases to 
a temporary halt. The spot rate drifted down to 
$0.27513/4 by December 1, when the discount rate cuts 
in the United States bolstered expectations of similar 
action in Germany. The Federal Bank Council did, in fact, 
announce the following day that the discount and Lombard 
rates would again be reduced, by V2 percentage point to
6 percent and IV2 percent, respectively. Although pri
marily motivated by balance-of-payments considerations, 
these relatively small cuts were also consistent with devel
opments in the domestic economy. Demand pressures had 
begun to relax, while strains on productive capacity and 
the labor force, albeit still strong, were becoming less 
acute. Cost pressures, notably wage increases, continued

to be great, however, and the monetary authorities felt 
that a more general easing of their policy was as yet un
warranted.

On December 3, the day when the cuts in the central 
bank’s lending rates became effective, the spot mark rate 
broke sharply. The drop reflected the considerable over
estimation by German banks and business firms of their 
December needs in the context of the restructured reserve 
requirements; having previously brought in more funds 
than they could use domestically, they now began ex
porting some of their excess liquidity. With domestic in
terest rates easing further, the differentials over Euro
dollar yields narrowed sharply— disappearing or even 
turning against the mark at the very short end of the 
maturity range— and this induced the banks to shift some 
funds on a covered basis to the Euro-dollar market; as a 
result, the premium on the one-month mark surged by % 
percentage point that day to 1.21 percent per annum. 
Finally, some traders who had established long positions 
in marks began to unwind them. This snowballing effect 
gained momentum the following morning in Frankfurt, 
and in very heavy and somewhat erratic trading the rate 
fell all the way to par ($0.2732% ). Trading remained 
very active for about a week and, with considerable un
certainty as to the outlook for interest rates in Germany 
and in the Euro-dollar market, the spot rate continued to 
fluctuate widely. By mid-December a much calmer tone 
had emerged in the market, although the spot rate re
mained soft. When Euro-dollar yields fell off in the latter 
part of December, however, German banks withdrew 
funds from that market and the mark began to firm.

Over the fourth quarter, the reserve gains of the 
Federal Bank amounted to $2,309 million; for 1970 as 
a whole, reserves rose by $6,481 million (including an 
allocation of $202 million of SDR’s) to $13.6 billion. 
There had been a substantial deterioration on current ac
count during the year, essentially on service items, but 
this was more than offset by the various forms of capital 
inflows. The German authorities have estimated, on the 
basis of both recorded and unrecorded flows, that Ger
man banks and business firms borrowed some $6.6 bil
lion abroad during the year.

German money market rates came down further in 
January, but an even sharper decline in Euro-dollar rates 
further increased the incentive to borrow abroad. The spot 
rate for the mark rose steadily during the month, while the 
forward rate moved to a discount. By late January, the spot 
rate had risen to its ceiling and the Federal Bank again 
began to absorb substantial amounts of dollars from the 
market. Euro-dollar rates continued to ease through Feb
ruary, while German money market rates remained firm,
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with the inevitable consequence of additional large flows 
of funds into the official reserves. Through the end of Feb
ruary, Germany’s gold and foreign exchange reserves had 
risen by a further $1 billion. In early March the Federal 
Bank continued to take in dollars. The spot rate generally 
remained at or near the ceiling, while the forward discount 
widened from about 1.1 percent per annum on three- 
month marks to close to 2.0 percent.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

During last summer Belgium’s balance of payments on 
current account was in substantial and growing surplus, as 
the pace of the domestic expansion had moderated while 
price inflation was substantially less than in most other 
industrial countries. The inflation was nevertheless cause 
for concern to the Belgian authorities, and as interest rates 
in other centers moved down, particularly in the Euro
dollar market, Belgium’s interest rates were kept relatively 
steady. This resulted in a narrowing of the earlier large 
uncovered arbitrage differentials against Belgium, thereby 
lessening the scope for capital outflows that could offset 
the marked strengthening of the current-account surplus 
in the third quarter. Throughout the summer, therefore, 
the Belgian franc rate held close to its upper limit and the 
National Bank of Belgium purchased substantial amounts 
of dollars. To provide cover for the bulk of these reserve 
gains, the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap line in 
June and had drawn a total of $95 million equivalent of 
francs by the end of August. In September, when some 
nervousness developed prior to the IMF meeting, there 
was a further flow of funds to Belgium and the Federal 
Reserve drew an additional $60 million, bringing its 
Belgian franc swap drawings to $155 million.

As Euro-dollar rates resumed their decline in October 
and Belgian money market rates continued high, interest- 
arbitrage incentives in favor of Belgian franc placements 
emerged. This situation persisted even after the National 
Bank had lowered its discount rate from IV 2 percent to
7 percent effective October 22. The spot rate remained 
at or close to its ceiling, and the National Bank continued 
to take in dollars on a substantial scale until the end of 
November. To provide cover for the National Bank’s 
dollar intake over the autumn months, the Federal Reserve 
drew repeatedly on the swap facility: $70 million equiva
lent was drawn in October, $65 million in November, and 
$30 million in early December, thereby bringing Belgian 
franc commitments to a total of $320 million.

In early December the firming of Euro-dollar rates led 
to some softening of the demand for francs. The spot 
franc rate eased further after the central bank cut its dis

count rate by another V2 percentage point on December 
10. There was no reflux of funds from Belgium, how
ever, and on December 23 the United States Treasury sold 
$110 million of SDR’s to the National Bank of Belgium 
in order to enable the Federal Reserve to buy from that 
bank the francs necessary to liquidate an equivalent 
amount of swap drawings that had been outstanding since 
the summer.

The Belgian franc began to strengthen again early in 
January. With the passing of year-end demands and a 
further drop in interest rates in the United States, Euro
dollar rates declined rapidly, once again opening an 
interest-arbitrage incentive in favor of Belgium. Moreover, 
in January, the Belgian Treasury made two large domestic 
borrowings which absorbed liquidity from the Brussels 
money market and attracted funds from abroad. At the 
same time, Belgium’s current account remained strong. 
By midmonth the spot rate had returned to the ceiling 
and, with the interest differential widening further, the 
National Bank absorbed large amounts of dollars, for 
which the Federal Reserve provided cover by drawing 
a total of $145 million equivalent on the swap line. Thus, 
by January 27, $355 million equivalent of the $500 mil
lion facility was in use. On January 29 the United States 
Treasury obtained $125 million of Belgian francs under 
a multicurrency drawing on the IM F and sold these francs 
to the Federal Reserve, thereby enabling the System to 
reduce its Belgian franc swap commitments to $230 
million. The National Bank continued to absorb large 
amounts of dollars from the market, however, and the 
System drew $155 million in February and an additional 
$35 million in early March, bringing swap commitments 
to the National Bank up to $420 million equivalent as of 
March 10, 1971.

D U T C H  G U I L D E R

The Dutch guilder began a period of sustained strength 
last summer, despite continuing strong domestic inflation
ary pressures and a deteriorating current account. In early 
summer the financing of a major industrial take-over 
in the Netherlands through the repatriation of funds from 
abroad pushed the guilder rate up and brought the 
Netherlands Bank into the market to slow the rise in 
the rate. But interest rates were the dominant factor 
in sustaining the firmness of the guilder during the second 
half of 1970 and into this year. Monetary policy in 
the Netherlands remained tight in the face of continued 
excess demand, while interest rates in the Euro-dollar 
market declined, thus reducing the incentive for Dutch 
banks to hold their liquid funds abroad. At the same
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time, considerable foreign interest developed in guilder- 
denominated bond issues being floated in the Dutch and 
international capital markets.

By mid-July, the guilder had moved up well above par 
and the Netherlands Bank was purchasing considerable 
amounts of dollars from the market. The Federal Reserve 
was soon called upon to reactivate its swap line with the 
Netherlands Bank. The System drew a total of $75 
million equivalent of guilders in July and an additional 
$145 million in August, when the capital inflow intensi
fied. In late August, credit conditions eased in the Nether
lands and the guilder market turned quieter. A renewed 
demand for guilders emerged in the second half of Sep
tember, primarily as a result of domestic money market 
developments. To provide cover for the Netherlands 
Bank’s latest acquisition of dollars, the Federal Reserve 
drew another $50 million on the swap line. Consequently, 
by September 28, $270 million out of the $300 million 
facility was in use.

The Netherlands Bank was faced with the prospect of 
a further large intake of dollars during the fourth quarter. 
The Dutch current account, to be sure, was progressively 
moving into deeper deficit as the growth of domestic 
demand pressed against productive capacity, but this 
seemed likely to be more than offset by continuing large 
capital inflows. The strong foreign demand for guilder- 
denominated bond issues showed no signs of abating and, 
furthermore, domestic monetary conditions were likely to 
be kept very taut by large tax payments made in 
September and October. To avoid increasing its uncovered 
dollar reserves during this period, while giving some tem
porary relief to the money market, the Netherlands Bank 
decided to offer, starting on October 1, to buy dollars spot 
against sale for delivery in three months’ time at rates 
favorable to the Dutch banks. Consequently, the spot 
guilder rate softened in the early part of October. Around 
midmonth, however, the combination of tight money mar
ket conditions in the Netherlands and still lower Euro
dollar rates shifted the short-term interest-arbitrage incen
tives in favor of the guilder, while the large demand from 
abroad for guilder-denominated bond issues continued. The 
spot rate rose to the then-current intervention level of the 
Netherlands Bank, a few points away from the $0.2783Vi 
ceiling. After purchasing a sizable amount of dollars, the 
Netherlands Bank decided in early November to let the 
rate move to the ceiling, and demand soon eased. To ab
sorb the latest dollar gains by the Netherlands Bank, the 
Federal Reserve drew the remaining $30 million equivalent 
available under the swap facility, while the Treasury sold 
to the Netherlands Bank $30 million of gold and $30 
million of SDR's. After softening a bit around mid-

November, the guilder fell fairly sharply in early De
cember; trading was not heavy, however, and the spot 
rate soon firmed.

Toward the end of 1970 the Dutch authorities took 
several anti-inflationary measures, to become effective at 
the start of the new year: taxes were temporarily increased, 
quantitative restrictions for credit expansion were ex
tended through January and February, and ceilings were 
placed on wage increases in the first half of 1971.

In January, new tap issues by the Dutch Treasury were 
heavily subscribed while the commercial banks sought 
guilders to liquidate the swaps entered into with the 
Netherlands Bank in October. As a result, liquidity con
ditions remained tight in January, contrary to their usual 
sharp seasonal easing. With demand for guilders there
fore very strong and the spot rate close to the ceiling, the 
Netherlands Bank undertook a new series of three-month 
swaps with the commercial banks and also purchased some 
dollars outright. These market swap transactions were con
tinued through February, with the result that the guilder 
remained below its ceiling through the month and into 
March.

By January, a considerable portion of the Federal 
Reserve’s swap drawings on the Netherlands Bank had 
been outstanding for some six months, and the sustained 
strength of the guilder had left no opportunity for the 
System to acquire guilders through the market. In keep
ing with the principle that use of central bank credit 
should not be unduly prolonged, United States reserve 
assets were employed to reduce the swap commitments. 
On January 22 the Treasury sold to the Netherlands 
Bank $100 million of SDR’s, and on January 29 the 
Treasury drew $125 million of guilders from the IM F 
and sold $25 million of gold to the Netherlands Bank. 
Through these transactions, $25 million of excess dollars 
was absorbed directly from the Netherlands Bank and the 
Federal Reserve was able to purchase sufficient guilders to 
liquidate a total $225 million of swaps, thereby reducing 
System guilder commitments to $75 million equivalent. 
Then on March 5 the Federal Reserve sold to the Nether
lands Bank from balances $75 million equivalent of Ger
man marks for guilders and paid off the remainder of the 
swap drawings, thereby restoring the line to a fully stand
by basis.

S W I S S  F R A N C

During the second half of 1970, movements in the Swiss 
franc exchange rate again mainly reflected changing liquid
ity conditions in Switzerland. In July the Swiss banks 
were generally short of franc liquidity; at the end of the
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month the spot franc rate was bid up to the ceiling, and 
the National Bank had to absorb $120 million from the 
market. Demand for Swiss francs subsequently lessened, 
and a somewhat easier tone prevailed until mid- 
September. (As noted in the previous report, in August the 
Federal Reserve completed the repayment of a $200 mil
lion equivalent swap drawing of last May on the Swiss 
National Bank.) By September, however, much of the 
earlier liquidity had been gradually absorbed, and there 
was the possibility of a considerable tightening at the 
quarter’s end. To help the Swiss banks meet their end-of- 
September liquidity needs, the central bank rediscounted 
a substantial amount of domestic paper, entered into $425 
million of swaps (buying dollars spot against sale for 
delivery in early October), and purchased outright $180 
million from the banks. Following this injection of liquid
ity in late September, the spot franc rate declined sharply. 
To provide cover for the Swiss National Bank’s outright 
dollar purchases during the third quarter, the Federal Re
serve reactivated its swap facility with that bank, drawing 
$300 million equivalent on October 1.

With domestic liquidity conditions now much easier, 
in early October the Swiss banks once again began to 
place funds abroad in considerable volume. Their offerings 
of francs progressively depressed the spot rate, which 
dipped to a twelve-month low of $0.2306 at the end of 
October. Strong credit demand in Switzerland soon began 
to pick up the slack, and the banks started to bring funds 
home again in November and early December, bidding up 
the spot franc rate in the process. Year-end repatriations 
were expected to be sizable, and the National Bank again 
offered assistance to the banks through swaps, providing 
Swiss francs against dollars for up to a month’s maturity. 
The National Bank did a total of $1,116 million of swaps, 
a new record. As before when the dollars were taken in 
on a swap basis, the National Bank simultaneously placed 
them in the Euro-dollar market to avoid serious disturb
ance of that market by the year-end Hows to Switzerland. 
The spot franc continued to rise in December but did not 
reach the ceiling, and the National Bank did not have to 
take in dollars on an outright basis.

Liquidity conditions in Switzerland in January were 
heavily influenced by the efforts of the Swiss banks to 
repay the swaps, as continued strong domestic credit de
mand had further absorbed their franc availabilities. More
over, with the continued decline in Euro-dollar rates there 
was less incentive to make placements abroad. As a result, 
the Swiss franc rate continued to rise in January and Feb
ruary, and on February 24 it reached the National Bank’s 
intervention level. At that point, the National Bank pur
chased $150 million, and the rate dropped away once

again. To provide cover for this latest intake, the Federal 
Reserve drew an equivalent amount on March 1, bring
ing its Swiss franc swap commitments to the National 
Bank to $450 million. In early March, the United States 
Treasury sold $75 million of gold to the Swiss National 
Bank and issued to it a $250 million equivalent franc- 
denominated security. The Federal Reserve in turn pur
chased $200 million equivalent of francs directly from the 
National Bank and acquired from the Treasury the pro
ceeds of the security issue. The System then paid off the 
entire $450 million equivalent of swap drawings out
standing.

F R E N C H  F R A N C

The French balance of payments moved into substantial 
surplus in early 1970, and by midyear the French author
ities had liquidated the remaining short-term debt to for
eign central banks and had begun to relax somewhat their 
severe domestic restraints. Over the course of sub
sequent months a somewhat easier policy was adopted, 
and on August 27 the Bank of France cut its rates on 
discounts and secured advances, by Vi percentage point 
to IV i percent and 9 percent, respectively. The spot franc 
was exceptionally strong in the next few days, largely be
cause of the conversion of export receipts accumulated 
during the August vacation period, and the rate reached 
$0.1814 in early September, only slightly below the ceil
ing. Subsequently, with Euro-dollar rates firming in Sep
tember, the spot franc rate backed down. Nevertheless, 
French reserves posted a modest increase over the month 
and, on the basis of the reserve gains over the past year, 
France was required in September to make a $246 million 
repayment of debt to the IMF.

The market for francs was relatively quiet in October. 
Euro-dollar rates were falling sharply, however, once again 
widening interest-arbitrage spreads in favor of the franc 
and raising the possibility of additional inflows of liquid 
funds. Moreover, the French authorities decided that 
there was scope on the domestic side for a further modest 
easing of monetary policy. On October 20, the Bank of 
France’s rates on discounts and advances were lowered 
by a further Vi percentage point. A few days later, all 
quantitative restrictions on bank credit expansion were 
eliminated. The French move on interest rates closed 
the gap vis-a-vis Euro-dollar rates once again, but only 
temporarily. Euro-dollar rates continued to head down
ward, and with French interest rates holding steady the 
franc was strongly bid once again in November. No 
further change was made in the central bank’s rates on 
discounts and advances, but the Bank of France did re
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duce its domestic intervention rate to bring domestic money 
market rates more in line with those in the Euro-dollar 
market. Then in early December Euro-dollar rates firmed 
on year-end demand and the franc eased, but as Euro
dollar rates resumed their decline later that month the 
franc began to strengthen once again. Over the fourth 
quarter, French reserves rose by $217 million; for the 
year as a whole the total reserve increase was $962 mil
lion, excluding a $165 million SDR allocation.

Strong demand for francs continued into January with 
the sharp drop in Euro-dollar rates, and was not slowed 
by a further Vi percentage point cut in the Bank of 
France’s rates on discounts and advances to 6V2 percent 
and 8 percent, respectively, on January 8. Indeed, demand 
for French francs was very heavy in the second half of 
the month and abated only after the French monetary 
authorities, by repeatedly reducing their domestic inter
vention rate on government paper, again narrowed the 
interest-arbitrage spread over Euro-dollar placements. 
Once a closer rate relationship had been reestablished, the 
exchange market moved into better balance through the 
end of February. Thus, whereas reserves rose by $224 
million in January (excluding a SDR allocation of $161 
million), the increase in February was only $59 million, 
to $5,078 million.

I T A L I A N  L I R A

Beginning in the fall of 1969 the Italian lira had come 
under recurrent heavy selling pressure, owing to a grow
ing impasse on social and economic issues in that country. 
The stalemate was reflected in a wave of strikes which 
severely impeded production and in the dissolution of two 
cabinets by July 1970. A number of measures were taken 
in late 1969 and early 1970 to stem the outflow of funds: 
Italian interest rates were raised into better alignment with 
those abroad; the export of Italian bank notes was dis
couraged through tighter procedures regarding the con
version of such notes; the potential for large shifts in 
commercial leads and lags was curtailed by shortening 
the periods in which export proceeds had to be re
patriated or for which imports could be prepaid; and 
official entities were encouraged to meet their capital 
needs by borrowing abroad. By the summer these mea
sures were beginning to show results. At the same time 
the strike situation improved and Italian production be
gan to show signs of picking up once again. Moreover, 
early August saw the installation of a new government, 
headed by former Finance Minister Colombo. As the new 
government’s programs began to be formulated in mid- 
August, market confidence began to recover from the ex

tremely pessimistic state it had reached, in which immi
nent devaluation of the lira was widely expected, and 
there was some covering of short positions as well as 
some unwinding of leads and lags. Late in the month the 
government announced its new fiscal program— including 
a hike in gasoline prices, higher excise taxes, and several 
measures designed to shift resources from the private to 
the public sector and to encourage investment. The spot 
rate then rose above par, for the first time in a year and a 
half, and the Italian authorities began to accumulate dol
lars from the market. The rally faltered temporarily in the 
first half of September, but the recovery regained mo
mentum by midmonth and, with market sentiment becom
ing very buoyant, the lira moved well over par again.

Demand for lire strengthened further in October and 
early November. The unwinding of leads and lags was in 
full swing. Italian banks, for their part, had to follow 
the rule imposed by the central bank to balance their 
foreign positions, so that there was a substantial inflow 
of funds deriving from the elimination of previous sur
pluses, while at the same time investment possibilities 
at home were becoming increasingly attractive. Further
more, Italian corporations and official entities resumed 
making substantial longer term borrowings abroad. In 
mid-November, however, a softer tone developed in the 
market as the government’s efforts to enact tax measures 
and to resolve other political issues, such as the divorce 
question, reached a crucial stage in Parliament. The par
liamentary deadlock was broken at the end of November 
and this again improved market atmosphere, but rising 
Euro-dollar rates depressed the lira a bit further until 
mid-December. When Euro-dollar rates resumed their 
decline in late December, however, the demand for the 
lira picked up again and the rate ended the year on a 
strong note. From the end of July through December, 
Italian reserve gains amounted to $1.1 billion, after a 
net loss of $0.9 billion in the earlier months of the year.

The winter months are a seasonally slack period for the 
Italian balance of payments, but as 1971 began interest 
rates in Italy remained relatively high and Italian firms 
continued to be heavy borrowers in the Euro-dollar mar
ket. The resultant strength of the lira enabled the author
ities on January 7 to restore the time in which export 
earnings must be repatriated to 360 days from the date of 
shipment. Shortly thereafter the Bank of Italy, con
tinuing with the easier policy inaugurated in October 
through changes in regulations concerning the composition 
of compulsory reserves, took another small step in the 
same direction of easing monetary restraint by reducing 
its rate on secured advances by V2 percentage point to 
5 percent effective January 11. The discount rate was kept
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unchanged at 5 Vi percent, as were the additional penalties 
of up to 1 Vi percentage points on borrowings by banks 
making large and frequent use of central bank credit. Late 
in January, when there was some slight firming of Euro
dollar rates, the lira rate eased, but in February, with the 
renewed decline of Euro-dollar rates, demand for lire 
strengthened once again. The Italian authorities continued 
to accumulate dollars from the market in January and 
February and into March.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

Over the early months of 1970, the Canadian dollar 
had been in heavy demand, reflecting a strong trade per
formance, substantial long-term capital inflows, and 
mounting short-term inflows that eventually included an 
element of speculation over the possibility of a revaluation. 
Canadian official foreign exchange reserves had risen 
strongly— some $1.2 billion over the first five months—  
and further large reserve increases seemed likely. Domes
tically, this situation had threatened not only to create 
massive excess liquidity in the Canadian economy, but 
also to become a budgetary problem since the Canadian 
dollars supplied to the market by the Bank of Canada 
would eventually have to be financed out of general mar
ket borrowings by the Canadian government. Against this 
background, the Canadian government had announced on 
May 31 that it would no longer defend the established 
parity limits for the Canadian dollar, effectively setting 
the rate free for the time being to seek its own level. As 
related in the previous report, trading had been very ac
tive in the first days of June, quieter later that month and 
into July, with the rate settling above $ 0 .9 6 ^ , but then 
more active through August as a wave of demand pushed 
the rate to around $ 0 .9 8 ^  (see Chart V ). The advance 
mainly reflected the continuing strength of the trade bal
ance and an inflow of short-term funds resulting from a 
sharp squeeze for balances in Canada. Day-to-day rate 
movements were fairly wide and the Bank of Canada in
tervened on both sides of the market to avoid even wider 
swings. On balance, however, the Canadian authorities 
took in United States dollars as the rate tended to move 
up.

On August 31 the Bank of Canada announced that, in 
view of both external and domestic economic develop
ments, it was cutting its discount rate by Vi percentage 
point to 6V2 percent. The spot rate dipped only slightly 
for a few days, and it soon turned back upward once 
again. Demand quickly snowballed, as traders who had 
gone short of Canadian dollars in anticipation of some 
eventual easing of the rate sought to cover their positions
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or, in some instances, to establish long positions; the spot 
rate surged to $0.9969 by the morning of September 17. 
The buying wave then broke, however, and the market 
turned around. Sensing that the rate might have peaked, 
many traders hastened to cover themselves against a fur
ther drop in the rate, thereby sharpening its fall. By the 
morning of the next day, the spot rate had tumbled a full 
cent to $0.9869. Shortly thereafter, on September 22, 
Finance Minister Benson said in his speech at the IMF 
meeting in Copenhagen that the current quite exceptional 
strength in Canada’s payments position did not provide 
a good basis for the choice of a rate that would be viable 
for an appreciable period. The spot rate then dropped 
further, dipping below $0.98 before leveling off.

From late September to mid-December the Canadian 
dollar market, although fairly active, was well balanced 
and, except for occasional flurries, day-to-day rate move
ments were more moderate; the spot rate held within a 
fairly broad range around $0.98. With international and 
domestic interest rates declining, the Bank of Canada cut
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its discount rate by V2 percent to 6 percent on November 
12, but the market took this move in stride. Normally, De
cember is a weak month for the Canadian dollar, with 
heavy dividend and interest payments to foreigners, and 
many professional traders had established short positions 
on the expectation of a fall in the rate. Nevertheless, in 
mid-December, good commercial demand appeared in the 
market and figures were released indicating continued 
strength in Canada’s trade balance and in the overall 
payments position. With heavy bidding leading to an acute 
squeeze for Canadian dollar balances, the spot rate broke 
out of its previous pattern and was on an upswing at the 
year-end. On January 6, the rate hit $0.9912. Once again, 
the market turned quite suddenly when the squeeze for 
balances ended, and the spot rate dropped precipitously, 
reaching $0.9844 by the morning of January 8. The rate 
then firmed until midmonth but held below $0.99.

With interest rates falling sharply in the United States

through most of January and February, there was a wid
ening of arbitrage incentives for funds to flow into Can
ada; at the same time, the decline in Euro-dollar rates 
may have led to some repatriation of previous outflows to 
that market from Canada. These factors, in addition to 
continued strong commercial demand for Canadian dol
lars, helped lift the spot rate above $0.99 once again on 
January 26. It held quietly just above that level until mid- 
February. Despite a % percent cut in the Bank of Can
ada’s discount rate, effective February 15, a new surge 
of demand developed and pushed the price even higher, 
to a peak of $0.9979 on February 22. At that point the 
Bank of Canada lowered its discount rate by V2 percent
age point to 5 % percent, and major Canadian commercial 
banks reduced their prime rates. This easing of interest 
rates was immediately followed by a drop in the Canadian 
dollar spot rate to just above $0.99% , but in early March 
it moved up once again.

Fifty-sixth Annual Report

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York has published its fifty-sixth Annual Report, review
ing the major economic and financial developments of 1970.

The Report observed that “the attempt to bring inflation under some measure of control 
rem ained a major objective of monetary policy in 1970, although rising unemployment and in
creasing economic slack emerged early in the year as an additional major problem facing policy 
makers”. Moderate growth in the monetary and credit aggregates was an underlying aim of mon
etary policy throughout 1970, the Report states, but it notes that this goal “took second place 
in the spring and early summer to concern over tensions in the financial markets, reflecting the 
basic responsibility of a central bank to ensure the orderly functioning of these markets and to 
serve as lender of last resort” .

In his letter presenting the Report, Alfred Hayes, President of the Bank, said that “the 
easing of credit conditions at home imposed a heavy new burden on our international payments 
position”, and he expressed the view that “our international payments problems will require close 
official attention in 1971”. He further declared that “we must not abandon the battle against 
inflation, but neither can we ignore the problem of unemployment. Ways must be found to break 
the circular process of wage and price escalation, while at the same time encouraging a resump
tion of sound economic growth.”

The Annual Report may be requested from the Public Information Department, Federal Re
serve Bank of New York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 10045. A copy is being mailed to 
Monthly Review subscribers.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations’11
By C h a r l e s  A. C o o m b s

In 1970, the official settlements balance of the United 
States swung into a deficit of $10.7 billion from a surplus 
of $2.7 billion in 1969. This deterioration was primarily 
attributable to short-term capital outflows in response to 
interest rate differentials. As United States money rates 
and credit conditions progressively eased in 1970, Euro
pean rates lagged well behind and short-term money 
flowed in heavy volume from the United States to the 
Euro-dollar market and on from there to the national 
money markets and central bank reserves of Europe.

These outflows of dollars were naturally attracted to 
the highest foreign bidders. Through most of the period, 
German short-term rates exerted the strongest pull, with 
the result that German banks and industrial firms in seek
ing an escape from stringent credit conditions in Germany 
borrowed well over $6 billion abroad in 1970, thereby 
more than accounting for the $6.3 billion reserve gain 
of the German Bundesbank. Other major recipients of the 
overflow from the Euro-dollar market were the United 
Kingdom, France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, and 
Switzerland.

Financing by the United States of the unusually high 
official settlements deficit in 1970 was facilitated by the 
fact that a substantial part of dollar reserve gains abroad 
favored those countries which were in the process of re-

* This report, covering the period March through September 
1971, is the nineteenth in a series o f ‘reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal 
Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

building depleted dollar reserves or were content to 
accumulate dollars in anticipation of scheduled debt re
payments to United States agencies or to the International 
Monetary Fund (IM F). As of the end of 1970, Federal 
Reserve swap debt amounted to no more than $810 mil
lion. Market confidence in the dollar was surprisingly well 
sustained.

Early in 1971, however, the international financial 
markets began to sense an impending crisis of the dollar. 
As interest rate differentials between the United States 
and Europe widened out still further, outflows of short
term funds to the European markets accelerated and forced 
most European currencies hard against their ceilings. De
spite Federal Reserve and Treasury efforts to slow down or 
offset the repayment of United States bank debt to the 
Euro-dollar market, $3.3 billion more of such debt was 
repaid during the first quarter of 1971. Even more omi
nous, the severe slump of the United States trade surplus 
during late 1970 persisted into early 1971 and aroused 
increasing apprehension of a loss of United States compet
itive strength in world markets. As the weekly figures of 
dollar reserve gains abroad confirmed the generalized 
weakness of the dollar and the prospect that the United 
States deficit was rising well above the abnormally high 
level of 1970, overt speculation began to appear in the 
exchange markets in March, further swelling the torrent 
of dollars flowing to foreign markets.

Although the developing weakness of the dollar was 
generalized across the European currency exchanges, the 
German mark was particularly exposed to speculative 
buying pressure in view of the continuing strength of Ger
many’s trade surplus, a severely restrictive credit policy 
which kept German interest rates well above international 
levels, and the lack of restraints on German industrial
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borrowing abroad. During the period February-April 
1971, German corporate borrowing abroad amounted to 
roughly $2.5 billion, nearly equivalent to total business 
lending by the entire German banking system over the 
same period. In February, the Bundesbank tried to squeeze 
out the interest-arbitrage incentive to short-term capital 
inflows by driving the forward mark to a sizable discount 
through forward sales conducted through the agency of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. This experiment 
proved excessively costly and was quickly abandoned. With 
speculation beginning to appear in late March and early 
April, the Bundesbank initiated a new program of forward 
mark sales in Frankfurt, with the objective of reassuring 
the market on the stability of the mark parity. This opera
tion succeeded in temporarily restoring a fragile measure 
of confidence, but the German government remained 
confronted with the dilemma of how to make its re
strictive credit policy effective while simultaneously allow
ing its business corporations unfettered access to the 
Euro-dollar market.

Early in May, a report by the main German economic 
research institutes, recommending either a floating of the 
mark rate or revaluation as the best solution to this and 
other policy dilemmas, was greeted sympathetically by cer
tain high-ranking German officials. The market seized on 
this apparent shift of policy, and speculative funds flooded 
into Germany. The Bundesbank was forced to buy dollars 
in mounting volume, more than $1 billion on May 3-4 and 
a further $1 billion in the first forty minutes of trading on 
May 5, at which point it withdrew from the market.

To protect themselves against the backwash of the 
German move, the central banks of the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, Belgium, and Austria similarly terminated 
official support of the dollar that same morning. Over 
the weekend, the Swiss franc and the Austrian schilling 
were revalued by 7.07 percent and 5.05 percent, respec
tively, while the German mark and Dutch guilder were 
allowed to float. The Belgian market was reopened on the 
basis of the previous intervention limits, but with a further 
separation between the official and financial franc markets. 
The revaluations of the Swiss franc and Austrian schilling 
did little, however, to bring about a spontaneous return 
flow of speculative funds as the foreign exchange markets 
remained highly nervous. In particular, the flotation of the 
mark and guilder aroused widespread fears in the market 
that other countries might take similar action. Furthermore, 
as the mark and guilder floated upward (see Chart I), 
they tended to become barometers of weakening confi
dence in the dollar. Meanwhile, current statistics on the 
performance of the United States economy failed to mea
sure up to earlier hopes, and the foreign trade balance

slipped into a deepening deficit in April and subsequent 
months. According to Department of Commerce figures, 
the trade deficit for the second quarter was $1.0 billion, 
while the overall United States payments deficit for the first 
half of the year soared to $11.6 billion on an official settle
ments basis. In July and early August, events moved in
exorably toward their climax as speculative anticipations 
reached throughout the full range of trade and investment 
decisions in the market.

On Friday, August 6, a Congressional subcommittee re
port asserted that the dollar had become overvalued and 
called for corrective action through a general exchange rate 
realignment. That same day, the United States Treasury 
reported a loss of gold and other reserve assets totaling 
more than $1 billion, mainly as a consequence of British 
and French repayment of debt to the IMF. Over the fol
lowing week, the flight from the dollar sharply accelerated 
as $3.7 billion moved across the exchanges and into 
central bank hands. On Sunday, August 15, President 
Nixon announced a major new program of domestic and 
international economic measures. Using powers avail
able under the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970, 
the President ordered a ninety-day freeze on wages and 
prices and, in order to stimulate a more rapid expan
sion of production and employment, recommended new 
tax measures. With respect to international payments, the 
President introduced a 10 percent temporary surcharge on 
dutiable imports into the United States, and announced 
a temporary suspension of convertibility of the dollar into 
gold and other reserve assets.

The major European governments kept their exchange 
markets closed all of the following week, as they sought 
to develop some joint policy response to the United States 
measures. These negotiating efforts failed, and on Mon
day, August 23, European governments reopened their 
exchange markets on an uncoordinated basis. While each 
government continued to adhere to its pre-August 15 
parity, all but the French government suspended their 
commitments to defend the previous upper limits of their 
exchange rates. Such continuing intervention by the Bank 
of France was confined, however, to a segregated market 
for commercial transactions, while all other transactions 
were diverted to a financial franc market which was 
allowed to find its own level. The Japanese government 
initially sought to maintain the rate for the yen by con
tinuing to intervene at the ceiling, but was swamped by 
an inflow of dollars, which by the month end had swollen 
official reserves by $4.4 billion. On August 28, official 
intervention at the ceiling for the yen was suspended, and 
the yen immediately rose 4.7 percent; in subsequent 
weeks the yen moved gradually higher. By October 8, the
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C ha rt I
EXCHANGE RATES

CENTS PER UN IT OF FOREIGN CURRENCY *  
S ep tem be r 1970  to  Sep tem be r 1971

Note : A so lid  line ind ica tes weekly averages of noon rates du ring  pe riods when a fore ign central bank was in tervening w ith in  the prescribed  
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rates of the major trading currencies of the world had 
moved to the following percentage premiums over their 
former official ceilings:1

Currency Premium over ceiling

German mark ......................................................  9.5
Japanese yen ......................................................  7.6
Dutch guilder ......................................................  7.0
Canadian dollar 6.4 
Belgian franc:

Commercial ..............................................  6.4
Financial ........................................................... 6.3

Sterling .................................................................  2.9
Italian lira ............................................................. 1.4
Swiss franc ........................................................... 1.1
French franc:

Commercial ....................................................  —0.3
Financial ........................................................... 1.7

The exchange rate structure thus emerging after Au
gust 15 was, in most instances, the product of controlled 
rather than free floating. Many central banks continued to 
intervene on an ad hoc basis, while the market was fur
ther strongly influenced by a wide variety of new exchange 
controls, the United States import surcharge, and sharply 
conflicting official appraisals of an appropriate realignment 
of parities.

During the period under review, the Federal Reserve 
made frequent and sizable drawings on several of the
swap lines in order to absorb temporarily foreign official 
dollar gains that might otherwise have been converted 
into gold or other reserve assets. (See Table I for the list
ing of the swap arrangements and Table II for the swap 
operations described in this report.) As of the beginning 
of 1971, Federal Reserve debt under the swap lines 
amounted to $810 million. Through August 13, new 
drawings amounted to $3,565 million, while repayments 
of $1,330 million were effected through Treasury sales 
of gold and special drawing rights (SDRs), United States 
borrowings from the IMF, Treasury issuance of foreign 
currency securities, and use of foreign currency balances.

The residual swap debt commitments outstanding as of 
August 13 thus amounted to $3,045 million. No further 
drawings on the swap lines either by the Federal Reserve 
or foreign central banks have been made since August 13. 
As individual swap drawings have matured they have been 
rolled over, except for a $35 million Belgian franc draw
ing that was repaid in early October with francs purchased 
in the market. Thus, as of October 14, $3,010 million of 
swap debt remained outstanding. Most of this debt was 
incurred to offset speculative flows of funds which in due 
course will presumably reverse themselves and so permit 
repayment of the swap debt outstanding.

Of the Federal Reserve’s total swap commitments, 
$1.6 billion is outstanding under the Swiss franc swap 
lines with the Swiss National Bank and the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS). As of the beginning of 
1971, Federal Reserve swap debt to the Swiss National 
Bank amounted to $300 million and rose further to $450 
million on March 1. This debt was fully liquidated in 
early March through a Treasury sale of gold and Swiss 
franc securities to the Swiss National Bank, together with 
an outright purchase of Swiss francs by the Federal Re-

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
October 14, 1971

In millions of dollars

1 The appreciation of floating currencies is measured throughout 
this report as the percentage premium of the midpoint between bid 
and offered rates over the former official ceiling, all in cents per unit 
of foreign currency. Since the currencies concerned had been at, or 
close to, the official upper intervention limits for some time before 
being allowed to float, this is the most meaningful measure of the 
actual appreciation of the rates. Many reports covering the recent 
period have used the percentage premium over parity as the com
mon point, and a reasonable approximation of that value can be 
calculated by adding 0.75 percentage point to the premiums quoted 
in this report. In the case of the Swiss franc, however, 1.8 per
centage points should be added.

Institution Amount of facility

Austrian National Bank ......................................................... 200

N ational Bank of Belgium ............................. 600

1,000Bank of Canada ............. ...............................................

N ational Bank of D enm ark ................................................... 200

Bank of England ..................................................... 2,000

1,000

1,000

1,250

1,000

130

Bank of France ........................................................................

Germ an Federal Bank .............................................................

Bank of Italy ...............................................................................

Bank of Japan ............................................................................

Bank of Mexico .......................................................................

Netherlands Bank ................................................................ 300

Bank of Norway ........................................ 200

Bank of Sweden ................................................................. 250

Swiss N ational Bank . .......................................................... 1,000

600

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars .............................................................

Other authorized European currencies-dollars........... 1,000

Total ............................................................... 11,730
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Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In  millions of dollars equivalent

System swap
Drawings ( - f ) or repayments (—)

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on 
October 14,1971

Transactions with
drawings 

outstanding on 
January 1, 1971

1 9 7 1

1 II 111 October 1-14

N ational Bank of Belgium .............................................................. 210.0 (+335.0
1 -125 .0

(+125.0
1-205 .0 +  260.0 -  35.0 565.0

Bank of England ............................................ -0- +  750.0 750.0

German Federal Bank ....................................................................... -0- +  60.0

(+120.0
1-250 .0

60.0

Netherlands Bank ................................................................................ 300.0 (+130.0 -0-{-300 .0

Swiss National Bank .......................................................................... 300.0 (+150.0 +250.0 +  750.0 1,000.01 -4 5 0 .0

Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs) ................ -0- +  600.0 

+  35.0

600.0

35.0Bank for International Settlements (Belgian francs) .............. -0-

Total . ................................................................... 810.0 (+615.0 (+555.0 +2,395.0 -  35.0 3,010.01-875 .0 1 -455 .0

serve from the Swiss National Bank. No further drawings 
on the Swiss National Bank were made until May 17, 
when the Federal Reserve made a $250 million equiv
alent drawing in order to assist return flows to the New 
York market of speculative funds that had moved into 
Switzerland in anticipation of the revaluation of the Swiss 
franc on May 9. During the first half of August, the 
Swiss National Bank was forced to absorb a massive 
inflow of dollars. In response to a Swiss request, the 
Federal Reserve drew the remaining $350 million equiv
alent available under the $600 million swap line with the 
National Bank and, after that facility had been enlarged 
to $1 billion on August 12, drew in full the additional 
$400 million of Swiss francs thus provided. Furthermore, 
the System drew the entire $600 million equivalent avail
able under the Swiss franc-dollar swap line with the BIS, 
thereby increasing System commitments in Swiss francs 
to a total of $1.6 billion.

As of October 14, $600 million of Federal Reserve 
drawings in Belgian francs remained outstanding on the 
swap lines with the National Bank of Belgium and with 
the BIS. Such swap debt stood at $355 million on Jan
uary 27 but was reduced to $230 million on January 
29 by a United States Treasury drawing of $125 million 
of Belgian francs from the IMF. As Euro-dollar rates fell

sharply during the first quarter, an influx of short-term 
funds into Belgium necessitated new Federal Reserve 
drawings which rose to a total of $450 million equivalent 
by early April. The speculative crisis culminating in the 
floating of the mark in early May forced the Federal 
Reserve to draw an additional $95 million on the Belgian 
franc swap line, which was offset to the extent of $55 
million by repayments financed by United States Trea
sury sales of SDRs to the National Bank. On June 21, 
the Belgian franc swap debt of the Federal Reserve was 
reduced from $490 million to $340 million through a 
United States Treasury drawing of $150 million of Bel
gian francs from the IMF. Again in late July and August, 
however, heavy speculative flows of funds into Belgium 
necessitated $160 million of new drawings by the Federal 
Reserve, thereby exhausting the $500 million line with 
the National Bank. On August 12, the facility was en
larged to $600 million and the additional $100 million 
of Belgian francs thus made available was fully drawn. 
Finally, on August 13, the Federal Reserve drew $35 
million of Belgian francs from the BIS under the $1 bil
lion reciprocal line which provides for swaps of dollars 
against certain European currencies other than Swiss 
francs. This drawing brought the Federal Reserve swap 
commitments in Belgian francs to $635 million equiv
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alent. Then, in October, the Federal Reserve liquidated a 
maturing swap drawing of $35 million by purchasing the 
necessary francs in the exchange market, thereby reducing 
the debt outstanding to $600 million.

As previously noted, the German Bundesbank ini
tiated in early April 1971 a series of forward mark oper
ations in an effort to strengthen market confidence in the 
mark parity. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 
dealing for System account, participated in these forward 
mark sales to the extent of $75.7 million. Cover for these 
Federal Reserve commitments to the market was provided 
partly by balances on hand and partly by swap drawings 
totaling $60 million equivalent on the Bundesbank. These 
drawings remained outstanding as of October 14.

The remaining $750 million of Federal Reserve swap 
debt is accounted for by a drawing in this amount on the 
swap line with the Bank of England, executed on August 
13. Here again, this swap debt remained outstanding as of 
October 14.

Finally, the Federal Reserve was indebted as of the 
beginning of 1971 to the full extent of the $300 million 
available under the swap line with the Netherlands Bank. 
During the first quarter of 1971, this $300 million of 
Federal Reserve debt, plus another $25 million of sur
plus dollars on the books of the Netherlands Bank, was 
fully liquidated in a series of special transactions involv
ing (1) a Federal Reserve sale of $75 million equivalent 
of German mark balances to the Netherlands Bank, (2) a 
United States Treasury sale of $25 million of gold and 
$100 million of SDRs to the Dutch authorities, and (3) a 
United States drawing of $125 million equivalent of 
guilders from the IMF. Again in the late spring, how
ever, the speculative crisis leading up to the floating of

the mark as well as other factors necessitated new Fed
eral Reserve drawings on the Netherlands Bank in the 
amount of $250 million equivalent. When the Dutch gov
ernment allowed the guilder to float on May 10, the 
Netherlands Bank, in accordance with prior understand
ings governing the swap arrangement with the Federal 
Reserve, immediately sold sufficient guilders to the Sys
tem to enable it to liquidate the $250 million equivalent 
swap commitment. This repayment procedure naturally 
added to the uncovered dollars on the books of the Neth
erlands Bank, and the United States Treasury subsequently 
absorbed an equivalent amount of such dollars through a 
$150 million sale of SDRs on May 21 and a drawing 
of $100 million equivalent of guilders from the IMF on 
June 21.

Despite such heavy swap drawings by the Federal Re
serve during the period under review, the United States 
stocks of gold and other reserve assets were severely eroded 
by the flow of dollars into foreign central banks. From 
January 1 through mid-August a total of $3.1 billion in 
such assets was paid out, including $864 million of gold, 
$394 million of foreign exchange, $480 million of SDRs, 
and $1,362 million taken down against the United States 
IMF position.

This substantial use of reserve assets was supplemented 
by new issues of United States Treasury foreign-currency- 
denominated securities (see Table IV ). In March the 
Treasury issued $249.7 million of Swiss-franc-denominated 
certificates of indebtedness to the Swiss National Bank in 
order to help repay System swap commitments of $450 
million, and in August it issued a $333 million equivalent 
note to that bank to cover the Swiss National Bank’s dol
lar purchases of August 13. As of October 14, the total

Table in
DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 

AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on January 1, 1971

Drawings (+ )  or repayments (—)
Drawings on 

Federal Reserve 
System outstanding 

September 30,1971

Banks drawino on 
Federal Reserve System 1 9 7 1

1 II III

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks) ........... -0- t+ 21.0 f +  6.0 -0-t —21.0 1 -  6.0

-0- 1+21.0 { +  6.0 -0- -0-1—21.0 1 -  6.0
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Table IV

UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions o f dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding on 
January 1, 1971

Issues (+ )  or redemptions (—)

Amount 
outstanding on 

October 14,1971
1 9 7 1

1 II III

German Federal Bank ..............................................................................

German banks ..................  .....

Swiss N ational Bank ...................................................................................

Bank for International Settlements* ..................................................

Total ....

539.6

135.5

540.6 

150.0

+249.7 J -7 9 0 .5 t
1+831.71-

f -1 5 0 .0 t
1+157.51

+333.0

539.6

135.5

1,173.2

158.1

1,365.7 +249.7 f—940.5f 
I +989.31 +333.0 2,006.4

Note: There were no issues or redem ptions during the period October 1-14.
D iscrepancies in totals result from  m inor valuation adjustments and from rounding.

* D enom inated in Swiss francs.
t  Transactions related to activation by the Swiss National Bank of the revaluation clause covering all 

outstanding Swiss-franc-denominated securities of the United States Treasury at the time of the 
Swiss franc’s revaluation in May.

of such securities outstanding amounted to $2,006 million. 
The Treasury’s only swap operation during the period 
was under a special $100 million facility with the National 
Bank of Belgium, entered into and drawn upon in full in 
May and liquidated at maturity in early August.

As shown in Table III, drawings on the Federal Reserve 
by its swap partners during the period were confined to 
purely routine use by the BIS of one of its lines in con
nection with overnight cash needs.

GERMAN MARK

Inflationary trends in Germany, reflecting both demand 
and wage-push pressures, have been a major concern of 
the German government since early 1970. Although some 
fiscal measures were introduced in the second half of
1970, the major burden of the anti-inflationary effort was 
assumed by the monetary authorities, who used both in
terest rates and reserve requirements to restrain monetary 
and credit expansion. With domestic credit demand press
ing against the restricted supply of domestic funds, Ger
man banks began early in 1970 to repatriate foreign 
balances and to borrow additional funds from abroad to 
meet their customers’ needs. Starting in the spring of 1970 
the German Bundesbank had moved to curb such inflows,

largely through marginal reserve requirements on the 
growth of the banks’ foreign liabilities, and these measures 
were strengthened over the course of the year. Full free
dom remained available, however, for German business 
corporations to borrow directly abroad, particularly in the 
Euro-dollar market, to meet their credit needs. These in
flows of short-term funds are estimated by the Bundes
bank to have totaled some $6.6 billion for the year, more 
than Germany’s reserve gain of $6.3 billion for that 
period.

In early 1971, the continuing decline in Euro-dollar 
rates opened wider arbitrage incentives in favor of the 
mark (see Chart II) and German corporations further 
increased their heavy recourse to foreign financing. By late 
January the Bundesbank was again absorbing substantial 
amounts of dollars from the market. Toward the end of 
February, the uncovered arbitrage incentives in favor of 
Germany stood at around 2 percentage points on a three- 
month comparison while the discount on the forward mark 
was only about \V\ percent per annum. As an alternative 
to cutting domestic interest rates, but still seeking to 
close this differential, the Bundesbank in late February 
asked the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to offer 
three-month forward marks in the New York market for 
the account of the Bundesbank. This operation had the
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immediate effect of moving the spot mark rate away from 
its ceiling and halting the spot inflow into German re
serves, and within a few days the forward mark discount 
widened to nearly 2 percent. In the meanwhile, however, 
the underlying interest differential had also widened to 
around 2 Vi percent, mainly owing to a further decline of 
Euro-dollar rates, and it soon became clear that massive 
sales by the Bundesbank would be required to maintain the 
forward mark at a sufficient discount. Accordingly, the 
operation was phased out by mid-March after $537 
million of forward mark sales. As the spot rate moved 
back to its ceiling, the Bundesbank was again forced 
to take in dollars.

On March 31 the Bundesbank Council, in a long- 
awaited move, cut the central bank’s discount and “Lom
bard” rates by 1 full percentage point to 5 percent and 
6 V2 percent, respectively, effective April 1. At the same 
time, however, the Council reinforced credit restraint 
by reducing the banks’ rediscount quotas by 10 percent. 
With little easing of domestic liquidity conditions thus 
in prospect, bidding for marks surged with strong spec
ulative overtones. Within three days, the Bundesbank 
took in more than $1.3 billion in holding the spot mark 
at the ceiling and swapped some $600 million of this 
inflow out in the market for three months’ delivery.

In this atmosphere of mounting apprehension, the 
Bundesbank sought to reassure the market by initiat
ing on April 2 a new series of forward operations, of
fering three-month marks at the spot ceiling rate. The 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, dealing for System 
account, joined in the operation by offering forward marks 
at the same rate in New York after the Frankfurt market 
had closed. This concerted intervention had a calming 
effect on the market over the next few weeks, and the 
spot rate for the mark soon moved away from the ceiling 
as funds began to flow out of Germany on a covered basis. 
The earlier influx had helped to produce ample liquidity 
conditions in Germany and, with short-term money mar
ket rates declining there while Euro-dollar yields were 
now turning upward, near-term arbitrage incentives 
shifted in favor of Euro-dollar placements. Underlying 
market nervousness surfaced from time to time during the 
month, however, and the Bundesbank and the Federal 
Reserve continued the operation through most of April, 
offering forward marks on the same basis and doing 
business nearly every day. By late April, these forward 
sales by the Bundesbank had reached $1.5 billion 
equivalent, while those by the Federal Reserve amounted 
to $75.7 million. Cover for these Federal Reserve com
mitments to the market was provided partly by balances 
on hand and partly by swap drawings totaling $60 million

equivalent on the Bundesbank. On April 28, the Bundes
bank Council decided that the time had come to withdraw 
its offer of forward marks at a fixed rate and to let the 
forward rates reach their own level. The market, already 
beset by rumors of a developing rift among European 
Economic Community (EEC) nations following a meet
ing of the Finance Ministers a few days earlier, reacted 
sharply, and both spot and forward marks were heavily bid.

On April 30, German reserves stood at $16.7 billion, 
representing a gain of nearly $3.0 billion for the first 
four months of 1971, while the forward dollar contracts 
of the Bundesbank had risen to $2.7 billion. Over the 
same period, German corporations raised close to $4 
billion abroad, representing roughly half of their total 
credit needs.

On Monday, May 3, the main German economic re
search institutes issued a report calling for a prompt 
floating or revaluation of the mark. Sympathetic reactions 
to this report by high-ranking German officials persuaded 
the market that some such move would soon be forthcom
ing. In holding the spot rate at the ceiling, the Bundes
bank was accordingly flooded with offers of dollars 
against marks. Over the two days May 3-4, the bank had 
to absorb more than $1 billion, and on the morning of 
Wednesday, May 5, a further $1 billion was taken in 
within the first forty minutes of trading. At that point 
the Bundesbank suspended its market operations. Al
though German banks were legally free to continue to 
deal if they wished, there was no official fixing and trading 
virtually ceased in the Frankfurt market for the rest of the 
week. The mark was still traded elsewhere during the three 
days, however, and in New York the rate rose to around 
$0.2800, or some 1.6 percent above the previous ceiling.

On Sunday, May 9, after an inconclusive meeting of 
the EEC Finance Ministers, the German authorities an-

Percent
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nounced that, as an anti-inflationary measure, the trading 
limits for the mark would be suspended temporarily— 
effectively allowing the mark rate to float— although 
the official parity was to remain unchanged. It was also 
announced that other measures to fight inflation were 
being prepared; these included the reimposition of a ban 
on interest payments on large deposits held by nonresi
dents, the barring of foreigners from buying German 
money market paper, and the freezing of some Federal 
and state government spending. The Frankfurt market re
opened on May 10 and the mark traded well above its 
former ceiling, fluctuating sharply in response to both facts 
and rumors. Traders generally doubted that the rate would 
return to within its old limits, and the possibility was 
widely discussed that the German authorities would begin 
to sell dollars in the market at rates well above the former 
official ceiling. By May 24 the spot mark had risen to a 
premium of 3.7 percent above the previous ceiling but 
then began to settle back, as rising Euro-dollar rates in
creased the cost of holding speculative mark positions. 
On June 1 the spot rate dropped sharply but, when the 
mark weakened further on the morning of June 2 in 
Frankfurt, the Bundesbank offered to sell dollars in small 
amounts at the equivalent of about $0.2803. This led to 
an abrupt reversal in the market, but the Bundesbank 
nevertheless began to sell dollars the next morning. These 
sales were not at fixed levels but on the basis of the most 
acceptable rates to the Federal Bank at any given point 
of time. The operation was pursued over the following 
weeks, resulting in a progressive ratcheting upward of the 
mark rate. By mid-June, the authorities had sold $1.7 
billion, considerably more than they had taken in under 
maturing forward contracts from the operations in 
February-March, and the spot mark had advanced to a
3.6 percent premium over the former ceiling.

The heavy outflow of funds from Germany helped to 
tighten domestic money market conditions considerably, 
and this tightening was supported by other actions, 
including a substantial increase in the banks’ minimum 
reserve requirements. On June 2, requirements against 
domestic liabilities were raised across the board by 15 
percent, while the requirements against foreign liabilities 
were lifted to twice the level of the new domestic rates. 
With large tax payments reducing domestic liquidity fur
ther, German interest rates advanced sharply, and by 
late June, when the stringency had become acute, they 
moved above Euro-dollar rates for comparable maturities, 
maintaining a substantial edge through July. These arbi
trage considerations, along with the continuing view in 
the market that the prospects were still strong for an even 
further rise in the mark rate, kept the rate buoyant, and

it sometimes moved above levels at which the Bundes
bank was then willing to sell dollars. Beginning in mid- 
July, however, the Bundesbank progressively lowered 
its selling rate for dollars and the mark rate spiraled up
ward. Overall, from June 3 through the end of July, the 
Bundesbank sold $4.8 billion in the spot market while it 
took in a total of $2.7 billion through maturing forward 
contracts. Thus, on balance, its reserves fell by some $2 
billion to $17.0 billion at the end of July.

By late July the spot mark had leveled off again, to 
around $0.2890, a 4.9 percent premium. But a new up
surge in the rate developed in early August, when general
ized speculation against the dollar developed in full force. 
As the mark rose, the Bundesbank stopped offering dol
lars. On August 12, with the market beset by rumors of 
a new parity being set at even a higher level, the rate 
jumped to a premium of 7.6 percent, and the Bundes
bank stepped in on the other side of the market and pur
chased a modest amount of dollars.

After President Nixon’s address on August 15, formal 
exchange dealings were suspended in Germany through 
the full week of August 16-20. During the week, consulta
tions proceeded within the EEC countries as to the basis 
under which the markets would be reopened. With no 
agreement reached among the EEC members on a com
mon exchange policy, the German government reopened 
the market on August 23 with the mark rate floating as 
before. With trading volume continuing at generally re
duced levels, the mark rate fluctuated closely around a 
premium of 7 percent until mid-September, after which 
it rose sharply to as high as a 10 percent premium prior 
to the IMF meeting. The Bundesbank then began to 
intervene in both spot and forward markets to moderate 
the rise in the rate. By early October the mark rate had 
backed off somewhat to a premium of around 9.5 percent.

STERLING

Sterling showed increasing strength as 1971 began, with 
the spot rate moving in January from below parity to near 
its $2.42 upper limit. Britain’s current-account balance of 
payments was still in surplus, and seasonal factors are 
favorable early in the year. The dominant source of 
demand for sterling, however, was a growing inflow of 
interest-sensitive funds, coupled with the pressures arising 
from heavy tax payments against the background of a 
severe credit squeeze and reduced corporate liquidity. 
Domestically, economic activity had turned sluggish, but 
at the same time the United Kingdom authorities were 
faced with sharply rising wages and prices. To counter the 
inflationary pressures, the authorities had been maintaining
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a firm grip on domestic monetary conditions, and British 
interest rates moved up in early 1971. At the same time, 
interest rates elsewhere were declining, particularly in the 
United States and in the Euro-dollar market. By late 1970, 
Euro-dollar rates already had moved below rates on com
parable sterling instruments, and the further decline in 
early 1971 widened the gap even more (see Chart III). 
In January, the British authorities moved to reduce the 
resulting inflows of funds by modifying the exchange con
trol regulations so as to restrain new foreign currency 
borrowings by British corporations for domestic use. 
Throughout the first quarter, with persistent rumors that 
the Bank of England’s discount rate would be cut (it had 
been held at 7 percent since April 1970), heavy demand 
developed for British government securities, while sea
sonal tax payments further absorbed liquidity. The inflows 
from abroad continued and, with sterling holding near its 
upper limit, the Bank of England took in a large volume 
of dollars through February and March.

From the reserve gains in the first quarter, the United 
Kingdom authorities were able to repay more than $1.6 
billion of international credits, thereby fully liquidating 
their indebtedness to all monetary institutions other than 
the IMF. Among the repayments made during the quarter 
were the remaining $226 million of credits under the 1966 
Basle arrangement (of this, $76 million was shared equally 
by the United States Treasury and the Federal Reserve) 
and $99 million to the same United States agencies repre
senting the last portion of sterling which had been held 
on a covered or guaranteed basis. In addition, on March 
31 the United Kingdom liquidated prior to maturity $685 
million of its obligations to the IMF. Even after these very 
large repayments, British official reserves rose during the 
first quarter by $190 million, excluding the $299 million 
allocation of SDRs and $500 million that was transferred

into later months through special arrangements.
On March 30, the British government presented to 

Parliament a moderately expansionary budget, which was 
generally well received in the market. The fiscal measures 
were to be accompanied by a small relaxation of the 
ceilings on bank credit expansion. Subsequently, on April 
1, the Bank of England cut its discount rate from 7 per
cent to 6 percent. The bank noted that the move was 
intended to bring British domestic yields into closer har
mony with rates abroad (which had fallen substantially 
since the beginning of the year). British interest rates 
immediately came down and, with Euro-dollar rates simul
taneously firming, the gap between domestic and interna
tional rates was sharply reduced. The subsequent easing 
in the spot sterling rate was only short-lived, however, as 
demand arising from oil royalty and tax payments soon 
pushed the rate to the ceiling again.

Meanwhile, the United Kingdom’s current-account 
position was improving strongly, from the strike-reduced 
$82 million surplus of the first quarter to a record of $792 
million for the second quarter. Although this swing re
flected in part a distortion of the trade figures as a result 
of strikes, such deferred commercial demand for pounds 
kept sterling buoyant at a time when it usually begins to 
ease with the passing of favorable seasonal factors. Fluctu
ations in the sterling rate during that period mainly re
flected the changing relationship between domestic interest 
rates and rates in the Euro-dollar market. With interest 
rates holding fairly steady in London, the tightening of 
the Euro-dollar market late in May exerted some down
ward pressure on the pound, but when Euro-dollar rates 
moved lower in June sterling came into demand again.

During the second quarter, British reserves posted a 
further gain of $303 million, while $1.2 billion was shifted 
into later months again through special arrangements. 
These gains, and the continued strength of sterling, en
abled the United Kingdom to make a further paydown on 
its IMF obligations. On July 19, Chancellor Barber an
nounced that the United Kingdom would repay the re
maining $614 million owed to the IMF under the June
1968 drawing. The repayment was carried out on August
9, concurrently with a large French repayment to the 
Fund. This left outstanding only the $1 billion drawn by 
the United Kingdom under the 1969 standby arrangement 
with the IMF.

Trading in sterling remained orderly in July, but in 
the first days of August the pound was caught up in the 
general wave of speculative demand that hit all major 
foreign currencies. With the sterling rate pressed against 
its upper limit, the Bank of England had to absorb large 
amounts of dollars from the market. To provide cover for
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this inflow, on August 13 the Federal Reserve activated 
the swap line with the Bank of England, drawing $750 
million equivalent of sterling.

On the Monday following President Nixon’s statement 
of August 15, the British authorities closed their market 
by prohibiting their banks from dealing in foreign exchange, 
and the prohibition was extended each day of that week. 
As an interim measure, however, the Bank of England 
allowed banks to lend foreign currencies to residents for 
payment to nonresidents. During that week trading in 
sterling was very thin in New York and on the Continent, 
with wide swings in quotations. On Monday, August 23, 
the London market was reopened on the basis of the 
$2.42 upper limit being suspended temporarily, while the 
parity of the pound and the lower limit remained un
changed. On subsequent days, with trading gradually 
recovering, the sterling rate moved to as high as $2.4830 
on August 26, a premium of 2.5 percent over the ceiling, 
before backing off.

Following the floating of the Japanese yen, the British 
authorities feared a renewed speculative influx into sterling. 
Consequently, the Bank of England announced on August 
27 new measures to deter hot money inflows. These in
cluded a prohibition of interest payments by banks in the 
United Kingdom on increases in sterling balances held by 
nonsterling-area depositors, and a complete ban on addi
tional nonresident deposits with other financial institutions 
and local authorities. Nonresidents were also prohibited 
from purchasing additional sterling certificates of deposit 
as well as government, government-guaranteed, and local 
authority securities maturing before October 1, 1976. Fi
nally, permission for the banks to swap foreign currency 
deposits into sterling for lending to residents was with
drawn. The sterling rate fell sharply after that to around 
$2.45Vi, about 1.5 percent above the previous ceiling. On 
the following Thursday, September 2, the Bank of Eng
land reduced its discount rate from 6 percent to 5 percent. 
(On the same day, the reserve figures for the end of 
August were released, indicating a gain of $937 million 
after the $614 million repayment to the IMF.) The bank 
rate cut was followed by a drop in domestic interest rates, 
but Euro-dollar rates fell even more rapidly. This may 
have contributed to keeping sterling firm, the spot rate 
fluctuating around $2.46 until mid-September. By that 
time the volume of current commercial business had re
covered, but transactions related to capital movements, 
in contrast, had practically dried up. With the approach 
of the IMF meetings, however, the sterling rate strength
ened, and in September British official reserves rose by 
$206 million. Also in September the British Treasury 
announced the renewal for two years of the $2 billion

second sterling-balances arrangement of 1968 with the 
BIS, under which the Bank of England can obtain credits 
to offset reductions in the sterling balances (both official 
and private) of sterling-area countries.

The upswing in the sterling rate continued into early 
October, when, in active trading, the spot rate rose above 
$2.49 to a 3 percent premium over the previous ceiling. 
On October 6, the British authorities announced a further 
tightening of the exchange controls introduced at the 
end of August. The earlier ban on additions to the hold
ings by nonsterling-area residents of specified securities 
was extended to all such securities, irrespective of ma
turity, as well as to sterling acceptances, commercial bills, 
and promissory notes. After a brief dip in response to 
these steps, sterling moved back close to the $2.49 level.

SWISS FRANC

The Swiss franc rate rose steadily in early 1971, as 
strong domestic credit demand absorbed bank liquidity 
while a continuing decline in Euro-dollar rates reduced 
the incentive to place funds abroad. By late February 
the franc rate reached the ceiling and the Swiss Na
tional Bank had to absorb $150 million. To provide cover 
for this intake, on March 1 the Federal Reserve drew an 
equivalent amount of francs under the swap arrangement 
with the Swiss National Bank; since $300 million drawn 
under the swap line in October 1970 was still outstanding, 
this brought the System’s Swiss franc commitments to 
$450 million. This debt was liquidated in early March 
through a combination of a United States Treasury sale 
of $75 million of gold and $250 million of Swiss-franc- 
denominated securities to the National Bank, which also 
agreed to sell outright $200 million equivalent of Swiss 
francs to the Federal Reserve. The System was thereby 
able to pay off the entire $450 million equivalent of swap 
drawings outstanding.

Even after the injection of liquidity resulting from the 
National Bank’s purchase of dollars in late February, the 
Swiss franc rate remained strong throughout March. Late 
in the month, the National Bank helped the Swiss banks 
meet their quarter-end needs by entering into a total of 
$470 million of swaps and also rediscounting domestic 
paper for them. Despite this assistance, however, the spot 
rate moved to the National Bank’s intervention point by 
the end of the month.

When the German mark became subject to speculative 
pressure in the first days of April, speculative demand de
veloped for the Swiss franc as well. On April 1 the Swiss 
Parliament transferred to the government the authority to 
change the franc’s parity, and there were rumors that the
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government would immediately avail itself of this new 
power by revaluing the franc. As a result, the National 
Bank had to purchase $390 million, net, in the first half 
of the month, before tensions moderated somewhat. The 
easing was short-lived, however, as the exchange market 
atmosphere deteriorated sharply late in April when the 
Swiss franc was caught up in the wave of speculation cen
tered on the mark.

Since a large share of Swiss trade is with Germany, 
the prospect of a further possible revaluation of the mark, 
or of a rising floating rate, led many traders to expect that 
the Swiss government, already struggling with inflation, 
would follow a German move. With the spot franc driven 
to the ceiling in early May, the National Bank’s dollar 
purchases mounted rapidly. On the morning of May 5 the 
National Bank took in $600 million and, when the Ger
man Bundesbank suspended its operations, the Swiss 
authorities immediately did the same. Later that day, in 
New York, the spot franc rose in heavy trading to around 
$0.2400 and fluctuated widely over the following two 
days, as the market awaited the decisions that might 
emerge over the weekend.

On Sunday, May 9, the Swiss authorities announced a
7.07 percent revaluation of the franc to a new par value 
of $0.2448Vi, the first change of the franc’s external value 
in thirty-five years. The new intervention limits were for
mally set at $0.2403% and $0.2493%, or at 1.8 percent 
on either side of the new par. The change in the Swiss 
franc’s parity activated the revaluation clauses on all 
Swiss-franc-denominated United States Treasury securities 
issued to the Swiss National Bank, either in its own name 
or that of the Swiss Confederation, and to the BIS. Con
sequently, the National Bank sold to the United States 
Treasury SF4,110 million at the franc’s old ceiling 
($0.2328V4) for $956.9 million. The Treasury, in turn, 
redeemed all its Swiss-franc-denominated securities, and 
replaced them simultaneously with new securities for the 
same Swiss franc amounts, selling the franc proceeds to 
absorb $989.3 million from the National Bank.

When the market reopened on May 10, the spot franc 
traded just below the new parity, but there was no reversal 
of the earlier large inflows. The exchange markets re
mained very uneasy and, despite extremely liquid mone
tary conditions in Switzerland, Swiss banks were reluctant 
to shift funds into the Euro-dollar market. In view of the 
potentially wide swings of the spot rate, uncovered place
ments were risky, while forward cover was not available 
in large amounts at attractive rates. Under these condi
tions, the National Bank sought means of exerting a 
calming influence on the market and of absorbing excess 
Swiss franc liquidity.

As a first step, an arrangement was worked out between 
the National Bank and the Federal Reserve, using the 
BIS as intermediary. On May 17, the National Bank sold 
$250 million to its commercial banks on a three-month 
swap basis, on the understanding that the banks would 
deposit these funds with the BIS which, in turn, would 
invest them in certificates of deposit (CDs) of United 
States banks, thereby avoiding an increase in the supply 
of Euro-dollars. Cover for this operation was provided by 
means of a Federal Reserve swap drawing of $250 million 
equivalent on the line with the Swiss National Bank. (The 
National Bank was not authorized at that time to under
take forward market operations on its own account; a bill 
authorizing it to do so had been proposed to Parliament 
and was subsequently passed in late June.) Late in May, 
the National Bank gave assurance to the banks that it 
would maintain an effective ceiling for the Swiss franc of 
$0.2463 and a floor of $0.2433 (0.6 percent above and 
below par, respectively). With their potential spot ex
change risks thus reduced, the banks began to purchase 
substantial amounts of dollars from the central bank. 
Moreover, with Euro-dollar yields rising sharply toward 
the month end, additional funds flowed out of Switzerland, 
and the franc rate dropped sharply until it almost reached 
the informal lower intervention level on June 1.

On June 2, however, after the German Bundesbank 
offered to sell dollars at a rate well above the previous 
mark ceiling, the Swiss franc rebounded along with other 
European currencies and held close to par until mid-June. 
Then, as some covering of short dollar positions devel
oped, an easier tone set in and the spot rate declined 
markedly. (Following its normal practice, the National 
Bank provided swaps to assist the banks over the midyear 
statement period, the total in June reaching $607 million.) 
Nevertheless, the rate did not reach the point at which 
the National Bank had indicated it would sell dollars. 
During that month, and again in July, in two transactions 
of $50 million each the United States Treasury sold gold 
to the National Bank to absorb some of the dollars the 
bank had purchased in May.

There was little change in the market atmosphere in 
July. Overall, in the two months that followed its revalu
ation, the Swiss franc had been little affected by the 
various speculative forays in other exchange markets, but 
this relative quiet was broken in early August. With other 
major Continental currencies partly insulated by either 
exchange controls or floating rates, the Swiss franc began 
to bear the brunt of the speculative attack against the 
dollar. On August 4, after the French authorities moved 
to halt inflows to their country, demand for Swiss francs 
surged and the rate moved quickly from par to the level
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at which the Swiss National Bank was prepared to buy 
dollars. Demand swelled further on the following day, 
and the National Bank took in a total of more than $400 
million. Meanwhile, however, the National Bank had ne
gotiated an agreement with the Swiss banks under which, 
in the event of massive speculative inflows, it could pro
hibit the payment of interest on additional short-term 
deposits in francs by nonresidents and require the banks 
to hold up to 100 percent reserves against such funds; 
this arrangement was to go into effect on August 20. 
On Monday, August 9, the National Bank announced 
that the franc proceeds of any further dollar sales to it 
would be placed in blocked accounts for ten days—that 
is, until the agreement with the banks to sterilize inflows 
would be implemented—but the Swiss authorities were 
faced with further massive offers of dollars on every day 
that week, during which they absorbed a further $1.7 
billion. In response to the National Bank’s request to 
cover these inflows, the Federal Reserve drew the remain
ing $350 million equivalent available under the $600 mil
lion swap line with the National Bank and, after that 
facility had been enlarged to $1 billion on August 12, 
drew in full the additional $400 million of Swiss francs 
thus provided. Furthermore, the System drew the entire 
$600 million equivalent available under the Swiss franc- 
dollar swap line with the BIS. These drawings raised Sys
tem commitments in Swiss francs to a total of $1.6 billion. 
Finally, to absorb the National Bank’s intake of August 
13, the Treasury issued to it a $333 million Swiss-franc- 
denominated note.

After the United States measures of August 15, the 
Swiss National Bank suspended its exchange operations 
during the week of August 16-20, although commercial 
banks carried on limited dealings among themselves for 
immediate needs. When the other European markets were 
opened on August 23, the Swiss National Bank kept its 
market officially closed; this left the Swiss franc effectively 
floating, since the commercial banks remained free to 
trade in foreign currencies. In the general uncertainty and 
nervousness that prevailed in the markets, the franc rate 
rose sharply to 3 percent over the previous informal ceil
ing by August 26. That day the National Bank announced 
it had reached an agreement with the three large Swiss 
banks to discourage speculative inflows. Under the terms 
of this agreement, the banks would buy a daily maximum 
of $2 million from any one customer when the spot rate 
was between $0.25251/4 and $0.2531% and $1 million at 
rates of $0.2531% or higher. The franc proceeds of any 
sale in excess of these amounts would be blocked in 
noninterest-bearing accounts for three months. The follow
ing day the National Bank reached an agreement with the

Swiss Bankers Association to extend the interest payment 
ban on foreign funds that had flowed into Switzerland 
since July 31 to all franc placements; originally, the ban 
had applied only to funds with a maturity of less than 
six months. These and earlier restrictions on dealing in 
francs, along with the uncertainties generated by an effec
tively floating rate, kept both the size and number of 
transactions far below normal. Speculative flows espe
cially were sharply curtailed by the National Bank’s regu
lations. In addition, with the rise in Euro-dollar rates and 
the downward drift of the German mark, the spot franc 
backed away sharply, reaching by September 1 the $0.2500 
level. On September 8 the Swiss government asked 
Parliament for emergency authority to take various addi
tional measures to defend the franc if this should again 
become necessary, including the power to impose nega
tive interest rates on hot money inflows and to declare the 
present voluntary agreement with the large banks to be 
legally binding on all Swiss banks. The franc rate firmed 
in mid-September, but trading remained generally quiet 
through early October.

DUTCH GUILDER

In 1970 the Dutch economy continued to suffer from 
inflationary wage and price trends, leading to a deteriora
tion in the current account of the balance of payments. 
As in other European countries, the Dutch authorities had 
relied heavily on monetary policy to curb excess domestic 
demand. While credit conditions were thus kept tight in 
the Netherlands, interest rates in the Euro-dollar market 
were declining. On several occasions during the autumn 
and winter months, the short-term uncovered interest- 
arbitrage comparison shifted in favor of guilder place
ments. Moreover, in the second half of 1970, heavy 
foreign demand had developed for guilder-denominated 
bond issues being floated in the Dutch and international 
capital markets. Therefore, even though the Dutch cur
rent account was moving into deeper deficit, a massive 
inflow of both short- and long-term capital held the spot 
guilder rate at or near its ceiling through most of the 
second half of 1970, and Dutch official reserves grew by 
$551 million in that period. As was related in the preced
ing report, the Federal Reserve provided cover for the 
central bank’s dollar intake by drawing, during the second 
half of 1970, the full $300 million equivalent available 
under the swap facility with the Netherlands Bank. In 
view of the sustained strength of the guilder during the 
course of the first quarter of 1971, this $300 million of 
Federal Reserve debt—plus another $25 million of surplus 
dollars on the books of the Netherlands Bank—was fully
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liquidated in a series of special transactions involving (1) 
a Federal Reserve sale of $75 million equivalent of Ger
man mark balances to the Netherlands Bank, (2) a United 
States Treasury sale of $25 million of gold and $100 
million of SDRs to the Dutch authorities, and (3) a 
United States drawing of $125 million equivalent of guil
ders from the IMF.

Early in 1971, liquidity in the Dutch market remained 
tight, contrary to the usual seasonal easing, and the spot 
guilder rate held close to the ceiling. Under these circum
stances the Netherlands Bank initiated a new series of 
swaps with Dutch commercial banks, offering to buy 
dollars spot against sale for delivery in three months’ time 
at rates favorable to the banks. These market swap trans
actions were continued into early March and amounted 
to some $380 million. At that point the Amsterdam money 
market turned more liquid and, with Dutch interest rates 
falling sharply in mid-March while Euro-dollar rates sta
bilized, the uncovered arbitrage incentives shifted sub
stantially against guilder placements, leading to a softening 
of the spot rate.

Even though the Netherlands Bank was thus able to 
avoid intervening in the spot market for a considerable 
period of time, it acquired a substantial amount of dollars 
on March 31 when, in connection with the United King
dom’s repayment to the IMF, the Bank of England pur
chased $110 million of guilders from the Dutch authori
ties. At that time, the Federal Reserve reactivated its 
swap line with the Netherlands Bank, drawing $130 mil
lion of guilders to provide cover both for the dollars 
bought from the Bank of England and for $20 million of 
balances which were in excess of the Netherlands Bank’s 
usual level of uncovered holdings.

In early April, when bidding for German marks surged, 
with strong speculative overtones, the guilder also came 
into demand. The spot guilder returned to the ceiling, 
and the Netherlands Bank was obliged to intervene. The 
Federal Reserve covered the intake through an additional 
swap drawing of $40 million equivalent. In order to reduce 
the incentive for further inflows, effective April 5 the 
Netherlands Bank lowered its discount rate from 6 percent 
to 5Vi percent. With the Amsterdam money market highly 
liquid following the earlier influx, the spot guilder moved 
away from its $0.2783Vi ceiling and traded at lower levels 
for a few weeks. This liquidity began to be reabsorbed, 
however, when Dutch banks had to pay guilders over to 
the central bank at the maturity of the swaps entered into 
early in the year; although the guilder exchange rate 
firmed as a result, the central bank did not have to pur
chase dollars outright.

In tlie last days of April, however, the guilder was caught

up in the spreading speculative demand for European 
currencies. The spot guilder rose to the ceiling, and on 
May 3-4 the Netherlands Bank absorbed dollars on a 
rapidly rising scale. These were covered by a Federal 
Reserve drawing of $80 million, which brought System 
swap commitments to the Netherlands Bank up to $250 
million. In the heavy trading of the morning of May 5, the 
Netherlands Bank purchased $240 million before halting 
market intervention. Formal trading remained suspended 
in the Netherlands for the remainder of the week, while in 
New York the guilder floated to a slight premium over its 
ceiling.

On Sunday, May 9, the Dutch government, following 
a similar move by Germany, announced that the Nether
lands Bank was temporarily withdrawing its buying and 
selling rates for the dollar, effectively allowing the guilder 
to float. Simultaneous with the Dutch government’s de
cision to float the guilder, the Netherlands Bank, in ac
cordance with understandings governing the swap arrange
ment with the Federal Reserve, sold sufficient guilders to 
the System to enable it to liquidate the $250 million 
equivalent of swap commitments. This repayment proce
dure added to the uncovered dollars on the books of the 
Netherlands Bank, and the United States Treasury subse
quently absorbed the dollars through a $150 million sale 
of SDRs on May 21 and a drawing of $100 million equiv
alent of guilders from the IMF on June 21.

When the Dutch exchange market reopened on May 10, 
the guilder began trading at a premium of 1.8 percent over 
the previous ceiling but, even though the Amsterdam 
money market was extremely liquid, virtually no unwind
ing of speculative positions took place. In the next few 
weeks the guilder moved in sympathy with the German 
mark, although at much smaller premiums, fluctuating 
in the New York market between 1.0 percent and 2.0 
percent over its previous ceiling. Late in May, with the 
Dutch money market remaining easy and Euro-dollar rates 
rising sharply, the guilder rate eased back toward its pre
vious ceiling. At that time the major Dutch banks agreed 
to cease paying interest on nonresident demand deposits, 
and on June 1 the Dutch authorities moved further to 
discourage inflows of foreign short-term funds by barring 
nonresidents from purchasing Dutch Treasury paper and 
guilder-denominated bankers’ acceptances.

When the German Bundesbank entered its market as 
a seller of dollars early in June, the guilder strengthened 
in sympathy with the sharp upward reaction of the mark 
rate. The Netherlands Bank remained out of the exchange 
market, however, and the guilder rate thereafter fell back 
even though the mark moved progressively higher. After 
further fluctuations, the guilder rate settled at around 0.7
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percent above the former ceiling from mid-June through 
early July.

By that time the Netherlands Bank still held nearly 
$250 million of surplus dollars, most of which had been 
purchased on May 5. In order to absorb part of these 
dollars the United States Treasury sold to the Dutch au
thorities $100 million of SDRs on July 16, and it absorbed 
a further $150 million in connection with a larger draw
ing of guilders from the Fund on August 9. On that day, 
the British and French repayments to the IMF included a 
large allotment of Dutch guilders, amounting to $297 mil
lion equivalent, which would be purchased from the 
Netherlands Bank and would result in a further increase 
in the bank’s dollar reserves. Consequently, the Treasury 
agreed to draw a total of $447 million equivalent of 
guilders from the Fund.

In July and early August, with the general deepening 
of uncertainties in the exchanges, the guilder rate began 
to rise again, reaching 4.3 percent over the previous 
ceiling on August 13. In the week of August 16-20, 
the Dutch exchange market was closed, and Dutch and 
foreign banks dealt guilders only in limited amounts to 
meet customers’ immediate needs. In New York, the rate 
touched $0.2950, 5.3 percent over the ceiling at one point. 
The Dutch authorities continued to permit the guilder rate 
to float when the Amsterdam market reopened on August 
23, but under an agreement between the Netherlands and 
Belgium the central banks of the two countries stood 
ready to intervene in order to maintain the cross rates be
tween their currencies within the limits of 1.5 percent on 
either side of the official parities. By early September, the 
guilder rate was holding at just over $0.2900—some 4.2 
percent above the former ceiling—while, operating under 
the new agreement providing for the linking of the 
Benelux currencies, the Netherlands Bank supported the 
cross rate by buying Belgian francs.

In September the Dutch authorities took additional 
steps to discourage capital inflows. Effective September 6, 
a so-called “closed circuit for bonds” was introduced, 
whereby purchases by nonresidents of guilder-denominated 
bonds can be effected from residents only with guilders 
obtained through the sale of such bonds by nonresidents 
to residents. Effective September 15, the Netherlands Bank 
lowered its discount rate by Vi percentage point, to 5 
percent, explaining that the reduction had been made 
in support of the measures directed at countering foreign 
capital inflows. The spot guilder rate nevertheless rose 
strongly in the second half of September, moving up along 
with most other European currencies, and it held around 
$0.2975, almost 7 percent over the former ceiling, through 
early October.

BELGIAN FRANC

Through most of 1970, the Belgian franc had been 
bolstered by a growing payments surplus on current ac
count and by an influx of short-term funds. The Belgian 
authorities, struggling to contain inflation, kept interest 
rates firm in the face of declining rates abroad. Late in the 
year, however, the National Bank cut its discount rate 
twice, but in early 1971 the renewed decline of Euro
dollar rates again opened wide interest differentials in 
favor of Belgium. The Belgian authorities then moved to 
absorb, mainly through domestic borrowings by the Bel
gian Treasury, some of the domestic liquidity which was 
being created by the capital inflows, and took the oppor
tunity to reduce further Belgium’s official borrowings in 
foreign currencies. The National Bank’s dollar reserve 
gains continued, however, and the Federal Reserve cov
ered these gains by drawings on the swap arrangement. 
As noted in previous reports, the System had initiated 
drawings on the Belgian franc line in June 1970, and at the 
year-end such drawings stood at $210 million. After 
rising to $355 million by January 27, the System’s swap 
debt was reduced to $230 million on January 29 through 
use of $125 million equivalent of Belgian francs drawn 
by the United States Treasury from the IMF. By early 
March, the System’s swap commitments had again risen 
to $420 million equivalent.

By that time, however, the value-added tax, introduced 
in Belgium at the beginning of the year, started to have 
its expected effects on Belgian trade. Prior to the tax, im
porters had run down their inventories and now they were 
rebuilding them, with the result that the trade account 
had swung into deficit in February. Moreover, the large 
injections of liquidity resulting from capital inflows had 
eased domestic money market conditions and, with Euro
dollar rates bottoming out in mid-March, demand for 
Belgian francs eased somewhat. On March 24, the Na
tional Bank of Belgium moved to limit future inflows of 
funds— and their effects on domestic credit expansion— 
by reducing its discount rate V2 percentage point to 6 
percent, by asking the banks to exercise restraint in en
larging their net external liability positions, and by extend
ing through September its quantitative restrictions on the 
expansion of short-term bank credit.

Late in March, however, the Belgian franc was caught 
up in the general speculation in European currencies, and 
the National Bank again began to absorb dollars from the 
market. On April 7 the Federal Reserve drew an addi
tional $30 million equivalent on its swap line with the 
National Bank to cover part of the inflow, thereby in
creasing total drawings to $450 million. In addition, the
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National Bank acquired $50 million through a sale of 
Belgian francs to the Bank of England, which needed the 
francs in connection with a debt repayment to the IMF on 
March 31. The United States Treasury absorbed these 
dollars by selling $25 million of SDRs and $25 million of 
gold to the National Bank.

Exchange market uncertainties led to new inflows in 
the latter part of April and in early May. The underlying 
situation had not changed—Belgian trade was still in defi
cit on a customs basis—but leads and lags built up in 
favor of the franc, holding the official rate at the National 
Bank’s intervention point and adding to official reserve 
gains. The pressures came to a head on Wednesday, May 
5, when the National Bank took in $100 million before 
joining several other continental European central banks 
in suspending trading. The Brussels market remained 
closed until the following Tuesday when the Belgian au
thorities announced modifications in the two-market ex
change system for the franc, resulting in a complete sepa
ration of commercial and financial transactions. The Na
tional Bank would maintain the existing official interven
tion levels for commercial transactions, but all capital 
flows, whether inward or outward, as well as private trans
fers and tourist transactions were to pass through the 
financial franc market, which would not be supported. 
(Previously, capital imports could be converted through 
either the official or the financial franc markets, although 
capital exports by residents were permitted to move only 
through the latter.)

Meanwhile, there was the question of dealing with the 
reserve gains of the National Bank in late April and early 
May, which amounted to more than $250 million. This was 
accomplished through a series of transactions between May 
10 and May 24: (1) the United States Treasury sold $55 
million of SDRs and $85 million of gold to the National 
Bank of Belgium; (2) the Treasury established and drew 
in full a special $100 million swap facility with the Na
tional Bank; (3) the Federal Reserve made two swap re
payments and one new drawing which resulted in a $10 
million net increase in drawings outstanding. Then at the 
end of the month, when there was a further inflow of funds 
to Belgium, the System made an additional drawing of $30 
million, bringing total swap commitments outstanding un
der the Federal Reserve line to $490 million equivalent.

Market expectations of a revaluation of the Belgian 
franc were on the wane at the end of May. Moreover, 
ample liquidity conditions in Brussels began to exert a 
drag on the franc rate and, as Euro-dollar rates rose, very 
large uncovered differentials opened up over Belgian 
money market rates. Then, on June 3, the National Bank 
requested that any increase in the Belgian commercial

banks’ net external liability positions above the levels pre
vailing at the end of May be matched by noninterest- 
bearing Belgian franc deposits with it. The Belgian banks 
accordingly began to shift funds abroad as offsets to their 
liabilities. In the official market the spot franc rate dropped 
to par by June 17, at which point the National Bank inter
vened in the market with a small sale of dollars to halt the 
decline. The financial franc, which had commanded a pre
mium of roughly 1 percent over the official franc ceiling in 
mid-May, fell even further until it was trading at par with, 
and at times below, the official franc rate.

The Belgian franc rate stayed below the ceiling through 
early July. Trading was very thin, however, and did not 
provide an opportunity for a reduction in the Federal Re
serve’s swap drawings. In order to enable the Federal 
Reserve to liquidate some of its commitments, the United 
States Treasury acquired on June 21, in a multicurrency 
drawing from the IMF, $150 million of Belgian francs; 
these francs were used to reduce System swap drawings on 
the National Bank to $340 million equivalent.

The wave of speculation that hit the exchanges later in 
July and continued into the first half of August spilled 
over into the Belgian franc market and, with the franc 
rate pushed back to the ceiling, the National Bank of Bel
gium was obliged to absorb nearly $350 million. Moreover, 
on August 9, the British and French repayments to the IMF 
included a large allotment of Belgian francs, amounting to 
$315 million equivalent. Since the francs would be pur
chased from the National Bank, thereby increasing the 
bank’s dollar reserves, the Treasury agreed to absorb 
the dollars by a simultaneous drawing on the Fund. The 
Treasury also agreed to repay at the same time the $100 
million equivalent drawn in May under its special swap 
line with the National Bank, using additional francs drawn 
from the IMF, so that the total Fund drawing amounted 
to $415 million. To cover the National Bank’s large dollar 
intake from the market, the System drew $65 million on 
the swap line in late July and a total of $95 million in 
early August, thereby exhausting the $500 million line 
with the National Bank. On August 12 the facility was 
enlarged to $600 million, and the additional $100 million 
of Belgian francs that thus became available was drawn in 
full. Finally, to cover the dollar gains of the National Bank 
on August 13, the Treasury sold $50 million of SDRs and 
the Federal Reserve drew $35 million of Belgian francs 
from the BIS, under the $1 billion reciprocal line which 
provides for swaps against certain European currencies 
other than Swiss francs. This drawing brought the Federal 
Reserve’s swap commitments in Belgian francs to $635 
million equivalent.

Following President Nixon’s speech on August 15 the
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Belgian authorities closed their exchange market, and it 
remained closed for the following week. After the EEC 
decision to open markets again on August 23, the Belgian 
government decided to allow the official franc as well as 
the financial franc to float. Once the market opened, the 
rates in the two tiers tended to come together for an 
effective appreciation above the former official ceiling of 
a little more than 2.5 percent. In addition, Belgium en
tered into an agreement with the Netherlands to limit the 
variation in the cross rate between the Belgian franc and 
the guilder to 1.5 percent on either side of their official 
parities.

Trading in the Belgian franc turned quieter during the 
remainder of August and through mid-September. In view 
of the changed conditions since the floating of the Belgian 
franc, the National Bank suspended on September 15 its 
request of last June that any increase in the Belgian com
mercial banks’ net external liability positions be matched 
by noninterest-bearing Belgian franc deposits with it, and 
the funds that had been blocked under that measure were 
returned to the banks. Similarly, the earlier request, made 
in March, that the banks exercise restraint in their foreign 
borrowing was also suspended. A few days later, the Na
tional Bank announced that the quantitative restrictions 
on the expansion of short-term bank credit, which in 
March had been extended through the end of September, 
would be allowed to expire at that time since the risk of 
inflationary excess demand for goods and services had 
been sharply reduced. Finally, the National Bank low
ered its discount rate from 6 percent to 5 Vi percent, effec
tive September 23. In the latter part of September the 
franc rate advanced to a premium of around 6 percent 
over the former ceiling, largely in response to the general 
bidding-up of European currency rates as a hedge against 
a possible realignment of currency values during the IMF 
annual meeting, and remained firm in early October. On 
October 12, the Federal Reserve reduced its swap indebt
edness to the National Bank by $35 million, to $565 
million equivalent, using francs purchased in the market.

FRENCH FRANC

The French balance of payments on a cash basis had 
been in sizable surplus in 1970, on both current and 
capital accounts, and continued strong as 1971 began. 
Although the repatriation of French funds from abroad 
had tapered off over the course of last year, additional 
inflows had developed in response to favorable interest- 
arbitrage incentives. The French authorities had moved 
cautiously to ease monetary policy but, with Euro-dollar 
rates falling sharply, wide differentials opened on several
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occasions in favor of franc placements over Euro-dollars. 
In late 1970 and early 1971 the Bank of France re
peatedly reduced its domestic intervention rates to narrow 
the interest-arbitrage spreads. Even so, the combination 
of the strong underlying payments position and the con
tinuing inflows led to fairly persistent demand for French 
francs in the exchanges in the early months of 1971. The 
franc rate fluctuated in a narrow range near its upper 
limit throughout the first quarter, during which French 
reserves rose by $369 million, excluding the allocation 
of SDRs.

An easier tone developed for the franc in early April, 
as the French authorities allowed the rise in Euro-dollar 
rates to reduce the arbitrage incentives in favor of franc 
placements (see Chart IV). Toward the end of April, 
however, the usual month-end demand for francs was 
augmented by hot money inflows, reflecting mounting ten
sions in the exchange markets. The spot franc rate was 
pushed to the ceiling and the central bank had to absorb 
dollars in mounting volume. Nevertheless, the rush into 
francs was not overwhelming, mainly reflecting leads and 
lags, and the Bank of France did not withdraw from the 
exchange market on May 5 when several other conti
nental European central banks suspended intervention 
in their markets. On subsequent days the flows halted 
and, as Euro-dollar rates rose sharply, some reflux of 
funds developed. With francs now offered on the market, 
the spot franc dropped away from the ceiling. On May
10, on the basis of the large reserve gains since the 
preceding fall, France made a further repayment to the 
IMF against earlier drawings. The repayment amounted 
to $375 million (with a substantial portion, $282 million, 
required in gold which was purchased from the United 
States Treasury), and France’s indebtedness to the Fund 
was thereby reduced to a little over $600 million.
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During May, the French authorities took a series of 
steps to ward off renewed speculation in the franc and to 
absorb excess domestic liquidity created by earlier inflows. 
On two occasions, the Bank of France raised its reserve 
requirements for French banks. Moreover, the National 
Credit Council authorized the Bank of France to raise 
reserve requirements on nonresidents’ deposits to 100 
percent, if this became necessary, and warned that it had 
the power to prohibit or limit the payment of interest on 
such deposits. These moves, along with the clearly stated 
intention of the French authorities not to revalue the 
franc or allow it to float, prevented speculative pressures 
from developing at that time. Consequently, with arbitrage 
incentives still well in favor of Euro-dollars, the Bank of 
France raised its own rates on discounts and secured ad
vances by XA  percentage point to 63A  percent and 814 
percent per annum, respectively. The French franc never
theless had a softer tone through the rest of May and 
into June. For the second quarter as a whole, French 
reserves rose by a further $165 million.

In the last days of June and in early July, there was a 
dramatic shift in the market atmosphere and the franc 
came into heavy demand. At first the pressure reflected 
the movement of funds in response to yet another reversal 
of interest differentials in favor of France and to the usual 
bunching of export proceeds around the month end. Then, 
after an inconclusive meeting of the EEC’s Finance Min
isters on July 1-2, rumors began to circulate in the market 
that the French government might agree to a widening 
of the trading margins of all EEC currencies against the 
dollar. For the first time during the prolonged period of 
unsettlement, the speculative focus now shifted to the 
French franc and, as the spot rate was driven to the ceil
ing, the Bank of France had to absorb dollars from the 
market on a large scale. To deal with these flows, the 
Bank of France lowered its domestic intervention rates 
considerably—thereby pushing French money market 
yields well below similar Euro-dollar quotations— and 
raised its minimum reserve requirements further. Never
theless, the strong demand continued through July, and 
the Bank of France recorded a reserve gain of $498 mil
lion for the month. On August 9 France prepaid in 
full its remaining indebtedness to the IMF, totaling $609 
million. In discharging this obligation, the Bank of France 
purchased $191 million of gold from the United States.

In early August the French authorities took further 
steps to counteract the domestic effects of the latest inflows 
and to ward off further flows. Reserve requirements were 
again raised, and there was some relaxation of existing 
exchange controls. In addition, on August 4 the banks 
were instructed not to increase their net external indebted

ness or decrease their net claims vis-a-vis nonresidents 
from the levels prevailing on August 3. In this connection, 
the banks were expected to refrain from selling francs to 
nonresidents whose motivation for buying francs appeared 
to be speculative. With the franc already in strong de
mand, this measure was immediately seized upon by the 
market as evidence of the French authorities’ unwilling
ness to accumulate additional dollars, and, in the confu
sion, quotations for francs in markets outside France 
moved above the official ceiling. On August 5, the Bank 
of France quickly moved to clarify the instructions and 
the market quieted somewhat. At that time the banks 
agreed to stop paying interest on nonresident deposits of 
less than ninety-one days, and this ban was later made 
mandatory by the authorities. Nevertheless, in the general 
run on the dollar taking place at the time, the demand for 
francs was unrelenting, and the Bank of France continued 
to take in dollars on a daily basis through Friday, August
13.

Following President Nixon’s speech, the French ex
change market was closed for the week of August 16-20. 
The French government reopened the market on Monday, 
August 23, on the basis of a two-tier exchange system. 
The Bank of France would defend the franc at the pre
scribed intervention points only in the official market, 
through which trade and trade-related service transactions 
would be effected. All capital transfers, as well as tourist 
and most other nongovernmental service transactions, 
would henceforth be strictly segregated in a financial 
market where the franc rate would be allowed to find its 
own level. At the same time, measures were taken to pre
vent leads and lags from developing in the future, includ
ing a requirement that imports (other than equipment 
goods) be paid for within three months from their entry 
into France, and importers were given one month to com
ply with this new rule. Given the complexity of these 
exchange regulations, trading in the official franc market 
was very limited at first, with wide spreads in quotations, 
but commercial business picked up fairly rapidly. Trading 
was slower to develop in the financial franc market, where 
the rate moved to a 2.5 percent premium over that of the 
official franc. In the wake of the floating of the yen on 
August 27, renewed demand developed for the official 
franc—the only major currency still kept within its pre
scribed limits— and the Bank of France again had to 
absorb dollars. French official reserves rose by $1,087 
million in August.

In September, there was some reversal of the previous 
flows into francs, as the French exchange regulations, 
which were further elaborated, began to bite. In particular, 
French exporters and importers had to unwind some of
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the leads and lags built up prior to mid-August. With the 
official franc rate dropping below the ceiling, the Bank 
of France sold substantial amounts of dollars over the 
course of the month, and reserves declined by $333 mil
lion for September as a whole. The financial franc rate, 
which had reached a premium of 4.0 percent over the 
official rate, gradually eased off to a premium of 2.1 per
cent in early October.

ITALIAN LIRA

The lira continued its recovery through the first months 
of 1971, drawing its strength from large capital inflows, 
including sizable Euro-dollar borrowings by Italian cor
porations and official entities. Labor unrest remained a 
major concern in Italy, however, and with export produc
tion still sluggish the current account showed little under
lying improvement. The Bank of Italy, which had already 
moved toward a somewhat easier monetary policy in the 
fall of 1970, took advantage of the sustained capital in
flow to encourage business activity by reducing its rate 
on secured advances in January and its discount rate in 
early April, both from 5 V2 percent to 5 percent. Demand 
for lire remained strong in April, however, and for 
the first four months of the year as a whole official re
serves rose by $794 million, excluding the new allocation 
of SDRs.

While the lira was also affected by the growing specu
lation in European currencies leading up to the crisis of 
early May, Italy’s continuing domestic difficulties served 
to dampen the demand for lire, and the pressures con
sequently were not as great as in other major currencies. 
Thus, when several continental European central banks 
suspended operations on May 5 and some governments 
subsequently floated or revalued their currencies, the 
Italian authorities kept the lira market open and rode 
through the storm. Later in May the Italian lira rate be
gan to ease, as Euro-dollar rates rose relative to domestic 
interest rates. With labor unrest mounting anew and 
provincial elections adding new uncertainties, the lira 
fell to around par in early June. The lira developed a 
better tone toward the end of June, however, and held above 
par through July. Nevertheless, even though the current- 
account trend in the balance of payments was improving, 
Italian reserves declined on balance by $103 million in 
the May-July period.

Early in August, the lira was caught up in the mounting 
speculation against the dollar; the spot rate rose to the 
ceiling on August 9, and the Italian authorities had to in
tervene on a number of days during that week. After 
President Nixon’s speech on August 15, the Italian au

thorities also kept their exchange market closed during the 
week of August 16-20, while intensive consultations took 
place within the EEC. The lira rate moved up substan
tially in New York, but trading was extremely thin and 
the range between bid and offered rates very wide. When 
Italy reopened its exchange market on August 23, the au
thorities announced that they would no longer intervene 
at the official limits, although they might enter the market 
at other rates if this seemed advisable. Demand for lire 
was quite strong at first as the tourist season was in full 
swing, receipts had been backed up during the week of 
August 16-20, and leads and lags had shifted in Italy’s 
favor. The lira rate held at a premium of roughly 1.5 
percentage points over the official ceiling, before settling 
back somewhat. For the month as a whole, Italian re
serves rose by $424 million.

In mid-September, in view of the high rates prevailing 
in the Euro-dollar market at that time, the Italian Elec
tricity Authority (ENEL) decided to prepay in November 
the $300 million Euro-dollar loan it had contracted in 
May 1970. Additional Euro-dollar loans of minor amounts 
were also beginning to be repaid by Italian entities, which 
had been very heavy borrowers during the preceding year 
and a half. This imparted a somewhat softer tone to the 
lira market, and the rate remained fairly steady even 
though other European currencies rose strongly against 
the dollar later in September.

JAPANESE YEN

For several years leading up to 1971, Japan had 
experienced balance-of-payments surpluses on the order 
of $1-2 billion, based largely on a growing trade sur
plus. Japanese exports had proved to be increasingly 
competitive in world markets, with particular success in 
the United States (exports to this country rose by 20 
percent in 1970 alone) but also with significant inroads 
into European markets as well. Japan’s overall balance-of- 
payments surplus amounted to $1.4 billion in 1970 and 
would have been even larger except for efforts by the 
Japanese authorities to trim the total. In 1970, along with 
some easing of trade restrictions and capital controls, the 
authorities had encouraged Japanese banks and trading 
companies to shift away from dollar financing to yen fi
nancing of imports. One technique employed by the 
authorities was to make special credit facilities available 
to Japanese banks under terms which enabled the banks to 
offer yen financing at preferential rates. Moreover, the 
Japanese government made some $200 million of addi
tional funds available to the World Bank and other inter
national lending agencies for development aid. Even with
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these efforts, however, there was a growing belief in the 
markets that the yen was fundamentally undervalued.

A slowdown in the rate of growth of the Japanese 
economy, which began in mid-1970 and became more 
pronounced in early 1971, came at a time when other in
dustrial countries were struggling with inflationary pres
sures and served to aggravate the international imbalance 
in the early months of this year. Import growth slowed 
but exports expanded even more rapidly than before. On 
the domestic front the Japanese authorities turned to 
more stimulative policies, and the Bank of Japan made a 
further cut in its lending rates in January. Even so, the 
decline in Japanese interest rates did not match that in the 
United States and in the Euro-dollar market. Consequently, 
there was a risk that the earlier yen shift might be reversed 
and the Japanese authorities took further measures to 
preclude this, including a doubling of the availabilities to 
the Japanese banks to cover 30 percent of their import 
credits. The authorities also eased some of the controls 
on outflows of funds, and constructed additional barriers 
against inflows. Demand for yen remained strong, how
ever, and Japanese reserves rose by $931 million in the 
first quarter, not counting the allocation of SDRs.

With market expectations of a possible yen revaluation 
already strong, the Japanese currency was also caught up 
in the wave of speculation that hit the European markets 
in late April and early May. Leads and lags resulted in a 
large influx of funds to Japan; in particular, there were 
sizable yen prepayments for ships under construction in 
Japanese yards. The Japanese authorities kept the market 
open, however, and moved to deal with the problem by 
tightening their exchange regulations and reducing domes
tic interest rates further. (Effective May 8, the Bank of 
Japan lowered its rates on discounts and secured advances 
by Va  percentage point to 5 Vi percent and 53A  percent, 
respectively.) With demand for yen continuing strong in 
both the spot and forward markets, amounts actually 
transacted were constrained by Japan’s exchange control 
mechanism. Under the circumstances, it became difficult 
for Japanese exporters, whose receipts were almost en
tirely denominated in dollars, to obtain forward cover. 
In June, the authorities moved to alleviate this shortage 
of cover, again through the technique of placing dollars at 
the disposal of the foreign exchange banks, in two allot
ments totaling $500 million. Despite the efforts of the 
Japanese authorities to curb the demand for yen, official 
reserves rose by $1,902 million in the second quarter. As 
in the year before, the Japanese government made addi
tional funds available to the World Bank, amounting to 
$200 million in the first half of 1971.

The demand pressure for yen continued unrelenting in

July, and on July 22 the Ministry of Finance made a further 
deposit of some $300 million with the Japanese banks. 
Moreover, effective July 28, the Bank of Japan cut its 
discount rate by a further V* percentage point to 5V4 per
cent. Japanese official reserves nevertheless rose by an
other $328 million in July.

The worldwide speculation against the dollar building 
up in late July and early August led to even greater 
demand pressures on the yen than before. Even though 
the Bank of Japan was holding the yen rate at its upper 
limit by absorbing dollars daily, the exchange control 
apparatus left much of the demand for yen unsatisfied, and 
the apparatus itself was subjected to great strain. Because 
of the time difference, when President Nixon announced 
the United States measures on Sunday night, August 15, 
it was already Monday morning in Tokyo and the market 
was open for trading. The Japanese authorities neverthe
less kept the market open the remainder of that day and 
through the rest of the week as well.

With dealers all around the world now convinced more 
than ever that a revaluation of the yen was imminent, the 
Bank of Japan had to absorb dollars on a massive scale 
over the following days, despite reinforcement of exchange 
control policies. Japanese banks, in particular, liquidated 
their long positions in dollars by converting into yen the 
dollars they were borrowing from every possible source 
in the United States as well from the Euro-dollar market. 
Finally, after further very large exchange gains on August 
26 and 27, the Japanese authorities decided to “suspend 
temporarily the existing fluctuation margin for buying and 
selling quotations of foreign exchange, while maintaining 
the present parity of the yen”. The vast inflow during 
August was reflected in a $4.4 billion gain in official re
serves for the month as a whole.

In Tokyo, on August 28, the spot yen immediately rose 
to a premium of 4.7 percent over the ceiling. The rate 
pushed gradually higher through September, despite sub
stantial further purchases of dollars by the Japanese authori
ties and some additional tightening of exchange control 
measures. With the tightening of the controls, Japanese 
banks found themselves unable to accept yen payments into 
the so-called free-yen accounts of foreign banks on their 
books and, in some cases, reportedly felt it necessary to 
convert balances in such accounts into dollars. This meant 
that the foreign banks in many cases were involuntarily 
short of yen and were unable to meet their commitments to 
customers on maturing forward contracts or to guarantee 
delivery on new spot transactions. With this failure in the 
payments meehanism, trading in Japanese yen dropped to 
nominal levels in New York, and in early September the yen 
was suspended from official trading in Frankfurt, Germany.
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The Japanese authorities subsequently eased their restric
tions slightly, but some payments problems persisted 
through September. By early October, the yen rate had 
risen to a premium of almost 8 percent over the previ
ous ceiling.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

The Canadian dollar continued strong early in 1971, 
largely on the basis of a still buoyant trade surplus and 
substantial long-term capital inflows. Furthermore, with 
the fall of interest rates in the United States, uncovered 
arbitrage incentives opened in favor of Canada, while the 
decline in Euro-dollar rates may have led to some repatri
ation of previous outflows to that market from Canada. 
The spot rate—floating since June 1970—moved above 
$0.99 in late January, and there were widespread expec
tations in the market that it might rise above parity with 
the United States dollar. Meanwhile, the Canadian au
thorities were in the process of stimulating the domestic 
economy and were reluctant to see the Canadian dollar 
rate advance much higher. Among other measures, the 
Bank of Canada cut its discount rate in February and, 
by mid-March, Canadian interest rates had moved below 
corresponding rates in the United States, which were 
beginning to turn around. At the same time Euro-dollar 
rates also leveled off and, although the Canadian dollar 
continued to fluctuate above $0.99, the market seemed 
to move into better balance.

The Canadian dollar was little affected by the turmoil 
in the Continental exchanges in late April and early May. 
The market was active, but no cumulative rise in the 
Canadian dollar rate developed. Instead, the subsequent 
rise in Euro-dollar and United States interest rates in May 
further widened the arbitrage incentives against place
ments in Canadian instruments, and the Canadian dollar 
rate drifted downward. Moreover, continued large wage 
settlements in Canada had already raised fears of a revival 
of inflationary pressures, and there were market rumors 
that an expansionary budget would be presented in mid- 
June. Indeed, when the rate dropped below the $0.99 
level at the end of May, commercial firms and banks 
began to reduce their long Canadian dollar positions, or 
even in some cases to go short, and these sales of Ca
nadian dollars added to the downward momentum of the 
rate. By June 10 the spot rate had fallen below $0.98 
in heavy trading and, less than a week later, it reached 
$0.9755, the lowest point in eight months. On June 18, 
Finance Minister Benson presented a moderately expan
sionary budget, which was well received in the market. 
Subsequently, the Canadian dollar held fairly steady

through the end of June and into July.
In the latter part of July, with the onset of the period 

of seasonal strength for Canada’s balance of payments, 
the spot rate began to firm, moving again above $0.98. 
Early in August the Canadian dollar began to respond to 
the general turmoil in the exchange markets and, with 
heavy advance covering by Canadian exporters, the spot 
rate moved close to $0.99 by August 13. On 
August 16, following announcement of President Nixon’s 
new economic program, the rate rose further, with trad
ing active in New York as well as in the Canadian ex
changes, which stayed open. After surging to $0.9943 
on the morning of August 17, the rate eased sharply, 
falling to $0 .98^ one week later as the market became 
increasingly concerned over the possibility that the 10 
percent import surcharge imposed by the United States 
Government might cut deeply into Canada’s exports. In 
a move aimed at softening the blow of the United States 
import surcharge on domestic business activity and em
ployment, the Canadian government announced on Sep
tember 7 the establishment of a Can.$80 million fund 
from which payments of up to two thirds of the surcharge 
would be made to individual companies meeting certain 
conditions. During September and early October the rate 
held mainly in a range of $0.98V^ to $0.991/4.

EURO-DOLLAR

With only brief interruptions, Euro-dollar rates declined 
fairly steadily throughout the second half of 1970 and in 
early 1971. Although many factors contributed to this 
slide, it reflected mainly the marked easing of liquidity 
conditions and domestic credit demand in the United 
States. With short-term interest rates falling sharply here, 
United States banks rapidly repaid Euro-dollar borrow
ings that they had built up through their branches during 
the previous period of monetary stringency in this country. 
Outstanding liabilities of United States banks to their for
eign branches, which had reached a peak of $15 billion 
in October 1969, were reduced to less than $8 billion at 
the close of 1970 and continued to fall in early 1971. 
(See Charts V and VI.)

Meanwhile, most European countries were still pursu
ing policies of monetary restraint and were reluctant to 
allow domestic rates to decline, or at least to fall as 
swiftly as rates in the United States or in the Euro-dollar 
market. Consequently, wide interest-arbitrage incentives 
opened in favor of domestic European markets over both 
the United States money market and the Euro-dollar 
market, and large amounts of dollars were taken up by 
European borrowers—banks and nonbanks—for conver
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sion into local currencies. German business firms in partic
ular were heavy borrowers, but there were sizable flows to 
other countries as well. With many currencies at or near 
their upper intervention points, European central banks 
were obliged to absorb the dollars offered on the ex
changes, which added to their international reserves while 
simultaneously expanding domestic liquidity and thereby 
tending to negate their policies of restraint. As described 
above, several central banks reduced their discount and 
lending rates and tried other techniques either to prevent 
the inflows by regulation or to absorb the domestic liquid
ity generated by the inflows.

For their part, the United States authorities attempted 
to moderate the pace of repayment by United States banks 
and to prevent these repayments from adding further to

Chart V
INTEREST RATES IN THE UNITED STATES A N D  

THE EURO-DOLLAR MARKET
Percent Percent

Chart VI
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the reserve gains of foreign central banks. At the end of 
November 1970, the Federal Reserve raised its marginal 
reserve requirements against such borrowings in excess of 
reserve-free base levels, thereby inducing the banks 
to take a second look at the possible cost of borrowing 
should they need to have recourse to the Euro-dollar 
market in the future. The banks’ repayments resumed after 
the year-end, however, and in January and February the 
Export-Import Bank offered to the foreign branches of 
United States banks $1.5 billion of special three-month 
securities which the banks could count toward mainte
nance of their reserve-free Euro-dollar bases. Thus, while 
United States banks continued to cut back their recourse 
to Euro-dollar financing—banks’ liabilities to their own 
foreign branches fell by almost $5 billion in the first 
quarter to just under $3 billion—the securities issued 
reduced the amount of funds actually repaid to the market 
by about $1.5 billion.

Euro-dollar rates bottomed out in March. During that 
month, United States short-term interest rates leveled off 
and then began to rise once again. At the same time the 
considerably higher yields available in the British and Ger
man money markets continued to exert upward pressure 
on Euro-dollar rates. Consequently, Euro-dollar quota
tions, which for three-month deposits reached as low as 
5 percent per annum in early March, began to turn up
ward. Rates tended to rise further on quarter-end demand, 
and this strength was maintained into early April as the 
pace of repayment by United States banks began to slow. 
In addition, the United States Treasury followed up the 
Export-Import Bank’s earlier borrowings by itself issuing 
$1.5 billion of three-month certificates of indebtedness 
to the foreign branches of United States banks.

By this time, however, the growing uncertainties in the 
exchanges began to be reflected in the Euro-dollar market. 
In normal times, the Euro-dollar market serves as an 
international intermediary both for depositors seeking 
higher rates of return on their money and for borrowers 
seeking lower cost credit than they can obtain at home; 
such flows, which depend on the expectation of orderly 
international financial relations, had been the dominating 
factor through 1970 and early 1971. At other times, the 
Euro-dollar market has served as a staging area for inter
national currency speculation—with funds pouring in from 
currencies which are expected to fall in value or moving 
out to currencies which are expected to appreciate.

In late March and early April the flows out of the Euro
dollar market began increasingly to assume a speculative 
character. At that point several foreign central banks cut 
their discount rates and, with Euro-dollar rates on the 
rise, interest-arbitrage spreads in favor of domestic Euro
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pean markets were narrowed or even reversed. Even so, 
the increasing expectation of drastic changes in currency 
relationships led to snowballing purchases of most Euro
pean currencies. Much of this flow reflected leads and 
lags or consisted of direct transfers of funds, particularly 
out of the United States. But some of these flows were 
financed by borrowing Euro-dollars at short term, with 
the dollars sold against other currencies and the Euro
dollar borrowings subsequently rolled over as long as the 
short positions were maintained. At the same time, there 
was a great deal of discussion of the possibility that indi
vidual governments would place controls on their own 
banks’ operations in the market. Rumors also developed 
that central banks, which were reviewing the role of their 
own placements in the Euro-dollar market, would come to 
an agreement which would have the effect of pushing up 
Euro-dollar rates. Consequently, as currency speculation 
swelled in April and early May, Euro-dollar rates moved 
up sharply, with wide day-to-day fluctuations reflecting the 
volatile moods in the exchanges: the three-month rate 
climbed to around IV2 percent and overnight rates at 
times to 45 percent or more. Euro-dollar yields receded a 
bit through mid-May after the speculative onslaught abated 
but, in the absence of any significant reversal of specula
tive positions, the rates remained at levels well above those 
prevailing before the run-up.

By late May, however, there were growing expectations 
that the Euro-dollar market would tighten further. In part, 
this was based on continuing rumors of coordinated cen
tral bank efforts to raise Euro-dollar rates. At the same 
time, United States money market rates were rising, and 
United States banks’ liabilities to their foreign branches 
had leveled off at between $ 1 V2 billion and $2 billion. 
(With the United States Treasury beginning to take over 
maturing Export-Import Bank notes, and later renewing 
its own obligations as well, the full $3 billion of official 
United States borrowings in the Euro-dollar market was 
still outstanding.) The tightening of the Euro-dollar mar
ket pushed the three-month rate briefly to as high as 8 per
cent by June 1. On June 2, however, the German Bundes
bank began offering to sell dollars in the exchange mar
ket. This move provoked a sharp reaction in the Euro
dollar market, and rates immediately broke downward. 
Subsequent spot sales by the Bundesbank soon exceeded 
the amounts being taken in by the German authorities 
under maturing forward contracts, thus augmenting the 
supply of Euro-dollars. By mid-June, the three-month rate 
had fallen back to just over 7 percent per annum.

From their discussions, the central banks reached a 
common view of some of the features of the Euro-dollar 
market, including the role of official placements. On June

14, Dr. Jelle Zijlstra, President of the Netherlands Bank, 
addressing the annual general meeting of the BIS in his 
capacity as President of that institution, said:

It is becoming increasingly clear that the Euro
currency market needs guidance and supervision. The 
group of Governors meeting regularly in Basle de
cided to set up a study group under my chairman
ship to analyze the problem and to work out terms 
of reference for a standing group which might sug
gest policies to be adopted by the Governors. I am 
confident that the Governors will be able to bring 
the Euro-currency market into better harmony with 
the proper functioning of the international monetary 
system. I may say, in fact, that we have already de
cided for the time being not to place additional offi
cial funds in the market and even to withdraw funds 
when such action is prudent in the light of market 
conditions.

The gradual falling back of Euro-dollar rates was 
halted briefly in the last days of June, when the usual 
midyear squeeze developed. The decline nevertheless 
resumed through the first half of July, with the three- 
month rate dropping below 6 Vi percent. Meanwhile, the 
Bundesbank had been selling substantial amounts of dol
lars virtually daily, often in amounts larger than were 
being taken in under maturing forward contracts.

Late in July and into early August, the Euro-dollar 
market was again caught in the backwash of currency 
speculation as there was substantial use of the Euro-dollar 
market to finance conversions into European currencies 
or Japanese yen. With little money coming into the Euro
dollar market, rates were bid up strongly and, on August 
17 (the settlement date for currencies purchased on Fri
day, August 13), three-month deposits were at 10 per
cent per annum, seven-day funds at 20 percent, and over
night funds reached above 40 percent at one point. After 
these heavy commitments were met, Euro-dollar rates 
receded somewhat. Nevertheless, with the widespread un
certainties over the ultimate outcome of the negotiations 
to resolve the many issues raised by the United States 
measures of August 15, investors were unwilling to make 
new placements in Euro-dollars, and the rates remained 
several percentage points above those on comparable in
vestments in major financial centers. An acute squeeze 
developed at the month end, with quotations on over
night Euro-dollars driven briefly as high as 200 percent.

With Euro-dollar rates at relatively high levels, there 
was further liquidation of borrowings in the Euro-dollar 
market. In August the United States Treasury began
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to repay the $3 billion of special certificates it had 
placed with the foreign branches of United States banks. 
By mid-October, only some $550 million of the Trea
sury’s certificates remained outstanding. Not all of this 
was returned to the Euro-dollar market, however, since 
United States banks reabsorbed some of the funds by 
increasing their own liabilities to branches from about 
$1.5 billion in early August to around $2.5 billion by the

end of September. Among European borrowers, the Italian 
Electricity Authority (ENEL) announced in September 
it would repay $300 million of its earlier longer term 
borrowings in the Euro-dollar market. Toward the end of 
September, however, the various quarter-end pressures 
subjected the market to a further squeeze before rates 
eased early in October, when the three-month rate dipped 
to around 7 percent.

Subscriptions to the m o n t h l y  r e v i e w  are available to the public without charge. Additional 
copies of recent issues may be obtained from the Public Information Department, Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 10045.

Persons in foreign countries may request that copies of the m o n t h l y  r e v i e w  be sent to 
them by “air mail-other articles”. The postage charge amounts to approximately half the price of 
regular air mail and is payable in advance, Requests for this service and inquiries about rates should 
be directed to the Public Information Department, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 33 Liberty 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10045.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By C h arles A . C o om bs

On Sunday, August 15, President Nixon announced a 
major new program of domestic and international economic 
measures. With respect to international payments, the Pres
ident introduced a 10 percent temporary surcharge on duti
able imports into the United States and suspended the con
vertibility of the dollar into gold and other reserve assets.

The major European governments kept their exchange 
markets closed all of the following week, as they sought 
to develop some joint policy response to the United States 
measures. These negotiating efforts failed, and on Monday, 
August 23, the European governments reopened their ex
change markets on an uncoordinated basis. While each 
government continued to adhere to its pre-August 15 
parity, all but the French government suspended their 
commitments to defend the previous upper limits of their 
exchange rates. Such continuing intervention by the Bank 
of France was confined, however, to a segregated market 
for commercial and official transactions, while all other 
transactions were diverted to a financial franc market 
which was allowed to find its own level. The Japanese gov
ernment initially sought to maintain the rate for the yen by 
continuing to intervene at the ceiling but was swamped by 
an inflow of dollars, which by the month end had swollen 
official reserves by $4.4 billion. On August 28, when offi
cial intervention at the ceiling for the yen was suspended, 
the yen immediately rose by nearly 5 percent, and would

* This report, covering the period October 1971 to March 13, 1972, is the twentieth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

have risen even more sharply in subsequent weeks if the 
Bank of Japan had not repeatedly intervened to restrain 
the upward trend.

Over the following three and one-half months the spot 
exchange rates of the major trading currencies moved to 
widening premiums over their old parities, as shown in the 
table below:

Premium over parity
Currency Sept. 30 Nov. 30 Dec. 17
Belgian franc:

Commercial .......... 6.4 8.1 9.8
Financial ................ 6.4 8.1 9.8

British pound ............ 3.5 3.9 5.4
Canadian dollar ....... 7.1 7.7 8.5
French franc:

Commercial .......... 0.5 0.8 1.0
Financial ................ 3.5 2.4 5.3

German mark ............ 10.4 10.6 12.4
Italian lira .................. 2.1 2.3 4.1
Japanese yen .............. 7.5 10.1 12.3
Netherlands guilder . 7.5 9.3 10.5
Swiss franc ................ 3.3 3.3 5.5

The exchange rate structure thus emerging after August 
15 was, in most instances, the product of controlled rather 
than free floating. Many central banks continued to inter
vene on an ad hoc basis, while the market was further 
strongly influenced by a proliferation of new exchange 
controls, the United States import surcharge, and sharply 
conflicting official appraisals of an appropriate realignment 
of parities. Particularly noticeable was market speculation 
on whether the United States Government would partici
pate in a rate realignment in the form of an increase in the 
United States official gold price. As market expectations 
clustered initially around a 5 percent increase and after 
the November Group of Ten meeting in Rome on a figure
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Table 1
FED ER A L RESERVE RECIPRO CA L CU RRENCY ARRA NGEM ENTS 

M arch 13,1972
In  millions of dollars

Institution

Austrian National Bank ..........................................
National Bank of Belgium ......................................
Bank of Canada ...........................................................
National Bank of Denmark ......................................
Bank of England ...........................................................
Bank of France ...........................................................
German Federal Bank ..............................................
Bank of Italy ...............................................................
Bank of Japan ...........................................................
Bank of Mexico .........................................................
Netherlands Bank ......................................................
Bank of Norway ........................................................
Bank of Sweden ..........................................................
Swiss National Bank ................................................
Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars ................................................
Other authorized European currencies-dollars

Total ...............................................................................

Amount of facility

200

600
1,000

200

2,000

1,000

1,000
1,250
1,000

130
300
200

250
1,000

600
1,000

11,730

ous political frictions among friendly nations. Prompt 
resolution of the crisis was clearly necessary, and 
intensive international discussions therefore got under 
way in the autumn of 1971.
These international discussions culminated on Decem

ber 18, 1971 in the Smithsonian agreement of the Group 
of Ten countries, which specified an exchange rate realign
ment based on an increase in the $35 United States official 
gold price by 8.57 percent to $38 per ounce. This devalu
ation of the dollar was accompanied by relatively smaller 
devaluations of the Swiss franc, the lira, and the Swedish 
krona against gold, thus slightly reducing their effective 
appreciation against the United States dollar. The German 
mark, the Japanese yen, the Dutch guilder, and the Bel
gian franc were revalued upward by differing amounts, 
thereby further increasing the appreciation of these cur
rencies against the dollar. The pound sterling and the 
French franc remained at their previous parities, produc
ing an appreciation of these currencies of 8.57 percent 
against the dollar. The Canadian dollar continued to float. 
In the interim prior to Congressional and Parliamentary 
approval of the new parities, they were put into effect 
through the notification to the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) of “central” rates. Finally, it was agreed that 
the trading bands surrounding these new central rates 
would be widened to 4.5 percent.

closer to 10 percent, foreign currency rates tended to move 
up to levels compatible with such projected gold parity 
adjustments.

More generally, the exchange market atmosphere 
progressively deteriorated from mid-August until the 
Group of Ten meeting in Rome revived hope of an 
early alignment of new parities. Serious operating prob
lems were posed for market participants during the 
floating rate period, more particularly for those depen
dent upon efficiently functioning forward markets. More
over, mounting uncertainties and anxieties arising from 
the proliferation of exchange controls and fears of poten
tial trade restrictions and retaliation had severe and far- 
reaching repercussions on business confidence in the ma
jor trading countries, particularly in those countries 
where exports contribute heavily to gross national prod
uct. As noted by Chairman Burns:

. . . the dangers were growing of a recession in world 
economic activity, of increasing recourse to restric
tions on international transactions, of a division of 
the world economy into restrictive blocs, and of seri-

Percentage appreciation of parity 
Currency against United States dollar
Belgian franc ............................................................ 11.57
British pound ............................................................ 8.57
French franc .............................................................. 8.57
German mark ............................................................ 13.58
Italian lira ..................................................................  7.48
Japanese yen .............................................................. 16.88
Netherlands guilder ................................................. 11.57
Swedish krona .........................................................  7.49
Swiss franc ................................................................  6.36

Announcement of the Smithsonian agreement was 
greeted with satisfaction and relief by the exchange mar
kets, rates for a number of major currencies settled at or 
close to their new floor levels, and sizable reflows of funds 
to the United States developed through the year-end. Fol
lowing the turn of the year, however, market optimism 
shifted to an anxious and even skeptical mood as traders 
began to ponder the long negotiating path to a restructured 
international financial system. Market concern focused 
particularly on the risk that certain foreign central banks 
might suddenly withdraw from their Smithsonian com
mitments to defend their currencies at the new upper
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limits, and successive waves of speculation in January and 
February drove the mark, the guilder, the Belgian franc, 
and the yen close to or hard against their official ceilings. 
The central banks concerned intervened decisively and 
without hesitation, however, and this demonstration had a 
reassuring effect. In early March, expeditious Congres
sional action on a “clean” gold price bill removed another 
source of uncertainty that had been breeding unsettling 
market rumors. Simultaneously, the German government 
took action to control borrowing abroad by German 
industrial firms, which had been a major source of buying 
pressure on the mark over the last three years, while the 
Japanese government reinstated controls on speculative 
buying of the yen. Finally, the interest rate gap between 
Europe and the United States began to be squeezed out from 
both sides, as the United States Treasury bill rate rose sig
nificantly while discount rate cuts were announced in Ger
many, Belgium, and the Netherlands (see Chart I) and 
recessionary tendencies continued in Europe. Nevertheless, 
in early March the exchange markets remained nervous, 
focusing on the many complex issues still to be resolved 
while awaiting positive indications of basic improvement 
in the United States payments position. When such evi

dence of an improving trend materializes, the recovery of 
the dollar on the international exchanges should be ac
celerated by a reversal of the enormous foreign currency 
positions now outstanding.

Starting in early October 1971 the Federal Reserve 
from time to time purchased modest amounts of Belgian 
francs in the market (both spot and forward). These 
funds, together with other franc balances acquired through 
direct purchases from the National Bank of Belgium and 
the United States Treasury, were used to liquidate a total of 
$145 million equivalent of earlier swap drawings on the 
Belgian central bank (see Table II). Swap commitments 
to the National Bank were thereby brought down to $455 
million as of December 21, while an additional $35 mil
lion in Belgian francs is owed to the Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS). This total of $490 million equivalent 
remains outstanding as of March 13, 1972. On November 
12, the Federal Reserve, using marks held in balances, 
also made a $10 million paydown on its swap drawings 
on the German Federal Bank (Bundesbank), reducing 
those commitments to $50 million equivalent, where they 
remain. Finally, the System took advantage of flows out 
of sterling in late December to buy pounds in the market

Chart I

CENTRAL B A N K  DISCOUNT RATES
Ja n u a ry  1971 to M arch  1972
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Table II

FED ERA L RESERVE SYSTEM D RA W IN GS AND REPAYM ENTS 
U N D ER RECIPROCA L CURRENCY ARRA NGEM ENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Drawings ( + )  or repayments ( - )

Transactions with

System swap drawings outstanding on 1971 1972 System swap drawings outstanding onJanuary 1, 1971
1 II III IV January 1- March 13

March 13, 1972

National Bank of Belgium ............................................. 210.0 f-f-335.0
I-125 .0 ^-125.01-205.0 4- 260.0 -1 4 5 .0 455.0

Bank of England ................................................................ -0- 4- 750.0 — 35.0 715.0

Germ an Federal Bank ..................................................... -0- +  60.0 -  10.0 50.0

Netherlands Bank ............................................................. 300.0 j+130.0{-300.0 It O
O

b
o -0-

Swiss National Bank ........................................................ 300.0 J+150.0 +250.0 4- 750.0 1,000.0(—450.0
Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs) -0- 4- 600.0 600.0

Bank for International Settlements (Belgian francs) ... -0- 4- 35.0 35.0

Total ........................................................................................ 810.0 f+615.01-875.0 {+555.01-455.0 4-2,395.0 -1 9 0 .0 -0- 2,855.0

and repay, prior to the year-end, $35 million of its $750 
million equivalent swap indebtedness to the Bank of 
England; the remaining $715 million equivalent of this 
sterling debt was still outstanding on March 13. Thus, 
including the continuing $1,600 million equivalent of 
commitments in Swiss francs, outstanding Federal Re
serve swap drawings totaled $2,855 million as of the date 
of this report.

On March 3 the United States Treasury redeemed $76.5 
million of a maturing $153.0 million equivalent German- 
mark-denominated note (see Table IV); the maturity of 
the residual $76.5 million equivalent of the security was 
extended for a further four months.

STERLING

Sterling remained strong throughout the first half of
1971, and the spot rate held close to the ceiling of $2.42. 
Britain’s balance of payments on current account regis
tered over that period a surplus of about $850 million, 
and the succession of monthly trade surpluses had a 
buoyant effect on market expectations. This strong pay
ments performance reflected, in part, the sluggishness of 
the domestic economy in which unemployment was rising

and output was stagnant. Since prices and wages continued 
to rise at a rapid pace, however, the British authorities 
maintained a firm grip on monetary and fiscal policy—  
in particular, keeping domestic liquidity conditions tight—  
while moving cautiously to stimulate the economy. Interest 
rates in the United Kingdom remained relatively high and 
attracted a heavy influx of short-term funds. As both com
mercial and capital demand converged on the market, 
the Bank of England was a buyer of dollars on a massive 
scale throughout the first half of the year. By the end of 
June the United Kingdom authorities had repaid $1.7 
billion in international credits, added $0.5 billion to 
official reserves exclusive of the special drawing rights 
(SDRs) allocation, and transferred $1.7 billion to later 
months through special arrangements. With this improved 
liquidity position and further reserve gains in July, the 
United Kingdom was able to make another repayment—  
of $614 million— to the IMF in early August, thereby re
ducing its commitments under the 1969 standby arrange
ment with the Fund to $1 billion equivalent.

Trading in sterling had remained orderly in July, but 
early in August the pound was caught up in the general 
wave of speculative demand that hit all major foreign cur
rencies, and the Bank of England had to absorb further
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heavy offerings of dollars. To provide cover for these in
flows, on August 13 the Federal Reserve activated the 
swap line with the Bank of England, drawing $750 million 
equivalent of sterling.

In the week following President Nixon’s statement of 
August 15, the British authorities closed the London ex
change market by withdrawing the banks’ authority to deal 
in foreign exchange. On Monday, August 23, the London 
market was reopened with the $2.42 upper limit being 
suspended temporarily, although the parity of the pound 
and the lower limit remained unchanged. On subsequent 
days, with trading gradually recovering, the sterling rate 
moved to as high as $2.48V4, a premium of 3.4 percent 
over par (see Chart II).

Following the floating of the Japanese yen, the British 
authorities feared a renewed speculative influx to sterling. 
Consequently, on August 27 the Bank of England an
nounced new measures to deter hot money inflows. These 
included a prohibition of interest payments by banks in the 
United Kingdom on increases in sterling balances held by 
nonsterling-area depositors and a complete ban on addi
tional nonresident deposits with other financial institutions 
and local authorities. Nonresidents were also prohibited 
from purchasing additional sterling certificates of deposit

Chart II

UNITED KING D O M
MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE RATE AND OFFICIAL RESERVES*
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* l l n  this and the fo llow ing  country charts, movements in exchange 
rates are measured as percentage deviations of weekly averages 
o f New York noon offered rates from  the o ffic ia l parities a t the 
beginn ing of 1971. Changes in reserves are com puted from the 
figures shown in the In te rna tiona l M onetary Fund's In te rna tiona l 
F inancial S tatistics. S tarting with December 1971 the re levant 
figures, expressed in SDRs, were ca lcu la ted on the basis of the 
new central rates (rather than, as fo rm erly , on the basis o f o ffic ia l 
parities) and that month's reserve changes therefore reflect such 
va lua tion  adjustm ents in add ition  to actual movements in reserve 
assets.

^ Upper and low er intervention lim its established in December 1971.

as well as government, government-guaranteed, and local 
authority securities maturing before October 1, 1976. 
Finally, permission for the banks to swap foreign currency 
deposits into sterling for lending to residents was with
drawn. After these measures were announced, the sterling 
rate fell sharply to around $2.45Vi, about 2.3 percent 
above par. On the following Thursday, September 2, the 
Bank of England reduced its discount rate from 6 percent 
to 5 percent. Sterling subsequently steadied, and the spot 
rate fluctuated around $2.46 until mid-September when, 
with the approach of the IMF annual meeting, it began to 
rise along with other major European currencies. For the 
third quarter as a whole, Britain’s current-account position 
had remained very strong, with a surplus of nearly $825 
million. Reserves rose by $1,394 million in the third quar
ter, reflecting not only heavy new inflows but also $398 
million of receipts earlier in the year that had been de
ferred under special arrangements.

The upswing in the sterling rate continued into early 
October, when in active trading the spot rate rose above 
$2.49. On October 6 the British authorities announced 
a further tightening of the exchange controls introduced 
at the end of August. The earlier ban on additions 
to the holdings by nonsterling-area residents of speci
fied securities was extended to all such securities, irrespec
tive of maturity, as well as to sterling acceptances, com
mercial bills, and promissory notes. After a brief dip in 
response to these steps, sterling rose again on oil com
pany demand to meet tax and royalty payments while 
Euro-dollar yields declined steeply and domestic money 
market rates remained relatively firm. British official re
serves rose by $197 million in October.

The underlying demand for sterling continued generally 
strong through mid-November. Following the introduction 
on November 18 of the Reuss-Javits bill to empower the 
President to raise the official dollar price of gold by up to 
10 percent and the announcement that the Group of Ten 
would meet in Rome on November 30 and December 1, 
demand for sterling swelled still further. With the Bank 
of England holding the spot rate just above $2.49 
through the end of the month, British reserves rose by 
$362 million in November. On Wednesday, December 1, 
when reports from Rome indicated definite progress in 
the Group of Ten discussions, a new rush into sterling and 
other foreign currencies developed. With pressure mount
ing not only in the spot market but also in the forward 
market, where one-month sterling reached a premium of 
almost 8 percent per annum, the Bank of England allowed 
the spot sterling rate to move up and it crossed the $2.50 
level on December 7. With the approach of the Decem
ber 17-18 meeting of the Group of Ten in Washington,
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Table i n

DRA W IN GS AN D REPAYM ENTS BY FO R EIG N  CENTRAL BANKS 
AN D  THE BANK FO R IN TER N A TIO N A L SETTLEM ENTS 

U N D ER RECIPROCA L CURRENCY ARRA NGEM ENTS
In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on Federal Reserve System
Drawings on Federal Reserve System outstanding on January 1, 1971

Drawings ( + )  or repayments (—)
Drawings on Federal Reserve System outstanding on December 31, 1971

1971

1 II III IV

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks) .......

T otal ....................................................................................................................

- 0 - (+ 21 .0{ -2 1 .0 5+6.01 -6 .0 {+3.01 -3 .0 -0-

- 0 - 1+21.01 -2 1 .0 {+6 .01 -6 .0 -0- (+ 3 .0  
I -  3.0 - O -

sterling was bid up even further, to the $2.52 level, and 
it surged to $2.53% as the meeting began on Friday, 
December 17.

Following the agreement reached in Washington on 
December 18, the British government announced that 
there would be no change in sterling’s own gold parity. 
The middle rate for the pound would now be $2.6057, 
which represented an 8.57 percent appreciation of sterling 
relative to the dollar, corresponding to the proposed de
valuation of the dollar against gold. The Bank of Eng
land’s official buying and selling rates were set at $2.5471 
and $2.6643, respectively, a band of 4.5 percent around 
the middle rate. At the same time the authorities re
voked the stiff exchange control regulations they had 
announced on August 27 and October 6 to discourage 
inflows of nonresident funds.

The London exchange market was officially closed on 
Monday, December 20, with banks in the United Kingdom 
barred from dealing in foreign currency. After moving to 
$2.57 in the very thin trading that prevailed in New York 
that day, sterling eased when the London market re
opened, holding around $2 .55^  or some % cent above 
the new floor. The uneasy balance in the market was 
finally tipped a few days later as some speculative posi
tions began to be unwound and year-end adjustments 
were made. With the pace of trading quickening sub
stantially, the spot rate fell close to the floor in late 
December. Taking advantage of this development, the 
Federal Reserve acquired sterling in the New York market 
and repaid, prior to the year-end, $35 million of its $750 
million equivalent swap indebtedness to the Bank of Eng
land.

The outflow of funds from the United Kingdom quickly 
dried up, however, after the year-end adjustments were

completed. Spot sterling moved away from the floor, hold
ing around $2.55 in early January. In addition to the gen
eral uncertainty in the exchanges, demand for sterling was 
buoyed by sizable oil company purchases of pounds 
and by the sharp drop in Euro-dollar rates at a time when 
money market conditions in Britain were being tightened 
by the usual large tax payments falling due during the first 
quarter. Nevertheless, sterling was still only slightly above 
the lower limit while most other major European curren
cies had risen toward, or even above, their central rates. 
Under these conditions, the market came to view sterling 
as relatively underpriced, and the possibility that the 
European Community (EC) countries might narrow the 
margin of fluctuation between their currencies— and that 
sterling might be associated in such a move— served to 
strengthen market sentiment further. A wave of buying 
consequently developed in mid-January and, over the 
course of just a few days, the spot rate jumped by 4 cents 
to reach over $2.59. The market then turned generally 
quieter, and the sterling rate fluctuated between $2.58 and 
$2.59 through the end of January. There was a firm un
dertone, however, reflecting both the seasonal strength for 
the pound and the decline in Euro-dollar rates relative to 
money market rates in London. In early February, sterling 
advanced again, moving above its middle rate. On Febru
ary 14 the market reacted to the growing threat to the 
British economy of the extended coal miners’ strike by 
marking sterling back down to just above $2.59, but even 
this dip proved brief as sterling recovered in the general 
advance of European currencies that occurred later that 
week. Following the settlement of the coal miners’ strike, 
sterling held close to its middle rate in quieter trading 
until another flurry of market activity in early March 
pushed the rate up well above $2.62.
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GERMAN MARK

Following massive inflows of funds to Germany in the 
early months of 1971, the mark was allowed to float on 
May 10 (see Chart III). The spot mark moved well above 
its previous ceiling but, when the rate started to settle 
back in early June, the Bundesbank began selling dollars 
for marks in order to absorb excess domestic liquidity and 
to reduce its swollen reserves. At the same time, this pol
icy had the effect of pushing up the mark rate. These 
dollar sales continued through July, but were suspended 
in August when the general run on the dollar developed 
in full force. In early August the mark rate moved up to 
more than 8 percent above par.

After President Nixon’s address on August 15, formal 
exchange dealings in Germany were suspended through 
the full week of August 16-20. During the week, consul
tations proceeded among the EC countries in search of a 
common basis for the reopening of the exchange markets. 
When no agreement was reached, the German government 
reopened the market on August 23 with the mark rate 
floating as before. As trading volume continued at gen
erally reduced levels, the mark fluctuated closely around 
the pre-August 15 level until mid-September, after which 
it rose sharply to a premium of more than 10 percent 
over par prior to the IMF annual meeting that opened 
later that month. The Bundesbank began to intervene in 
both spot and forward markets to moderate the rise in the 
rate, and by early October the mark had eased in quieter 
trading. Meanwhile, the Bundesbank had taken in some 
$240 million spot and another $775 million for forward 
delivery.

On October 13 the Bundesbank Council lowered the 
central bank’s discount rate from 5 percent to 4Vi per
cent and its “Lombard” rate against secured advances 
from 6V2 percent to 5Vz percent, both effective the next 
day. At the same time, reserve requirements against the 
commercial banks’ domestic liabilities were reduced by 
10 percent across the board, effective November 1, but 
the requirements against liabilities to nonresidents were left 
unchanged at twice the old rates applying to domestic 
liabilities, and the additional marginal reserve requirement 
on liabilities to nonresidents was maintained at 30 percent. 
Although this easing of monetary policy was partly a re
sponse to the slackening of domestic economic activity, 
the German authorities indicated that their principal con
cern was the size of the de facto revaluation of the Ger
man mark, not only against the dollar but against other 
currencies as well.

The spot rate dropped sharply following these steps 
but rebounded just after mid-October, when there was a

temporary squeeze for domestic liquidity and when rumors 
again circulated that the mark would soon be revalued 
by a large amount. German officials attempted to quiet 
these rumors by repeatedly stressing that Germany would 
not accept too large a revaluation of the mark, and they 
reiterated the government’s intention of imposing reserve 
requirements against the foreign borrowings of nonbanking 
enterprises. Moreover, in view of the deterioration of the 
forward market that had resulted from the great uncer
tainty prevailing in international markets, plans were an
nounced to provide insurance to German exporters against 
forward exchange risks, particularly on longer term con
tracts. (Such a facility was actually put into effect in early
1972.) These pronouncements helped bring the mark rate 
down again, and it held at a premium of less than 10 per
cent over par through the end of October. On November 1, 
moreover, the cut in the banks’ reserve requirements be
came effective, and the approximately $1 billion equiva
lent of marks that was thus released contributed to an 
easing of domestic liquidity conditions. Consequently, 
the mark continued to decline gradually in quieter trading
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during the first half of November.
The introduction in the United States Congress on No

vember 18 of a bill to permit an increase in the dollar price 
of gold of up to 10 percent aroused market expectations 
of larger exchange rate adjustments than previously had 
been anticipated, and there was a new rise in the mark, 
along with other currencies. In occasionally hectic trad
ing, by November 24 the rate rose to 10.6 percent over 
par. The market steadied prior to the Group of Ten meet
ing in Rome on November 30 and December 1, but when 
reports from that meeting indicated progress toward a 
general realignment there was a new surge of demand for 
marks that carried the rate to a premium of almost 13 
percent by December 6. The following morning in Frank
furt, after Economics and Finance Minister Schiller inti
mated that the authorities might move to push the mark 
rate down, notably through a relaxation of monetary pol
icy, the rate dropped, but it snapped back when the 
Bundesbank Council took no new measures at its Decem
ber 8 meeting. In the meantime, the Bundesbank had re
entered the spot market, purchasing small amounts of 
dollars daily over the first two weeks of December, and 
this steady intervention helped to keep the market orderly. 
Nevertheless, as the December 17-18 Group of Ten meet
ing drew nearer, the mark rose again close to 13 percent 
above par.

Following the Washington meeting, the German author
ities kept their exchange markets closed on Monday, De
cember 20, but reopened them the next day, after having 
established a new central rate for the mark of $0.3103Vs, 
an effective revaluation of 13.58 percent against the 
dollar. At the same time, the government announced that 
it would set margins at $0.3034% and $0.3174^6, i.e., 
2V4 percent on either side of the central rate. None of 
the restraints against inflows of foreign funds were re
moved, but the government did announce that it would 
not avail itself for the time being of the power to impose 
reserve requirements of up to 50 percent against German 
firms’ borrowings abroad, a power it had sought since 
last summer and which was finally voted by Parliament on 
December 17.

Despite the large revaluation against the dollar, no sig
nificant movement out of marks developed when trading 
was resumed in the Frankfurt market on December 21. 
The spot mark opened somewhat above the new floor in a 
thin and generally quiet market and then rose later in the 
day to around $0.3070, the level that had prevailed just 
prior to the weekend agreement. In the meantime, Ger
man money market conditions had tightened considerably 
during the first half of December and, when Euro-dollar 
rates started to decline again, the Bundesbank Council cut

both the central bank’s discount rate and its Lombard rate 
on secured advances by Vi percentage point to 4 percent 
and 5 percent, respectively, effective December 23 and 
again reduced the banks’ reserve requirements against 
domestic liabilities by 10 percent as of January 1. (The 
stiff requirements against liabilities to nonresidents, how
ever, were kept unchanged.) This relaxation of credit 
policy, combined with a modest unwinding of speculative 
positions, helped to push the spot mark down temporarily 
to $0.3047 on December 29.

Early in the new year, however, doubts began to spread 
in the exchange markets that a durable settlement of the 
international monetary crisis really had been achieved. 
With the press and the markets focusing more and more 
on the many issues remaining to be resolved, the atmo
sphere deteriorated progressively over the first weeks of 
January, and almost any news item or rumor was seized 
upon as a reason for additional selling of dollars. Conse
quently, there was renewed buying of marks along with 
other major European currencies. In active trading, heavy 
demand drove the spot mark through the new central rate 
on January 13. Buying pressures remained strong for a 
few days more, but the wave then crested and the markets 
turned much calmer. Some profit taking developed, but 
the mark remained well above the central rate through the 
end of January.

A new wave of intense nervousness swept through the 
foreign exchange markets on February 1 and 2, triggered 
in part by a sharp rise in the free-market price of gold. 
Once again, the mark rate was bid up and as it rose 
additional buyers were drawn in. Moving quickly to head 
off an even sharper upsurge, the Bundesbank intervened 
forcefully on February 2 as activity reached sizable pro
portions. When demand continued strong the next day, 
the Bundesbank again entered the market and its sus
tained intervention soon led to an easing of the rate. Mar
ket uncertainties continued, however, and toward mid
month the rate was pushed even higher in a new round 
of speculation. The Bundesbank again stepped in, dealing 
heavily in the spot market on February 17, and once 
more turned the rate downward. On subsequent days, 
activity was reduced and the mark traded in a narrower 
range above $0.3150. Then, on February 24, the German 
authorities took new measures designed to lessen the in
flow of funds and to defend the Washington arrangements. 
The Bundesbank’s discount and Lombard rates were cut 
once more, by one full percentage point to 3 percent and 
4 percent, respectively, effective February 25, while the 
rediscount quotas of credit institutions were reduced by 
10 percent as of March 1. (At the same time, in an 
essentially neutral move, marginal reserve requirements
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against nonresident liabilities were raised from 30 per
cent to 40 percent, but the base period from which 
accruals in such liabilities are measured was brought for
ward from November 1970 to November 1971.) For its 
part, the Ministry of Economics and Finance announced 
that a 40 percent reserve requirement would be placed 
against most foreign borrowings of German nonbanking 
enterprises, retroactive to January 1. In response to these 
measures, the spot rate fell back somewhat and held below 
its upper limit through late February and early March.

The Federal Reserve, using marks already held in bal
ances, made a $10 million paydown on its swap drawings 
on the Bundesbank on November 12, thereby reducing 
those commitments to $50 million equivalent currently 
outstanding. On March 3 the United States Treasury 
redeemed $76.5 million of a maturing $153.0 million 
equivalent German-mark-denominated note; the maturity 
of the residual $76.5 million equivalent of the security was 
extended for a further four months.

BELGIAN FRANC

A strong current account and heavy capital inflows, 
including a buildup of leads and lags, kept the Belgian

franc at or near its upper limit through most of 1970 and 
early 1971 (see Chart IV ). The National Bank of Bel
gium was accordingly obliged to absorb sizable amounts 
of dollars from the market. Rather than have these dollars 
converted immediately against United States reserve assets, 
the Federal Reserve provided temporary cover through 
drawings under the swap arrangement with the National 
Bank. When the inflows to Belgium persisted through the 
first six months of 1971, $330 million of the longest out
standing swap contracts was settled by use of SDRs and 
United States Treasury drawings of francs from the IMF, 
leaving $340 million of swap debt remaining by the end of 
June. With the huge speculative inflows to Belgium in late 
July and early August, Federal Reserve commitments in 
Belgian francs rose to $600 million under the swap line 
with the National Bank and to $35 million with the BIS 
under the swap line for authorized European currencies 
other than the Swiss franc.

Following President Nixon’s speech on August 15 the 
Belgian authorities kept their exchange market closed for a 
full week. After the EC decision to open markets again 
on August 23, the Belgian government decided to allow 
the official franc to float. In addition, Belgium entered into 
an agreement with the Netherlands to limit the spread in

Table IV
U N ITED  STATES TREA SURY SECURITIES 

FO R EIG N  CURRENCY SERIES
In millions of dollars equivalent

Issues ( + )  or redemptions (—)

Issued to Amount outstanding on January 1, 1971
1971 1972 Amount outstanding on

1 II III IV January 1- March 13
March 13, 1972*

G erm an Federal Bank ...................................... 539.6 - 7 6 .5 535.5

G erman banks ................................................................. 135.5 153.0

Swiss N ational Bank ................................. 540.6 +249 .7 f —790.5J + 333 .0 1,216.4

166.7Bank for International Settlementsf ......................... 150.0
(+831 .7 t
r -i s o .o t(+ 157 .5t

T otal ........................................................... 1,365.7 + 249.7 (—940.51 + 333 .0 -0- - 7 6 .5 2,071.61+989.31

Note: Except where otherwise indicated, discrepancies in totals result from minor valuation adjustments and from rounding.
*To present a more realistic valuation, on December 31, 1971 the United States Treasury provisionally valued its foreign currency obligations to reflect market exchange rates as of that day. The amounts outstanding shown in this column conform with the Treasury’s new valuation except for those securities that have been renewed so far in 1972, in which case the relevant m arket rate at the time of each renewal was used.
tDenominated in Swiss francs.
{Transactions related to activation by the Swiss National Bank of the revaluation clause covering all outstanding Swiss-franc- denominated securities of the United States Treasury at the time of the Swiss franc’s revaluation in May 1971.
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Chart IV

BELGIUM
MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE RATE AND OFFICIAL RESERVES* 

M illions of dollars Percent

*S e e  footnote on Chart II.

^ Upper and lower intervention lim its established in December 1971.

the rate between the Belgian franc and the guilder to 1.5 
percent. Once the market opened, the official rate advanced 
to almost 3.5 percent over its dollar parity, coming into line 
with the rate in the financial franc market.

As trading in the Belgian franc became more orderly, 
the National Bank on September 15 suspended its request 
of June 1971 that any increase in the Belgian commercial 
banks’ net external liability positions beyond a specified 
limit be matched by noninterest-bearing Belgian franc 
deposits with it, and the funds that had been blocked un
der that measure were returned to the banks. Similarly, a 
prior request that the banks exercise restraint in their 
foreign borrowing was suspended. A few days later, the 
National Bank announced that the quantitative restric
tions on the expansion of short-term bank credit would be 
allowed to expire at the end of September, since the risk 
of inflationary excess demand for goods and services had 
been sharply reduced. Finally, the National Bank lowered 
its discount rate from 6 percent to 5 V2 percent, effective 
September 23. In the latter part of September the franc 
rate advanced to a premium of almost 7 percent over 
the official parity when European currency rates generally 
were bid up prior to the IMF annual meeting.

After the Fund meeting, exchange rates tended to ease 
but the Belgian franc soon turned back upward again,

reflecting in part an improvement in Belgium’s current- 
account position. Moreover, liquidity in the Brussels money 
market was being tightened by a Belgian Treasury borrow
ing. These pressures continued through the month and, with 
Euro-dollar rates declining concurrently, the uncovered 
interest-arbitrage differential shifted in favor of Brussels 
in late October. Consequently, by early November the 
spot rate had reached a premium of 7.8 percent over par.

Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve had begun a program 
of modest purchases of Belgian francs in the market in 
order to reduce gradually the outstanding swap debt in 
that currency. These purchases enabled the System to re
pay $60 million equivalent of franc drawings in October 
and $20 million in November, cutting the total indebted
ness to $555 million.

In mid-November the Belgian franc was caught up in 
the wave of foreign currency buying that followed the in
troduction in the United States Congress of a bill to 
empower the President to raise the dollar price of gold by 
up to 10 percent. The spot franc advanced another 1 per
cent by November 24 and, after easing briefly, participated 
in the general rise of European currencies that developed 
in early December. By midmonth the franc had reached 
a premium of 10 percent above par, as traders sought to 
anticipate the level which might emerge from a possible 
currency realignment coming from the Group of Ten meet
ing in Washington on December 17-18.

In early December, the System had made further prog
ress in reducing its Belgian franc swap commitments, 
using francs acquired from United States Treasury bal
ances, directly from the National Bank of Belgium at times 
when the Belgian government needed dollars for current 
payments, from the market, and from deliveries on for
ward market purchases made earlier in the fall. By De
cember 21, a further $65 million equivalent had been 
repaid, reducing the outstanding swap commitment in 
francs to the present total of $490 million. Of these, draw
ings of $455 million are on the National Bank of Belgium 
and one of $35 million is on the BIS.

Following the Washington meeting, the Belgian author
ities kept their market closed on Monday, December 20, 
and announced that as of the next day the franc’s central 
rate would be set at $0.022313, an appreciation of 
2.76 percent against gold and an effective total revaluation 
of 11.57 percent against the dollar. New intervention 
points were established at 2V* percent above and below 
the central rate, except that Belgium and the Netherlands 
(which revalued by the same percentage against the dol
lar) decided to maintain the close link between their cur
rencies by continuing to intervene when necessary to keep 
the rate between the franc and the guilder within a 1.5
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percent spread. When the Brussels exchange market was 
reopened on December 21, the Belgian franc held well 
above the new floor, little changed from the level it had 
reached during the preceding week. Thereafter the rate 
rose gradually and by the year-end, when Euro-dollar quo
tations once again fell below comparable domestic interest 
yields, it reached the new central rate.

In view of the continuing decline in international 
interest rates and the increasingly pronounced slowdown 
of domestic economic activity, the National Bank reduced 
its lending rates by Vi percentage point effective January 
6, the basic discount rate being lowered to 5 percent. 
Nevertheless, the franc strengthened further as Euro-dollar 
rates continued their sharp retreat. The rise gained mo
mentum in mid-January, and the spot franc rose to around
1.5 percent above the central rate. Although trading volume 
then diminished, the franc moved even higher over the 
subsequent two weeks as domestic liquidity conditions in 
Belgium began to tighten. At the end of the month and in 
early February, there was another round of heavy buying 
of currencies as there were growing doubts in the markets 
over the durability of the Washington agreement and the 
willingness of European central banks to absorb dollars in 
defense of the new rates. Effective February 3 the National 
Bank cut its lending rates by a further Vi percentage point, 
with the basic discount rate set at 4 Vi percent. The de
mand for francs remained strong, however, and the Na
tional Bank intervened in the market on several occa
sions during February, partly through swap transactions 
— buying spot dollars against resale forward— and partly 
through outright purchases of spot dollars in defending the 
new ceiling rate when a speculative surge developed just 
after midmonth. These purchases, along with similar opera
tions by other central banks at that time, helped calm the 
market somewhat. Effective March 2 the National Bank 
further reduced its lending rates, cutting the basic discount 
rate by Vi percentage point to 4 percent and consolidating 
its other rates at 5 percent. Nevertheless, the franc rate 
remained at or close to its upper limit.

DUTCH GUILDER

When the German mark was floated early in May 1971, 
the Dutch government felt it had no alternative but to 
float the guilder as well. The guilder rate subsequently 
moved to a premium over its previous ceiling (see Chart 
V ), but did not rise in relative terms as far as the mark, since 
the underlying payments situation for the Netherlands was 
not particularly favorable and since the Netherlands Bank 
remained out of the market when the Bundesbank began 
actively to push dollars out into the exchanges. The

Chart V

NETHERLANDS
MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE RATE AND OFFICIAL RESERVES *

M illions of dollars Percent

*S ee footnote on Chart II.

^ Upper and lower intervention limits established in December 1971.

guilder nevertheless was subjected to the same speculative 
influences as other European currencies and rose sharply 
in the general run on the dollar in early August to as 
high as 5.1 percent over par.

In the week of August 16-20, official fixings in the Dutch 
exchange market were suspended, and Dutch and foreign 
banks dealt guilders only in limited amounts to meet cus
tomers’ immediate needs. In New York the rate at one 
point touched $0.2950, or 6.2 percent over par. When the 
Amsterdam market reopened on August 23, the Dutch 
authorities continued to permit the guilder rate to float, as 
it had done since May 10, but under an agreement between 
the Netherlands and Belgium the central banks of the two 
countries stood ready to intervene in each other’s currency 
in order to maintain the rate between their currencies within 
a 1.5 percent spread. By early September the guilder rate 
was holding at just over $0.2900.

During September the Dutch authorities took addi
tional steps to discourage capital inflows. Effective Sep
tember 6, a so-called “closed circuit for bonds” was intro
duced, whereby purchases of guilder-denominated bonds 
by nonresidents from residents could be made only with 
guilders obtained through the sale of such bonds by non
residents to residents. Effective September 15, the Nether
lands Bank lowered its discount rate by Vi percentage 
point to 5 percent, explaining that the reduction had been
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made in support of the measures directed at countering 
foreign capital inflows. The spot guilder rate nevertheless 
rose strongly in the second half of September, moving up 
along with most other European currencies, and it held 
around $0.2975, almost 13A percent over par, until mid- 
October.

In the meantime, the Amsterdam money market was 
tightening up with the onset of the period of seasonally 
heavy tax payments, and Dutch residents began to liqui
date their German mark positions to meet domestic cash 
needs. Even though the authorities supplied liquidity to 
the domestic market by means of purchases of Dutch 
government securities, the guilder rate rose further, 
to a level 8.5 percent above par by mid-November. The 
run-up in the rate also had the result of reinforcing the 
market’s bullish outlook for the guilder, so that when 
domestic liquidity conditions eased sharply in mid- 
November, following the Dutch government’s monthly 
payments to municipalities, the guilder rate softened only 
slightly in response. Moreover, a few days later the guilder 
was caught in the widespread upswing of foreign currency 
rates triggered by the introduction in the United States 
Congress on November 18 of a bill to empower the Presi
dent to raise the official dollar price of gold. The 
guilder rate soared to a premium of almost 10 percent over 
par by late November. After a sharp setback in response 
to initially discouraging reports of the outlook for the 
November 30-December 1 meeting of the Group of Ten 
in Rome, the guilder rate rebounded in the generalized 
buying of foreign currencies which greeted the progress 
made at that meeting, and held around a 10.5 percent pre
mium by the time the Group of Ten convened in Wash
ington for their next meeting on December 17-18.

Following the Washington meeting, the guilder along 
with the Belgian franc was effectively revalued by 11.57 
percent against the dollar, and new official intervention 
rates 4 Vi percentage points apart were established for 
each of the two currencies in line with the practice adopted 
by the other major countries. The Benelux countries, how
ever, also decided to maintain their prior agreement to 
hold the rate between the guilder and the Belgian franc 
within a spread of 1.5 percent. There was little, if any, out
flow of speculative funds from the Netherlands when the 
Amsterdam market was reopened on December 21. The 
scope for a reflux of nonresident guilder holdings was not 
large in any case. Since the guilder had been floating for 
some seven months, nonresident guilder holdings were not 
very sizable; in addition, the Dutch authorities had discour
aged some inflows of foreign funds by, among other mea
sures, the closed circuit for bonds. The guilder rate thus did 
not weaken, as the new pattern of exchange rates emerged,

but began to rise during late December and early January.
With interest rates falling in foreign centers, the Nether

lands Bank reduced all its lending rates by Vi percentage 
point as of January 6, the discount rate being cut to 4 Vi 
percent. Domestic money market rates declined in re
sponse, but the guilder rate soon began to advance again, 
in part reflecting sizable direct investment inflows and an 
improvement in the current account as economic activity 
slowed down in the Netherlands. To a much larger extent, 
however, the demand for guilders stemmed from the ex
change markets’ growing concern over the viability of the 
exchange rate realignment negotiated in Washington. The 
guilder was pushed through its $0.3082 central rate on 
January 10 and, one week later, it had reached $0.3128 Vi. 
Tensions in the exchanges then relaxed temporarily, while 
at the same time money market conditions were consider
ably eased in the Netherlands by the government’s usual 
midmonth payments. The guilder consequently developed 
a somewhat softer tone but by late January was strength
ening once more in response to renewed domestic money 
market pressures.

Early in February, when a surge in the free-market 
price of gold upset the exchange markets, the guilder 
rose almost to the upper intervention level, but the pres
sure was less intense than on other foreign currencies and 
the Netherlands Bank did not have to intervene. More
over, by that time, the Dutch authorities had begun to 
offset the liquidity squeeze in the Amsterdam money mar
ket by open market purchases of Dutch Treasury bills. 
When the supply of such bills dried up, the Netherlands 
Bank decided to augment domestic liquidity by entering 
into foreign exchange swaps with its commercial banks 
and, over the course of several days starting February 9, 
bought dollars spot against sales for delivery one and three 
months hence. These operations relieved some of the up
ward pressure on the spot rate until a new wave of ex
change market uncertainty pushed the spot guilder to the 
ceiling just after midmonth, and the Netherlands Bank pur
chased a modest amount of dollars. The guilder traded just 
away from its upper limit through the end of February. Ef
fective March 2 the Netherlands Bank cut its discount rate 
by a further Vi percentage point, to 4 percent, explaining 
that this move was taken in view of the decline in inter
est rates abroad. The guilder rate nevertheless remained at 
or close to its upper limit.

SWISS FRANC

In May 1971, the Swiss franc was revalued by 7.07 
percent (see Chart V I), the first change of the franc’s ex
ternal value in thirty-five years. Despite extremely liquid
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monetary conditions in Switzerland as a result of the 
inflows prior to the revaluation, the continuing uncertainty 
in the exchange market through the rest of the spring and 
the early summer left Swiss banks reluctant to shift funds 
into the Euro-dollar market and discouraged traders gen
erally from unwinding their long franc positions. Under 
these circumstances, the National Bank took measures to 
calm the market and to absorb excess Swiss franc liquidity. 
In one operation, the National Bank sold $250 million to 
Swiss commercial banks on a swap basis, on condition that 
the dollars be invested in certificates of deposit with United 
States banks; cover for this operation was provided by 
means of a Federal Reserve swap drawing of $250 million 
equivalent on the line with the Swiss National Bank, 
thereby reactivating the arrangement. Late in May, re
flows did develop and the banks began to purchase sub
stantial amounts of dollars from the central bank. These 
outflows ceased early in June, however, when the Swiss 
franc and other European currencies moved up in response 
to the rise in the German mark, following the initiation of 
dollar sales by the Bundesbank. Subsequently, the franc 
market became quieter and the rate declined later in June 
and in July, falling almost to the National Bank’s selling 
rate for dollars.

The relative quiet in the Swiss franc market was broken 
in early August. With other major currencies partly in
sulated by either exchange controls or floating rates, the 
Swiss franc began to bear the brunt of the speculative at
tack against the dollar. The National Bank accordingly 
negotiated an agreement with the major Swiss banks, which 
would prohibit interest payments and set 100 percent 
reserve requirements against additional nonresident de
posits. But the inflows continued to mount rapidly, and 
the franc rate was pushed to the National Bank’s buying 
rate for dollars. After taking in large amounts of dollars, the 
National Bank announced on August 9 that the franc pro
ceeds of any further dollar sales to it would be placed in 
blocked accounts until the agreement with the banks could 
be implemented. The Swiss authorities were nevertheless 
faced with further massive offers of dollars through 
August 13. In all, the National Bank’s reserves rose by 
some $2.1 billion in the first two weeks of August. To 
provide cover for the intake, the Federal Reserve drew 
in full its Swiss franc swap lines, raising such commit
ments in francs from $250 million to $1,600 million 
(of which $1 billion was drawn on the National Bank 
and $600 million on the BIS), and the Treasury issued 
a $333 million Swiss-franc-denominated note.

On August 16, following President Nixon’s speech, the 
Swiss National Bank suspended its exchange operations, 
thus allowing the franc to float. Then, the National Bank

immediately imposed the previously agreed 100 percent 
reserve requirement against increases in the banks’ foreign 
liabilities and prohibited the payment of interest on addi
tional short-term deposits in francs made by nonresidents, 
both measures retroactive to July 31. With the National 
Bank extending the suspension of its exchange operations 
from day to day during the week of August 16-20, com
mercial banks carried on only limited dealings among them
selves for immediate needs.

When the other European markets were reopened on 
August 23, the Swiss National Bank kept its market offi
cially closed. This left the Swiss franc effectively floating, 
since the commercial banks remained free to trade in for
eign currencies. In the general uncertainty and nervous
ness that prevailed in the markets, the franc rate rose 
sharply, moving to 3.6 percent over par by August 26. 
That day the National Bank announced it had reached 
an agreement with the three large Swiss banks to discour
age speculative inflows. Under the terms of this agree
ment, the banks could buy a daily maximum of $2 million 
from any one customer when the spot rate was between

Chart VI

SWITZERLAND
MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE RATE AND OFFICIAL RESERVES*

Millions of dollars Percent

*iS e e  footnote on Chart II.

^  Upper and lower in tervention lim its  established in December 1971. 

^  New exchange parity .
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$0.2525V4 and $0.2531% and $1 million at rates of 
$0.2531% or higher. The franc proceeds of any sale 
in excess of these amounts would be blocked in non- 
interest-bearing accounts for three months. The following 
day the National Bank reached an agreement with the 
Swiss Bankers Association to extend to all foreign-owned 
balances the interest-payment ban on foreign funds that 
had flowed into Switzerland since July 31; originally, the 
ban had applied only to funds with a maturity of less than 
six months. These and earlier restrictions on dealing in 
francs, along with the uncertainties generated by an effec
tive floating rate, kept both the size and number of trans
actions far below normal. Speculative flows especially were 
sharply curtailed by the dealing limits set by the National 
Bank. In addition, with the rise in Euro-dollar rates and 
the downward drift of the German mark, the spot franc 
backed away sharply. On September 8 the Swiss govern
ment asked Parliament for emergency authority to take 
various additional measures to defend the franc if this 
should again become necessary, such as the power to im
pose negative interest rates on hot money inflows or to 
declare the voluntary agreement with the large banks to 
be legally binding on all Swiss banks, and these powers 
were granted by Parliament on September 29.

The franc rate began rising after mid-September and 
by the month end reached the level at which the agree
ment to limit franc sales to individual customers became 
operative, but trading continued to be generally quiet. 
With the holding of speculative positions in francs made 
expensive by the ban on interest payments, funds began to 
trickle out of Switzerland in early October, largely for in
vestment in the Euro-currency market. This modest out
flow continued over the following weeks, pushing the spot 
rate back down to the $0.2500 level by late October, some
2 percent over par, and holding it there through mid- 
November.

Shortly thereafter, the Swiss franc was caught up in the 
new burst of speculation in all major European currencies 
and it advanced to $0.2533, a premium of 3.4 percent 
over par. With the rate at this level, the agreement that 
limited each of the three large Swiss banks’ daily sales of 
francs to any one customer again came into force, and 
trading volume became very thin. Nevertheless, with the 
news of progress by the Group of Ten at the Rome meet
ing, a new upswing of exchange rates developed on De
cember 2 and, as the franc also came in demand, the 
National Bank suspended the agreement to limit ex
change dealing at prescribed levels. The spot rate rose 
well beyond the previous levels, reaching a premium of 
some 5.4 percent in Switzerland on the morning of De
cember 7. Thereupon the National Bank again asked the

Swiss banks to limit the sales of francs to individual cus
tomers but this time to $1 million equivalent a day, re
gardless of the rate at which the franc was trading. As 
previously, any francs sold in excess of the agreed-upon 
limit were to be blocked in noninterest-bearing accounts 
with the National Bank. With the new arrangement in 
effect, trading turned very thin once more and the spot 
rate receded, only to rise again in the flurry of activity 
preceding the December 17-18 Washington meeting of the 
Group of Ten.

Following that meeting the Swiss authorities fixed a 
central rate for the franc of $0.2604Vs— in effect, a reval
uation of 6.36 percent against the dollar from the franc’s 
parity that was established on May 10, and of 13.88 per
cent from the parity in force prior to Switzerland’s re
valuation on that date— and announced new intervention 
points at rates 2V4 percent on either side of the new cen
tral rate. The establishment of these rates, effective 
Tuesday, December 21, marked the official reopening of 
the Swiss market for the first time since August 13. Ac
tual trading conditions were little changed, however, 
except for the abolition of the December 7 agreement 
limiting franc sales to any one customer to $1 million a 
day. The August 16 restrictions, in particular, remained in 
effect; that is, increases in the banks’ net foreign liabilities 
over the July 31 levels continued to be subjected to a 100 
percent reserve requirement, while interest payments on 
nonresidents’ deposits made after July 31 were still pro
hibited. When trading began on the morning of December 
21, the franc held just above $0.2580, the level to which 
it had risen before the Group of Ten meeting in Washing
ton, but then began to ease gradually. By late December 
modest outflows from Switzerland had brought the spot 
rate down almost to the new floor, but there was no sub
stantial liquidation of franc positions. The Swiss banks 
maintained their highly liquid positions as the year-end 
approached. Moreover, as time passed there were growing 
market doubts over the durability of the exchange rate 
realignment. This concern was reinforced by extensive press 
coverage of the various issues that remained to be resolved 
and of the difficult negotiations that still lay ahead.

In this wary atmosphere the franc rate continued to 
hold slightly above the floor well into January, even 
though domestic monetary conditions had eased consider
ably once the need for year-end liquidity had passed. In 
mid-January the spot franc began to rise along with other 
European currencies, although it tended to lag somewhat. 
Several rounds of heavy buying brought it near the central 
rate by early February and pushed it briefly above that 
level in mid-February. Subsequently the market turned 
generally quieter, but in early March the Swiss franc was
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again trading around its central rate. As of the date of this 
report, the full $1.6 billion equivalent of Federal Reserve 
drawings in Swiss francs remained outstanding.

FRENCH FRANC

By early 1971, the French balance of payments had 
shown a strong recovery following the devaluation of 
1969, with substantial improvement in both the current 
and capital accounts. Although market demand for the 
franc was occasionally swollen by the generalized spec
ulative buying of most European currencies during the 
first half of the year, defensive measures taken by the 
French authorities helped keep such pressure within bounds. 
In late June and early July, however, rumors circulated that 
the French authorities might be amenable to a widening 
of the trading margins against the dollar and, for the 
first time in 1971, the speculative focus shifted to the 
French franc. The spot rate was quickly driven to the 
ceiling (see Chart VII), and the Bank of France had to 
take in substantial amounts of dollars from the market. To 
avoid an even heavier influx the Bank of France lowered its 
domestic intervention rates, pushing French money market 
yields well below similar Euro-dollar quotations. The 
authorities also absorbed some of the newly created domes
tic liquidity through a further hike in minimum reserve re
quirements. Despite these measures and strong denials of 
the rumors by French officials, heavy demand for francs 
continued through July, and the Bank of France recorded 
a reserve gain of $498 million for that month. With these 
and earlier reserve gains the French authorities were able 
to repay $609 million to the IMF on August 9, thus clear
ing away the last of France’s indebtedness to the Fund.

The large inflows continued in early August and the 
French authorities took further steps to stem the tide. 
Reserve requirements were again raised, and there was 
some relaxation of existing exchange controls on outpay
ments. In addition, the banks were instructed not to in
crease their net external indebtedness or decrease their 
net claims vis-a-vis nonresidents from current levels. In 
this connection, the banks were expected to refrain from 
accepting new deposits in francs from nonresidents whose 
motivation for holding francs appeared to be speculative. 
With the franc already in strong demand, this measure was 
interpreted by the market as evidence of the French authori
ties’ unwillingness to accumulate additional dollars and, in 
the ensuing confusion, quotations for francs in markets out
side France moved above the official ceiling. The Bank of 
France quickly acted to clarify the instructions, and the 
market calmed somewhat. Nevertheless, in the general run 
on the dollar taking place at the time, the demand for francs

Chart VII
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was unrelenting, and the Bank of France continued to 
take in dollars on a daily basis through Friday, August 13.

Following President Nixon’s speech on August 15, 
the French exchange market was closed for the week of 
August 16-20. The French government reopened the mar
ket on Monday, August 23, on the basis of a two-tier 
exchange system. The Bank of France would defend the 
franc at the prescribed intervention points only in the 
official market, through which trade and trade-related 
service transactions as well as governmental transactions 
would be effected. All capital transfers, as well as tourist 
and most other service transactions, would thereafter be 
strictly segregated in a financial market where the franc 
rate would be allowed to find its own level. At the same 
time, measures were taken to prevent leads and lags from 
developing in the future, including strict limitations on 
hedging transactions in the forward exchange market and 
a requirement that imports (other than machinery) be 
paid for within three months from their entry into France, 
importers being given one month to comply with this new 
rule. Given the inevitable complexity of these exchange reg
ulations, trading in the official franc market was very lim
ited at first, with wide spreads in quotations, but commer
cial business picked up fairly rapidly. Trading was slower 
to develop in the financial franc market, where the rate 
moved to a 2.5 percent premium over that of the official 
franc. In the wake of the floating of the yen on August 27,
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renewed demand developed for the official franc— the only 
major currency still kept within its prescribed limits— and 
the Bank of France again had to absorb dollars.

In September, there was some reversal of the previous 
flows into francs, as the French exchange regulations, 
which were further elaborated, began to bite. In particu
lar, French exporters and importers had to unwind some 
of the leads and lags built up prior to mid-August. With 
the official franc rate dropping below the ceiling, 
the Bank of France sold substantial amounts of dollars, 
and reserves declined by $318 million in September. The 
financial franc rate, which had reached a premium of 4 per
cent over the official rate, gradually eased off to a premium 
of IVat percent by late September.

The selling of francs continued in October, as some 
speculative positions taken three months earlier— in July—  
were being unwound. The official franc rate edged down 
almost to par by mid-October, but the market for francs was 
exceedingly thin, and in one burst of demand on October 
21 the rate rose almost to the ceiling before settling back. 
French official reserves declined by a further $38 million 
for the month as a whole.

Rate movements were even more volatile in the finan
cial franc market. After moving up in early October, the 
financial franc rate resumed its decline, as expectations 
of a franc revaluation or upward float receded and as 
French monetary policy moved gradually but steadily 
toward ease. The rate fell especially sharply— to W 2 
percent over the official franc rate— on October 20, 
when the securities currency market was abolished and 
French residents were allowed to buy foreign-held se
curities freely with currencies purchased in the financial 
franc market. (Formerly, such portfolio investments had to 
be effected for the most part with currencies purchased from 
other residents liquidating foreign securities holdings.) Sub
sequently the financial franc firmed again, fluctuating 
around a premium of 2 percent over the official franc rate, 
but was held in check by additional steps taken by the 
authorities. The Bank of France further lowered its do
mestic money market intervention rates, confirming 
the easing of its policy on October 28 when it cut its 
rates on discounts and secured advances by Vx percentage 
point to 6V2 percent and 8 percent, respectively. Then, on 
November 16, nonresidents were allowed to import into 
France and to sell in the Paris stock market French shares 
held abroad, the proceeds of these sales being credited to 
financial franc accounts.

Shielded by France’s severe exchange control regula
tions, the franc was not subjected to heavy pressure until 
late in November, when the market began to see pros
pects for a devaluation of the dollar against gold that

would result in an effective revaluation of the franc 
against the dollar. This shift in expectations led to a 
surge of demand for francs— notably by French corpora
tions hastening to convert their export proceeds— which 
drove the spot rate to the ceiling, and the Bank of France 
had to intervene heavily during the last week of November. 
For the month as a whole, French official reserves in
creased by $222 million. With the Group of Ten meeting 
in Rome closing on an optimistic note on December 1, 
the buying of francs increased markedly, and the Bank 
of France’s market intake mounted. To stem this rush 
into francs, on December 3 the French authorities dras
tically tightened their exchange controls against the inflow 
of funds, while liberalizing them for outflows. Among 
other measures, Finance Minister Giscard d’Estaing an
nounced that, effective one week later, nonresidents would 
be allowed to use their holdings of official or financial 
francs only for the settlement of authorized transactions 
with residents, and that such balances would no longer be 
convertible into foreign currencies or usable to acquire 
domestic money market instruments. Furthermore, the 
authorities reserved the right to transfer any increase in 
such balances over the November 30 levels into blocked 
accounts. In addition, permission was granted to nonresi
dents to borrow funds of up to two years’ maturity from 
French residents without prior authorization from the Bank 
of France, and the restrictions placed on the forward 
covering of imports were somewhat liberalized.

These measures had an immediate effect on the market 
and on the following two trading days, as the spot rate 
dropped, the Bank of France was able to sell some dollars. 
Strong demand for francs soon resumed, however, as 
foreign exchange markets around the world were caught 
up in speculative ferment in anticipation of the approach
ing Group of Ten meeting in Washington. The official 
rate rebounded to the ceiling on December 9 and held 
there over the subsequent days.

On December 14, following their meeting in the Azores, 
Presidents Nixon and Pompidou issued a communique 
stating that they would “work toward a prompt realign
ment of exchange rates through a devaluation of the dol
lar and revaluation of some other currencies”. This state
ment that the United States was now prepared to raise 
the dollar price of gold as part of a broader settlement 
greatly increased market expectations of a break in the 
international monetary impasse at the Group of Ten meet
ing in Washington. The news of the Azores agreement 
hit the Paris market late on the afternoon of December 
14, and the next day there was a heavy demand for francs; 
with the spot rate at its upper intervention point, the 
Bank of France was obliged to absorb dollars. The de
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mand pressure was also strong in the forward market, and 
at one point the premium on one-month forward francs 
rose to over 30 percent per annum. After Paris closed on 
Friday, December 17, the spot franc surged to $0.1890 in 
New York.

On Monday, December 20, the French government 
kept its exchange market closed and announced that the 
franc’s parity expressed in gold would remain unchanged. 
At the same time, a new central rate was established for 
the franc at $0.1954%, fully reflecting the proposed 
devaluation of the United States dollar against gold. 
Although the French authorities maintained the two- 
tier system, they eased or abolished many of the exchange 
controls imposed since early August. Thus, the December
3 regulations providing for the nonconvertibility of franc 
balances held by nonresidents and for the possible blocking 
of additions to such franc holdings were lifted. The 
August 3 prohibition on increases in the banks’ net ex
ternal debtor positions or decreases in their net creditor 
positions vis-a-vis nonresidents was likewise eliminated. 
Furthermore, the National Credit Council rescinded its 
August 17 order prohibiting interest payments on non
resident franc deposits of less than ninety-one days, and 
the Bank of France reduced its reserve requirements 
and eliminated differential requirements on resident and 
nonresident liabilities.

Most market participants had not expected so large 
an appreciation of the franc against the dollar, and profit 
taking brought the franc under heavy selling pressure as 
soon as the Paris exchange market was reopened on 
December 21. With leads and lags beginning to be un
wound, the French authorities sold a considerable amount 
of dollars in the market as the spot franc edged downward 
almost to its new floor. Selling pressure on the franc let up 
in the last days of December, and early in 1972, with 
doubts beginning to develop in the markets over the durabil
ity of the Washington agreement, the franc rate began to 
advance. The financial franc, in the meanwhile, had fallen 
below the official franc’s floor on December 21 as specula
tive positions were unwound, but it subsequently converged 
with the official franc.

In January the French authorities took a number of 
steps to stimulate the domestic economy, including reduc
tions by the Bank of France in its rates on discounts and 
secured advances by V2 percentage point to 6 percent and 
IV2 percent, respectively. While these measures might 
have been expected to bring about some decline in the 
franc rate, there was simultaneously a general strengthen
ing of European currencies against the dollar, and the 
spot franc quickly rose to a level only slightly below the 
central rate. An additional burst of speculation in early

February lifted the franc somewhat above the central rate, 
and it continued to rise through much of the month with 
the Bank of France on the sidelines. Once again a mod
est premium emerged for the financial franc. By early 
March the commercial franc had risen close to the new 
ceiling.

ITALIAN LIRA

In the several rounds of speculation in favor of other 
European currencies during the earlier months of 1971, 
the Italian lira was largely neglected. Early in August, 
however, the lira was drawn into the general run on the 
dollar; the spot rate rose to the ceiling on August 9 (see 
Chart VIII), and the Italian authorities had to intervene 
on a number of days during that week. After President Nix
on’s speech on August 15, the Italian authorities also kept 
their exchange market closed for a week, while intensive 
consultations took place within the EC. The lira rate moved 
up substantially in the New York market— which remained 
open— but trading was extremely thin and the range be
tween bid and offered rates was very wide. When Italy 
reopened its exchange market on August 23, the authorities 
announced that they would no longer intervene at the 
official limits, although they might enter the market at 
other rates if this seemed advisable. Demand for lire was 
quite strong at first, as the tourist season was in full swing, 
receipts had been backed up during the week of August 
16-20, and leads and lags shifted in Italy’s favor. The lira 
held at a premium of roughly 2 percentage points over 
parity, before settling back somewhat. For the month as 
a whole, Italian reserves rose by $424 million.

In mid-September, in view of the high rates prevail
ing in the Euro-dollar market at that time and of the 
availability of domestic credit, the Italian Electricity Au
thority (ENEL) decided to prepay in November the $300 
million Euro-dollar loan it had contracted in May 1970. 
Additional Euro-dollar loans of minor amounts were also 
beginning to be repaid by other Italian official entities, 
which had been very heavy borrowers during the preced
ing year and a half. These transactions absorbed some of 
the sales of dollars in the Italian market, and the lira rate 
remained fairly steady even though other European cur
rencies rose strongly against the dollar later in September. 
On balance, Italian reserves increased by $146 million in 
September.

The lira market remained generally quiet in October and 
much of November, and the spot rate held steady as a 
number of opposing influences tended to cancel each other 
out. (Official reserves declined by $42 million in October.) 
On the one hand, seasonal factors were now turning strongly
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adverse for Italy’s current account, purchases of foreign 
exchange to repay international borrowings were exerting 
a drag on the spot rate, and growing political and labor 
uncertainties were also tending to weaken the lira. More
over, acting on both internal and external grounds to ease 
domestic credit conditions, on October 14 the Bank of 
Italy cut its discount rate from 5 percent to AV2 percent 
and its rate against secured advances from 5 percent to 4 
percent. On the other hand, the upswing in the exchange 
rates of most other EC countries, at a time when discus
sions were being actively pursued among Common Market 
officials as to means of narrowing the trading bands be
tween their currencies, tended to check any decline in the 
lira rate.

Although both political and economic tensions grew 
during November, the Italian lira was bid up during the 
last ten days of the month on market expectations that it 
would move higher in any settlement of the international 
monetary situation. Despite continuing large repayments 
of Italian borrowings abroad, including ENEL’s $300 
million prepayment, official reserves declined by only $193 
million. Then, following the Rome meeting of the Group 
of Ten countries the lira rose sharply in the first days of 
December, the spot rate reaching a premium of 3.3 per
cent over par. Fearing that the defensive measures taken 
at that time by the French government might deflect a 
heavy stream of speculative funds toward Italy, the Italian 
authorities introduced stiff exchange control regulations 
of their own. Effective Monday, December 6, the Italian

banks were instructed to refuse conversion of foreign 
currencies into lire, unless the proceeds were required for 
normal trade or service transactions or for nonspeculative 
capital transactions backed by the appropriate documen
tation. A few days later, on December 15, the major Italian 
banks agreed to cease paying interest on all nonresident 
lira deposits. Nevertheless, demand for lire continued 
unabated, and the spot rate rose to a premium of more 
than 4 percent by December 17, when the Group of Ten 
meeting began in Washington.

Following that meeting, the Italian authorities estab
lished a central rate of $0.001719% for the lira, repre
senting a 7.48 percent appreciation against the dollar 
(slightly less than the dollar’s proposed devaluation against 
gold) with new margins of 2lA  percent on either side. At 
the same time, they retracted the tough exchange control 
regulations introduced as of December 6. After the Italian 
market was reopened on December 21, the rate soon set
tled near its new floor. Nevertheless, the pressure was not 
intense, and official support was modest.

A prolonged presidential election in December con
cluded with the installation of Giovanni Leone late in the 
month. The formation of a new government proved to be 
difficult, however, and ultimately Parliament was dis
solved and new elections were set for the spring. These 
political uncertainties and the social and economic prob
lems awaiting the attention of the government, together 
with continued prepayments of foreign loans and a pos
sible shift of leads and lags in favor of the dollar, had a 
depressing influence on the lira rate. Thus, although the 
rise of other EC currencies pulled the lira upward, in Jan
uary and February the rate eventually settled somewhat 
below its central rate and held there through early March.

JAPANESE YEN

With a continuing massive payments surplus and grow
ing speculation over the possibility of a revaluation, the 
Japanese yen was in heavy demand throughout the early 
months of 1971 (see Chart IX ). The Japanese authorities 
responded with a variety of measures, including a sharp 
tightening of their exchange controls against inflows of 
funds and some easing of controls on outflows. Neverthe
less, in the general speculative atmosphere that developed in 
late July and the first half of August, demand for the yen 
mounted rapidly and the Bank of Japan bought large 
amounts of dollars each day.

Following President Nixon’s August 15 speech, dealers 
around the world were more than ever convinced that a 
revaluation of the yen was imminent. With European ex
change markets closed and the Japanese remaining open
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during the succeeding week, the Bank of Japan had to 
absorb dollars on a massive scale despite reinforcement of 
exchange controls. Finally, after further very large ex
change gains on August 26 and 27, the Japanese authorities 
decided to “suspend temporarily the existing fluctuation 
margin for buying and selling quotations of foreign ex
change, while maintaining the present parity of the yen”. 
The vast inflow during August was reflected in a $4.4 bil
lion gain in official reserves for the month as a whole.

In Tokyo, on August 28, the spot yen immediately rose 
to a premium of 5.5 percent over par. The rate 
pushed steadily higher through September, despite sub
stantial further purchases of dollars by the Japanese au
thorities and some additional tightening of exchange con
trol measures. As a consequence of these measures, banks 
experienced considerable difficulty in effecting yen pay
ments, and trading in Japanese yen dropped to nominal 
levels in New York, while in early September the yen was 
suspended from official trading in Frankfurt, Germany. 
The Japanese authorities subsequently eased their restric
tions slightly, but some payments problems persisted 
through September. By the end of that month, the yen rate 
had risen to a premium of 7.5 percent over par while 
Japanese reserves had increased by a further $870 million.

In September, the Japanese government also approved a 
package of measures designed to help small- and medium
sized enterprises facing difficulties as a result of the United 
States import surcharge, and provisions were also made to 
facilitate the acquisition of forward cover by such firms. 
Since the foreign exchange banks were prohibited from 
borrowing additional dollars from abroad and the forward 
market was in disarray, the Japanese authorities had be
gun in June to place dollar deposits with the foreign ex
change banks to enable them to purchase export bills. Such 
deposits amounted to $1.2 billion by early October, and 
additional deposits were subsequently placed with the banks 
to facilitate the provision of forward cover for the small- 
and medium-sized enterprises.

The yen rate continued its rapid advance during the 
first half of October but then steadied at a premium of 
nearly 9.5 percent over par, as the unwinding of some 
earlier commercial leads and lags and net sales of Japanese 
securities by foreigners exerted a dampening effect on the 
demand for yen. Over the course of October, Japan’s offi
cial reserves rose by $716 million. The market remained 
in better balance early in November, but in the general rise 
of currencies which developed later in the month the yen 
also came into heavy and sustained demand. By the end of 
November the spot rate had risen to a premium of more 
than 10 percent over par, despite continuing official inter
vention that added a further $736 million to Japanese re

serves. Demand stepped up further in December, as the date 
of the Washington meeting approached and— after having 
been briefly driven to a premium of as high as 15 percent—  
the yen was quoted in New York at 12.3 percent over par 
on the day the meeting convened.

Under the agreement reached by the Group of Ten on 
December 18, the central rate for the yen was established 
at $0.003246%, an effective revaluation of 16.88 percent 
against the dollar. The Japanese authorities kept the 
Tokyo exchange market closed on Monday, December 
20 and, in line with actions taken by other countries, 
abolished some of the measures introduced earlier to block 
the inflow of funds. The main body of Japan’s severe 
exchange control regulations, however, was left intact. 
When the Tokyo market reopened on December 21, 
the spot rate was quoted just above the new floor and 
a moderate outflow developed. This reflux intensified a 
few days later, and the Bank of Japan had to extend 
considerable support before it came to an end. Late in 
December the Bank of Japan lowered its discount rate by 
Vi percentage point to 43A percent, in a move designed to
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soften the domestic impact of the yen’s effective revalua
tion and to help stimulate the Japanese economy.

The yen continued to hold quietly near its floor in the 
first days of 1972 and, in view of the generally satisfactory 
behavior of the market, on January 5 the Japanese au
thorities announced a further and more substantial relax
ation of exchange controls. Among other measures, the 
authorities eliminated the requirement of prior approval 
by the Bank of Japan for any prepayment of Japanese 
exports, the curbs on outstanding balances in convertible 
free-yen accounts, the guideline restraining borrowing of 
Euro-dollars and other short-term funds by Japanese 
banks, and the special restrictions on the accounts of 
brokers. Even though other measures limiting the foreign 
positions of Japanese banks were retained, this easing of 
the exchange control regulations resulted in two days of 
very heavy demand for yen and the Bank of Japan stepped 
in to stabilize the market. The speculative pressures that 
hit the markets late in January brought a sharp demand 
for yen, particularly for prepayment of Japanese exports, 
and the rate rose steadily, reaching almost to its upper limit 
by February 24, while the Bank of Japan intervened to mod
erate the rise. At that point, the Japanese authorities 
moved to alleviate some of the pressure by reintroducing 
controls over prepayments of exports. Thereafter, trading 
in the yen was more balanced, and the rate held steady 
through early March.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

The Canadian dollar had been floating since June 1970 
and was not drawn into the exchange market upheavals of 
the spring and early summer of 1971. The spot rate ranged 
fairly widely (see Chart X ) , but the Bank of Canada main
tained a policy of intervening only to moderate movements 
in the rate and not to defend a particular level. During the 
general run on the United States dollar in early August, 
however, the Canadian dollar also was in strong demand, 
moving up to close to $0.99. Following President Nixon’s 
August 15 address, the Canadian exchange market re
mained open. At first, as with other currencies, the Cana
dian dollar was bid up against the United States dollar, 
nearly reaching $0.99Vi, but it quickly dropped back as 
concern grew that the new United States 10 percent im
port surcharge might cut deeply into Canadian exports. By 
the following week the rate had declined to around $0.98 Vi, 
and it remained easy through early September.

On September 7 the Canadian government established a 
special fund of Can.$80 million, upon which Canadian 
companies meeting certain conditions could draw to offset 
adverse effects on employment as a consequence of the
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United States import surcharge. The Canadian dollar traded 
quietly through the rest of September but began to move up 
sharply in October, as Canadian banks started adjusting 
their exchange positions for the annual reporting date, Octo
ber 31. When the spot rate reached the $ 1.00 level, the Bank 
of Canada cut its discount rate by Vi percent to 4% percent 
effective October 25, referring to both domestic and ex
ternal considerations in explaining the move. In early 
November, liquidity conditions in Canada eased, leading 
to some reversal of previous inflows and to a softening of 
the spot rate to around $0 .99^  by midmonth. On Novem
ber 19, in a further step to protect Canadian industry from 
the effects of the United States import surcharge, the Ca
nadian government approved a plan under which the 
General Adjustment Assistance Board would be autho
rized to guarantee a total of Can.$150 million of bank loans 
to qualifying companies and to lend directly up to Can.$8 
million to individual firms. Moreover, on November 30 
the Bank of Canada reduced the chartered banks’ min
imum secondary reserve ratio from 9 percent to 8.5 per
cent.

As other major currencies rose strongly against the 
United States dollar in the second half of November, 
there was also some intermittent upward pressure on the 
Canadian dollar, but heavy buying of Canadian dollars 
did not develop until the conclusion in early December 
of the Group of Ten meeting in Rome. At first, the Bank of 
Canada resisted a further increase in the rate but subse
quently allowed it to rise. In heavy demand, the Canadian 
dollar was pushed to as high as $1.00Vi and remained 
strong until the December 17-18 meeting of the Group of 
Ten.
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The communique at the conclusion of the Washington 
meeting reported that general agreement had been reached 
on the pattern of exchange rates and noted that “Canada 
intends temporarily to maintain a floating exchange rate 
and intends to permit fundamental market forces to estab
lish the exchange rate without intervention except as re
quired to maintain orderly conditions”. The Canadian mar
kets were open on Monday, December 20, and the spot 
rate immediately rose to nearly $1.00%, but expectations 
of a further appreciation dissipated rapidly, and the Ca
nadian dollar dropped back over succeeding days. Sizable 
interest and dividend payments on United States invest
ments in Canada also began to exert a depressing influence 
on the spot rate, which fell below the $1.00 level on De
cember 23.

After easing further early in January, the Canadian 
dollar settled at around $0.99Vi through the rest of that 
month and most of February. A resumption of short-term 
capital flows to Canada tended to offset the seasonal weak
ness of Canada’s current account, leaving the market in 
rough balance. Toward the month end, substantial new Ca
nadian wheat sales to the Soviet Union were announced 
and the exchange market turned more bullish for the Ca
nadian dollar. The spot rate was bid back to the $1.00 level 
and even higher in early March when arbitrage flows to 
Canada added to the demand.

EURO-DOLLAR

Euro-dollar rates were bid up sharply in late April and 
early May of last year (see Chart X I), largely reflecting 
heavy speculation in continental European currencies. In 
June and July, there was some unwinding of those specu
lative positions and Euro-dollar rates gradually declined. 
But, as the run on the dollar developed in late July and 
early August, Euro-dollar rates were pushed upward rap
idly, and on August 17 (the settlement date for currencies 
purchased on Friday, August 13), three-month deposits 
were at 10 percent per annum, seven-day funds at 20 
percent, and overnight funds reached above 40 percent. 
After the initial squeeze was met, Euro-dollar rates re
ceded somewhat. Nevertheless, with the widespread un
certainties over the ultimate outcome of the negotiations 
to resolve the many issues raised by the United States mea
sures of August 15, investors stayed short of dollars. 
Euro-dollar rates consequently remained several percent
age points above those on comparable investments in 
national financial centers.

In August the United States Treasury began to repay 
the $3 billion of special certificates that had been placed 
with the foreign branches of United States banks earlier

in the year. By the end of September, only some $1 bil
lion of the Treasury’s certificates remained outstanding. 
Most of the funds repaid by the Treasury were not re
turned to the Euro-dollar market, however, since United 
States banks acted to maintain their reserve-free Euro
dollar bases by increasing their own liabilities to branches 
from about $1 billion in mid-August to around $2.5 bil
lion by the end of September (see Chart XII). Among 
European official borrowers, the Italian Electricity Au
thority (ENEL) announced in September it would prepay 
$300 million of its earlier longer term borrowings in the 
Euro-dollar market.

In October, following a brief quarter-end squeeze, 
Euro-dollar rates began an across-the-board retreat which 
lasted into early November. In part this reflected the con
tinued repayments of official borrowings, as the United 
States Treasury completed the runoff of its special certi
ficates while ENEL and other Italian official entities li
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quidated indebtedness. More importantly, however, Euro
dollar rates reacted to a fairly widespread decline in short
term interest rates, especially in the United States. By early 
November, the three-month Euro-dollar rate had dropped 
back below 6 percent and, at the short end of the maturity 
range, the overnight Euro-dollar rate had fallen into line 
with, and occasionally below, the Federal funds rate in 
the United States. Taking advantage of this increased 
availability of Euro-dollars, large United States banks be
gan some modest rebuilding of their borrowings, and 
from the end of September through mid-November the 
banks’ liabilities to their branches rose by nearly $900 
million to $3.4 billion. Nevertheless, the market remained 
fairly thin, as many investors preferred other currencies to 
dollars given the risk that exchange rates might move up 
sharply against the dollar.

Such an exchange rate movement did in fact develop 
later in November and early December, as expectations 
began to grow that a parity realignment might soon be 
reached and that it would result in a more substantial 
change in exchange rates against the dollar than previ
ously had been anticipated. Once again the Euro-dollar 
market began to tighten, with the three-month rate reach
ing as high as 7 percent late in November. Shorter 
rates rose as well and, as the overnight rate rose well 
above the Federal funds rate (United States rates were 
continuing to decline, with a second Va percent cut in 
Federal Reserve discount rates starting on December 
13), United States banks once again ran down their 
liabilities to their foreign branches, returning nearly $2 
billion to the Euro-dollar market between mid-November 
and mid-December. This reflow helped mitigate the rise 
in Euro-dollar rates and, compared with the earlier

periods of speculation during the year, the squeeze on 
the Euro-dollar market in late November-early December 
was relatively mild. Moreover, there was little evidence 
of the usual year-end pressures on the market, as Euro
pean banks that normally bring funds back from the 
Euro-dollar market for window dressing and other posi
tioning at that time were already very liquid in their own 
currencies. And on December 9 the Office of Foreign 
Direct Investment (OFDI) of the Department of Com
merce announced that United States corporations could 
postpone until the end of February 1972 the report on 
their positions for the end of 1971.

Early in 1972, there was a further decline in short
term interest rates in the United States and other major 
countries. During this period, demand for Euro-dollars 
was slack, partly reflecting the slower pace of growth of 
economic activity in Europe. At the same time, banks in 
the United States continued to run off their Euro-dollar 
liabilities, and other borrowers, again particularly the 
Italian official entities, were also liquidating Euro-dollar 
debts. Consequently, Euro-dollar rates declined further; 
the three-month rate settled to about 5 percent in 
late January and held around that level through the end 
of February. By that time, United States interest rates had 
begun to firm while rates in several European centers were 
declining, with cuts in central bank discount rates in Ger
many, Belgium, and the Netherlands in late February and 
early March. In addition, the German government imposed 
a 40 percent reserve requirement on most foreign borrow
ings by German nonbanking firms; these firms previously 
had been massive borrowers in the Euro-dollar market. 
Early in March, the market remained generally easy and the 
three-month rate edged down to about 4Va percent.
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T r e a s u r y  a n d  F e d e r a l R e s e r v e  F o r e ig n  E x c h a n g e  O p e r a tio n s *

By C h a r l e s  A . C o o m b s

The Smithsonian agreement of December 18, 1971 was 
greeted with satisfaction and relief by the exchange mar
kets. Rates for a number of European currencies settled at 
or close to their new floor levels, and sizable reflows of 
funds to the United States developed through the year-end. 
Following the turn of the year, however, market optimism 
shifted to an anxious and even skeptical mood as traders 
began to ponder the long negotiating path to a restruc
tured international financial system. Market concern fo
cused particularly on the risk that certain foreign central 
banks might suddenly withdraw from their Smithsonian 
commitments to defend their currencies at the new upper 
limits, and successive waves of speculation in January and 
February drove the mark, the guilder, the Belgian franc, 
and the yen close to or hard against their official ceilings.

The central banks concerned intervened decisively and 
without hesitation, however, and this demonstration had a 
reassuring effect. In early March, expeditious Congres
sional action on a “clean” gold price bill removed another 
source of uncertainty that had been breeding unsettling 
market rumors. Simultaneously, the German government 
took action to discourage borrowing abroad by German 
business firms, which had been a major source of buying 
pressure on the mark over the previous three years, while 
the Japanese government reinstated controls on specula
tive buying of the yen. Finally, the interest rate gap be
tween Europe and the United States began to be squeezed 
out from both sides. As recessionary tendencies continued

* This report, covering the period March to September 1972, 
is the twenty-first in a series o f reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge o f the Foreign function o f the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Fed
eral Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

in Europe, discount rate cuts were announced in Ger
many, Belgium, and the Netherlands, while the United 
States Treasury bill rate rose significantly.

The dollar showed growing strength and resiliency 
throughout most of the spring months, as a return flow of 
short-term funds largely offset continuing deficits in 
other components of the United States balance of pay
ments. This encouraging trend was abruptly reversed mid
way in June, however, as sterling was suddenly swept off 
its Smithsonian parity by a speculative wave that had been 
gathering force for many months past. In allowing sterling 
to float on June 23, the British authorities indicated that 
the defense of sterling during the previous six days had 
cost the equivalent of $2.6 billion.

Such official intervention to defend sterling was almost 
entirely conducted in Common Market currencies, in ac
cordance with a British undertaking on May 1 to join with 
its prospective Common Market partners in maintaining a 
spread of no more than 2 XA  percent between sterling and 
any other Common Market currency. This European Com
munity (EC) agreement had thus created a dual system of 
exchange rate limits in which the 2 V* percent Common 
Market band became colloquially described as the “ snake” 
in the “ tunnel” represented by the AV2 percent Smithsonian 
band. A critical feature of the Common Market 2lA  percent 
band was that intervention in dollars was to be confined to 
circumstances in which a weakening Common Market cur
rency should decline the full distance to its Smithsonian 
floor or a strong currency should rise to its Smithsonian 
ceiling. Otherwise, maintenance of the 2V4 percent Com
mon Market band was to be carried out by intervening in 
each other’s currencies.

As sterling came under selling pressure in June, the 
Bank of England accordingly was called upon to offer 
marks and whatever other Common Market currencies were 
being quoted at rates 2 V a- percent above sterling, while its
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European partners bought sterling with their currencies. 
The general effect of such intervention to maintain the 2Va 
percent Common Market band was to brake the decline 
of sterling toward its Smithsonian floor of $2.5471, while 
simultaneously pulling down the stronger EC currencies 
well below their Smithsonian ceilings. In this strained pat
tern of rates, the markets may have sensed a two-way 
speculative opportunity to go short of sterling and long of 
Continental currencies in the hope of profiting on both. 
Most of the outflow from London seems to have ended up 
in the Common Market.

On June 23 the British authorities announced their 
decision to float the pound, in effect temporarily suspending 
their participation in the Smithsonian and EC agreements. 
Following that announcement, other European currencies 
immediately rebounded to their Smithsonian ceilings, 
reflecting market fears of a severe tightening of capital 
import controls, a joint float of the Common Market cur
rencies, or some combination of both. The European 
currency markets were then closed down, and an emergency 
meeting of the Community Finance Ministers was set for 
the following Monday in Luxembourg. At that meeting

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
September 8, 1972

In millions of dollars

Institution Amount of facility

Austrian National Bank .............................................. 200

National Bank of Belgium ............................................ 600

Bank of Canada ........................................................... 1,000

200National Bank of Denmark ..........................................

Bank of England ............................................................ 2,000

1,000

1,000

1,250

1,000

130

Bank of France ............................................................

German Federal Bank ...................................................

Bank of Italy ................................................................

Bank of Japan .............................................................

Bank of Mexico .........................................................

Netherlands Bank ......................................................... 300

Bank of Norway ........................................................... 200

Bank of Sweden .................................. 250

Swiss National Bank .....................................................

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars ...................................................

1,000

600

Other authorized European currencies-dollars ........ 1,000

Total ........................................................................................ 11,730

Denmark formally withdrew from the EC monetary agree
ment, while Italy secured a temporary authorization to keep 
the lira within the 2Va percent band by intervening in dollars 
rather than European currencies. The Finance Ministers 
then reaffirmed their determination to defend both the 
Smithsonian parities and the Common Market band.

Despite this reaffirmation and subsequent drastic controls 
imposed by Switzerland and Germany to ward off unwanted 
capital inflows, rumors of a European joint float continued 
to incite heavy speculative selling of dollars against the 
stronger European currencies and the yen. By Friday, July 
14, the sterling crisis had generated not only the previously 
noted flight of $2.6 billion of funds from sterling into other 
Common Market currencies but also additional flows total
ing over $6 billion from dollars into various European 
currencies and the yen.

Meanwhile, the United States authorities had been con
sidering the advisability of renewed operations in the ex
change markets, involving, if necessary, Federal Reserve 
swap drawings which had been suspended on August 15,
1971. On United States initiative and with the approval 
of the Bundesbank, the first of such exchange operations 
was launched on July 19 in the form of repeated offerings 
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York of sizable 
amounts of German marks on the New York market. This 
intervention, which was continued briefly on the following 
day, was described by Chairman Burns as a move by the 
United States authorities to play their part to restore order 
in foreign exchange markets and to do their part in uphold
ing the Smithsonian agreement, just as other countries were 
doing. The Chairman also indicated that the operation 
would continue on whatever scale and whenever trans
actions seemed advisable. The United States Treasury also 
confirmed the intervention, stating in part that: “The action 
reflects the willingness of the United States to intervene in 
the exchange markets upon occasion when it feels it is 
desirable to help deal with speculative forces. The action 
indicates absolutely no change in our basic policy ap
proach toward monetary reform and the necessary efforts 
on all fronts to achieve a sustainable equilibrium in our 
balance of payments.”

On August 10, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
intervened in a second European currency, the Belgian 
franc, which had remained pinned to its ceiling. In a 
series of daily operations in some volume, the Belgian 
franc rate was brought down appreciably below its ceiling 
and, in the process, some unwinding of speculation on the 
Belgian franc may have been set in motion.

Since July 19, the New York Reserve Bank has intervened 
in the market on nine occasions and sold in the process 
$31.5 million of foreign currencies; total offerings were, of
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Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on

Drawings ( - f ) or repayments (— )

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on 
September S, 1972

Transactions with 1972

January 1, 1972
1 II July 1-September 8

National Bank of Belgium ......................................................... 455.0 -  20.0 f +  10.2 
10.2

435.0

Bank of England ........................................................................... 715.0 —  52.0 — 663.0 —0—

German Federal Bank .................................................................. 50.0 -  50.0 —0—

Swiss National Bank .................................................................. 1,000.0

600.0

— 300.0 700.0

Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs) ..................... 600.0

Bank for International Settlements (Belgian francs) ................. 35.0 35.0

Total ...................................... 2,855.0 __o__ -372.0 10.2
1-723.2

1,770.0

course, much larger. All market sales of foreign currencies, 
either from balances or from small swap drawings, were 
fully covered by market purchases as the dollar strengthened 
on the exchanges.

As noted in the preceding report in this series, Federal 
Reserve swap debt, which had reached a peak of $3,045 
million on August 13, 1971, had been reduced to $2,855 
million by the end of last year. Since then, further 
net repayments of $1,085 million have brought down the 
total outstanding debt to $1,770 million (see Table II), a 
reduction of nearly 40 percent from the August 1971 
peak. The bulk of such debt repayments during the period 
under review was accounted for by liquidation of the 
remaining $715 million of an original $750 million draw
ing on the Bank of England. The sterling needed for such 
repayments was acquired in regular purchases during 
June, July, and early August, both through the market 
and in direct transactions with the Bank of England, plus 
a sizable direct purchase from the United States Treasury 
of sterling previously acquired in a United States Govern
ment drawing on the International Monetary Fund (IM F ). 
In June, $300 million of swap debt to the Swiss National 
Bank was repaid through a direct purchase of $250 mil
lion of Swiss francs from the National Bank, supplemented 
by Federal Reserve purchases of Swiss francs in the mar
ket. In July, the remaining $50 million of swap debt due 
to the Bundesbank was liquidated through a direct trans

action with that institution. In May, swap debt in Belgian 
francs was reduced by a $20 million repayment to $470 
million equivalent. Finally, in August, new drawings of 
$10.2 million equivalent were made on the Belgian swap 
line, but these were fully liquidated by early September.

In March and July of this year, the United States Trea
sury redeemed in two equal instalments a $153 million 
equivalent German mark-denominated note that had been 
issued to the Bundesbank under the 1967 military offset 
agreement with Germany (see Table IV ). Other foreign- 
currency-denominated securities were renewed at maturity. 
As of September 8, outstanding United States Treasury 
foreign-currency-denominated securities amounted to $2.0 
billion equivalent.

S T E R L I N G

In 1971 the United Kingdom had recorded a large pay
ments surplus, with a substantial gain in official reserves. 
Meanwhile, however, the British economy had become 
afflicted by a wage and price spiral which threatened to 
weaken its competitive position in world markets. More
over, a significant proportion of the 1971 reserve gain re
flected hot money inflows that could be reversed in short 
order. Consequently, at the Smithsonian meeting the United 
Kingdom maintained sterling’s gold parity, thereby limiting 
the appreciation of sterling against the dollar to the 8.57
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percent increase in the dollar price for gold. A middle rate 
for the pound of $2.60571— commensurate with the dollar’s 
devaluation— was established, and the Bank of England 
announced official buying and selling rates in conformity 
with the Smithsonian agreement’s provision for a band of
4.5 percent around the new middle or central rates. At the 
same time the British authorities relaxed the exchange con
trol regulations they had announced in late August and early 
October to discourage inflows of nonresident funds. Spot 
sterling fell close to the new floor of $2.5471 in late De
cember, as some speculative positions began to be un
wound and year-end adjustments were made. Taking 
advantage of this development, the Federal Reserve ac
quired sterling in the New York market and repaid, just 
prior to the year-end, $35 million of the $750 million 
equivalent swap drawing on the Bank of England that had 
been entered into in August 1971.

After the year-end adjustments were completed, how
ever, the initial post-Smithsonian euphoria in the markets 
faded. The outflow of funds from the United Kingdom 
dried up rapidly, and spot sterling moved away from the 
floor. Doubts about the durability of the new exchange 
rates quickly surfaced, and by mid-January most other 
major European currencies were bid up toward, or even 
above, their central rates. At the same time it became clear 
that the EC countries were approaching agreement on 
narrowing the margin of fluctuation between their curren
cies and that the United Kingdom probably would 
participate in the arrangements. Consequently, sterling 
was bid up into line with the Continental currencies, rising 
by 4 cents to more than $2.59 before leveling off. In early 
February, following a further decline in Eurodollar rates 
relative to money market rates in London, the pound

advanced to its middle rate. Over the course of that month, 
sterling weakened from time to time, reflecting the 
market’s pessimism over the long-term implications of a 
protracted coal miners’ strike, but once the strike was 
settled the continuing general advance of other major 
European currencies had a buoyant effect on sterling.

On March 7, against a background of widespread mar
ket uncertainty and growing speculation about the readi
ness of individual central banks to absorb sizable new in
flows of dollars, the EC countries announced agreement 
to narrow the margin of fluctuation between their own 
currencies to 2Va percent by July 1. The market saw this 
agreement as greatly increasing the likelihood of a con
certed European attempt to stem further inflows of dollars 
— either through new controls or a joint float against the 
dollar— and there was a rush to stockpile currencies that 
might become more expensive or even unavailable later 
on. Although the buying wave was directed with particular 
force toward Continental eurrencies, demand for sterling 
was also strong, and the spot rate shot up by almost 5 
cents in three days to well over $2.65. The flurry soon 
abated, however, as the United States Congress acted on 
the gold bill, short-term interest rates in this country began 
to firm, and, following the March central bank meeting in 
Basle, it was made clear that there was continuing firm 
support for the Smithsonian agreement. Sterling, in partic
ular, fell back sharply, especially after the release of British 
trade figures showing a swing into deficit in February. Thus, 
by the time the British budget was presented on March 21, 
sterling was down to the $2.61 level once again. The budget, 
which was expansionary, stressed the need for combating 
the sluggish trend in the domestic economy and the persis
tent high level o f unemployment. In addition, there was a

Table I f l

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on January 1,1972

drawings (+ )  or repayments (— )

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on August 31,1972

1972

\ II July 1-August 31

Bank for International Settlements <against German marks) .... — 0— (+ 8.0
{-8.0

{+ 6.0
{-6.0

{+ 1.0
1- 1.0 — 0—

— 0— {+8.0
1-8.0

P
o {+ 1.0

1- 1.0 — 0—
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UNITED KINGDOM
MOVEMENTS IN  EXCH AN G E  RATE A N D  OFFIC IAL RESERVES*

M ill io n s  o f d o lla rs

* l n  th is and the fo llow in g  currency  charts , movements in exchange rates are  
m easu red as pe rcen tage devia tions of w eek ly  a ve rages  o f New York noon 
offered rates from  the m idd le  or cen tra l rates estab lished under the 
S m ithson ian ag reem en t. Changes in reserves are com pu ted from  the  
figu res published in the In te rn a tion a l M oneta ry  Fund’ s In te rn a tio n a l F inancia l 
Statistics and, as such, re fle c t fo r Decem ber 1971 not on ly actual movements in 
rese rve assets bu t also the reva lua tion , on the basis o f the Sm ithsonian  
agreem ent, o f assets o the r than do lla rs . Changes fo r January 1972 inc lude  
th is yea r 's  a lloca tions of spec ia l d raw in g  righ ts  (SDRs).

^U p p e r and low er in te rven tion lim its estab lished in D ecem ber 1971.

modest relaxation of exchange controls, primarily for capi
tal outflows to the EC and candidate countries, and British 
firms controlled by residents of those nations were allowed 
to raise unlimited sterling finance for their operations in the 
United Kingdom. Following the budget announcement, 
forward sterling softened somewhat but, reflecting the gen
eral pressure against the dollar, spot sterling rose close to 
$2.62 by the end of March.

In April the sterling market was reasonably well bal
anced, with the spot rate fluctuating around $2.61. On 
April 28 the United Kingdom discharged the remainder 
of its debt to the IMF, thereby reconstituting its full draw
ing rights with the Fund for the first time since December 
1964. The repayment required the cooperation of a number 
of countries. Under the arrangement that was worked out, 
the United States Treasury drew SDR200 million equivalent 
of sterling from the IMF, thereby reducing the United 
Kingdom’s repurchase obligation by a corresponding 
amount to SDR950 million. The United Kingdom, in turn, 
discharged this residual commitment with SDR500 million 
equivalent of currencies acquired from third countries 
against dollars, with SDR50 million of gold and SDRs 
purchased from Canada, and with SDR400 million out of 
British reserves. Then, on May 1, the United Kingdom

formally began its participation in the EC narrower band 
arrangement that had been put into effect one week earlier. 
There was little reaction in the market, however, as 
sterling had been holding well within the 2 Va percent 
band for some two months.

Spot sterling remained fairly steady through most of 
May. Nevertheless, an increasingly pessimistic atmosphere 
was developing in the market, as price and wage inflation 
and the continuing series of labor disputes threatened 
to cut further into Britain’s competitiveness in world 
markets. The trade deficits, which had appeared in Febru
ary and had continued in March and April, were taken as a 
sign that the huge current-account surplus of the past three 
years was already being eroded and might soon be erased. 
Market pessimism first showed through in a widening of 
discounts on forward sterling late in May, and in early June 
spot sterling began to soften as well. The pound was still 
trading above the middle rate for the dollar but had 
fallen close to the bottom of the EC band.

On June 8, the release of first-quarter balance-of- 
payments statistics for the United Kingdom, showing a 
sharp drop in Britain’s current-account surplus, seemed to 
confirm market fears about the pound’s prospects, and 
sterling came on offer, with traders beginning to switch 
into German marks, Swiss francs, and Dutch guilders. 
Then, on June 15, out of a growing morass of legal and 
jurisdictional controversies on the labor front, a wildcat 
dock strike triggered a new selling wave of both forward 
and spot sterling. With spot sterling now at the bottom of 
the EC band, the Bank of England and several Common 
Market central banks were obliged to intervene heavily 
in support of the pound against EC currencies. As the 
pound dipped to $2.58^ against the dollar on June 16, 
it tended to pull the whole band down vis-a-vis the dollar, 
thereby making the Continental currencies appear rela
tively cheap.

Meanwhile, sterling’s prospects had become a subject 
of general debate in the United Kingdom, especially 
against the background of Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Barber’s statement in the March budget address that “ the 
lesson of the international balance-of-payments upsets of 
the last few years is that it is neither necessary nor desir
able to distort domestic economies to an unacceptable 
extent in order to maintain unrealistic exchange rates, 
whether they are too high or too low” . In Parliamentary 
debate on June 19, an opposition spokesman stated that 
he did not see how a devaluation could be delayed beyond 
July or August of this year. Over the next three days, enor
mous amounts of sterling were dumped on the exchanges. 
Forward sterling was driven to deep discounts (as much as 
15 percent per annum on one-month deliveries), and spot
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sterling was pushed down to as low as $2.56V2 against the 
dollar, even as EC central banks continued their massive 
support effort to maintain the 2V* percent band among 
their own currencies. In sum, over the six trading days June 
15-22, such support amounted to $2.6 billion equivalent, 
financed by exchange transactions with the Bank of Eng
land which were to be liquidated by the end of July.

Early on the morning of Friday, June 23, with no end 
to the reserve losses in sight, the British authorities an
nounced:

H.M. Government has decided that, as a tempo
rary measure, sterling will be allowed to float. This 
means that for the time being the market rate for 
sterling will not necessarily be confined within an
nounced limits either in respect of the U.S. dollar or 
in respect of EEC currencies.

It is the Government’s intention to return as soon 
as conditions permit to the maintenance of normal 
IMF margins round parity and participation in the 
special EEC currency arrangements.

At the same time, the London market was closed through 
the following Monday and most of the exchange controls 
applying to nonsterling-area countries were extended to 
the overseas-sterling-area countries other than the Repub
lic of Ireland.

The floating of the pound, and the subsequent with

drawal on the same day of the Continental central banks 
from their respective markets, gravely weakened confi
dence in the durability of the Smithsonian agreement and 
the EC intervention arrangements. On Monday, June 26, 
however, the EC Finance Ministers agreed in Luxembourg 
to continue to defend the Smithsonian rates and to retain 
the narrower EC band arrangements, while the pound 
continued to float.

On June 27, when London was the only major Euro
pean foreign exchange market to resume normal oper
ations, the sterling rate dropped almost to $2.47, but a 
sharp squeeze for balances developed later in the day as 
deliveries on earlier sales contracts had to be met, and 
the spot rate temporarily rebounded to $2.51%. Once the 
squeeze for balances had passed, sterling dropped off 
steadily, by a penny or two a day over the course of the 
next week, to as low as $2.41 Va on July 4 in London. At 
that point, commercial demand reappeared and the rate 
recovered to around $2.45. The revival of commercial 
demand was underscored by the release of trade figures 
for June, which had swung back into surplus and con
firmed that in fact the United Kingdom was still in current- 
account surplus. Moreover, the continuing money market 
squeeze in London tended to support sterling in the ex
changes. Even so, new troubles on the labor front, cul
minating in a dock strike beginning on July 21, had a dis
turbing influence on the sterling market, occasionally 
pulling the rate down sharply. Over the remainder of July,

Table IV

UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Redemptions (— )

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding on 
January 1, 1972

1972
Amount 

outstanding on 
September 8, 1972

1 II July 1-September 8

German Federal Bank ................................................................. 612.0 -76.5 -76.5 459.0

German banks ............................................................................... 153.0 153.0

Swiss National Bank ... ................................................................ 1,215.4

164.8

1,218.3

170.9Bank for International Settlements* .........................................

Total ............................................................................ 2,145.2 -76.5
__Q_

-76.5 2,001.2

Note: Discrepancies in totals result from valuation adjustments and from rounding. 
* Denominated in Swiss francs.
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sterling traded in the $2.44-$2.45 range. On July 31, the 
United Kingdom settled its debts in connection with the 
defense of sterling in June, utilizing $1,150 million of 
funds previously swapped out under special arrangements, 
$634 million equivalent drawn under the United Kingdom’s 
IMF gold tranche position, and $823 million from reserves 
which at the end of July still amounted to $6,082 million 
(inclusive of Britain’s remaining $126 million IMF gold 
tranche position).

Meanwhile, as sterling began to decline sharply against 
the dollar in mid-June, this Bank, acting in close 
consultation with the Bank of England, began to buy ster
ling in the New York market to repay the Federal Re
serve’s remaining swap commitment. By the end of June 
the System had been able to reduce its swap commitment 
by another $52 million to $663 million equivalent. After 
sterling was floated, the United States Treasury periodi
cally bought sterling on days when the rate was declining 
in New York and by mid-July had purchased a total of 
$41.5 million equivalent. At that point the Federal Re
serve, in order to repay the remainder of its swap commit
ment in sterling, initiated a program of daily purchases of 
sterling, mainly on a direct basis from the Bank of England 
but also in the market. These purchases, together with ster
ling acquired from the United States Treasury, including 
the pounds drawn by the Treasury at the time of the 
British IMF repayment in April, enabled the System to 
reduce its swap commitment by $405 million equivalent to 
$258 million as of July 31. The program of daily pur
chases continued through early August, and by August 14 
the Federal Reserve had acquired sufficient sterling to 
liquidate the remainder of its original swap commitment of 
$750 million.

Buoyed by a tight domestic money market and con
tinuing commercial demand, sterling rose early in August 
to trade above $2.45. Announcement of an end to the 
dock strike and release of a second consecutive trade sur
plus gave additional support to the spot rate toward mid- 
month. Subsequently, the squeeze for balances eased, with 
British short-term interest rates declining abruptly, and 
spot sterling edged to below the $2.45 level in early 
September.

G E R M A N  M A R K

Following the Smithsonian agreement, the German au
thorities established a new central rate for the mark of 
$0.31031/6, an effective appreciation of 13.58 percent 
against the dollar, and set margins at $0.3034% and 
$0.3174% on either side of the central rate. None of the 
restraints against inflows of foreign funds introduced ear

lier in 1971 were removed, but the government announced 
that it would not avail itself for the time being of its new 
power to impose deposit requirements of up to 50 percent 
against German firms’ borrowings abroad. When exchange 
trading was resumed, the mark settled well below its new 
central rate. Except for some modest outflows toward the 
year-end, there was no significant reversal of the huge 
speculative positions in marks that had been built up over 
the course of 1971.

Early in 1972 doubts began to spread in the exchange 
markets that a durable settlement of the international mon
etary crisis really had been achieved. Moreover, many 
Europeans were expressing concern over the further de
cline taking place in the United States interest rates. With 
the press and the markets focusing more and more on 
these issues, the atmosphere deteriorated progressively 
over the early weeks of the new year, and almost any news 
item or rumor was seized upon as a reason for additional 
selling of dollars. Funds were shifted into Germany partic
ularly, and in heavy demand the spot mark rose through 
the new central rate by mid-January. Further waves of 
nervousness swept through the foreign exchange markets 
in February. Each time the mark rate was bid up sharply, 
and the pressures eased only after forceful intervention by 
the Bundesbank. Then, late in February, the German 
authorities announced new measures designed to lessen the 
inflow of funds and to defend the Washington agreement. 
These included cuts in the Bundesbank’s discount and 
Lombard rates and a hike in the marginal reserve require
ment against nonresident liabilities. More importantly, the 
Ministry of Economics and Finance imposed a 40 percent 
deposit requirement (Bardepot) on most foreign borrow
ings of nonbanking enterprises, retroactive to January 1, 
moving for the first time to curb German corporate bor
rowings abroad. Following the announcement of these 
measures, the spot rate declined to almost I V2 percent 
below its upper limit by late February. Over the month as 
a whole, however, German official reserves had Increased 
by $744 million.

The demand for marks soon built up again in early 
March, and the mark was driven up almost to its Smith
sonian ceiling in reaction to the growing press discussion 
of a possible concerted European response to the con
tinued influx of dollars— through either the introduction 
of controls or a joint float against the dollar. Following 
encouraging reports of the Basle meeting of central bank
ers on the weekend of March 11-12 and indications that 
United States short-term interest rates were beginning to 
firm, the mark backed off somewhat and traded around 
the $0.3150 level. The mark held at this level well into 
April, with little reaction to the announcement early that
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month that on April 24 the EC would implement its nar
rower trading band arrangement (the “ snake in the 
tunnel” ).

By that time, and indeed throughout the second quar
ter, Germany’s international payments position was under
going a substantial readjustment. The domestic economy 
had leveled off, but wage and price pressures remained 
strong in Germany and the rise of the mark rate over the 
course of the previous year was beginning to exert an 
influence on the German trade balance. Thus the trade 
surplus, which had swelled to substantial proportions to
ward the end of 1971 and through the early months of
1972, showed a decline in March and subsequent months. 
Coupled with a further deterioration in service items and 
transfer payments, this moved the full current account 
from surplus to rough balance.

The continuing strength of the mark during the spring 
reflected, therefore, an increasingly heavy influx of capital. 
These inflows were mainly generated by the market’s ex
pectation that there might be a further rise in the value 
of mark-denominated instruments. At the same time, more
over, German corporations continued to seek funds abroad 
through a variety of means. To avoid the Bardepot, the 
corporations ran down their foreign market borrowings by 
$1.3 billion in March and April but at the same time were 
able to sell to foreigners a substantial volume of mark-

denominated bonds.
The exchange markets were in better balance in May, 

but the general uneasiness over the international monetary 
situation showed through on a number of occasions. Such 
events as the intensification of the Vietnam war early in the 
month and Treasury Secretary Connally’s resignation to
ward midmonth brought forth a spate of market and press 
commentary on their ultimate significance for the monetary 
system. Comments to the press by officials from either side 
of the Atlantic, or even rumors of what they might have 
said, were closely scrutinized for any hint of further moves 
to be made on the international monetary front. Thus, sev
eral times in May the German mark was bid up sharply in 
the exchanges, pulling several other European currencies 
along with it. These bursts of demand were short-lived, 
however, and each time the spot rate quickly retreated.

The mark was trading quietly around $0.3150 in early 
June, when swiftly moving events in the sterling market 
sent shock waves into other markets as well. The rush 
out of sterling was directed mainly toward the mark, which 
rose sharply against the dollar. By June 16, sterling had 
fallen to its intervention point against the mark under the 
EC arrangements and both the Bundesbank and the Bank 
of England had to intervene massively (selling marks 
against sterling) to keep the spread between their two cur
rencies from widening beyond 2V\ percent. This heavy 
injection of marks into the exchanges tended to pull the 
mark down against the dollar, and the rate dropped to 
$0.3131 by June 22.

When the British authorities announced the floating of 
the pound on Friday, June 23, thereby dropping out of 
the Smithsonian and EC agreements, traders immediately 
began shifting funds out of dollars and into other European 
currencies as they feared a general abandonment of the 
Smithsonian rates. As a result, the Bundesbank was 
flooded with nearly $900 million within the first hour of 
trading, after which it suspended operations and closed 
the exchange market. In trading later that day and on 
Monday, June 26, in New York, the spot mark jumped 
15 points above its Smithsonian ceiling. Following the EC 
Finance Ministers’ decision on June 26 to continue to de
fend the Smithsonian limits and to maintain the EC band, 
the German authorities announced they would reopen their 
foreign exchange markets on Wednesday, June 28.

When normal trading resumed that day, the spot mark 
traded just below its ceiling, but marks for future delivery 
were quoted at large premiums. The next day the German 
government moved to back up the decision to support the 
existing international exchange agreements by announcing 
a series of measures to tighten controls. The Bardepot re
quirement was raised from 40 percent to 50 percent and
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was applied to a wider range of borrowings. Sales of do
mestic fixed-income securities to nonresidents were made 
subject to the prior approval of the authorities, to be ad
ministered restrictively. The Bundesbank again raised its 
reserve requirements against the banks’ foreign liabilities, 
so that in effect reserves totaling between 90 percent and 
100 percent would be required against any additional for
eign liabilities of the banks. Finally, domestic reserve 
requirements were hiked to absorb the liquidity generated 
by inflows of the nonbanking sector. This increase in do
mestic liquidity reflected the fact that Germany’s official 
reserves, which had risen by $121 million in April and 
May, had been swelled by a further $2,763 million in June, 
largely as a result of the intervention to support both ster
ling and the dollar.

The tightening of controls by the German authorities 
did not immediately allay market anxieties and, in the 
generalized pessimism over the future of the Smithsonian 
agreement, traders hastened to shift even more funds into 
Germany ahead of the possible imposition of additional 
controls. Consequently, the mark was in heavy demand 
early in July and the Bundesbank was obliged to absorb 
dollars on a large scale. The buying of marks, and of most 
major European currencies, continued until the Swiss 
authorities relieved some of the uncertainties by taking 
forceful defensive measures of their own on July 4 and 5. 
The Bundesbank then intensified its efforts to tighten up 
the Bardepot and also asked banks to enter into a 
gentlemen’s agreement neither to sell assets out of their 
own portfolios to nonresidents nor to arrange or guarantee 
any sizable foreign credits to residents. In addition, the 
Bundesbank once again boosted its minimum reserve 
requirements against domestic liabilities to mop up the li
quidity flowing directly into German corporations.

These various measures helped settle the markets briefly, 
but a new rush into marks and other currencies soon 
developed in the week prior to the scheduled July 17-18 
London meeting of EC Finance Ministers. With the atmo
sphere still tense following the floating of the pound, there 
were reports in the European press suggesting that the 
EC Finance Ministers would plan a joint float of their 
currencies against the dollar, rather than stick to their 
announced agenda. The market seized upon these reports 
to mount a new drive out of the dollar and into the 
mark and other European currencies. With the mark 
pushed once again to its upper limit, the Bundesbank had 
to absorb some $1.1 billion over the two days of July 
13-14. On Monday, July 17, the EC Ministers in London 
made clear their determination to maintain the Smith
sonian exchange rate structure and emerged with a general 
agreement on longer term monetary questions, including

the need for par values. The reports out of London gave 
pause to the markets, and the demand for marks let up 
over the two days of the meeting. The huge technical posi
tions built up over previous days and weeks, short of dollars 
and long of marks and other currencies, nevertheless 
remained intact.

By Wednesday, July 19, the mark had edged slightly 
away from its ceiling and eased further after New York 
opened that morning, to around $0.3160 by 11 o ’clock. 
Shortly thereafter, on the basis of a United States Govern
ment policy decision, the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York placed large offerings of marks in the New York 
market. These offers were for System account, with marks 
made available by the United States Treasury on a swap 
basis. Such unexpected intervention generated an immedi
ate market reaction, and traders quickly moved their mark 
quotations down. As the market backed away, the Federal 
Reserve’s offering rate was subsequently lowered several 
times. The operation generated considerable market com
ment and, in response to press inquiries, Chairman Burns 
confirmed the System’s intervention in marks, adding that 
such intervention would continue on whatever scale and 
whenever it was deemed desirable. The following morning 
in Germany, with the market fully alerted to the news of the 
United States initiative, the spot mark fell further, reaching 
$0.3152 (some 3A percent below the upper limit) by the 
time the New York market opened. The Federal Reserve 
followed up with a further offering of marks out of previ
ously accumulated System balances. Over succeeding days, 
with additional favorable press and market commentary 
on the Federal Reserve initiative, the mark rate continued 
to decline. This tendency persisted into early August, with 
some unwinding of speculative positions, and the rate 
settled temporarily around $0.3140.

By midmonth a more favorable atmosphere developed 
for the dollar, following the release of improved United 
States balance-of-payments figures for the second quarter 
and indications of new efforts by the United States to 
negotiate a settlement of the Vietnam conflict. In addition, 
the various measures taken by the German authorities in 
July were beginning to bite. Consequently, the mark rate 
dropped further, reaching $0.3134 on August 16, and the 
Federal Reserve again sold marks to consolidate the dollar’s 
improvement. These sales brought to $21.4 million equiva
lent the total of marks sold in market operations.

The shift in sentiment in favor of the dollar continued, 
pushing the mark rate to $0.312614 on August 21. On the 
next day, however, German commercial banks reportedly 
found themselves short of liquidity to meet their reserve 
requirements through the end of August. A squeeze devel
oped in the Frankfurt money market, and the banks
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scrambled to buy marks in the exchanges, setting off a sharp 
rise in the mark rate before the banks’ liquidity needs were 
met. When the July trade figures for the United States 
showing a narrowing of the trade deficit were announced 
on August 24, however, the mark eased once again.

In other operations during the period under review, 
the United States authorities, under agreements with the 
German Bundesbank, were able to liquidate certain Ger
man mark obligations entered into prior to the floating of 
the mark in May 1971. In March and July the United 
States Treasury purchased sufficient marks from the Bun
desbank to redeem in two payments a $153 million mark- 
denominated note. Moreover, on July 24, the Federal 
Reserve liquidated its remaining $50 million equivalent 
mark swap commitment, also purchasing marks directly 
from the Bundesbank. This repayment placed the $1 
billion swap arrangement with the Bundesbank on a fully 
standby basis, and no new drawings have been made.

S W I S S  F R A N C

Under the Smithsonian agreement the Swiss authorities 
fixed a central rate for the franc of $ 0 .2 6 0 4 — in effect, 
an increase of 6.36 percent against the dollar from the 
franc’s previous parity and of 13.88 percent from the 
parity in force prior to Switzerland’s revaluation on May 
10, 1971— and announced their new intervention points, 
2V a  percent on either side of the central rate. Actual 
trading conditions were little changed, however, since the 
banks had been allowed to deal throughout and because 
the restrictions imposed the preceding August remained in 
effect. Increases in the banks’ net foreign liabilities over 
the July 31, 1971 levels continued to be subject to a 100 
percent reserve requirement, and interest payments on 
nonresidents’ deposits made after July 31 were still pro
hibited. In the wake of the Smithsonian agreement there 
were modest outflows from Switzerland, and the franc 
gradually began to ease toward the new floor of 
$0.254634. There was no substantial unwinding of specu
lative positions, however, and the Swiss banks remained 
highly liquid as the year-end approached.

Early in January, with the current account of Switzer
land’s balance of payments continuing in small surplus 
and the markets hesitant in the face of the many monetary 
issues still to be resolved, the franc rate remained slightly 
above the floor, even as domestic monetary conditions 
eased further. By midmonth the market was already begin
ning to question the durability of the exchange rate 
realignment, and the spot franc rose along with other 
European currencies. Over succeeding weeks, as traders 
grew increasingly jittery, several rounds of heavy buying

pushed the franc up to as high as the central rate. At that 
time, in view of the continuing inflows from abroad, the 
Swiss National Bank instituted a requirement that 25 
percent of the proceeds of foreign bond issues in Switzerland 
(which were running at more than twice their volume of a 
year earlier) had to be converted into dollars by the central 
bank at the franc’s lower intervention limit. Another wave 
of demand for francs developed in early March when, in the 
general strengthening of European currencies, the Swiss 
franc was rapidly bid up to some 1 percent above the central 
rate. The tensions in the foreign exchanges eased abruptly at 
that point, however, and the franc rate fell back sharply. 
Since domestic liquidity remained extremely abundant in 
Switzerland, the decline was steeper in the Swiss franc 
market than elsewhere on the Continent, and after mid- 
March the spot rate was again below the central rate.

On April 5 the Swiss National Bank and the Swiss 
Bankers Association agreed on two measures to mop up 
some of the excess domestic liquidity. First, marginal re
serve requirements ranging up to 20 percent were intro
duced against the growth in the banks’ domestic liabilities 
since July 31, 1971. Second, the already existing 100 per
cent reserve requirement against increases in the banks’ 
net foreign liabilities was considerably tightened through 
a more restrictive interpretation, even though the required 
ratio was halved. At first, there was little reaction to these 
measures in the Swiss franc market and the spot rate held 
fairly steady. But, as the market came to appreciate the 
possible consequences of the restriction on the banks’ net 
foreign currency positions, the franc weakened.

Late in April the Swiss banks began to transfer funds 
to the National Bank under the terms of the tightened re
serve requirement against increases in net liabilities to 
foreigners. An alternative for the banks was to reduce 
their net external liability positions by purchasing dollars 
from the National Bank, and on May 2 the National Bank 
sold $150 million at the rate of $0.2577^ (SF3.88) 
for this purpose. The following day the National Bank an
nounced that it would henceforth be prepared to sell dol
lars at this higher rate, rather than at the official lower 
intervention point of $0.2546%, thereby reducing the ef
fective range of fluctuation of the Swiss franc. In a parallel 
move, it lifted to the same level the exchange rate for con
versions of foreign bond proceeds raised in Switzerland, 
while increasing to 40 percent from 25 percent the share of 
such proceeds that had to be converted at the central bank. 
These measures had no direct impact on the market but, 
over succeeding weeks, resulted in a further decline in the 
National Bank’s dollar holdings.

The nervousness that broke out in the exchanges at the 
beginning of the second week of May pushed the franc
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somewhat higher, but there was never any severe pressure 
and the spot rate soon receded, declining until the mid
dle of that month. Trading in francs then turned quiet, 
with the rate about % percent under the central rate and 
well below the EC currencies. Taking advantage of the 
relatively weak exchange rate, the Federal Reserve, with 
the agreement of the Swiss National Bank, initiated a pro
gram of moderate purchases of Swiss francs in the market 
to make a start on covering the System’s swap commit
ments in that currency— $ 1 billion equivalent to the Swiss 
National Bank and $600 million to the BIS. By early June, 
such Federal Reserve purchases were sufficient, together 
with $250 million of francs bought directly from the Swiss 
National Bank to replenish its dollar balances, to enable 
the Federal Reserve to make swap repayments totaling 
$300 million equivalent to that bank. The System’s Swiss 
franc swap indebtedness to the National Bank was thereby 
reduced to $700 million, while the additional $600 million 
equivalent Swiss franc drawing on the BIS remained out
standing.

Late in May the Swiss National Bank’s sustained efforts 
to absorb domestic liquidity began to take hold and the 
Swiss franc strengthened. On May 30, an erroneous press 
report from Switzerland to the effect that Under Secretary 
Volcker had not absolutely ruled out the possibility of 
another dollar devaluation set off a particularly sharp 
reaction in the Swiss franc market. In heavy trading, the 
rate surged by Va percent within half an hour. Although 
the wire service later admitted that it had transmitted its

own interpretation of Mr. Volcker’s response to questions 
and that the Under Secretary had in fact strongly sup
ported the Smithsonian alignment, the market did not 
immediately recover from the initial adverse reaction, and 
the franc swung widely around the central rate over the 
subsequent days.

This misunderstanding was the first of a series of dis
quieting developments to hit the exchange markets in 
rapid succession in the late spring, and the Swiss franc be
came increasingly subject to speculative pressures. Early 
in June, free-market gold prices— which had already ad
vanced sharply the preceding month— surged in a strong 
speculative outburst on rumors of an increase in the offi
cial price of gold. In response, the Swiss franc rose 
rapidly, moving through its $0.2604Mj central rate.

Later in the month, the fever in the gold markets 
abated and the Swiss banks’ concerns over their midyear 
liquidity positions were eased by the willingness of the 
National Bank to extend assistance through short-term 
swaps. (In fact, it granted a total of $923 million in swaps 
over the midyear period.) Nevertheless, demand for Swiss 
francs began to pick up, as funds were switched out of 
sterling on a progressively heavier scale. Since Switzer
land is not a party to the EC currency arrangements, the 
franc rate was not pulled downward, as were many other 
Continental currencies, by the rapid drop of sterling vis- 
a-vis the dollar. Instead, the spot franc was propelled 
upward by speculative positioning to $0.2653 by June 22.

Following the floating of the pound on June 23, the 
Swiss National Bank announced that it would not inter
vene in the foreign exchange market until further notice. 
The Swiss banks were still free to trade, however, and the 
franc immediately rose above its ceiling. On June 26 the 
Swiss authorities took new and more drastic measures to 
limit the inflow of foreign capital, this time banning the 
sale to foreign investors of domestic securities, foreign 
securities denominated in Swiss francs, and mortgages on 
land and also prohibiting all sales of Swiss real estate to 
nonresidents. Following these steps, the franc rate moved 
back down toward its official ceiling. When other Conti
nental central banks reopened for business on June 28, 
however, the National Bank stayed out of the market to 
assess the situation further, and the franc continued to 
trade erratically above the upper limit in a thin market 
through the month end. During this period, the Federal 
Reserve sold out of balances small amounts of francs in 
the New York market, with most of the proceeds used to 
purchase German marks.

When the National Bank resumed operations on Mon
day, July 3, it warned that a negative interest rate penalty 
on increases in nonresident deposits in Switzerland would
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be imposed if the inflow of funds became too large. Never
theless, there was a heavy demand for francs, and the 
bank was forced to intervene at the upper intervention 
limit. The Swiss authorities moved promptly, therefore, to 
impose a quarterly 2 percent tax on any portion of foreign 
deposits with Swiss banks in excess of the balances held 
on June 30, 1972. In addition, they extended the prohibi
tion of interest payments on nonresident deposits made 
after July 31, 1971 to all banks (this ban had previously 
applied only to deposits with the larger banks), prohibited 
all banks from having net foreign exchange liability posi
tions (including forward positions) at the close of business 
on any day, subjected borrowings abroad by Swiss citizens 
and corporations to the prior approval of the Swiss National 
Bank, and placed on a legal basis the previous gentlemen’s 
agreement establishing the marginal reserve requirements 
against banks’ net foreign liabilities. This barrage of mea
sures halted the inflows, and the Swiss franc fell away from 
its upper limit, reaching as low as $0.2647 on July 5.

As the July 17-18 meeting of the EC Finance Ministers 
approached, the Swiss franc again came into extremely 
heavy demand, and the National Bank had to absorb just 
over $ 1 billion. Once the meeting got under way, however, 
the market concluded that the anticipated joint EC float 
against the dollar probably would not materialize, and buy
ing pressure on the franc tapered off. When the meeting 
ended in a reaffirmation of official intent to defend the 
Smithsonian parities, some offerings of Swiss francs against 
dollars developed and the franc rate fell rapidly away from 
its $0.2664V8 ceiling. The downward movement was accel
erated by the news of the United States authorities’ reentry 
into the exchanges on July 19 and by the favorable response 
that action received. The franc reached as low as $0.2641 
before leveling off. On July 21, in order to absorb part of 
the franc liquidity resulting from the heavy mid-July in
flows, the National Bank raised its marginal reserve require
ments against increases in the banks’ domestic and foreign 
liabilities.

The Swiss franc market, no longer fueled by a rapid 
succession of speculative rumors, then turned very quiet. 
In mid-August, when sentiment toward the dollar improved 
in response to the Federal Reserve’s continuing market in
tervention and release of improved second-quarter United 
States balance-of-payments figures, the Swiss franc fol
lowed the German mark downward. By early September, 
the spot rate was fluctuating around the $0.2645 level.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

Following the Smithsonian meeting, the Belgian 
authorities announced that the franc’s central rate would

be set at $0.022313, an effective revaluation of 2.76 per
cent against gold and a total appreciation of 11.57 per
cent against the dollar. New intervention points were es
tablished at 2lA  percent above and below the central rate. 
At the same time, Belgium and the Netherlands (which ap
preciated the guilder by the same percentage against the 
dollar) decided to maintain the close link between their 
currencies by continuing to intervene when necessary to 
keep the rate between the franc and the guilder within a
1.5 percent spread. Moreover, the Belgian authorities 
maintained the two-tier market structure, with only cur
rent transactions going through the official market. When 
the Brussels exchange market was reopened on December
21, the Belgian franc was quoted well above the new floor 
and rose gradually thereafter. By the year-end, when Euro
dollar quotations fell below comparable Belgian domestic 
interest yields, the franc reached the new central rate.

Early in 1972, the Belgian franc joined other currencies 
in rising sharply against the dollar, and by February the 
National Bank had begun to take in dollars, both on a 
swap and an outright basis. Moreover, in the separate mar
ket for financial francs, quotations had risen to a significant 
premium over the commercial rate. To a large extent, the 
run-up of the franc reflected relatively high interest rates in 
Belgium, as well as market fears over the prospects for the 
Smithsonian agreement. For its part, the National Bank 
cut its lending rates three times between the first of the 
year and early March, with the discount rate reduced from 
5 V2 percent to 4 percent in Vi percent steps, but these ac
tions served merely to bring Belgian rates down into line 
with comparable rates in other centers. At the same time, 
economic activity was only gradually recovering from a 
slow-down and Belgium’s current-account surplus remained 
large. Once the spot rate began to rise, fears of a possible 
further advance led to a buildup of leads and lags in trade 
payments, which in turn generated additional demand in 
both spot and forward markets for commercial francs.

Early in March, when there was widespread discussion 
of a possible common EC response to growing dollar in
flows, either through a joint float of their currencies or 
through administrative controls to bar these inflows, there 
was a jump in demand for several currencies, and the Na
tional Bank of Belgium again had to take in dollars at the 
Smithsonian ceiling. On March 9, in an effort to discourage 
short-term capital inflows, the authorities instructed the 
banks to avoid any further buildup in their spot liabilities 
to foreigners without a corresponding increase in their spot 
foreign assets. This tended to stem the tide for the time 
being, and the franc rate backed away.

With the Brussels money market now highly liquid, 
and with incentives having opened up in favor of moving
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into Euro-dollars, the Belgian franc continued to decline 
through mid-April. The generally improved exchange mar
ket atmosphere also encouraged some unwinding of the 
earlier leads and lags in favor of the franc. Nevertheless, 
the Belgian current account was still in surplus, and when 
the domestic money market turned tighter once again late 
in April while Euro-dollar rates declined, the Belgian franc 
began to advance. This tendency continued through May, 
when renewed nervousness in the exchanges led to a number 
of brief spurts in the Belgian franc rate. Late in May, when 
the Belgian government needed dollars for current pay
ments, the Federal Reserve purchased francs in a direct 
transaction with the National Bank and, using these francs 
as well as some balances on hand, repaid a total of $20 
million equivalent of its swap debt to the National Bank. 
The System’s Belgian franc swap commitments were thereby 
reduced to $470 million, including $35 million equivalent 
owed to the BIS.

When sterling came under speculative attack in mid- 
June, the Belgian franc was initially pushed up to its upper 
limit against the dollar. Sterling soon dropped to its mid
dle rate, and the spread within the EC band thus reached 
the full 2 lA  percent. Consequently, as pounds continued to 
be dumped on the markets, the National Bank of Belgium 
joined other EC central banks in the support effort, buying 
sterling with francs in the market and making francs avail
able to the Bank of England for corresponding intervention 
in London. As the whole EC band was pulled down against 
the dollar by the pressure on sterling, the franc dropped 
to as low as $0.022537 on June 22, or 1.3 percent below 
the ceiling. The floating of the pound on June 23 released 
the downward pressure on the EC band, and the franc 
snapped back to its ceiling. After absorbing some dol
lars, the National Bank of Belgium quickly withdrew from 
the market along with the other Continental central banks 
that had opened that morning. In the limited trading that 
followed, the franc rate immediately rose above its Smith
sonian ceiling. After the EC Finance Ministers met in 
Luxembourg on June 26 and made clear their intention 
of upholding both the Smithsonian and EC currency ar
rangements, the Belgian exchange market was reopened 
on June 28. At first, the rate held just below its upper limit 
and there was no need for the Belgian authorities to inter
vene.

The grave uncertainties left in the wake of the floating 
of the pound soon led to new demands for Continental 
currencies, however, and along with other European cen
tral banks the National Bank had to intervene heavily 
in early July, particularly on July 13-14, just prior to the 
EC Finance Ministers’ meeting in London. Reports from 
that meeting tended to reassure the markets and, as with
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other currencies, the franc edged away from its upper 
limit. Nevertheless, although the German mark, the Dutch 
guilder, and the Swiss franc all declined fairly sharply over 
subsequent days, the Belgian franc hovered close to its 
upper limit. By late July it had moved back to its ceiling 
and held there into early August, with the National Bank 
again absorbing dollars almost every day.

In part, the relative strength of the Belgian franc re
flected the continuing current-account surplus. In addition, 
the Belgian authorities had worked out a gentlemen’s 
agreement with the Belgian commercial banks to absorb 
some of the domestic liquidity created by the earlier offi
cial purchases of sterling and dollars, and the banks made 
sizable deposits with the central bank at the end of July 
and during most of August. Finally, it was clear that the 
speculative buildup of the previous month had not been 
unwound, and the longer the rate held at the ceiling the 
more entrenched became market expectations that the 
Belgian authorities might not be able to resolve the situa
tion within the context of the Smithsonian agreement.

In these circumstances, on August 10, following consul
tations with the National Bank of Belgium, the Federal 
Reserve initiated a probing action in the New York ex
change market to see whether some shift of expectations 
could be generated that would pry the Belgian franc loose 
from its ceiling. As in the case of the operation in German 
marks in July, this Bank placed a large offer of Belgian 
francs in the market at the current rate. As the market 
backed away, the offer was subsequently moved down 
and a moderate amount of francs was sold over the course 
of the day. On the following morning in Europe there was
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not only some decline of the franc rate but also some sympa
thetic easing of other currency rates. To consolidate the 
gain, the Federal Reserve followed up with further offers 
on subsequent days, but, with the market continuing to 
back away, only a small amount of Belgian francs was sold. 
By August 14, the Belgian franc was clearly following the 
general downtrend of other European currencies, so that no 
further offers were made. As had been agreed at the 
inception of the operation, the Federal Reserve covered its 
franc sales by drawing on its swap line with the National 
Bank. These drawings totaling $10.2 million equivalent 
were repaid by early September, as improved conditions 
permitted the Federal Reserve to acquire the needed francs 
through market operations.

With the generally improved sentiment for the dollar, the 
franc continued to decline on its own through the end of 
August, reaching as low as $0.022743 before steadying in 
early September. As of September 8, the Federal Reserve 
swap drawings in Belgian francs remained at $470 million 
equivalent.

D U T C H  G U I L D E R

At the conclusion of the Smithsonian meeting, the 
Dutch government announced that the guilder would be 
revalued by 2.76 percent against gold, thus producing an 
effective appreciation of the guilder of 11.57 percent rela
tive to the dollar. New intervention limits were set at 2lA  
percent on either side of the new central rate of $0.3082. 
There was little outflow of funds from the Netherlands 
when the Amsterdam market was reopened on December 
21 and, with the Dutch current account strengthening 
against the background of sluggish domestic economic 
activity, the guilder rate began to rise during late Decem
ber and early January.

With interest rates falling in foreign centers early in 
January, the Netherlands Bank reduced all its lending 
rates by V2 percentage point, the discount rate being cut 
to AV2 percent. Domestic money market rates declined in 
response, but the exchange rate did not follow suit, as 
there were sizable new direct investment inflows and the 
underlying Dutch payments position remained strong. 
Even more important, the demand for guilders reflected 
the exchange market’s growing concern over the viability 
of the exchange rate realignment negotiated in Washing
ton, and the rise of the guilder followed closely the 
advance of other Continental currencies, particularly the 
German mark. Consequently, the guilder rate was ratcheted 
upward in several stages in January and early February, 
reaching almost to the upper intervention level. In 
February, the Dutch authorities moved to provide addi

tional liquidity to the Amsterdam money market, first by 
open market purchases of Dutch Treasury bills and 
subsequently through exchange market swaps, and these 
operations relieved some of the upward pressure on the 
spot rate. Nevertheless, just after midmonth a new wave of 
exchange market uncertainty briefly pushed the spot 
guilder to the ceiling, and the Netherlands Bank had to 
absorb a modest amount of dollars. The market turned 
quieter through the end of February, and in view of the 
further decline in interest rates abroad, effective March 2, 
the Netherlands Bank cut its discount rate by V2 percent
age point to 4 percent.

By early March, however, the debate in Europe over 
alternative means of dealing with dollar inflows was in 
full swing, with a further extension of capital controls 
appearing to be the most likely route. Consequently, there 
was an influx of funds into guilders by traders and 
investors who feared that new controls could render 
the guilder more expensive or even unavailable for 
certain kinds of transactions later on. The heavy demand 
pushed up the guilder rate, although the Netherlands Bank 
slowed the advance by entering into new swaps with its 
banks. Then, on March 7, the EC countries reached the 
decision to narrow the band of fluctuation between their 
currencies, and the market took the view that the Com
munity would now be in a better position to take common 
action against dollar inflows— perhaps through a joint 
float. The demand for guilders thus swelled even further, 
pushing the spot rate to its Smithsonian upper limit, and 
over the course of three days the Netherlands Bank had to 
absorb $417 million. On March 9 the Netherlands Bank 
moved to curb inflows from abroad by prohibiting non
residents from making new guilder time deposits or renew
ing such deposits when they mature and by banning the 
payment of interest on nonresidents’ demand deposits. At 
the same time, the central bank restated its determination 
to maintain its Smithsonian buying and selling rates for 
dollars. Following these moves, the market turned much 
quieter and, as new inflows tapered off, the spot rate soon 
retreated from the ceiling.

The Dutch money market was now extremely liquid as 
a result of the earlier heavy influx of funds, and the guilder 
tended to drift downward through the second half of 
March and well into April, steadying only after dropping 
below $0.3100 in mid-April. Thereafter, the guilder fol
lowed the gradual updrift of the German mark and other 
Continental currencies, and by early June was trading 
quietly around $0.3125.

The guilder was then caught up in the rush out of sterling. 
Although the guilder rate was bid up at first, the operation 
of the EC currency arrangements eventually resulted in a
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decline of the whole EC band vis-a-vis the dollar. As ster
ling weakened, it reached its support point against succes
sive Community currencies. By June 22, the guilder too 
was at the ceiling of the Community band (now well below 
the Smithsonian upper limit against the dollar) and the 
Netherlands Bank was obliged to buy sterling with guilders. 
This additional supply of guilders tended to push the guil
der rate still lower against the dollar, to 1.4 percent below 
the ceiling at one point.

On June 23, following announcement of the floating of 
sterling, the Netherlands Bank along with other European 
central banks withdrew from the market. After the EC Fi
nance Ministers’ meeting on June 26, the Dutch joined 
others in reaffirming their commitment to the Smithsonian 
and EC arrangements. The Amsterdam market was offi
cially reopened on Wednesday, June 28, with the guilder 
trading below its official ceiling. Over subsequent days, 
however, the dollar came under pressure in other Conti
nental markets and, with exchange controls in other coun
tries deflecting funds away from those currencies, the 
guilder came into strong demand, obliging the Netherlands 
Bank to absorb substantial amounts of dollars. By July 7, 
stiff measures by the Swiss authorities had helped calm the 
European exchanges and the guilder edged away from its 
ceiling. The respite proved only temporary, as the pro
spective EC Finance Ministers’ meeting on July 17-18 in 
London sparked new rumors of a possible joint float against 
the dollar that led to massive shifting out of dollars into 
most Continental currencies. Along with other central 
banks, the Netherlands Bank had to absorb progressively
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larger amounts of dollars. In sum, from the time of the 
floating of sterling through July 17, the Netherlands Bank 
took in $543 million at the Smithsonian ceiling.

Demand pressures for Continental currencies abated 
considerably when, during the course of the London 
meeting, the EC Finance Ministers reaffirmed their deter
mination to defend the Smithsonian agreement, while 
focusing their discussion on longer term issues of monetary 
reform. Also, on July 17, the Netherlands Bank announced 
additional measures to curtail capital imports, both through 
leads and lags in payments for merchandise trade and 
through intracorporate transfers by multinational firms. 
These steps helped calm the guilder market further, and the 
rate began to ease away from the upper limit. The Federal 
Reserve’s reentry into the exchange market through offers 
of marks in New York on July 19 brought about an easing 
of the German mark against the dollar over the next few 
days, and the guilder rate too began to decline. Moreover, 
as the rate continued to soften through the end of July and 
into August, previous leads and lags on trade transactions 
began to be unwound. As a result of this decline, the spread 
between the guilder and the Belgian franc reached lVi 
percent. Under the terms of the Benelux agreement the 
Netherlands Bank was obliged to sell modest amounts of 
Belgian francs against guilders in order to prevent the 
spread from widening still further. By early September the 
guilder was trading below $0.3100 in a quiet market.

F R E N C H  F R A N C

The French balance of payments had been in substan
tial surplus in 1971, and the franc had remained strong 
throughout the year. As part of the Smithsonian agreement, 
the French government agreed to keep the gold parity of the 
franc unchanged, thereby permitting the franc to appreci
ate relative to the dollar by 8.57 percent. The new central 
rate for the franc was set at $0.1954%, with intervention 
limits set at 2lA  percent on either side. Although many of 
the exchange controls imposed in the second half of 1971 
were eased or abolished following the Smithsonian agree
ment, the French authorities maintained the basic structure 
of their two-tier exchange market. Under this system, which 
subsequently has been liberalized, the Bank of France de
fends the franc at the prescribed intervention points only 
in the official market (through which trade and most service 
transactions as well as governmental transactions are ef
fected), while all capital transactions and some service 
transactions are strictly segregated in a financial market 
where the franc rate is allowed to find its own level.

Despite the strength of the franc during 1971, most mar
ket participants had not expected so large an appreciation
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of the franc against the dollar, and profit taking brought the 
rate under heavy selling pressure as soon as the Paris ex
change market was reopened on December 21. With leads 
and lags beginning to be unwound, the French authorities 
sold a considerable amount of dollars in the market as the 
spot franc edged downward almost to its new floor. Selling 
pressure on the franc let up in the last days of December 
and, as doubts began to develop in the markets over the 
durability of the Smithsonian agreement, the franc rate 
early in 1972 started a long steady advance. The finan
cial franc, in the meanwhile, had fallen below the official 
franc’s floor on December 21 as speculative positions 
were unwound, but it subsequently converged with the 
official franc.

During the first quarter, the French current-account 
balance deteriorated. Furthermore, in January the French 
authorities took a number of steps to stimulate the domes
tic economy, including reductions by the Bank of France 
in its rates on discounts and secu/ed advances of Vi per
centage point to 6 percent and IV2 percent, respectively. 
While the franc rate might have been expected to soften 
in consequence, there was simultaneously a general 
strengthening of European currencies against the dollar, 
and the spot franc quickly rose to a level only slightly 
below the central rate. In early February, an additional 
burst of demand, set off in part by open debate over mea
sures to control short-term capital flows and rumors of 
growing official support in Europe for a joint EC float, 
lifted the franc somewhat above the central rate. These 
speculative pressures continued through much of the 
month and, with the Bank of France on the sidelines, the 
rate rose steadily. At the same time, the financial franc 
was pushed up to a modest premium above the official 
rate.

The market atmosphere deteriorated further when, on 
March 3, French Finance Minister Giscard d’Estaing 
warned that the European response to continuing dol
lar inflows would be a further extension of exchange 
controls— perhaps at first on a piecemeal basis but later 
in concert. It was shortly thereafter that the EC Finance 
Ministers announced they would soon cut to 2 V* percent 
the maximum permissible spread among their currencies. 
In the general rush into all European currencies that 
followed, the commercial franc was pushed almost to its 
ceiling by March 9, and the financial franc, bid up not only 
by speculative pressures but also by heavy foreign pur
chases of French securities, surged almost 3 percent above 
that level.

The flurry was short-lived, however, and the commercial 
franc quickly settled down to a rate well below its ceiling. 
The financial franc, although staying above the offi

cial ceiling, also eased. At first, the softening reflected a 
normal technical reaction to the preceding excessive sales 
of dollars. In mid-March, however, there was a per
ceptible improvement in market atmosphere following 
the regular central bank meeting in Basle, Switzerland, 
Secretary Connally’s indication of willingness to discuss the 
forum for negotiations on international monetary reform, 
and President Pompidou’s expression of optimism about 
the international monetary situation. Moreover, the French 
authorities acted at this time to ease domestic monetary 
conditions, cutting requirements against the banks’ domes
tic demand and time deposits (the requirements against 
liabilities to nonresidents were, however, kept unchanged), 
reducing those longer term interest rates directly controlled 
by the Ministry of Finance, and lowering the Bank of 
France’s domestic money market intervention rates.

Further relaxations of monetary policy relieved buying 
pressure on the franc until late April. Then, heavy month- 
end conversions of export proceeds and, later, a temporary 
liquidity squeeze during the tax payment period exerted 
upward pressure on the franc, and the spot rate climbed 
close to its ceiling. Underlying liquidity conditions con
tinued to ease, however, and, once month-end factors were 
out of the way, the franc traded quietly just below the 
upper intervention point until the end of May.

At that point the franc rose to its ceiling in response to 
an erroneous news report of Treasury Under Secretary 
Volcker’s press conference on May 30. The pressure was 
especially heavy on June 2, when the Bank of France 
moved to restrain the growth of the French money supply 
by raising the reserve requirement against increases in bank 
credit from 2 percent to 4 percent. With interest rates in 
France already higher than in other major European coun
tries, however, the authorities were confronted with a 
dilemma since they did not wish to draw in additional 
funds from abroad. Consequently, the Bank of France 
reduced its money market intervention rates on successive 
days to keep domestic interest rates below Euro-dollar 
yields. With each drop in the domestic intervention rates, 
the pressure in the exchange market subsided and the 
franc temporarily edged below its ceiling. Meanwhile, the 
financial franc had advanced to a premium of over 3 per
cent above the commercial rate, reflecting flows of funds 
into the French stock market and some switching of funds 
out of sterling.

The franc rate was again pushed hard against its ceiling 
in mid-June, when speculation against sterling began. 
As the flight from sterling gathered momentum, 
large-scale official intervention was required to keep 
sterling within 2 lA  percent of the franc. Both the 
Bank of France and the Bank of England had to inter-
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relatively tight rein on domestic liquidity by raising the 
banks’ minimum reserve requirements against both resident 
and nonresident liabilities by 2 percentage points, effective 
July 21. The franc remained close to the ceiling in early 
August, but a somewhat softer tone developed toward mid
month following market and press reports that the Federal 
Reserve had been selling Belgian francs. Moreover, the 
dollar was also helped by subsequent news of improved 
second-quarter United States balance-of-payments figures 
and reports of further United States efforts to find a settle
ment of the war in Vietnam. The financial franc had 
been dropping more sharply, falling to a premium of less 
than 2 Vi percent over the official franc’s ceiling, as new 
issues of franc-denominated Euro-bond issues slackened 
during the vacation period and as conversions of franc 
bank notes sold abroad by French tourists swelled. Later in 
August, both the commercial and financial franc rates 
firmed but trading remained orderly.

vene on a progressively heavier scale, supplying francs 
against sterling to an often hectic market. In the circum
stances, the franc was pulled lower and lower vis-a-vis the 
dollar until it reached $0.1972V^ by the morning of June
22, some 1.4 percent below the ceiling.

With the announcement of the floating of the pound at 
the opening on June 23, the franc immediately rebounded 
to the ceiling. After absorbing a sizable amount of dollars, 
the Bank of France, in a joint move with the other EC 
central banks that were still dealing in the foreign 
exchanges that morning, ceased intervening and the Paris 
exchange market was closed. When the Bank of France 
reopened the exchange market on June 28, the franc 
hovered close to the ceiling but the market was relatively 
quiet and there was little further official intervention. As a 
result of the inflows during June, French reserves rose by 
$921 million.

During the first half of July, strong speculative pressure 
began to build up against the dollar; with the franc rate 
hard against its upper limit, the Bank of France had 
to intervene almost every day, often in large amounts. The 
outcome of the EC Finance Ministers’ meeting in London 
on July 17-18 had a calming effect on the market, however, 
and in line with the general firming of the dollar in mid- 
July the demand for francs eased to the point where 
official support tapered off. Nevertheless, the spot rate 
continued to bump up against the ceiling until news of 
the Federal Reserve’s intervention in defense of the dollar 
on July 19 helped reduce pressure on the franc. Even then 
the franc continued firm by comparison with other Conti
nental currencies, as the French authorities maintained a

I T A L I A N  L I R A

Following the Smithsonian meeting, the Italian authori
ties established a central rate of $0.001719% for the lira, 
representing a 7.48 percent appreciation against the dollar 
that was slightly less than the dollar’s devaluation against 
gold. At the same time, they revoked the exchange con
trol regulations introduced as of December 6, whereby 
the Italian banks had been instructed to refuse conversion 
of foreign currencies into lire unless the proceeds were 
required for normal trade or service transactions or for 
nonspeculative capital transactions backed by the appro
priate documentation.

After the Italian exchange market was reopened on 
December 21, the spot rate soon settled near its new 
floor. A prolonged period of political uncertainty and the 
resultant delay in dealing with important social and eco
nomic problems generated some capital outflows. At 
the same time there were continuing prepayments of foreign 
loans. Consequently, even though the already large sur
plus in Italy’s balance of payments on current account was 
expanding as the pace of domestic economic activity 
slowed, the spot rate held close to its lower limit through 
the second week in January. Then, with successive waves 
of speculation pushing many of the other EC currencies 
to their ceilings, the lira was pulled upward, eventually 
reaching some 1 percent below its central rate where it 
traded through early March.

On March 7 the EC Finance Ministers announced their 
agreement in principle to narrow the margin of fluctuation 
between the Common Market countries’ currencies to 
IVa percent. With other EC currencies at or close to their
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ceilings, the market responded to this announcement by 
pushing the lira up into the proposed band. For some days 
the spot rate was, therefore, above the central rate. But the 
European markets soon turned quieter and, when the other 
EC currencies edged away from their upper limits, the lira 
— near the bottom of the 2 Va percent band— dropped back 
to the central rate or just below, where it held through the 
end of the month.

A still softer tone developed in early April, especially 
when the Bank of Italy acted to help stimulate an upturn 
in economic activity by relaxing domestic credit condi
tions. Taking advantage of the tendency toward lower 
interest rates abroad, the bank cut its rates on discounts 
and secured advances by V2 percentage point to 4 per
cent and 3 Vi percent, respectively, effective April 10. 
(The additional IV2 percentage point penalty for banks 
making excessive use of central bank credit was, however, 
maintained.) Simultaneously, interest payments on bal
ances held by commercial banks with the Bank of Italy 
were discontinued for deposits of more than eight days, 
and were reduced from IV2 percent to 1 percent per an
num for deposits of eight days or less. The banks were 
thus induced to place excess funds in the market rather 
than with the central bank, and shortly thereafter they cut 
both their lending and deposit rates.

The spot lira rate declined until just before the EC cur
rency arrangements limiting the maximum permissible 
spread between any two EC currencies were put into effect 
on April 24. At that point the spot rate firmed somewhat, 
fluctuating about 2 percent below the strongest EC cur
rency through the month end. In early May, when the 
Belgian and French francs moved smartly higher, the lira 
held at the lower end of the band. But no official inter
vention was required to keep the lira within the band, as 
market arbitrage proved sufficient to do so in the 
absence of strong pressures. As other EC currencies 
rose during May, the lira rate was pulled higher and it 
hovered around the central rate until late May. Then, 
when formal consultations to form a new government in 
Italy were undertaken, the lira moved up to about 0.4 
percent above the central rate.

The accelerating attack on sterling that developed in 
mid-June brought with it heavy selling of lire and an 
abrupt shift in leads and lags against Italy. By June 22 the 
spot rate had been pushed to more than 1 percent below 
the central rate. When the Italian exchange market re
mained closed on Friday, June 23, in the wake of the 
floating of the pound, reports circulated widely both in the 
market and in the Italian press that the lira would be 
devalued or that the Italian authorities were strongly 
considering withdrawing from the EC arrangements. In this
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atmosphere, the formation of a new Italian coalition gov
ernment failed to allay the market’s intense nervousness.

On June 26 the EC Finance Ministers, meeting in 
Luxembourg in the aftermath of sterling’s float, confirmed 
their intention to maintain the EC arrangements and, to 
facilitate Italy’s continued adherence to the scheme, per
mitted Italy to intervene for a three-month period in dol
lars rather than in EC currencies to keep the lira within 
the EC band. (The EC arrangements normally permit in
tervention in dollars only when a currency is at its Smith
sonian limits.) In addition, the Italian authorities took 
several other measures in an attempt to tighten control 
over foreign currency movements. They prohibited the 
crediting of lira notes to foreign accounts, thereby shutting 
down the export of capital through bank note conversion. 
They authorized the banks to assume net foreign liability 
positions rather than, as before, requiring balanced posi
tions. And, finally, they reopened the door to nonbank 
borrowings abroad.

Fortified with these measures, the Italian authorities 
reopened the exchange market on June 28. The lira 
opened that day well outside the 2Va percent EC band, 
and sizable intervention was required to bring the lira 
back into the band at around its central rate. Despite this 
support, pressure on the lira continued as leads and lags 
remained adverse and Italian residents continued to repay 
their foreign borrowings. Consequently, the Italian au
thorities had to intervene in support of the lira well into 
July. To help offset the cost to official reserves of this 
foreign exchange market intervention, the Italian Ex
change Office required any bank that developed a net for
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eign asset position to use the surplus foreign exchange to 
repay outstanding dollar swaps with it, while public enter
prises were encouraged to tap the Euro-dollar market for 
large amounts. By mid-July, Italian banks were repatriat
ing funds on a large scale, state-owned entities were con
verting considerable amounts taken up in the international 
market, and tourist receipts were starting to build up. 
Consequently, pressure on the spot rate subsided, and the 
lira held just around its central rate through the rest of the 
month. Some of the foreign exchange inflows were added 
to official reserves, keeping the total reserve cost of the 
Italian support operations in June and July to around 
$100 million. This improved atmosphere continued 
through August, although the lira eased somewhat along 
with other European currencies as the dollar strengthened.

J A P A N E S E  Y E N

For several years prior to 1971, Japan had recorded 
progressively larger balance-of-payments surpluses, 
marked both by a burgeoning trade surplus and by 
increasingly heavy private capital inflows. As foreign 
exchange reserves mounted, the government had 
moved to impede or offset the inflows of funds by 
tightening exchange controls, by promoting a shift in the 
financing of Japanese imports from foreign to domestic 
sources, by liberalizing some of the controls on imports 
and on capital outflows, and by depositing some officially 
held dollars with commercial banks. While these measures 
had helped to relieve some of the immediate pressure, the 
markets became increasingly convinced that the yen was 
seriously undervalued. Therefore, when the United States 
Government suspended convertibility of the dollar in 
August 1971, there was a massive rush into yen which 
ultimately forced the Japanese government to float its cur
rency later that month. Over the following months, the 
yen rose sharply in the exchange market. But the authori
ties, concerned that a rapid run-up in the yen rate might 
impede the hoped-for recovery in the domestic economy, 
intervened heavily to moderate the advance.

Under the terms of the Smithsonian agreement, the 
central rate for the yen was established at $0.003246%, 
an effective appreciation of 16.88 percent against the dol
lar. The Japanese authorities, in line with actions taken by 
other countries, immediately abolished some of the severe 
measures imposed earlier to block the inflow of funds. 
Then, on January 5, with the yen settling near its floor 
and some reflows developing, the government announced 
a further relaxation of exchange controls, eliminating 
among other things the requirement of prior official ap
proval for any prepayment of Japanese exports. Not all

of the control apparatus was dismantled, however, and 
certain measures limiting the foreign positions of Japanese 
banks were retained. Over the next two days a bunching- 
up of export prepayments gave rise to a burst of demand 
for yen, and the Bank of Japan absorbed a sizable amount 
of dollars, but the market then turned quieter.

By late January, the exchange markets had become in
creasingly jittery. Most major foreign currencies began to 
rise sharply against the dollar, reflecting uncertainty over 
the viability of the Smithsonian agreement and concern 
over declining interest rates in the United States. The yen, 
in particular, was in strong demand as the December 18 
appreciation was seen by some as insufficient, given the 
size of the adjustment needed to bring the Japanese pay
ments accounts into balance. Even with the Bank of Japan 
intervening to slow the advance, the yen almost reached 
its upper limit by February 24.

In view of this renewed show of strength for the yen, 
the authorities resumed their efforts to encourage the financ
ing of Japanese trade out of Japanese reserves rather than 
with foreign credits and the yen eased. The Ministry of 
Finance began to make deposits, totaling $200 million in 
February and $100 million in March, with the Japanese 
exchange banks to induce those banks to reduce their bor
rowings from United States banks. Deposits with the banks 
to facilitate the provision of export cover had been initiated 
in June 1971, and these new deposits raised the total 
amount transferred out of official reserves to $1.5 billion. 
Then, late in March, the Bank of Japan announced that, as 
an additional step to curb official reserve growth, it would 
increase its share of the financing of the country’s imports 
from 30 percent to 50 percent over the four-month period 
beginning in April; credits already extended by the cen
tral bank under this program totaled some $1.3 billion at 
that time. Despite these programs, however, Japan’s offi
cial reserves rose by $1.2 billion during the first quarter, 
exclusive of the 1972 allocation of SDRs.

Early in April, the authorities decided to stimulate 
some demand for dollars by requiring repayment at matu
rity of a series of special dollar deposits made the previous 
fall in connection with provision of forward cover for 
small- and medium-sized Japanese enterprises. Since the 
banks did not have the dollars available, they were forced 
to come into the market as buyers of dollars to repay the 
maturing deposits. Shortly thereafter, Japanese seamen 
began a prolonged strike, and subsequent work disruptions 
at the docks and in other industrial sectors curtailed Jap
anese exports for some time. As a consequence of these 
developments, the yen declined over much of April and 
remained easy in early May. By mid-May, the yen dropped 
to as low as $0.003282, and the Bank of Japan sold dollars
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to steady the market. On May 23 the Bank of Japan an
nounced that, as of June 1, the 1.5 percent minimum reserve 
requirement against the foreign exchange banks’ free-yen 
liabilities to foreigners would be replaced by a 25 percent 
marginal requirement on increases in such liabilities. Also 
that day, the Japanese cabinet gave approval to a multi
faceted plan to stimulate domestic business activity and, 
at the same time, bring Japan’s external accounts into 
better balance. The exchange market did not believe these 
measures would bring any early change in the basic 
situation, however, and the spot rate held steady through 
early June.

With the attack on sterling, the entire Smithsonian 
alignment appeared threatened and the yen was bid sharp
ly upward. Following the floating of the pound, the Bank 
of Japan closed its exchange market while also announcing 
a reduction in its discount rate by Vi percentage point, to 
4 lA  percent. Then, in an attempt to isolate the Tokyo 
market from a new round of short-term inflows, the bank

doubled the reserve requirement for free-yen accounts to 
50 percent and strengthened the regulations against ad
vance payments of Japanese exports. When the Japanese 
market reopened on June 29, the Bank of Japan had to 
absorb substantial amounts of dollars through the end of 
June to hold the spot rate at the ceiling. These inflows and 
the continuing basic payments surplus were more than fully 
offset by the various measures taken to push dollars out 
of reserves. By the end of June the special deposits with 
the banks, which had been increased in several stages, 
amounted to $1.9 billion, and the Bank of Japan’s share 
in import financing amounted to some $2.3 billion. During 
the entire second quarter, the Japanese authorities suc
ceeded in pushing some $1.4 billion out of reserves through 
special operations, bringing about a reduction in reserves of 
$820 million for the quarter.

In early July, the exchange markets remained in the 
grip of uncertainties over the future of the Smithsonian 
agreement and, with the yen at its ceiling, the Bank 
of Japan was obliged to intervene heavily. Although 
most European currencies eventually edged away from 
their dollar ceilings, particularly after the July 17-18 Lon
don meeting of the EC Finance Ministers and the July 19 
exchange market initiative by the Federal Reserve, the Jap
anese yen remained at its upper limit in Tokyo. De
mand remained heavy as a result of the continuing large 
export surplus and renewed inflows to the Japanese stock 
market. The Bank of Japan, therefore, had to take in dol
lars almost daily, and sometimes in fairly substantial 
amounts, during July and August.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

As other major currencies rose strongly against the 
United States dollar late last year, there was also occasional 
upward pressure on the Canadian dollar. Heavy buying 
of Canadian dollars did not develop, however, until the 
conclusion in early December of the Group of Ten meeting 
in Rome. Thereafter, the Canadian dollar was pushed as 
high as $1.00Vi, and it remained strong until the Smith
sonian meeting of the Group of Ten on December 17-18.

The communique at the conclusion of the Washington 
meeting noted that “Canada intends temporarily to 
maintain a floating exchange rate without interven
tion except as required to maintain orderly conditions” . 
The Canadian dollar immediately rose to nearly 
$1.003/4, but expectations of a further appreciation 
dissipated rapidly, and the spot rate dropped back 
to below the $1.00 level in late December. After 
easing further early in January, the Canadian dollar settled 
at around $0.99V2 by the middle of that month.
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C h a r t IX
CANADA

M O VEM ENTS  IN  EXCHANGE RATE A N D  O FF IC IAL RESERVES*

M illio n s  o f  d o lla rs

1971 1972
*S e e  foo tno te  on Chart I.

M easu red as pe rcen tage dev ia tions  from  the $0.92 Zi o f f ic ia l pa rity  estab lished  
in May 1962. The C anad ian d o lla r has been flo a tin g  s ince June 1,1970.

With the domestic economy expanding rapidly, the Ca
nadian current account had slipped into deficit in late 1971 
and the deficit increased in early 1972. Nevertheless, a 
step-up in loan demand in Canada put pressure on bank 
liquidity and in February interest rates began to rise, at
tracting funds from abroad. This influx of short-term capi
tal, combined with continuing longer term Canadian bor
rowings, tended to offset the current-account deficit, and 
the Canadian dollar held relatively steady in the exchanges 
through late February. At that point, substantial new 
Canadian wheat sales to the Soviet Union were an
nounced, leading to a bullish reaction in the market. The 
spot rate for the Canadian dollar began to advance and, 
with rising interest rates in Canada still drawing funds 
from abroad, the rate soon rose above $1.00 once again. 
As it has done throughout the floating period, the Bank of 
Canada intervened intermittently on both sides of the 
market to moderate fluctuations in the rate and, with the 
Canadian dollar rising on balance, Canadian official 
reserves rose by $189 million over the first three months of 
the year.

During the second quarter the Canadian dollar came 
into strong, persistent demand. On occasion, this demand 
reflected the general uncertainties which were having such 
profound effect on other currency markets. Nevertheless, 
the growing strength of the Canadian dollar throughout 
the spring was more clearly traceable to developments in 
Canada’s own payments position. Canada’s current ac
count improved sharply during the second quarter, with a 
swing of some $400 million away from the exceptional 
deficit of the first quarter. Moreover, the Canadian pro

vincial governments and public utilities borrowed heavily 
abroad through bond issues, particularly in May. In ad
dition, domestic credit conditions in Canada continued to 
tighten, and the chartered banks moved aggressively to 
attract funds. The consequent heavy demand for Canadian 
dollars drove the spot rate up by more than 2 cents from 
late April through early June, to about $1.02lA . At that 
point, the squeeze for balances in Canada became acute, 
and the chartered banks, facing heavy loan demand but 
under pressure not to raise their prime rates above 6 per
cent, had begun to offer certificates of deposit (CDs) at 
yields of as much as 6V2 percent. This naturally drew in 
still more funds, pushing the Canadian dollar to almost 
$1.02%. The Canadian authorities then moved to forestall 
a further rise in the exchange rate by prevailing upon the 
chartered banks to cut back their CD rates, effective June 
12. Subsequently, other Canadian money market yields 
also dropped back, as loan demand eased up somewhat. 
The Canadian dollar began to ease in the exchanges, 
reaching $1.01 Vi by the end of June. Over the second 
quarter as a whole, official intervention in a market which 
was rising on balance resulted in a substantial net reserve 
gain of $328 million.

Trading turned much quieter in July, and the Canadian 
dollar held fairly steady between $1.01 Vi and $1.013A 
throughout the month. With the onset of seasonal strength, 
a somewhat firmer tone emerged in August and the spot 
rate edged slightly higher.

E U R O - D O L L A R

On the whole, Euro-dollar rates have been relatively 
stable since early 1972, although for brief periods 
speculative flurries and exchange market uncertainties 
have exerted upward pressure on the rate level. In sharp 
contrast to the extremely wide rate fluctuations during the 
preceding year, the weekly average of daily rates for the 
three-month maturity remained within a relatively narrow 
range.

On the demand side, the market has come increasingly 
under the influence of a wide variety of administrative 
restraints imposed by European governments and central 
banks over the past year. In several countries, access by 
corporations to the market has been severely curtailed in 
order to restrain further accretions to official dollar 
reserves. In Germany, in particular, corporate borrowings 
in the Euro-dollar market were limited by fears of the 
impending imposition of compulsory cash deposit require
ments for nonfinancial enterprises, even prior to the actual 
implementation of the Bardepot on March 1. In addition, 
in many countries various barriers have been erected that
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prevent banks from converting Euro-dollar borrowings into 
local currencies, and these and other impediments to Euro
dollar borrowings were reinforced during periods of pres
sure on the dollar early this year and again following the 
currency crisis in June. As a result of these constraints 
and the decline in interest rates in European domestic loan 
markets, the demand for Euro-dollars in major European 
countries tended to be weak during most of the spring 
and summer. However, the contraction of demand from 
traditional sources was largely offset by a sharp rise of 
borrowings, mostly for distant maturities, by public and 
semipublic institutions in developing countries. Much of 
this expansion of loans to non-European borrowers reflect
ed the aggressive efforts of major European banks that 
were flush with funds to find new takers for Euro-dollar 
loans. Eastern European countries also took advantage 
of the ample supply of Euro-dollar loans. These various 
borrowings tended to cushion rate pressures arising from 
the disappearance from the market of some major Euro
dollar borrowers. Nevertheless, for protracted periods, 
notably during the April-June period, overnight Euro
dollar rates remained substantially below the Federal 
funds rate, providing some of the New York agencies and 
branches of foreign banks with opportunities for arbitraging 
between the two markets. Some United States banks also 
took advantage of the relatively attractive rates to borrow 
overnight Euro-dollars.

On the supply side, both United States residents and 
non-United States holders of dollars found the market 
increasingly attractive during the early months of the year, 
when short-term interest rates in the United States dropped 
much more sharply than three-month Euro-dollar rates. 
Supplies from European official sources were held back as 
a result of the June 1971 agreement of the central banks 
of the Group of Ten countries not to place additional 
dollar balances in the market; however, supplies from non- 
European official sources expanded further, as monetary 
reserves of many countries continued to rise. The relative 
attraction of the market to European commercial banks 
also increased, as the relaxation of monetary policy by 
several Western European countries during the January- 
April period reinforced a general trend toward lower 
interest rates.

Against this background, Euro-dollar interest rates 
tended to move downward in sympathy with United States 
domestic interest rates early in the year. Then, rates began 
to rise sharply in a belated response to the turnaround in 
United States interest rates in late February. This rise 
proved short-lived, however; when the usual quarter-end 
pressures failed to materialize and domestic European 
money market rates declined further, rates on all Euro

dollar maturities began to drift lower once again.
In April, with United States interest rates moving up 

and with Euro-dollar rates remaining under pressure, the 
differential between the three-month Euro-dollar rate and 
that for United States CDs narrowed appreciably. The 
spread between the two rates had been in excess of 2 
percent in the middle of January; it fell to less than 1 
percent in April. During the remainder of the spring, 
conditions in the Euro-dollar market were generally more 
comfortable. Thus, by early June the Euro-dollar/CD 
spread had narrowed further to only 40 basis points.

The run on sterling, which developed in mid-June, at 
first had little direct impact on the Euro-dollar market. 
As sterling weakened, the central banks of the Euro
pean Community intervened in the market by selling their 
own currencies. Several European currencies dropped to 
levels which the market considered unsustainably low 
in dollar terms. As a result, these currencies were

C hart X
INTEREST RATES IN THE UNITED STATES AND 

THE EURO-DOLLAR MARKET

Percen t Percen t

C ha rt X I

SELECTED INTEREST RATES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, 
WEST GERMANY, AND CANADA

THREE-MONTH MATURITIES  Percen t P ercen t

2 l I 1 1 1 1  1 1 ____I_____I____I_____I____|____|_____1____I 2
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bought heavily with dollars. The financing of these 
purchases brought about a new demand for Euro-dollars 
which, coupled with some midyear demand, pushed rates 
up once again. On June 23, the day the British authorities 
yielded to the intense market pressure and allowed the 
pound to float, the three-month rate rose as high as 6 
percent and seven-day Euro-dollars reached a peak of 
7 percent. Then, with the passing of the immediate effects 
of the speculative buying of continental European cur
rencies and of the midyear pressures, the rates on most 
Euro-dollar maturies eased somewhat. However, the Euro
dollar market remained susceptible to the anxieties of the 
foreign exchange market, and during the period of heavy 
pressure on the dollar in the exchanges in early July there

were periodic scrambles for funds to cover short positions.
When the exchange markets turned calmer after mid- 

July following the resumption of Federal Reserve oper
ations in defense of the dollar, Euro-dollar rates began 
to edge downward. After a brief squeeze at the 
month end, the market stabilized in early August, with the 
three-month rate fluctuating narrowly around 5 Vi percent 
per annum. The tone of the market was nevertheless fairly 
firm, as United States short-term rates tended to rise and 
some new demands came into the market. In particular, 
Italian public corporations resumed their borrowings of 
Euro-dollars in response to official encouragement, and 
the squeeze for sterling balances in London also tended 
to draw funds out of Euro-dollars.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations41

By C h a r l e s  A. C o o m b s

In mid-July 1972 the exchange markets were still suffer
ing under the impact of the massive flows of funds gener
ated by the sterling crisis. As this speculative wave crested, 
the Federal Reserve for the first time since August 15, 
1971 undertook active intervention in the exchange mar
kets. On United States initiative and with the approval of 
the German Bundesbank, the first exchange operation was 
launched on July 19 in the form of repeated offerings by 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York of German marks 
in the New York market. Subsequently, intervention was 
also undertaken in a second European currency, the Bel
gian franc. These actions, coupled with the demonstrated 
readiness of other central banks to defend their exchange 
rates, helped to generate a gradual strengthening of the 
dollar over the late summer, despite large accumulating 
deficits in the United States balance of payments on both 
trade and overall account. Consequently, fears of a break
down in the Smithsonian arrangement that had plagued the 
market for so many months began to recede.

In this setting, the sharp rise in United States money 
market rates that began in late August was a further boost 
to market confidence. At about the same time, moreover, 
the market was beginning to react to signs of improvement 
in the United States trade position, which had deteriorated 
badly in the first half of the year. Finally, it became clear 
that the winds of inflation were blowing increasingly 
strongly throughout Western Europe at a time when

* This report, covering the period September 1972 to March 9, 
1973, is the twenty-second in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal 
Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

United States efforts to curb inflation were demonstrating 
growing success. Thus, as the International Monetary 
Fund’s annual meeting at the end of September ap
proached, the dollar was showing increasing strength and 
the exchange markets were more relaxed than they had 
been for some time.

The IM F meeting was conducted in an atmosphere of 
cooperation that generated new optimism regarding pro
gress on monetary reform and helped further to calm the 
exchange markets. In particular, the speech of Treasury 
Secretary Shultz to the meeting was seen as marking a 
major step forward, as the Secretary set forth a number of 
specific proposals for consideration in a statement that was 
widely regarded as conciliatory and cooperative in tone. 
The Fund meeting concluded with the appointment of a 
Committee of Twenty, broadly representative of the Fund 
membership, to consider monetary reform and the ap
pointment of a Committee of Deputies to carry on the de
tailed discussions looking toward a preliminary report to 
be ready for the 1973 annual meeting.

At the beginning of October the Swiss authorities de
cided to sell off some of the dollars they had acquired 
earlier in the year, in large part with the objective of ab
sorbing excess domestic liquidity. The market interpreted 
the sales, however, as putting a floor under the Swiss franc 
and as indicating that other European central banks also 
would take advantage of any further improvement in the 
dollar to reduce their holdings.

In general, European monetary authorities saw the im
provement of the dollar as providing them with an oppor
tunity to move more forcefully in the fight against 
increasingly virulent inflation. Thus, over the course of the 
fall monetary policy in Europe was tightened progres
sively, both through changes in reserve requirements and 
through increases in discount rates. The consequent rise 
in European interest rates became a disturbing influence
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Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
March 9,1973

In millions of dollars

Institution Amount of facility

200

600

1,000

200National Bank of Denmark ..............................................

Bank of England .............................................................. 2,000

Bank of France .............................................................. 1,000

German Federal Bank ............................................. 1,000

1,250

1,000

130

Bank of Italy .........................................................

Bank of Japan .............................................................

Bank of Mexico .........................................................

300

Bank of Norway ............................................................. 200

Bank of Sweden .................................................. 250

Swiss National Bank .................................................. 1,000

Bank for International Settlements:
600

Other authorized European currencies-dollars ........... 1,000

11,730

on the exchange markets as it threatened to erode the 
inducement to move funds to the United States. Moreover, 
in the background loomed the persistent massive trade 
surplus of Japan. As Japanese official reserves rose steadily 
day after day, the markets became increasingly persuaded 
that a further adjustment in the yen exchange rate was 
unavoidable. Nevertheless, the growing inflow of funds for 
investment in United States securities markets helped hold 
the dollar steady with respect to most of the Continental 
currencies through December. In midmonth, however, 
there was a sharp setback to confidence with the release of 
figures showing a deterioration in the United States trade 
position in November, the first weakening after several 
months of steady improvement.

January began on a worrisome note, with no significant 
improvement in the dollar despite the passing of year-end 
pressures. Later in the month, the exchange market atmo
sphere deteriorated rapidly, in part because of apprehen
sion over the risk of renewed inflationary pressures in the 
United States and the sharp drop in United States stock 
prices. The international financial community, which had 
been concerned almost exclusively with European infla

tion, shifted the focus of its attention once again to the 
problem of controlling the rise in prices in this country. 
In this context, the markets became concerned that inter
est rates in the United States might not be permitted to 
rise sufficiently, even though short-term market rates of 
interest were rising sharply at the time.

In this atmosphere, the January 20 decision of the Ital
ian authorities to introduce a two-tier market for the lira 
had psychological repercussions extending far beyond the 
Italian market. The immediate impact was felt in Switzer
land, in part because of the close financial ties between 
the two countries, but also because the Swiss franc among 
all the European currencies was the only one close to its 
Smithsonian ceiling. The battle against inflation in Switzer
land had for some months been fought largely with mone
tary policy and, as liquidity conditions had tightened 
steadily, the Swiss franc had been bid up close to its ceiling. 
In these circumstances, efforts by Italian banks to adjust 
to the new exchange system by purchasing Swiss francs to 
cover outstanding indebtedness contributed to strong de
mand for francs, and the National Bank took in some $270 
million as the rate moved up to its ceiling. With further 
heavy dollar inflows expected, the Swiss authorities feared 
that their anti-inflationary efforts would be undermined 
if they continued to defend the intervention level. It was 
decided, therefore, to permit the Swiss franc to float tem
porarily until the market had a chance to calm down. 
When the franc immediately jumped well above its 
Smithsonian ceiling, speculative pressures began to emerge 
in other markets, particularly in Germany where the mark 
began to advance rapidly.

In the nervous and uncertain climate that was beginning 
to develop, the United States and German authorities 
quickly agreed on a cooperative effort involving interven
tion in the market by the Federal Reserve to slow the rise 
in the mark and maintain an orderly market. When data 
were released on January 24 showing a further increase in 
the United States trade deficit for December, the mark be
gan to rise more rapidly and the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York began offering marks in the New York market. 
Over the course of the day, some $30 million of marks was 
sold at progressively higher rates, and by the close the 
mark had eased from its peak level of the day. Over the 
next two days, the Federal Reserve made further modest 
sales and the mark moved slightly lower.

On the following Monday, German trade data were re
leased showing the substantial growth in the trade surplus 
during 1972, and the mark again began to move up 
strongly in heavy demand. The Federal Reserve intervened 
again in an effort to keep the mark off its ceiling, where a 
progressive buildup of speculation might well occur. The
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market became increasingly gloomy, however, and the 
mark reached its ceiling on Thursday, February 1, forcing 
the Bundesbank to intervene for the first time in this pe
riod. The Federal Reserve followed up this intervention 
with additional sales of marks in New York. At the same 
time, the Dutch guilder also began to rise sharply, and this 
Bank entered the market and sold guilders to slow the 
rise in the rate. Until this point, all intervention in the 
New York market had been for Federal Reserve account, 
based on existing mark and guilder balances accumulated 
during the latter part of 1972. On Friday, February 2, the 
last of the available mark balances was sold and, in addi
tion, mark sales were made for United States Treasury 
account out of its existing balance.

Over the course of the following week, intervention con
tinued in an effort to keep the mark from rising unduly 
high above its ceiling in New York in a deteriorating mar
ket climate. Reports, though false, that the United States 
had suggested a floating of the mark and that Germany 
was considering a two-tier market, and the assertion by a 
prominent United States Congressman that the dollar was 
still generally overvalued, contributed to the growing con
viction in the market that the existing pattern of exchange 
rates would not survive. In this atmosphere the flow of 
funds into Germany assumed increasingly massive pro
portions. By the close on Friday, February 9, the Bundes

bank’s reserve gain for the seven trading days of the month 
had mounted to nearly $6 billion, while sales of marks in 
the New York market by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York came to a total of $318.6 million. These sales 
were covered by $167.4 million of Federal Reserve bal
ances, $46.6 million of Treasury balances, and Federal 
Reserve drawings of $104.6 million on the swap line with 
the Bundesbank. In addition, $20.4 million worth of guild
ers had been sold.

With intensive international negotiations under way, 
the decision was made over the weekend to close the 
European and Japanese exchange markets on the follow
ing Monday and Tuesday. On the evening of Monday, 
February 12, Treasury Secretary Shultz announced that 
the dollar would be devalued by 10 percent and that, in 
addition to those currencies already floating, it was under
stood the Japanese yen would be allowed to float tempo
rarily. During the international discussions, it became clear 
that there was widespread agreement that the exchange 
rate realignment should be fully adequate to accomplish 
the common objective of placing international payments 
firmly on the road to equilibrium. In recognition of this 
agreement, almost all developed nations then operating on 
the basis of par values or central values allowed the mar
ket relationships between their currencies and the dollar 
to reflect the full devaluation of the dollar. When the ex

Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Transactions with
System swap 

drawings 
outstanding on 

January 1,1972

Drawings (+ )  or repayments (—)

System swap 
drawings 

outstanding on 
March 9,1973

1972 1973

1 II III IV January 1- 
March 9

National Bank of Belgium ..........................................

Bank of England............................................................

German Federal B ank ..................................................

Swiss National Bank......................................................

Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs) .... 

Bank for International Settlements (Belgian francs).. 

Total .................................................................................

455.0

715.0

50.0 

1,000.0

600.0

35.0

— 20.0 

-  52.0

-300.0

; + 10.2 
{ -  10.2

-663.0  

-  50.0

f +  35.0 
I -  55.0

-130.0  

-  35.0

-  25.0

i±Zi
-  5.0

390.0 

-0- 

-0-

565.0

600.0 

-0-

2,855.0 -0- -372.0 f +  10.2 
1-723.2

f+  35.0 
1—220.0 fctiSS 1,555.0
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Table III

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
on January 1, 1972

Drawings (+ ) or repayments (—)
Drawings on 

Federal Reserve 
System outstanding 

on December 31,1972
1972

1 II III IV

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks).......

Total .......................................................................................................

—
{+8.0
1-8.0

© 
o

+
7 it 0

0 —0—

—0— 1 +
 

00 
00

 
00 { 3 8

f+ i .oi-1.0 fit-S - 0-

change markets reopened, the European currencies traded 
well below their new central rates, but there was no imme
diate unwinding of the earlier flows of funds.

At the beginning of the following week, however, the 
dollar reached its ceiling against the mark and the Bundes
bank was able to sell nearly $1 billion while the Federal 
Reserve covered its swap commitments. Nevertheless, it 
was clear already that the devaluation had come as a pro
found shock to dollar holders around the world. Thus, 
while some traders took profits in marks and Swiss francs, 
there were significant new flows of funds into those cur
rencies. Despite the major adjustment in exchange rates as 
a result of the dollar devaluation, there continued to be 
widespread discussion of the possibility of a joint float of 
the European Community (EC) currencies in the event of 
any renewed inflow. Moreover, the market situation was 
exacerbated by the continued floating of the Swiss franc, 
which by then had appreciated significantly more than 
other European currencies.

In short, the markets were unconvinced that the crisis 
was over, and indeed by Friday, February 23, the dol
lar had fallen to its new floor against the mark, French 
franc, guilder, and Belgian franc. After the weekend there 
was a brief respite, but on Thursday, March 1, there was 
an unprecedented rush into the Continental currencies in 
which European central banks had to purchase more than 
$3.6 billion to maintain the exchange rate limits. That 
night it was announced that the exchange markets would 
be officially closed until further notice, and arrangements 
were made for an emergency meeting of the European 
Finance Ministers over the weekend. Exchange markets 
in Europe and Japan remained officially closed during the 
week of March 5-9, with the dollar generally quoted below

its new floor rates in light trading.
During the period under review, the United States 

authorities made further progress in paying down foreign- 
currency indebtedness incurred prior to August 15, 1971. 
In view of the calmer conditions that emerged for the 
dollar late last summer, the Federal Reserve began a 
program of systematically purchasing in the market on a 
modest daily basis, first Swiss francs and later Belgian 
francs, and by early 1973 had made aggregate swap re
payments of $135 million equivalent to the Swiss National 
Bank and $80 million to the National Bank of Belgium 
(see Table II) . A $35 million equivalent Belgian franc 
swap commitment to the BIS was consolidated at maturity 
in November with commitments to the National Bank of 
Belgium. As of March 9, System swap commitments totaled 
$1,555 million equivalent, or 49 percent less than the 
$3,045 million peak of August 1971. For its part, the United 
States Treasury repaid at maturity three German mark- 
denominated securities with marks either in balance or 
purchased from the Bundesbank (see Table IV ). Other 
foreign-currency-denominated securities were renewed 
when they matured. As of March 9, outstanding United 
States Treasury foreign-currency-denominated securities 
totaled nearly $1.6 billion equivalent.

GERMAN MARK

In June and July 1972, the German mark had borne 
the brunt of the massive speculative rushes, first out of 
sterling and then, after sterling was allowed to float, out 
of the dollar. In meeting this demand for marks while 
keeping the rate within official intervention limits— of both 
the Smithsonian agreement and the EC narrow band ar
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rangement— the Bundesbank had been obliged to take in 
$4.5 billion of foreign exchange. Pressures remained strong 
until, in a meeting in London on July 17-18, the EC Fi
nance Ministers made clear their determination to maintain 
the Smithsonian rate structure. Then, on July 19 the Fed
eral Reserve resumed operations in defense of the dollar 
by offering marks in the New York market.

The System’s total offerings of marks in July and Au
gust were fairly substantial but, as the market backed away 
from these offerings, the actual sales amounted to a modest 
$21.4 million equivalent. The sales were made out of pre
viously accumulated balances. As the mark continued to 
decline, the Federal Reserve subsequently began to pur
chase marks in the market to build up its balances.

By early September, there was a decided improvement 
in the atmosphere for the dollar. At the same time that the 
markets tended to calm down, the exchange control mea
sures taken by the German authorities earlier in 1972 
began to bite. Consequently, during the course of Septem
ber, the German mark continued to ease, along with most 
other continental European currencies. This decline accel
erated late in the month, as the markets responded favorably 
to developments at the annual IM F meeting in Washing
ton. The decline of the spot mark continued into early 
October and the rate reached $0.31091/4, only Va percent 
above its Smithsonian central rate.

Throughout the period of decline of the mark, traders 
had been watching for any sign that the Bundesbank might 
openly enter the market as a seller of dollars, and on Oc
tober 2, when the Swiss National Bank sold a substantial 
amount of dollars, the market came to expect that the 
Bundesbank would soon follow suit. The selling of marks 
quickly dried up, some traders actually began buying 
marks in anticipation of somewhat higher rates, and the 
spot mark advanced to about V2 percent above the central 
rate before leveling off. By this time, Germany’s current 
account had slipped into deficit— even though the trade 
account remained in substantial surplus— and German in
vestors were purchasing an increasing volume of United 
States securities. With the mark still away from its ceiling, 
the Bundesbank took the opportunity to sell modest 
amounts of dollars on a day-to-day basis.

Meanwhile, the domestic economy had entered a new 
phase of expansion, accompanied by unrelieved upward 
pressure on wages and prices. In addition, as the domestic 
liquidity generated by previous hot money inflows had 
been only partly sterilized by higher reserve requirements, 
the money market remained relatively easy. Thus, the li
quidity situation and economic tendencies in Germany 
suggested the need for policies of domestic restraint. To 
some extent, the movement of the mark away from its

ceiling, together with tightened exchange controls, pro
vided the authorities with room to maneuver, but the Ger
man authorities remained sensitive to the implications 
that a move to credit restraint might have for the exchange 
markets. The massive speculative inflows of 1971-72 were 
only slowly being unwound, and an increase in interest 
rates in Frankfurt could dampen any further reversal of 
the outflows and perhaps even trigger a new wave of 
money inflows.

Against this background, the German authorities moved 
cautiously to tighten domestic liquidity. On three separate 
occasions, on October 9, November 3, and December 1, 
the Bundesbank raised its lending rates, hiking the dis
count rate from 3 percent to 4.5 percent and the Lombard 
rate from 4 percent to 6.5 percent. Moreover, significant 
reductions in the discount quotas of the banks were an
nounced. The progressive tightening of monetary policy 
in Germany came at a time when other EC central banks 
were moving in the same direction, as had been agreed 
by the EC Finance Ministers in late October.

The market took this tightening of monetary policy in 
stride as the dollar continued generally firm in Europe. 
Despite occasional fluctuations in the rate provoked by

Ch art I

GERMANY
MOVEMENTS IN EXCH A N G E RATE AN D O FFICIAL RESERVES *

M illion s of d o llars Percent

J F M A M J  J A S O N D  J F M

1972 1973

In this and the follow ing currency charts, movements in exchange rates are  
measured as percentage deviations of w eekly av erage s of New York noon 
offered rates from the middle or central rates established under the 
Sm ithsonian agreement of December 18, 1971. Changes in reserves are 
computed from the figures published in the International Monetary Fund's 
International Financial Statistics. C h an ge s for January 1972 include that 
year's allocations of special drawing rights (SDRs).

^  Upper and lower intervention limits estab lish ed  in December 1971.

^U pper and lower intervention limits around new central rate established on 
February 13, 1973 follow ing proposed  devaluation of United States dollar.
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Table IV

UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding on 
January 1,1972

Issues (+ ) or redemptions (—)

Amount 
outstanding on 
March 9,1973

1972 1973

1 II III IV January 1- 
March 9

German Federal Bank ................................................

German banks ................................................................

Swiss National Bank ....................................................

Bank for International Settlements* ...........................

612.0

153.0

1,215.4

164.8

-76.5 -76.5 —153.0

-153.0

—153.0 153.0

-0-

1,253.8

171.6

2,145.2 —76.5 -0- -76 .5 —306.0 -153.0 1,578.4

Note: Discrepancies in totals result from valuation adjustments and from rounding. 
^Denominated in Swiss francs.

developments outside Germany, the mark traded in a 
range of Vi to 3A  percent above the Smithsonian central 
rate. It also remained comfortably within the EC band, 
trading during most of the fall below the Danish krone, 
the Belgian franc, and until December the French franc. 
Taking advantage of relatively attractive rates, the Federal 
Reserve continued to make small daily purchases of marks 
in the market to provide balances for intervention in the 
exchange markets should the need arise.

At the start of the new year, the mark eased further and 
by Friday, January 19, was trading only V* percent 
above its central rate, the lowest level since October. Over 
that weekend, however, the Italian authorities introduced 
a two-tier market for the lira, and on January 23 the Swiss 
authorities decided to allow the Swiss franc to float. In 
response to the sharp jump in the Swiss franc, the German 
mark was quickly bid up by VA percent and other Eu
ropean currencies rose as well.

Over the next few days, in cooperation with the 
Bundesbank and with the full concurrence of the United 
States Treasury, the Federal Reserve intervened in the 
New York market, selling marks in order to prevent the 
rate from reaching its ceiling and generating more specu
lative flows. Although the rate backed off temporarily in 
response to this intervention, the continuing rise in the 
Swiss franc relative to other European rates tended to pull 
the mark and other currencies along. Moreover, the mar

ket was aware that the mark was now the major European 
currency which was neither floating nor on a split market 
basis, and there was widespread discussion of a test of the 
resolve of the German authorities to hold to the Smith
sonian intervention point. Demand for marks continued to 
swell in a deteriorating market atmosphere. On February 
1-2, the rate reached the ceiling and the Bundesbank was 
obliged to take in more than $1 billion over the two days. 
By that time, the Federal Reserve also was intervening in 
New York more forcefully than before in order to keep the 
mark from going through its ceiling.

That weekend, the German authorities imposed tough, 
new restrictions against capital inflows. Nevertheless, by 
the following Monday, the crisis had escalated with news 
reports that the United States had suggested a floating of 
the mark. Subsequent reports that Germany was consider
ing a two-tier market and the assertion by a prominent 
United States Congressman that the dollar was overvalued 
stirred up even greater speculation in the market. Over the 
week of February 5-9, the Bundesbank purchased a further 
$4.9 billion in holding to the Smithsonian ceiling for the 
mark, while the Federal Reserve continued to intervene in 
New York on each day after the European close. For the 
period January 24-February 9, sales of German marks by 
this Bank amounted to $318.6 million equivalent, of 
which $167.4 million represented sales from System bal
ances, $46.6 million from United States Treasury balances,
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and $104.6 million from Federal Reserve drawings under 
the swap line with the Bundesbank. Over that weekend, 
there were intensive international negotiations in an effort 
to resolve the crisis. Official exchange market dealings 
were suspended in Germany on Monday, February 12, 
although commercial banks traded marks at considerable 
premiums over the Smithsonian ceiling. That evening, 
Treasury Secretary Shultz announced the proposed de
valuation of the United States dollar, and on the following 
day the German authorities announced that there would 
be no change in the gold value of the German mark. As a 
result, the central rate for the mark appreciated by the 
full 11.1 percent commensurate with the dollar’s devalu
ation. At the same time, new intervention limits were set 
for the mark at 2Va percent on either side of the central 
rate.

When regular trading in marks resumed on February 
14, there was an enormous overhang of speculative hold
ings of marks, largely in the form of deposits with German 
banks. Thus, although the exchange markets remained 
nervous and unsettled, and other currencies traded well 
away from the new floors against the dollar, the mark 
came on offer. It reached its new floor on February 19-21, 
and the Bundesbank sold nearly $1 billion. At the same 
time, the Federal Reserve purchased sufficient marks from 
the Bundesbank to repay the swap drawings entered into 
prior to the devaluation of the dollar. Subsequently, in the 
continuing atmosphere of uncertainty in the exchange 
markets, the mark was bid up sharply, reaching its new 
ceiling on February 23. Although the rate was off the 
ceiling in the first part of the following week, the atmo
sphere continued to deteriorate, and on Thursday, March
1, the Bundesbank took in a record amount of more than 
$2.6 billion. The German authorities then closed the mar
ket, and a new round of discussions began.

During the period under review, the United States Trea
sury purchased from the Bundesbank sufficient marks to 
redeem at maturity in October and in February two $153 
million equivalent mark-denominated securities held by 
that bank. In addition, the Treasury utilized balances ac
quired prior to the mark revaluation of 1969 to pay off at 
their December maturity $153 million equivalent of mark- 
denominated securities issued in 1968 to German banks.

SWISS FRANC

By early July, in the wake of sterling’s float, the Swiss 
authorities had resumed official dealings on the basis of the 
Smithsonian central rate and limits but had also imposed 
a battery of new controls to discourage capital inflows. 
Nevertheless, in the generalized speculative turmoil that

had continued through midmonth, the Swiss National Bank 
had been obliged to take in $1.3 billion at the Smithsonian 
ceiling. In the subsequent turnaround, the franc had edged 
away from its ceiling. The decline had been gradual at 
first but became more pronounced after mid-August, when 
the general atmosphere in the exchanges improved and 
traders reportedly were beginning to reduce some of the 
long positions in francs taken the month before. The Swiss 
franc liquidity generated by the July inflows also had 
helped soften the spot rate as there was some switching 
out of francs, on which interest rates were minimal. The 
reversal had been far from complete, however, and the 
franc had held well above its central rate.

The Swiss authorities had mainly relied upon adjust
ment in reserve requirements to mop up a portion of 
liquidity created by the July inflows of foreign exchange. 
These measures were not sufficient, however, to restrict 
credit expansion that, by September, had already exceeded 
the limits set forth in a previous gentleman’s agreement. 
Consequently, the authorities feared that, in the absence 
of strong restraints on lending, the excess liquidity still 
in the hands of the banks would compound the severe 
inflationary pressures long troubling the economy. Several 
additional measures were discussed with the banks in late 
August and early September. But, as the exchange market 
was still in tenuous balance, the authorities chose simply 
to grant greater access to the Swiss capital market to for
eigners and to increase the proportion of such borrowings 
that had to be converted into dollars at the central bank.

By late September the markets were responding favor
ably to the improved atmosphere of the IM F annual 
meeting. In the general strengthening of the dollar that 
developed at that time, the cutting out of long positions 
in francs accelerated and the franc rate dropped to within
1 percent of its central rate. As the rate continued to fall, 
the Swiss National Bank on October 2 sold more than 
$200 million in the exchange market, with the dual ob
jective of mopping up excess bank liquidity and reducing 
its dollar reserves. This substantial intervention not only 
had its expected impact on domestic liquidity, but also 
tended to reinforce market expectations that a further 
strengthening of the dollar might be resisted by official 
dollar sales by the Swiss or by other European central 
banks. Consequently, the spot franc turned upward and 
remained away from the lowest point at which the Na
tional Bank had intervened, a level which traders began 
to view as an effective floor for the franc for the time 
being.

The markets were generally quieter in October, and the 
National Bank suspended the requirement that banks main
tain either long or balanced overall foreign exchange
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positions. Nevertheless, by then the various measures 
taken by the Swiss authorities to absorb liquidity were 
beginning to bite. To prevent a squeeze from developing 
at the end of October, the National Bank provided some 
$145 million in short-dated swaps and released a further 
$100 million equivalent of francs through temporary 
adjustments in reserve requirements. With the demand 
for franc liquidity thus defused, the spot exchange rate 
moved on an easier trend into early November.

As Switzerland’s rate of inflation was running in excess 
of 7 percent, political pressures were building for effec
tive measures to bring it under control. In the absence of 
strong fiscal powers in the hands of the Confederation, the 
focus of the anti-inflationary effort turned increasingly to 
monetary policy. On November 22, the central bank in
formed the banks— which were already heavily loaned up 
and were beginning to position themselves for month-end 
needs— that it would not provide swaps as it had in Octo
ber. The prospect of renewed pressure at the month end 
led to a brief run-up of the spot franc until a recalculation 
of required reserves led to a sufficient injection of francs 
by the National Bank to turn the situation around.

In late November, however, the Swiss National Bank 
indicated firmly that it would provide only part of the

banks’ year-end needs, with one-month swaps beginning 
on December 4 and with seven-day swaps later in the 
month. This move was intended to reinforce the central 
bank’s earlier attempts to reduce bank liquidity at the same 
time that the government was developing a comprehensive 
anti-inflationary package to be presented to Parliament 
the following week. As the market assessed the need for 
francs for the year-end and awaited the government’s 
package, rumors that the Italian lira would be allowed to 
float touched off rumors of a possible float or revaluation 
of the Swiss franc as part of the government’s program. 
The Swiss franc rose to within Vi percent of its ceiling by 
the time the government formally announced its plans for 
curbing inflation on December 4. The package was heavily 
weighted with monetary measures, including proposed 
statutory authority for the National Bank to impose lend
ing ceilings and new reserve requirements. In addition, it 
included controls of bond issues, a three-year extension 
of the export deposit scheme, limits on depreciation 
allowances, and the establishment of an office of price 
“surveillance”. Since a float or revaluation of the franc 
had been excluded, the franc rate dropped back briefly. 
The rate firmed again after midmonth, however, as Swiss 
banks began bidding actively for francs for year-end pur
poses. The National Bank ultimately provided them with 
$1.2 billion in swaps and, although the franc reached its 
Smithsonian ceiling on December 27, the central bank did 
not have to take in dollars on an outright basis.

Meanwhile, from the late summer, the Federal Reserve 
had been making modest day-to-day purchases of francs 
in the market. These francs were used in partial repay
ments of outstanding swap drawings with the Swiss Na
tional Bank. By the year-end, outstanding drawings in 
Swiss francs had been reduced by $130 million, and a 
further $5 million repayment was made in early January. 
As a result, on March 9, 1973 total indebtedness in Swiss 
francs stood at $1,165 million, including $600 million 
with the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), all 
incurred before August 15, 1971.

Even after the passing of the year-end, the Swiss franc 
remained firm as the liquidity squeeze at the banks con
tinued unabated. Early in January, before the year-end 
swaps had been liquidated, the banks began to position 
themselves once more against the possibility of a squeeze 
for balances at the month end. Under its new powers the 
National Bank established a stiff 6 percent limit on credit 
expansion by the banks for the year ending July 31, 1973. 
Nevertheless, with heavy loan commitments already on 
their books, the banks were hoping for a permanent in
fusion of franc liquidity through outright dollar purchases 
by the National Bank. Instead, the National Bank an
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nounced that it would provide temporary assistance at 
the end of January and would lift the requirement that 
a proportion of all loans to foreigners be converted into 
foreign exchange at the central bank. Despite these mea
sures, the banks’ appetite for liquidity was not satisfied, 
and by midmonth the franc was just rA  percentage point 
away from its upper limit.

On Friday, January 19, the National Bank announced 
increases in its discount rate by 3A  percentage point to 
4 V2 percent and in its Lombard rate by V2 percentage 
point to 5XA  percent. These increases, the first since 1969, 
reinforced the Swiss banks’ concern over their liquidity 
positions, especially as the hikes were to come into effect 
just as the bulk of the remaining year-end swaps was to 
be unwound on the following Monday, January 22.

Over that weekend, the Italian authorities announced 
that they were instituting a two-tier market for the lira. 
This immediately added to tensions in the market for 
Swiss francs, mainly because it introduced a new element 
of uncertainty, but also because Italian banks began buying 
Swiss francs to repay indebtedness. The franc thus quickly 
moved toward its upper limit. The Swiss National Bank 
tried to stop the rise by purchasing $200 million, thereby 
supplying enough francs for the banks to unwind their re
maining swap commitments. The pressure continued, how
ever, and with growing evidence of speculative demand 
developing the central bank announced that the franc coun
terpart to further intervention would be placed in blocked 
accounts on its books. The National Bank then purchased 
another $70 million, while dealers quickly began to trade 
unblocked balances at rates as high as 1 percent above the 
Smithsonian ceiling amidst rumors that the franc would be 
floated. At the opening the next morning, the Swiss Na
tional Bank announced:

Monetary measures abroad caused on Monday, Jan
uary 22, a heavy demand for Swiss francs which is 
partly of a speculative nature. In view of the risk 
of fresh massive inflows of foreign exchange which 
would entail a corresponding money creation, the 
Swiss National Bank in agreement with the Federal 
Council has today decided not to take up interven
tion purchases in the dollar market. It will stay away 
from the market until things have quieted down 
again.

This action effectively allowed the Swiss franc to float in 
the exchanges. Later in the day, the Swiss authorities 
followed up by reimposing the requirement that banks 
maintain balanced or long foreign currency positions.

With a substantial amount of unsatisfied demand for

francs already overhanging the market, and with the pos
sibility of a further rise in the rate now attracting other 
bidders, the spot franc shot upward and continued to 
climb throughout that week. The rise in the Swiss franc 
in turn put upward pressure on the currencies of Switzer
land’s major trading partners, which were still committed 
to the Smithsonian central rates and intervention points. 
As time passed and the Swiss authorities took no further 
action either to bring the franc rate down or to fix a new 
central rate and limits, the Swiss franc rose to nearly 8 per
cent above the Smithsonian central rate by February 9, 
even as the focus of speculative attention shifted to the 
German mark. With the United States announcement on 
February 12 of a proposed new special drawing right 
(SDR) parity for the dollar which would correspond to an
11.1 percent appreciation of foreign currencies against the 
dollar, the Swiss franc moved up quickly to trade 0.6 per
cent above such a level. Although the authorities of 
several of Switzerland’s major trading partners quickly set 
new central rates and limits based on the United States de
valuation, the Swiss government decided to wait until the 
market had settled down before establishing new bench
marks for the franc. The markets did not settle down, how
ever, and with the heavy new flow out of dollars the spot 
franc was pushed up to about 243A percent above the 
Smithsonian central rate.

STERLING

Following the British government’s decision in June to 
allow sterling to float, the rate had dropped sharply, 
reaching as low as $2.4 l lA  before firming up to trade in 
a wide range around $2.45. Although the British current 
account had slipped into deficit, the gradual covering of 
short positions taken in June tended to buoy the rate. A 
rough balance lasted well into September, but late that 
month the technical support that had been provided by the 
unwinding of speculative positions dried up, and sterling 
became more vulnerable to downward pressures.

By then, the government was engaged in extensive ne
gotiations with the leaders of industrial and labor organi
zations in a final effort to slow an escalating domestic 
wage-price spiral through voluntary restraints. At times, 
negotiations seemed to be showing signs of progress and 
sterling would be bid up sharply in the market, but at 
other times there were indications of a possible stale
mate and sterling would come on offer. On balance, mar
ket pessimism dominated, and by the first week of Octo
ber sterling had fallen to around the $2.42 level.

In the meantime, the British authorities were also striv
ing to check excessive monetary growth. In the summer
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and early fall the Treasury bill rate had risen sharply to 
a level well above the bank rate, which remained at 6 per
cent. On October 9 the Bank of England announced that 
in lieu of the bank rate it would adopt a floating minimum 
lending rate, to be fixed at Vi percentage point above the 
average discount rate set on the weekly tender for Trea
sury bills rounded up to the nearest Va percentage point. 
The traditional method of setting the central bank’s 
lending rate remained available to the authorities, but 
they indicated that reliance would be placed on the mini
mum lending rate which would follow market rates. That 
week, the rate was set at IVa percent, VA percentage 
points above the previous bank rate.

Rising interest rates in London, however, were unable 
to offset the growing pessimism over the inflationary out
look and the escalation of wage demands, as the govern
ment’s wage-price negotiations with labor and industrial 
leadership dragged on through mid-October without signs 
of any success. The market was becoming increasingly 
skeptical that anything positive would come out of these 
talks and feared that, if the negotiations should fail and 
the government should impose statutory controls, disrup
tive action by militant labor groups could weaken or 
undercut the controls.

In this atmosphere, new selling pressure developed on 
October 19, triggered by reports of a possible slowdown 
by electrical workers and the release of figures showing 
a marked increase in the rate of wage inflation to I 6V2 
percent for the preceding twelve months. Over the next 
several days, spot sterling spiraled downward, passing 
through several expected resistance points— including the 
$2.40 and $2.38 pre-Smithsonian parity and floor, respec
tively— while press and market commentary now sug
gested that a new parity might eventually have to be set as 
low as $2.25 or even $2.20. The actual low point was 
hit on Friday, October 27, when the spot rate reached 
$2.32 in London before recovering to trade a cent or 
two higher. During the downswing, the Bank of England 
sold moderate amounts of dollars but did not attempt to 
hold the rate at any particular level.

Shortly thereafter, the British government’s efforts to 
negotiate voluntary restraint on prices and wages broke 
down completely when the labor leadership formally re
jected the government’s proposed price-wage guidelines. 
This rejection initially led to a new sell-off of sterling. 
Later on, when it had become apparent that the govern
ment would turn to statutory controls and that such 
controls would not generate widespread labor unrest, 
sterling recovered to around $2.35. On November 6, 
Prime Minister Heath introduced legislation calling for a 
comprehensive standstill of prices, wages, rents, and divi

dends. The standstill was effective immediately and was 
to have an initial term of ninety days following the passage 
into law of legislation, with provision for a sixty-day ex
tension. During the period of the standstill, the govern
ment would continue negotiations with unions and the 
employers to work out a longer term incomes policy.

As the market took stock of the prospects for success 
of this policy, spot sterling traded over a fairly wide range. 
At first, it dropped in response to labor’s highly critical 
initial reaction to the government’s standstill. Then, ster
ling was boosted by a further rise in domestic interest 
rates sparked by the Bank of England’s November 9 call 
for special deposits of 1 percent of total bank liabilities. By 
midmonth, with labor seemingly more resigned to the in
evitability of the standstill, sterling began to show a some
what firmer undertone for a time and the spot rate rose to 
$2.35% . But some dealers remained unconvinced and 
began to increase their short positions in sterling, taking 
the rate down below $2.34 before a modest demonstration 
of support by the Bank of England steadied the rate.

On December 21 the Bank of England again tightened 
the monetary screws, issuing a call for additional special 
deposits amounting to a further 2 percent of eligible liabil
ities. Domestic credit markets responded strongly to this 
announcement, and the next tender rate was pushed 
sharply higher. Consequently, the Bank of England’s float
ing minimum lending rate, which had earlier increased in 
several steps to 8 percent, rose a full percentage point to 
9 percent. As these increases spread to bank lending and
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deposit rates more generally, sterling was bid up again 
over $2.35 and held firm around that level through the 
year-end and into January.

On January 17, Prime Minister Heath announced the 
government’s plans for a longer term anti-inflation policy. 
The current price standstill would be extended through 
April, and the freeze on wages and dividends would be 
extended through March. In the meantime, Parliament 
would be asked to pass legislation for Phase II statutory 
controls. The legislation provided for a price commission 
and a pay board to enforce a series of interim limits on 
price and pay increases. Also in the package were limits 
on dividends, business profit margins, and rents. Although 
provisions were made for possible modifications of these 
limits next fall, the legislation was drafted in terms of a 
three-year period. The program was well received in the 
market, and sterling edged up to $2.35V4 by January 19.

Following the introduction of a dual exchange market 
in Italy and the floating of the Swiss franc, sterling was 
caught up in the growing turmoil in the exchanges. Traders 
had to weigh several conflicting considerations. Sterling 
had effectively depreciated by some 10 percent against 
other currencies, and this was expected to improve the 
competitiveness of British exports. On the other hand, 
there was still no way of knowing how effective the 
Phase II measures might be in curbing the entrenched in
flation. In the meantime, liquidity conditions in London 
were likely to be extremely tight, partly because of the 
special deposit calls by the Bank of England and partly 
because of normal seasonal factors. Moreover, the United 
Kingdom had become an EC member and the pound now 
appeared linked more than ever to the other EC currencies, 
although sterling remained outside the EC currency sup
port arrangements. As one or another of these considera
tions dominated the market, sterling moved erratically but, 
when strong demand emerged for continental European 
currencies and particularly for the German mark, the ster
ling rate was ratcheted upward, reaching as high as $2.39 
by Thursday, February 1. Over the next few days, sterling 
fluctuated along with Continental currencies as the ex
change crisis intensified but by February 9 was trading at 
$2.38%.

While the negotiations which led to the devaluation of 
the dollar were proceeding, the London exchange market 
was closed on February 12 and the British authorities 
announced that sterling would continue to float for the time 
being. When the market was reopened the following day, 
sterling quotations were higher, and on February 14 the 
pound reached $2.47% , some 5 percent below its Smith
sonian central rate. As the exchanges remained highly 
nervous in the wake of the dollar devaluation, sterling

moved widely from day to day and even from hour to hour 
between $2.43 and $2.48. Then, as the turmoil built up to 
a peak on Thursday, March 1, the rate moved above 
$2.50. Early in the following week, with the markets offici
ally closed, sterling settled back to trade around $2.46.

ITALIAN LIRA

Through most of 1972 the Italian authorities faced the 
policy dilemma of economic stagnation coupled with strong 
wage and price inflation. A severe profit squeeze cut into 
investment, and sporadic strikes tended to keep one sector 
or another of the economy operating below full capacity. 
The Italian current account remained in surplus, but the 
general nervousness over the situation led to a buildup of 
adverse leads and lags on commercial transactions. More
over, private capital outflows from Italy remained substan
tial, in reaction to the political and economic uncertainties, 
to recurring rumors that the lira would be devalued or 
floated, and later to widening differentials between domes
tic and foreign interest rates.

Following the floating of sterling in June, the Italian 
authorities had been given an exemption from the formal 
EC procedures for intervention to maintain the 2 lA  per
cent band. This exemption permitted intervention in de
fense of the lira to be carried out in dollars rather than in 
other EC currencies in order to avoid using gold in repay
ments of possible debts in those currencies. Heavy inter
vention had been necessary in July, but the markets had 
calmed down by early September and the Italian authori
ties had more than offset the July reserve losses with bor
rowings in Euro-dollar markets by Italian entities.

The lira continued at or near the bottom of the EC band 
throughout the early fall, and as the dollar strengthened 
against other EC currencies the lira dropped below its 
Smithsonian central rate. The exemption from intervention 
in EC currencies was extended for another three months 
at the end of September, and the Italian authorities were 
obliged to sell dollars from time to time to keep the lira 
rate within the 2 V* percent EC band.

Meanwhile, negotiations had begun on new wage con
tracts for nearly one quarter of Italy’s labor force and, 
with price inflation running about 8 percent per annum, 
labor threatened to strike if its substantial claims were 
not met. At the same time, the persistent economic slug
gishness and high unemployment rate had not responded 
to the expansionary monetary and fiscal policies then in 
force. In these circumstances, the Italian authorities did not 
join other EC governments in tightening domestic mone
tary conditions, thereby underscoring the serious problems 
in the Italian economy.
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By late November, commentators in the market, the 
press, and political circles were talking increasingly of an 
exchange rate adjustment through devaluation, a float, or 
complete withdrawal from the EC arrangements. As this 
talk became more widespread, heavy leads and lags built 
up against the lira and speculative capital outflows accel
erated. At the same time, the Danish krone, then at the top 
of the EC band, strengthened markedly on a covering of 
short positions in that currency and the lira required a 
sizable amount of support to remain within the band. The 
situation came to a head on November 30, when rumors 
that Italy was planning to withdraw from the EC band 
or to float generated heavy selling in New York. In short 
order the rate was pushed sharply lower, and the Bank of 
Italy had to intervene very heavily to bring it back within 
the EC band the next day.

This speculative squall passed quickly, however. The 
Italian authorities, aware that much of the selling of lire 
had reflected adverse leads and lags, raised the domestic 
Lombard rate from 3Vi percent to 5Vi percent in an 
effort to discourage Italian banks from lending lire for 
such purposes. In financing the outflows, Italian banks had 
experienced a sharp increase in foreign currency liabili
ties to residents, while building up correspondingly large 
increases in foreign currency claims on nonresidents. Since 
the authorities had directed the banks not to maintain net 
foreign asset positions vis-a-vis nonresidents, the exchange 
authorities provided swaps to the banks, taking in dollars 
and supplying lire at current rates. These measures 
helped calm the market and allowed the authorities to 
recover the recent reserve losses. Toward mid-December, 
the banks found themselves short of lira liquidity because 
of a bank strike, and the Bank of Italy provided addi
tional lire against dollars swapped on a similar basis.

At the beginning of the new year, Italy’s partial exemp

tion from the EC intervention arrangements lapsed. 
The Italian authorities were once again obliged to support 
the lira in Community currencies rather than dollars, it 
having been agreed, however, to postpone gold settlements 
of possible debts with other EC countries. The lira came 
on offer and the rate quickly dropped to the point of re
quiring support against the Danish krone and the Bel
gian franc, the two currencies at the top of the EC band. 
By the end of the first week in January, this intervention 
had tended to pull the band down relative to the dollar 
and, as the band moved, the lira slid to roughly 1 percent 
below its Smithsonian central rate. Intervention was sub
stantial at times, and there were growing expectations in 
the market that the Italian authorities would soon be obliged 
to take exchange rate action to resolve the situation.

On Saturday, January 20, the Bank of Italy announced 
a two-part package to contain speculative pressures. First, 
a two-tier market was established in which all current- 
account transactions would be channeled through the 
officially supported commercial market and all capital 
transactions would pass through a financial market in 
which the exchange rate would float. Second, the Italian 
authorities sharply reduced the period for settlement of 
export and import payments in an effort to stop and even 
reverse the buildup of leads and lags against the lira.

There was initial confusion in the market, as traders 
had to sort out the new accounting procedures as well as 
to evaluate their positions in connection with the split 
market for a lira payment. The commercial lira moved 
sharply above its central rate, while the financial lira 
dropped to a substantial discount. Then, when the Swiss 
franc was floated and the exchanges generally were dom
inated by speculative flows, the lira fell off, once again 
extending the EC snake to its limit. The other EC currencies 
rose and eventually reached their upper limits against the 
dollar, with the result that the commercial lira was corre
spondingly pulled to its Smithsonian central rate. Further 
intervention in the EC currencies was required to keep the 
rate from falling below that level, but not on a massive 
scale.

Following the announcement on February 12 of the 
proposed devaluation of the United States dollar, the 
Italian authorities responded by allowing the commercial 
lira to float rather than moving directly to a new central 
rate vis-a-vis the dollar. They nevertheless maintained the 
distinction between the commercial and financial markets, 
both of which were now on a floating rate basis. The 
commercial lira did not join in the general rise in rates 
against the dollar until early March, and during the first 
week in March it was still trading only some 4 percent 
above its Smithsonian central rate.
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FRENCH FRANC

By late summer, economic activity in France was ad
vancing rapidly, spurred in part by a strong rise in ex
ports. At the same time, however, inflation had begun to 
accelerate and, in view of the large inflows of funds in 
June and July, the monetary authorities were struggling 
to maintain control over domestic liquidity. The French 
money market was nevertheless firmer than those in several 
other European centers, and that firmness, together with 
the strong underlying payments position, helped to keep 
the franc at the top of the EC band and close to its Smith
sonian upper limit. Indeed, as the atmosphere for the 
dollar generally improved in September and early October, 
the Bank of France moved to tighten monetary conditions 
further by progressively raising its money market interven
tion rates and by raising reserve requirements against 
bank loans above a base level to 15 percent. Consequently, 
although the franc remained comfortably away from its 
upper intervention point, it did not get so low as other con
tinental European rates relative to the dollar.

The sudden sharp downturn of sterling after mid- 
October forced market participants to reassess their views 
of the relationship between the pound and continental 
European currencies. The French franc, which was still at 
the top of the EC band, was particularly vulnerable. Con
sequently, on October 26, the commercial franc came on 
offer and dropped sharply, reaching about IV4 percent 
above its central rate before leveling off. On October 30, 
the EC Finance Ministers met and agreed on the need for 
concerted action to combat inflation in their countries. 
Subsequently, on November 2, the Bank of France an
nounced a 3A percentage point increase in its bank rate to 
6 V2 percent, a move which was explained by Finance 
Minister Giscard d’Estaing as illustrative of the French 
government’s willingness to cooperate with recommenda
tions of the EC ministers. The French authorities subse
quently followed up with further measures of restraint, in
cluding another increase in reserve requirements against 
loans by banks, and these actions helped keep the com
mercial franc firm in quiet trading through mid-November.

By that time, interest rates elsewhere in Europe had 
risen to the extent that there was no longer much rela
tive advantage in holding French francs, and funds were 
accordingly switched out of the financial franc and into 
other European currencies. Moreover, the United States 
securities markets were attracting investment money from 
Europe, and French investors were moving large amounts 
into Wall Street at a time when nonresidents of France 
were also selling French securities. Consequently, the 
financial franc, which for sometime had been trading at

a substantial premium over the commercial rate, had 
fallen back sharply to trade occasionally at a small dis
count vis-a-vis that rate.

By late November, there was renewed concern over 
inflationary pressures in France, especially after the release 
of the consumer price index for October showing a rise of
11 percent on an annual basis, and the authorities took 
further steps to reverse the trend. On November 30, the 
Bank of France raised its discount and Lombard rates by 
a full percentage point to IV2 percent and 9 percent, re
spectively. Then on December 7 the government announced 
a new anti-inflationary program, including the imposition 
of ceilings on the expansion of bank credit and a cut in the 
value-added tax (with a special public bond issue to offset 
the revenue shortfall resulting from the tax cut).

These measures bolstered the franc only temporarily, 
however, as the market had already become nervous over 
election polls in France indicating the growing potential 
vote for the parties of the left in the March parliamentary 
elections. Toward mid-December, such polls set off a sharp 
spasm of selling, which pushed the commercial franc down 
by more than a full percentage point against the dollar to 
below the Smithsonian central rate and temporarily to the 
bottom of the EC band. Simultaneously, the financial franc 
also moved down sharply, with a widening discount against 
the commercial franc. Selling pressure did not last, how
ever, and the markets turned quieter toward the end of
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December and in early January, with the commercial franc 
hovering close to the central rate. The next round of polls 
was somewhat more favorable to the government, and 
President Pompidou and Finance Minister Giscard d’Es- 
taing made strong statements arguing the fundamental 
strength of the franc. The spot franc then recovered some
what, and by mid-January was holding around Vt. percent 
above its Smithsonian central rate.

In the speculative turmoil following the introduction of 
a split market for the Italian lira and the subsequent float
ing of the Swiss franc, the French franc was bid up sharply 
to trade once again at or near its Smithsonian upper limit. 
The financial franc also rose and moved to a premium 
over the commercial rate once again. There was no sig
nificant flow of funds into France, however, and during the 
next three weeks the intervention of the Bank of France 
at the Smithsonian limit was very small. In part, contin
uing uncertainties over the election outcome tended to 
give pause to the market. In addition, much of the specu
lation was over the possibility of the introduction of a 
two-tier market in Germany, and the French two-tier sys
tem already in force tended to divert speculative pressures 
away from the franc.

Following Secretary Shultz’s announcement of the deval
uation of the United States dollar, the French authorities 
quickly reaffirmed the franc’s gold parity and established 
a new central rate of $0.2172 for the French franc, allow
ing the full 11.1 percent appreciation in terms of the 
dollar. The franc immediately moved up to trade well 
within its new band and, although the market was still 
somewhat nervous over the upcoming elections, the spot 
rate was bid up to its ceiling on February 23. The Bank of 
France intervened on a small scale that day, and the rate 
eased. Then, on March 1 and 2, before the market was 
closed, the Bank of France had to take i n ,nearly $500 
million.

BELGIAN FRANC

The Belgian franc emerged from the turmoil of last July 
relatively strong and traded near its Smithsonian upper limit 
through early August, even though the dollar was improv
ing against most other major European currencies. In part, 
the commercial franc was bolstered by a steadily increasing 
current-account surplus, reflecting significant export 
growth at a time when Belgium’s imports were still cyclically 
low. At the same time, a special deposit of reserves at the 
central bank absorbed the excess liquidity created by earlier 
official purchases of dollars and sterling.

With the franc rate holding at the ceiling while exchange 
rates elsewhere in Europe were easing, on August 10 the
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Federal Reserve initiated a probing action in the New York 
exchange market to see whether some shift of expectations 
could be generated that would pry the Belgian franc loose 
from its ceiling. Over the course of several days, the Fed
eral Reserve placed offers of Belgian francs in the New 
York market at the current rate and, as the market backed 
away, moved these offers down. On this basis, $10.2 mil
lion equivalent was sold and, as had been agreed at the 
outset of the operation, the Federal Reserve covered these 
sales by drawing on its swap line with the National Bank of 
Belgium. As the dollar improved generally over the next 
weeks, the franc continued to ease on its own and the 
Federal Reserve was able to purchase sufficient amounts 
of francs in the market to repay the swap drawings by early 
September. The financial franc, which had been trading 
at a premium of Vi percent above the commercial rate in 
mid-August, dropped almost to parity with the official 
rate by early September.

Over the next two months the Belgian franc, while hold
ing at or near the top of the EC band, moved roughly in 
sympathy with the other continental European currencies. 
Thus, the commercial franc declined sharply in late Sep
tember and the early days of October, before firming to 
about Va percent from its ceiling through the end of Oc
tober. Meanwhile, the financial franc had fallen quite 
sharply, to trade at a discount vis-a-vis the commercial 
rate, in response to sizable Belgian purchases of United 
States securities and corporate outflows.
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Throughout last fall, economic activity in Belgium ex
panded, led in part by the rise in exports, but— as else
where in Europe— the rate of inflation also was rising 
sharply. Consequently, the Belgian authorities were quite 
prepared to join with other EC central banks in anti- 
inflationary measures. The National Bank hiked its lend
ing rates by Vi percentage point on November 23 and by 
another V2 percentage point on December 21, bringing the 
basic discount rate to 5 percent. The National Bank also 
negotiated new provisions for special deposits, this time to 
include financial institutions other than commercial banks. 
The announcement of these measures, which would ulti
mately absorb domestic liquidity, contributed to keeping 
the franc firm in the exchange markets, with the commer
cial rate trading in a range of V2 to 3A  percent from its 
Smithsonian ceiling until late in December, when it eased 
slightly.

Meanwhile, beginning in early October, the Federal 
Reserve had begun a program of modest daily purchases 
of Belgian francs in the market to repay drawings out
standing on the swap line since prior to August 15, 1971. 
Using the francs thus acquired, the System repaid $55 mil
lion of Belgian franc swap indebtedness through the end 
of 1972 and $25 million more in early 1973. These repay
ments reduced total commitments to the National Bank to 
$390 million equivalent, including $35 million originally 
drawn on the BIS but consolidated in November into 
System swap commitments to the National Bank of Bel
gium.

At the start of 1973 the Italian authorities resumed full 
participation in the EC currency support arrangements—  
the “snake in the tunnel”— thereby undertaking to sup
port the lira in EC currencies rather than exclusively 
in dollars. As the EC band became extended to its full 
2V4 percent width, with the Belgian franc (and the Danish 
krone) at the top and the lira at the bottom, the arrange
ments obliged the National Bank of Belgium and the Bank 
of Italy to intervene in each other’s currency (providing 
francs against lire). This infusion of francs into the market 
tended to drag the franc rate down against the dollar to 
a low of 1V4 percent above its Smithsonian central rate at 
one point in mid-January.

The Belgian franc snapped upward temporarily after 
the introduction by the Italian authorities of a dual mar
ket system for the lira on January 22. Then, in the more 
generalized unsettlement following the floating of the Swiss 
franc, the rate for the Belgian franc continued to rise, in 
concert with other European currencies. Late in January 
the Belgian franc reached its upper limit, and the Belgian 
authorities took in some $250 million through February 9.

Following Treasury Secretary Shultz’s announcement of

the proposed devaluation of the dollar, the Belgian author
ities set a new central rate of $.024793 for the franc 
which allowed fully for that devaluation. New intervention 
points were also established at 2 Vx percent on either side 
of the new central rate. In the subsequent period of dis
orderly trading the commercial franc was also bid up to its 
upper limit, with substantial intervention by the Belgian 
authorities on March 1. Thereafter, the exchange market 
was officially closed and the franc traded slightly over its 
new ceiling.

DUTCH GUILDER

Following the large foreign exchange inflows of the early 
summer, the money and credit markets in the Netherlands 
were awash with liquidity. Consequently, there was an out
flow of funds from the Netherlands, which led to an eas
ing of the guilder despite improvement in the underlying 
balance-of-payments situation. By the end of August the 
guilder had fallen to within Vi percent of its Smithsonian 
central rate. Since the Belgian franc had remained close 
to its ceiling, the spread between the two currencies 
reached IV2 percent and, under the terms of the Benelux 
agreement linking the two currencies, the Netherlands 
Bank was obliged to sell Belgian francs against guilders to 
prevent the spread from widening still further.

Early in September, the Netherlands Bank moved to 
reassert greater control over domestic credit conditions in 
view of the persistence of a high rate of inflation, since 
inflation remained a major problem even though economic 
activity continued sluggish. Under a gentleman’s agree
ment with the commercial banks and postal authorities, 
minimum reserve requirements against deposit liabili
ties were introduced for the first time since 1963. The 
bank made it clear, however, that it intended to allow 
the market to remain sufficiently liquid to avoid triggering 
new inflows of foreign funds. It underscored this intention 
by cutting its discount rate from 4 percent to 3 percent 
and, similarly, by lowering other lending rates 1 percentage 
point to bring them more into line with the very low rates 
prevailing in the Amsterdam market.

Domestic liquidity remained plentiful for the time be
ing, however, and the guilder declined even further. 
The Belgian franc also eased somewhat during this period, 
but the Benelux band was still stretched to its limit and 
the Netherlands Bank continued to have to intervene in 
francs. The Dutch authorities then moved to speed up their 
absorption of domestic liquidity by undertaking open mar
ket sales of securities on September 12. In  response, the 
Dutch money market tightened, the guilder steadied, and 
with the Belgian franc weakening the spread between the
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two currencies narrowed. During subsequent weeks the 
Netherlands Bank was able to purchase francs to settle 
with the National Bank of Belgium part of the debt arising 
out of the earlier intervention; nevertheless, a portion of 
the obligation was settled in reserve assets.

Late in October, the EC Finance Ministers agreed on a 
combined effort to bring inflation under control in their 
respective countries. On November 3 the Netherlands 
Bank raised its discount rate by 1 percentage point, back 
to 4 percent. At the same time the Dutch government con
tinued discussions with labor and employer groups to 
negotiate voluntary limits on wage and price increases. 
With these negotiations at a critical stage and the recovery 
of the Dutch economy still tentative, the Netherlands 
Bank did not follow the next rounds of increases in dis
count rates on the European continent in December and 
early January. Even so, the money market in Amsterdam 
held firm, and the guilder remained steady vis-a-vis the 
other EC currencies and the dollar.

After January 22, the guilder was caught up in the gen
eralized rush into European currencies that followed the 
introduction of a split market for the Italian lira and the 
floating of the Swiss franc. As the movement out of dollars 
gathered steam, it tended to focus on those currencies that 
were neither floating nor trading in split markets. The 
guilder, with only a very limited version of the two-tier 
market (the “O” guilder circuit for foreigners’ purchases 
of Dutch securities), and also with close traditional ties

to the German mark, came into relatively heavy demand. 
By the end of January, the guilder was bid up to its Smith
sonian ceiling. In the opening days of February, the Fed
eral Reserve, utilizing $20.4 million equivalent of balances 
accumulated in the market last fall, began to sell guilders 
in the New York market to provide some resistance to this 
advance and maintain an orderly market. Nevertheless, as 
the mark came under unusually heavy pressure, the Nether
lands Bank was forced to take in sizable amounts of dol
lars. By Friday, February 9, its intervention had swelled 
to just under $400 million.

After Secretary Shultz announced the proposed change 
in the United States parity on February 12, the Nether
lands authorities set a new central rate which fully reflected 
an 11.1 percent appreciation of the guilder relative to the 
dollar. There were no reflows, however, and the guilder 
quickly moved up to trade near its new central rate. As 
the market situation deteriorated over the next weeks, the 
guilder continued to rise and, by February 28, the Nether
lands Bank was obliged once again to absorb dollars. 
After taking in more than $750 million by the close on 
March 1, the Dutch authorities joined other European 
governments in suspending official dealings as intensive 
international negotiations began.

JAPANESE YEN

Japan remained in massive payments surplus through
out 1972, as the trade surplus grew further. To be sure, 
some of this widening reflected the immediate terms-of- 
trade effects of the 1971 revaluation and, for the early 
part of the year at least, the sluggishness of the Japanese 
economy. Nevertheless, there was a general conviction 
in the exchange markets that the yen was still under
valued. Consequently, the yen continued in strong de
mand throughout the late summer and early fall, partly 
because of the underlying payments surplus, but also be
cause of commercial leads and lags and outright specula
tion in favor of the yen.

While rejecting further direct action on the exchange 
rate, the Japanese authorities took several measures dur
ing the fall to bring Japan’s external position into better 
balance. In September, the Bank of Japan abolished the 
remaining vestiges of long-standing export promotion 
measures, whereby the authorities made low-interest loans 
against export trade bills and discounted yen-denominated 
export usances. Then, on October 20 the Japanese gov
ernment announced a five-point program, including 
across-the-board reduction in import duties, increases in 
some import quotas, a voluntary export restraint plan, and a 
supplemental budget designed to shift resources out of
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export production and into public goods and services. 
On the same date, it decided to impose statutory controls 
on foreign portfolio investments in Japan. Nevertheless, 
the yen remained pinned to its upper limit, and the Bank 
of Japan continued to purchase sizable amounts of dollars 
almost daily. To slow the growth of official reserves, the 
Ministry of Finance continued its program of depositing 
dollars with the Japanese exchange banks so as to enable 
them to repay short-term dollar liabilities to United States 
banks. Taken together, in September and October a fur
ther $600 million was so deposited, while official reserves 
increased by a net of $1,424 million.

The massive inflows continued through November and 
into December, although the Bank of Japan’s daily dollar 
purchases tended to slacken somewhat. In part, this 
slowdown reflected the Finance Ministry’s efforts to pre
vent abnormal prepayments for Japanese ships and to 
promote outflows of Japanese funds for investment abroad. 
Moreover, speculation on an early revaluation of the yen 
died down when parliamentary elections were scheduled 
in Japan for early December and traders began to believe 
that action on the exchange rate was not likely until after 
those elections. Furthermore, the Japanese economy was 
expanding rapidly by then and there was an unusually

sharp jump in wholesale prices. The trade accounts, while 
still in substantial surplus, were beginning to show some 
influence both of the revaluation itself and of the pickup 
in the Japanese economy. The yen nevertheless remained 
at its ceiling until late in December, when the Japanese 
banks found themselves short of dollars for year-end 
needs. The spot rate then eased below its ceiling for the 
first time since June, and the Bank of Japan was able to 
sell modest amounts of dollars. In November-December, 
official reserves showed a further rise of $569 million after 
the placement of an additional $800 million of special de
posits by the Ministry of Finance with the exchange 
banks.

Early in 1973, the yen held marginally away from its 
ceiling, reflecting seasonal slack in conversions of Japa
nese export receipts and a partial unwinding of leads and 
lags. The yen continued to trade quietly, even as the tur
moil in the European exchange markets flared up after mid- 
January. It was only after continental European currencies 
had reached their Smithsonian limits, requiring massive 
official intervention, that the Japanese yen returned to its 
ceiling and the Bank of Japan also began to absorb dol
lars. In the eight trading days through February 9, total 
intervention by the Bank of Japan amounted to $1.1 billion. 
With negotiations among governments on the question of 
the alignment of exchange rates then in progress, the Japa
nese authorities closed the exchange market on Saturday, 
February 10, until further notice. In the course of these 
discussions, the Japanese government decided that the 
yen would be allowed to float temporarily, although the 
Bank of Japan was still prepared to intervene to moder
ate movements in the rate. When full-scale trading re
sumed on February 14, the yen rose sharply and soon 
reached 113A  percentage points above its Smithsonian 
central rate. The market then quieted and the yen tended 
to settle back. However, in the renewed crisis atmosphere 
that developed in the exchanges at the end of February, 
the yen again rose sharply.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

Through the late summer and early fall the market for 
the Canadian dollar remained in rough balance, with the 
rate moving narrowly between $1.01 Vi and $1.01%. 
Canadian money market rates were generally lower than 
those elsewhere, and the Canadian current-account deficit 
had deepened, but substantial long-term capital inflows 
continued to support the exchange rate. The parliamentary 
election of October 30, in which neither major party in 
Canada achieved a clear majority, was a jolt to the mar
ket. The immediate response was heavy professional selling,
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C h art IX
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and the Bank of Canada acted to steady the market. The 
pressure soon passed, however, and the rate settled around 
the $1.01 Vi level through much of November. The politi
cal situation nevertheless continued to be a matter of con
cern in the market, as traders expected that the new 
Canadian minority government would pursue more ex
pansionary economic policies in response to the evident 
concerns of the electorate.

On November 27, the Canadian chartered banks an
nounced a reduction in their CD rates by Vs to % per
centage point. These reductions, though modest in size, 
had a substantial impact on the exchange market, as they 
were unexpected and occurred at a time when interest 
rates were rising sharply in the United States and Europe. 
Consequently, on the next trading day, the Canadian 
dollar came on offer in the market. Meanwhile, traders 
were still concerned over the political situation in Can
ada, United States commercial interests were beginning to 
repatriate funds for year-end purposes, and conversions 
of Canadian borrowings abroad had tapered off. Thus, 
when offers appeared in the market, there were few 
buyers, and the selling snowballed. The Bank of Canada 
continued its policy of intervening to maintain an orderly 
market, but the rate dropped IV2 cents, reaching $0.99% 
on December 7 before staging a partial recovery. There 
were, however, wide fluctuations in the rate through the 
balance of the year. Over November and December, Can
ada’s official reserves declined by $180 million.

By early January the market had settled down, with 
trading generally around the $1.00 level. At that point,

expectations were for a continuing softness of the Cana
dian dollar, partly for seasonal reasons and partly be
cause there were still a few large foreign borrowings by 
Canadian entities in the pipeline. Moreover, Canadian 
credit markets were liquid, and there were continuing ex
pectations that the government’s upcoming budget mes
sage would chart an expansionary course. Consequently, 
the Canadian dollar was largely ignored in the speculative 
turmoil that erupted in late January in the markets for 
European currencies and for the Japanese yen, and the 
spot rate for the Canadian dollar continued to fluctuate 
narrowly near $1.00 through February 9.

The following Monday, however, with widespread re
ports that the United States Government was negotiating 
an exchange rate realignment with the governments in 
Europe and Japan, the Canadian dollar came into strong 
demand. After Secretary Shultz’s announcement that night 
of the proposed devaluation of the United States dollar, 
Canadian Finance Minister Turner issued a statement that 
the Canadian authorities were prepared to take strong 
measures to keep the Canadian dollar from rising relative 
to the United States dollar. When a wave of demand for 
Canadian dollars developed on the following day, the 
Bank of Canada intervened heavily, buying United States 
dollars. The spot rate reached $1.01 Va before turning 
around following the reopening of European exchange 
markets. The rate then fell sharply, and the Bank of 
Canada was just as active in the market as the Canadian 
dollar moved down as it had been on the way up. The 
rate bottomed out just below $1.0034, fluctuating within 
a relatively narrow range through the rest of February and 
closing the month at that level.

EURO-DOLLAR

During the closing months of 1972, Euro-dollar rates 
tended to rise more in line with the gradual advance of 
money rates in the United States than with the steeper up
swing of interest rates in major European financial cen
ters. Throughout the year the supply of Euro-dollars had 
steadily expanded. The continuing United States payments 
deficit had further increased the volume of dollars in for
eign hands, and some of those funds were deposited in the 
Euro-dollar market. Moreover, private and official sources 
in countries outside the Group of Ten that had significant 
balance-of-payments surpluses added to the Euro-dollar 
pool. The Japanese banks, their resources bolstered by 
dollar deposits with them by the Japanese authorities, 
were notably active in the market, stepping up both their 
direct loans to customers and their loan participations. 
Further, there was a record volume of new issues in the
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Euro-bond market in 1972, and issuers placed large por
tions of the proceeds of these bond sales in the Euro
dollar market until needed for actual outlays. Partly off
setting these new supplies of funds were withdrawals from 
the market by investors wishing to take advantage of the 
higher interest rates in domestic European money mar
kets or, in view of continuing currency uncertainties, to 
reduce their dollar exposure.

On the demand side, the sharply tightened credit condi
tions in European financial centers might have led to even 
greater borrowings of Euro-dollars during the fall and early 
winter, except for the various measures taken in almost 
every European country to prevent inflows from abroad. 
The impact of controls was most strongly felt in Germany, 
where the Bardepot— a 50 percent reserve requirement 
against new foreign borrowings— often inhibited German 
firms from borrowing Euro-dollars. Constraints on capital 
inflows were enforced in other Continental countries and, 
consequently, demand from European corporate customers 
expanded at only a fraction of the rate of domestic credit 
expansion. By contrast, the demand from the developing 
countries and, to a growing extent, from eastern European 
countries expanded greatly. These borrowers, mostly pub
lic or semipublic enterprises, raised funds principally for 
medium-term maturities.

United States banks continued to be active on both 
sides of the Euro-dollar market but did not add greatly 
to the net supplies coming into the market or to demands 
on the market. Thus, although United States banks’ lia
bilities to their branches showed fairly wide week-to-week 
fluctuations, outstanding liabilities at the year-end were 
still around $1.5 billion. The United States banks tended 
to be most active at the short end of the maturity struc
ture, borrowing overnight Euro-dollars from foreign banks 
or their foreign branches to meet immediate reserve needs. 
In addition, for protracted periods the New York agencies 
of Canadian banks and branches of other foreign banks 
took advantage of arbitrage opportunities afforded by 
lower rates on overnight Euro-dollars to make placements 
in the Federal funds market.

The general balance of demand and supply in the Euro
dollar market that had prevailed during most of the fall 
months was upset during the massive rush out of dollars 
and into European currencies that developed in January 
and early February 1973. As the crisis in the foreign 
exchange markets gathered strength, traders liquidated

Chart X
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earlier placements in the Euro-dollar market or even bid 
for additional Euro-dollars to finance purchases of other 
currencies. This subjected the Euro-dollar market to a 
severe squeeze, and rates rose across the board. Even 
after the announcement of the proposed devaluation of 
the dollar on February 12, Euro-dollar rates continued to 
shoot upward, with the three-month rate reaching as high 
as 9 V4 percent by March 1. Thereafter, the immediate 
pressures eased somewhat, and early in the following week 
the three-month rate declined somewhat.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By C h a r l e s  A . C o o m b s

After consultation with the major trading partners of the 
United States, Treasury Secretary Shultz announced on 
the evening of February 12, 1973 that the dollar would 
be devalued by 10 percent. Almost all of the developed 
nations maintaining par or central values left them un
changed, thus bringing about a uniform realignment of 
their exchange rates reflecting the full devaluation of the 
dollar. In the case of Japan, the yen was allowed to float 
temporarily to permit an additional appreciation vis-a-vis 
the dollar. Sterling and the Swiss franc remained on the 
floating basis initiated in earlier months and were joined 
by the Italian lira.

While there was some initial profit-taking, new flows of 
funds into marks and other foreign currencies soon resumed. 
Despite the major adjustment in exchange rates resulting 
from the dollar devaluation, there continued to be wide
spread discussion of the possibility of a joint float of the 
European Community (EC) currencies in the event of 
renewed dollar inflows. Market worries were further 
exacerbated by the speculative buoyancy of the floating 
Swiss franc, which had appreciated significantly more than 
other European currencies.

In short, the markets remained entirely unconvinced 
that the crisis was over, and by February 23 the dollar 
had fallen to its new floor against the mark, French franc, 
guilder, and Belgian franc. Then on Thursday, March 1, 
in a sudden new flight from the dollar, more than $3.6 
billion was dumped on the European central banks. That

* This report, covering the period March through July 1973, 
is the twenty-third in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal 
Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

night the European authorities closed their exchange mar
kets until further notice.

Emergency meetings of the EC and Group of Ten 
(G-10) Finance Ministers quickly got under way and 
yielded two major policy decisions. On March 11, five mem
bers of the EC— Germany, France, Belgium, the Nether
lands, and Denmark— agreed to maintain fixed exchange 
rate relationships among themselves within a 2^4 percent 
band, which would be permitted to float as a bloc against 
the dollar. Norway and Sweden subsequently joined this 
bloc. In conjunction with this EC decision to establish 
a flxed-rate bloc, the German authorities revalued the 
mark by 3 percent. As further protection against new 
speculative inflows of funds, most countries participating 
in the EC bloc tightened and extended their existing ex
change controls. The Japanese yen, Swiss franc, sterling, 
and the Italian lira each continued to float independently.

The EC decision to engage in a joint float against the 
dollar left open a major question whether such a float 
would be “clean” or subject to intervention by the Federal 
Reserve and the EC central banks at their discretion. This 
policy issue was taken up by the Paris meeting of the 
G-10 Finance Ministers, including Secretary Shultz, who 
issued on March 16 a communique reiterating their deter
mination to ensure jointly an orderly exchange rate sys
tem. They agreed in principle that official intervention 
in the exchange markets might be useful at appropriate 
times to facilitate the maintenance of orderly conditions. 
Each nation represented stated that it would be prepared 
to intervene at its initiative in its own market in close 
consultation with the countries whose currencies were being 
traded. To ensure adequate resources for such official 
exchange operations, it was envisaged that some of the 
existing swap facilities would be enlarged.

With these new rules of the game, the markets were 
officially reopened on March 19 and over the next six
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Chart 1
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weeks the dollar improved hesitantly as earlier adverse 
leads and lags were partially unwound. Despite an improv
ing trend in the United States balance of payments and the 
frequently voiced view that the dollar was now under
valued, there was no large sustained covering of short 
dollar positions or reflow of funds. Indeed, the market 
became increasingly concerned over the worsening United 
States inflation, forecasts of vastly higher energy imports, 
and the possible ramifications of the Watergate affair.

While the dollar remained strong against the currencies 
of this country’s two major trading partners—Japan and 
Canada—a tendency to shift out of dollars in favor of 
European currencies resumed in early May. By midmonth 
a new speculative attack had broken out in which soaring 
gold prices, sliding Wall Street stock prices, and a weaken
ing dollar fed upon each other. Pressure on the dollar 
in Europe was further intensified by the progressive 
tightening of German monetary and fiscal policies, as the 
consequent sharp rise of the German mark began to pull 
up the other EC currency rates against the dollar. In June 
and early July, the dollar was driven down in recurrent 
bursts of heavy selling to levels unjustified and undesir
able on any reasonable assessment of the outlook for the 
United States payments position. As these pressures

reached a climax on July 6 (see Chart I), the German 
mark had been bid up by some 30 percent above the 
central rate established in February, the French franc and 
other currencies in the EC bloc by 18 to 21 percent, 
while the London gold price had shot back up to $127. 
Meanwhile, trading conditions in the exchange markets 
had become increasingly disorderly, and by Friday, July 6, 
a number of New York banks were refusing to quote rates 
on certain European currencies. Exchange trading was 
grinding to a standstill.

Such excessive depreciation of the dollar was simul
taneously generating further hectic speculation in the in
ternational commodity markets and otherwise seriously 
intensifying inflationary pressures in the United States. 
Those countries whose currency rates were moving down 
with the dollar suffered the same inflationary impact while, 
conversely, those countries whose currencies were ap
preciating excessively visualized a major and unjustifiable 
threat to their competitive position in world markets. This 
was a dangerous situation from almost every point of 
view and was recognized as such by press commentary 
around the world.

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Institution Increase on Amount of farility
July 10, 1973 July 10, 1973

Austrian National Bank ........................ 50 250
National Bank of Belgium .................... 400 1,000
Bank of Canada....................................... 1,000 2,000
National Bank of Denmark.................... 50 250
Bank of England ..................................... -0 - 2,000
Bank of France ....................................... 1,000 2,000
German Federal Bank ............................ 1,000 2,000
Bank of Italy ............................................ 750 2,000

Bank of Japan .......................................... 1,000 2,000

Bank of Mexico ....................................... 50 180
Netherlands Bank .................................... 200 500
Bank of Norway ...................................... 50 250

Bank of Sweden........................................ 50 300
Swiss National Bank .............................. 400 1,400
Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars.............................. -0 - 600
Other authorized European
currencies-dollars ................................ 250 1,250

Total............................................................ 6,250 17,980
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Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Drawings ( + )  or repayments (— )

Transactions with
System swap 
commitments, 

January 1, 1973
1973

System swap 
commitments, 
July 31, 1973

1 II July

National Bank of Belgium ................................................ 415.0 -  25.0 +  6.0 

+  47.0 

+220.5

396.0

Bank of France .................................................................................. -0 - 47.0

German Federal Bank ........................................................................ -0 - (+104.6 
1-104.6

— 5.0

220.5

Swiss National Bank ........................................................................ 570.0 565.0

Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs) ...................... 600.0 600.0

Total ......................................................................... 1,585.0 (+104.6
{—134.6 -0 - +273.4 1,828.4

Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to rounding.

At a meeting of the Bank for International Settlements 
group of central banks on the following weekend, Federal 
Reserve representatives wound up earlier negotiations 
providing for major increases in the Federal Reserve 
swap lines as well as for new arrangements covering ex
change risks on floating rates. On Sunday night, July 8, 
the governors of the BIS central banks issued a statement 
noting that the necessary technical arrangements were now 
in place to implement the Paris agreement of March 16 
regarding exchange market intervention to maintain or
derly markets. On the following Monday afternoon, in 
agreement with the United States Treasury, a telephone 
conference of the Federal Open Market Committee ap
proved a resumption of exchange operations, to be financed 
if necessary by drawings on the swap lines.

The exchange markets were meanwhile anticipating such 
action and by the following Tuesday afternoon, when the 
Federal Reserve announced an increase in the swap net
work from $11.7 billion to nearly $18 billion (see 
Table I), a strong recovery of the dollar against most of 
the European currencies already had occurred. Against 
the mark, for example, the dollar had rocketed up by 7 
percent from the all-time low reached on the preceding 
Friday. In large part, the steep rise of dollar rates seemed 
to reflect market hedging against the possibility of sudden, 
massive intervention by the Federal Reserve. When inter
vention on such a scale did not immediately materialize,

dollar rates began to slip back and were further seriously 
depressed during the rest of July by a progressive tighten
ing of the German money markets. On July 26, the call 
money rate in Frankfurt rose to 38 percent.

Market intervention by the Federal Reserve was in 
fact initiated on July 10 and continued through the end 
of the month. Rather than the massive action envisaged 
by some traders, the Federal Reserve pursued the less 
dramatic path of trying to assist the market in finding 
a solid footing from which a strong recovery might then 
develop once the German credit crunch was relieved, and 
prospectively good trade figures for the United States for 
June were released. In this stabilizing effort, the Federal 
Reserve through frequent intervention in the New York 
market sold $220 million of German marks, $47 million 
of French francs, and $6 million of Belgian francs— 
an intervention total of $273 million—all financed by 
drawings on the swap lines with the foreign central banks 
concerned. These drawings increased the System’s swap 
debt from $1,555 million to $1,828 million by the end 
of July (see Table II). Federal Reserve operations in 
New York were strongly reinforced by coordinated 
Bundesbank purchases of dollars in Frankfurt totaling 
somewhat more than $300 million.

In late July, the market stabilized well above the lows 
reached earlier in the month. Then, as the Bundesbank 
took action to relieve the German credit squeeze, the New
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York money market tightened, and the June trade figures 
for the United States showed considerable improvement, 
the dollar recovered strongly through the first two weeks 
of August. Since then, the exchange markets have been 
functioning in more orderly fashion in a much calmer 
atmosphere. Bid and offer spreads are moving back toward 
normal, and daily swings in market rates are somewhat 
less volatile. In early September, dollar rates against the 
mark and French franc, for example, were some 10 
percent and l l 5/s percent above their July 6 lows. After 
the shocks to confidence in recent years, however, the 
healing process is bound to take some time, and much 
will depend on emerging trends in the United States bal
ance of payments and on the degree of success in holding 
inflation in check in this country. Meanwhile, the market is 
aware of the joint statement made on July 18 by Chairman 
Burns and Secretary Shultz that active intervention will 
take place in the future at whatever times and in whatever 
amounts are appropriate for maintaining orderly market 
conditions.

G E R M A N  M A R K

By early 1973, Germany’s economic expansion had 
accelerated and the rate of inflation had reached the high
est level in more than two decades. In attempting to curb 
this inflation, the German authorities were relying heavily 
on monetary policy instruments and, consequently, were 
concerned over simultaneously attracting renewed flows 
into marks from abroad. Therefore, the German govern
ment had erected various barriers to ward off capital 
inflows and to protect the economy from the expansionary 
impact of such inflows as did occur. These controls could

not be airtight, however, and in January and early Febru
ary of this year, a combination of developments in Europe 
and the United States had touched off a rush into marks 
which thereafter broadened into a full-scale attack on the 
United States dollar.

In conjunction with the February 12 devaluation of the 
dollar, the German authorities immediately set a new 
central rate of $0.3448 for the mark, corresponding in full 
to the change in the special drawing right (SDR) value 
of the dollar. When regular exchange trading resumed 
after a two-day closure of the markets, the mark-dollar 
market was subjected to strong crosscurrents. On the one 
hand, many dollar holders decided that they were no longer 
prepared to hold dollar assets. Some foreigners simply 
sold dollars to return to their own currencies, but many 
others, including some central banks, shifted from dollars 
into German marks and other European currencies. This 
process added substantially to the demand for marks, not 
only in February but also, in varying volume, virtually 
throughout the spring and early summer. On the other 
hand, there remained the massive positions, short of dollars 
and long of marks, on which profits had yet to be taken. 
Therefore, after the Bundesbank acted to neutralize the 
monetary impact of the buildup of mark balances by impos
ing a 100 percent reserve requirement on excess balances 
of nonresidents, and the German banks responded by 
selectively imposing negative interest charges on nonresident 
balances, reflows out of marks developed. The spot mark 
eased and, by February 19, the mark reached its new floor 
against the dollar. Over the next few days the Bundesbank 
was able to release to the market some $1 billion of its 
previous dollar intake and as part of this operation sold 
the Federal Reserve marks sufficient to repay the full $105

Table III

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
January 1, 1973

Drawings (+ )  or repayments (— )

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
July 31,1973

1973

1 II July

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks) ... 

Total .........................................................................

-0 - f+11.0
1-11.0

J+23.0
1-23.0 {±1:8 -0 -

-0 - 1+11.0
{-11.0

{+23.0 
i —23.0 i

t
*0

*0 - 0 -
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million of Federal Reserve swap drawings incurred before 
the February devaluation of the dollar.

These reflows out of marks quickly dried up, however, 
and the balance of forces in the market swung sharply 
the other way. With the dollar weakening across the 
board at a time when European officials were openly 
discussing the possibility of a joint float against the dol
lar, few traders were willing to take up the heavy volume 
of dollars being offered in the exchanges. In the two days 
February 22-23, the mark rose from its floor to its new 
upper limit and traded near that level through the end 
of the month. The continuing discussion on both sides of 
the Atlantic of the exchange rate question—whether the 
dollar’s devaluation had been enough or whether there 
might be a joint float of the European currencies—kept 
the market anxious. Pressures came to a head on March 1, 
when massive amounts of dollars were dumped on the 
exchanges and the Bundesbank alone took in a record $2.6 
billion. The German and other European exchange markets 
were then closed and official international discussions to 
resolve the crisis began.

As the market awaited the outcome of these nego
tiations, the mark fluctuated erratically before drifting 
back somewhat in very thin trading. On March 11, 
Common Market officials announced that Germany and 
four of its EC partners would keep their exchange 
rate relationships fixed against each other within a 2% 
percent band while suspending the intervention limits 
against the dollar. As part of this agreement the German 
authorities revalued the mark vis-a-vis the SDR and 
other participating currencies by about 3 percent. On 
March 16, in Paris, the United States authorities joined 
in a broader agreement incorporating these moves and 
recognizing that official intervention in the exchange mar
kets may be useful at appropriate times to facilitate the 
maintenance of orderly market conditions.

When the markets were formally reopened on March 19, 
traders remained in a state of shock over the events 
of the previous two months. Moreover, the vast uncer
tainties over how well the market would function under 
the new arrangements— a mixture of fixed and floating 
exchange rates plus a spate of new capital controls— 
initially had a paralyzing effect. As a result, the market 
was quiet, trading was thin, turnover was small, and 
day-to-day movements in the mark rate continued to 
be abnormally wide. Over the previous two months, 
most market participants had satisfied their normal 
demand for marks for some time to come, leaving an 
absence of routine demand for marks once the markets 
reopened. In addition, some of the long positions in marks 
were being cut out, as the interest costs of maintaining
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Limits suspended on March 1, 1973.

those positions mounted. Consequently, the mark settled 
just below its effective central rate of $0.3551 against 
the dollar and slipped to the bottom of the EC band, 
where it required support against those currencies at the 
top of the joint float. Except for a brief reversal in mid- 
April on a temporary tightening of monetary conditions 
in Germany, the mark continued to drift lower against the 
dollar and to exert a drag on other EC currencies through 
early May.

In May, a new series of events broke the surface calm 
of the exchange markets and set off a progressive rise of 
the mark that continued virtually uninterrupted through 
early July. The precipitous rise in the mark reflected 
developments in Germany and the United States as well 
as the dynamics of the exchange market itself. In Ger
many, the Bundesbank had been striving to maintain its 
firm grip on domestic liquidity through higher reserve 
requirements, cuts in discount quotas, hikes in discount 
and Lombard rates, and limits on access to the Lombard 
facility. These measures, and expectations in the market 
that further tightening would be forthcoming, tended to 
reinforce the demand for marks in the exchanges at a
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time when the German government also was developing 
a program of anti-inflationary fiscal measures. At first 
there were rumors that this program would be accom
panied by a further revaluation of the mark, which led 
to renewed speculative demand for marks. When the fiscal 
program was announced, however, there was no revalua
tion and speculation subsided for the time being.

Meanwhile, the United States was suffering from a 
daily diet of bad news about escalating prices and the 
Watergate affair. Coupled with successive sharp jumps 
in the gold price and repeated declines in prices on Wall 
Street throughout May, these factors brought frequent 
sharp declines in the dollar.

Against this background, the announcement of a small 
United States trade surplus for April gave the dollar only 
a brief lift in late May, and a renewed scramble for marks 
began following the Bundesbank’s announcement of a 
further 1 percentage point increase in the discount and 
Lombard rates and the subsequent suspension of the Lom
bard facility on May 30. By June 5, the spot mark had 
climbed to $0.3864— nearly 9 percent above its central 
rate— and had moved up from the bottom of the Euro
pean “snake”, where it had traded since mid-March, almost 
to the top.

Shortly thereafter, reports of an impending new United 
States anti-inflation program and, later, the Bundesbank’s 
move to moderate the impact of its May measures by re
opening a special discount facility against commercial bills 
helped turn the mark rate down briefly. But the sixty-day

price freeze announced for the United States disappointed 
the market. Then, on June 26 traders were further dis
turbed by the United States trade figures for May, which 
showed a moderate deficit rather than the sizable surplus 
many had been expecting, and by the Bundesbank’s an
nouncement of another move to tighten domestic liquidity— 
a 25 percent cut in the reserve base for foreign deposits. 
That day, heavy demand for marks drove the spot rate up 
almost 2l/ i  percent in a matter of four hours, to a level 
HV2 percent above the March central rate.

The mark was now spearheading the rise of the Com
munity currencies against the dollar, and substantial inter
vention in marks by EC central banks was required 
on June 27 to keep the bloc together. On June 28, the 
mark was driven up another 3 percent against the dollar 
and the central banks participating in the fixed-rate bloc 
had to supply very large amounts of marks against EC 
currencies, bringing the twelve-day total to $1.5 billion 
equivalent. On June 29, the German government an
nounced a further revaluation of the mark by 5Vi percent 
in SDR terms.

This move relieved the immediate tensions within the 
snake but gave little pause to the slide of the dollar vis-a-vis 
the mark. In the first week of July, the mark rose each day 
to record levels, which market professionals agreed were 
absurdly high. Nevertheless, efforts of traders to sell dollars 
against marks and other European currencies intensified, 
soon reaching panic proportions. By July 6, the markets had 
fallen into such disarray that spreads between bid and offer

Table IV

UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding 
January 1, 1973

Issues ( + )  or redemptions (— )

Amount 
outstanding 

July 31, 1973
1973

1 II July

German Federal Bank .....................................................................

Swiss National Bank ..........................................................................

Bank for International Settlements* ................................................

Total .................................................................................

306.0

1,232.9

170.9

-153.0 172.4 

1,384.1

189.5

1,709.8 -153.0 -0 - -0 - 1,746.0

Note: Increases in amounts outstanding as compared with January 1 reflect valuation 
changes on April 30 and upon renewals of maturing securities.

* Denominated in Swiss francs
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rates widened almost to 1 percent and several New York 
banks refused to deal in marks at all. At its high of 
$0.4525 that day, the mark had gained more than 9V2 per
cent since June 29 and stood some 30 percent above 
its February central rate, 4534 percent above the previous 
Smithsonian central rate, and fully 65Vi percent above its 
parity before May 1971.

Following the regular monthly meeting of central banks 
in Basle that weekend, reports circulated that an increase 
in the Federal Reserve swap lines was in the offing, and 
as the market developed exaggerated expectations of 
massive intervention to be launched in support of the 
dollar, the mark dropped off sharply. By the time the 
swap-line increases were confirmed on July 10, the spot 
rate had fallen by about 7 percent. On that day, the 
Federal Reserve began intervention in the New York 
market, using marks drawn under the swap line with the 
Bundesbank, and following up with simultaneous interven
tion in French francs and Belgian francs, which also were 
at or near the top of the EC band. The intervention was 
less dramatic than the market had expected, however, being 
intended primarily to help the markets regain some sense 
of balance and stability. Thus, although trading did become 
more orderly as the Federal Reserve continued to intervene 
and the Bundesbank began to intervene by buying dollars 
openly in Frankfurt, the earlier recovery of the dollar was 
not fully sustained.

After midmonth, German money market conditions 
came to dominate the exchange market; as banks found 
themselves short of liquidity, their efforts to meet their 
reserve requirements touched off renewed heavy bidding 
for marks. This liquidity squeeze persisted over several 
days, even though the Bundesbank provided a substantial 
amount of assistance to the domestic market and inter
vened in the exchange market to avoid a sharp decline in 
the dollar rate. The Federal Reserve intervened in New 
York while, at the same time, other central banks were 
obliged to intervene to maintain the margins of the snake. 
On July 26 the squeeze came to a head, and a combined 
amount of $350 million equivalent of marks was provided 
through central bank intervention in limiting the rise of 
the mark, which nevertheless reached $0.4390, some 17 
percent above its central rate. The liquidity squeeze then 
passed and German money rates fell off at the same time 
that United States interest rates were rising and improved 
trade figures were released. As the spot mark eased, the 
Federal Reserve applied gradual pressure, selling marks 
to keep the rate moving. By the end of July, Federal 
Reserve intervention in marks amounted to $220.5 million 
equivalent, while the Bundesbank had bought some $300 
million for its own account in support of the dollar.

F R E N C H  F R A N C

Following the announcement on February 12 that the 
dollar would be devalued, the French authorities reaffirmed 
the gold parity of the French franc, thereby establishing a 
par value against the dollar which fully reflected the 
dollar’s devaluation. As the dollar soon came under re
newed attack in the exchange markets, the franc rose with 
most other currencies, touching its new ceiling on Febru
ary 23. In the general selling of dollars that developed 
in early March, the Bank of France was obliged to take in 
some $500 million at the upper limit before the Paris ex
change market was officially closed on March 2.

In subsequent days, with all the major European cur
rencies effectively floating during negotiations to resolve 
the exchange crisis, the franc rate rose more than 2 percent 
above its new ceiling in exceedingly thin trading. Dur
ing the negotiations, the French authorities agreed to par
ticipate in a collective EC float against the dollar while, at 
the same time, announcing a barrage of new regulations 
designed to ward off speculative inflows. These included a 
ban on interest for nonresident deposits, a 100 percent 
marginal reserve requirement on those deposits, prohibi
tion on the use of financial francs for nonresident pur
chases of short-term financial assets, and limitations on 
certain forward currency transactions by French banks.

When the Paris exchange market was officially reopened 
on March 19, trading was light as market participants 
tried to assess how these new controls would affect their 
individual operations. For their part, French banks soon 
responded to the 100 percent marginal reserve require
ment by selectively imposing a charge similar to a negative 
interest rate on nonresident balances. By and large, the 
controls had their desired effect, as no new rush into francs 
developed and, indeed, the franc soon began to ease in 
response to the downward pull of the German mark. 
Among the EC currencies, however, the franc remained 
fairly buoyant. By early spring, the French trade balance 
was strong, thanks to both the competitive edge France 
had gained through earlier exchange rate realignments 
and to steady improvements in industrial productivity 
within France. Thus, as the dollar generally strengthened 
in late March and through much of April, the commercial 
franc declined more slowly than its partner EC currencies. 
The French franc was, therefore, at the top of a fully 
stretched European snake, with modest sales of francs 
required to maintain the limits.

As the dollar came under renewed pressure in Europe 
just before mid-May, the commercial franc joined the 
other Continental currencies, in setting new highs against 
the dollar almost every day. Speculative demand focused
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Chart III
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more heavily on the German mark, however, and although 
the franc rose steadily, by June it was superseded by the 
mark as the leader of the snake.

At this point, monetary conditions remained more com
fortable in France than in several EC countries where 
monetary policies had been drastically tightened. In addi
tion, French government officials spoke out repeatedly 
and in strong terms against further appreciation of the 
franc. Nevertheless, the franc was pulled up further in the 
wake of other currencies in the common EC float and, as 
speculation on the mark accelerated in June, the spot 
rate shot up against the dollar to 113A  percent above its 
par value. By this time, heavy demand for marks had put 
intense pressure on the snake and market professionals, 
who were coming to question the viability of the fixed-rate 
band and the commitment of the European banks to sup
port the arrangement, were switching funds from France 
and other EC countries into Germany. On June 27 and 
28, the French franc required heavy intervention to stay 
within its EC lower limit against the German mark.

The June 29 revaluation of the mark relieved the im
mediate pressure on the EC band but did nothing to stem 
the growing pressure on the dollar. Early in July the 
French government introduced a broad range of credit 
measures designed both to counter domestic inflation and 
to bring French money market conditions more in line with 
those elsewhere in the EC. These measures bolstered 
the franc against other European currencies as well as 
against the dollar in an exchange market that was becom

ing increasingly disorderly day by day. On July 6, as the 
crisis came to a head, the franc was bid upward against 
the dollar to a high of $0.2626, almost 21 percent above 
its par value. On that day, the commercial franc moved 
exceptionally widely and spreads between bid and offer 
quotations widened to more than 1 percent. French gov
ernment spokesmen expressed strong concern about both 
the level to which the franc had been pushed and the de
moralization of the markets.

Following the July 8 communique from the BIS meet
ing in Basle, the market turned around abruptly on rumors 
of imminent official intervention on behalf of the dollar. 
Over the next two days, the franc dropped back more than 
IV2 percent, in part on reports— confirmed on July 10— 
of substantial increases in the Federal Reserve swap lines. 
The Federal Reserve in fact resumed intervention the same 
day, and through July 19 this Bank had sold $47.0 million 
of French francs in the New York market in conjunction 
with operations in German marks and Belgian francs. 
These sales were covered by corresponding drawings on 
the swap line with the Bank of France. By late July, capital 
outflows were depressing the financial rate and, as it fell, 
it dragged the commercial rate along with it. Conse
quently, the commercial rate sank to the bottom of the 
EC snake where it required modest support to remain 
within the band.

S W I S S  F R A N C

Late in January, the Swiss authorities had decided to 
permit the Swiss franc to float so as to prevent their restric
tive monetary policy from being compromised by renewed 
speculative inflows from abroad. By the time the proposed 
devaluation of the dollar was announced on February 12, 
the floating Swiss franc had been pushed up in heavy 
demand to nearly 8 percent above its Smithsonian central 
rate. Unlike Switzerland’s major trading partners, the 
Swiss government did not set a new central rate and 
intervention limits based on the United States devaluation 
but decided to allow the franc to continue on a floating 
basis until the markets settled down again. As trading 
resumed after announcement of the dollar’s devaluation, 
the Swiss market continued to await anxiously indications 
of the Swiss National Bank’s intervention policy. The next 
week, when the Swiss authorities reiterated their deci
sion not to fix new bench marks for the franc, the market 
vigorously bid the franc up to almost 15 percent above 
its Smithsonian central rate in a speculative rush that soon 
spilled over into other European markets. Although the 
Swiss National Bank intervened in the spot and forward 
markets to the extent of $700 million, the speculative
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onslaught continued. On March 1 the franc was driven 
up still further to $0.3247, almost 25 percent above 
the Smithsonian central rate. At this level, the Swiss 
franc had appreciated some 7 percent against the German 
mark.

Following the Paris accord of March 16, the Swiss 
authorities reconfirmed their intention to maintain the 
independent float of the Swiss franc rather than affiliate 
themselves with the joint float of the EC countries. Never
theless, as the National Bank provided some of the 
Swiss banks’ quarter-end liquidity needs by way of $500 
million of swaps and additional money market assistance, 
normal quarter-end exchange market pressures were blunted 
and the Swiss franc began to ease as the currencies in the 
EC bloc moved lower. By early April the Swiss franc had 
come down to $0.3060, still H Vi percent above the Smith
sonian rate.

Throughout the rest of the early spring the franc 
market remained in rough balance, as Swiss banks found 
themselves more liquid than at any time since the intro
duction of Switzerland’s restrictive monetary policy of 
late 1972. The banks were feeling the impact of quanti
tative limits on the growth of bank credit imposed the 
previous winter; with their ability to lend heavily con
stricted, they cut deposit rates by XA  to V2 percent and 
reduced their dependence on the exchange market for ad
ditional funds. Although the authorities provided some 
liquidity to the domestic market during April, the National 
Bank was not called upon to provide month-end swaps 
or other direct month-end assistance to the banks for 
the first time since November 1972.

Around the middle of May, a convergence of trouble
some events disrupted the earlier steadiness in the Swiss 
franc market. The renewed surge of inflation in the 
United States, concern about the Watergate investigations, 
and the soaring gold price touched off vigorous bidding 
for the Swiss franc, along with other European currencies. 
By late May the franc had advanced to $0.3245, moving 
up along with the EC joint float.

At that point, the market began to question whether 
the rise in the franc relative to other European currencies, 
particularly the German mark, had not been overdone. 
As market attention shifted to the severe tightening of the 
German money market during June, the rise in the franc 
lagged behind that of the mark. With the strong rise in 
the mark exerting a mounting strain on the EC band, 
speculative money was switched out of Swiss francs into 
marks at an increasing pace to take advantage of any pos
sible breakdown in the European common float.

The expected revaluation of the mark on June 29 
failed to quiet the speculative turmoil. Trading condi

tions in the exchanges deteriorated alarmingly in the first 
week of July, as the market lost all confidence in its 
ability to assess the near-term prospects for dollar rates. 
Moreover, those who had taken advantage of the rela
tively low Swiss interest rates in recent years urgently 
bid for francs to cover their short franc positions, and 
the spot franc surged to new highs e^ch day in increas
ingly volatile and disorderly trading. By July 6, the franc 
was quoted at $0.3774, 45 percent above its Smithsonian 
central rate. Swiss National Bank Director-General Leut- 
wiler in a public statement that day described the foreign 
exchange market as being “completely out of control”.

After the July 7-8 central bank meeting at the BIS, 
talk of imminent United States intervention appeared 
in the Zurich market and soon spread to other financial 
centers. With the market now hopeful that the dollar 
would be supported in the exchanges, the franc came on 
offer both in Switzerland and in New York. By the time 
the Federal Reserve announced the increase in the swap 
network on July 10, the Swiss franc had dropped almost 
IV2 percent from its high on July 6.

The initial burst of enthusiasm prompted by hopes of 
massive official intervention wore off quickly, however, 
and although exchange market conditions generally im
proved the Swiss franc began to rise again along with other 
European currencies. A severe stringency then developed 
in the German money market, prompting unprecedented
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increases in German interest rates and a renewed strong 
rise of the mark which pulled other European currency 
rates, including the Swiss franc, along in its wake. After 
German monetary conditions eased in late July, the spot 
franc followed the mark down against the dollar. By the 
end of July the franc stood 341/4 percent above its Smith
sonian central rate.

S T E R L I N G

During the period under review, the pound sterling was 
caught up both in the shifting tides of the United King
dom’s domestic and international position and in the 
speculative storms which swept through the world mone
tary system. At home, inflation continued to be a major 
concern and, increasingly, the decline of the sterling rate 
last year was seen as intensifying the upward pressure on 
prices. The substantial competitive advantage gained for 
the British economy vis-a-vis other industrial countries 
through depreciation of the floating pound since June 1972 
had not as yet been translated into an improvement in the 
trade balance, while the worsening terms of trade and 
boom in commodity prices had escalated import costs. 
Moreover, the market remained pessimistic over the pros
pects for Britain’s price and wage policies. Abroad, events 
strongly and unpredictably influenced the sterling rate 
from time to time, as the market struggled to interpret the 
implications for sterling of the dollar’s weakness and recur
rent strains within the EC band. Thus, depending on how 
these factors interacted, sterling would on some occasions 
tend to move in parallel with the dollar, and on others to 
reflect more closely the movements of EC currencies.

Following the February 12 announcement of the deval
uation of the dollar, the British government indicated that 
sterling would continue to float for the time being. Soon 
after the London exchange market reopened on Febru
ary 13, the pound was quoted at $2.47%, up almost 5 
percent from early-February levels. Although this rise was 
less than that for those European currencies with new 
fixed rates against the dollar, sterling was soon pulled 
along with the general advance of the continental Euro
pean currencies against the dollar late in February. By 
March 1, the pound had climbed to $2.51% as a re
newed flight from the dollar reached its climax.

The following day, in line with actions taken by their 
EC partners, the British authorities formally closed the 
London foreign exchange market while permitting normal 
trading to continue. That weekend, Chancellor of the 
Exchequer Barber met with his counterparts from other 
EC countries in an effort to forge a European solution 
to the continuing currency crisis. Agreement was reached

on some issues but not on the terms and conditions 
under which sterling might cease to float against the 
other EC currencies. As reports of this impasse reached 
the market early on March 6, the pound was marked 
down to $2.46V4. Later that day, however, the mar
ket turned around in response to the Chancellor’s an
nual budget message. Although strongly stimulative, the 
new budget was less expansionary than the market had 
feared and also contained provisions to encourage public- 
sector borrowing in international markets— a measure de
signed to relieve pressure on Britain’s capital market and 
to bolster Britain’s official reserves. This proved reassur
ing to the market, and there was no adverse reaction to 
the British government’s confirmation that sterling would 
continue to float independently.

With the formal reopening of the European exchange 
markets on March 19, sterling, unlike the Continental 
currencies, was relatively free of exchange controls against 
inflows of funds from abroad. High rates on short-term 
sterling assets became increasingly attractive to those who 
had been holding Continental currencies in forms which 
were becoming either increasingly expensive or difficult to 
maintain. In addition, several favorable developments on 
the labor front lightened some of the market’s pessimism 
over the prospects for success of Phase Two of the gov
ernment’s incomes policy. By April, sterling was also 
benefiting from growing expectations that the United King
dom government was prepared to support the exchange 
rate in order to protect the British economy from a further 
deterioration of the country’s terms of trade. Thus, the $1 
billion Euro-bond issue by the Electricity Council and 
the sizable amounts of additional borrowings abroad by 
United Kingdom local authorities, all of which would be 
converted into sterling at the Bank of England under the 
exchange cover provision outlined in the March budget, 
were seen as bolstering reserves to permit a defense of 
the exchange rate despite an expected worsening of the 
trade accounts.

Consequently, the inflow of funds into London that 
began in mid-March accelerated even as money market 
rates in Britain backed off their peak levels. Recipients of 
sterling payments became more inclined to hold on to 
these balances while traders were increasingly willing to 
take on positions in sterling. Even release of figures show
ing a sharp worsening in the United Kingdom trade deficit 
in March failed to arrest sterling’s progressive strengthen
ing, and the spot rate advanced to the %2 A W i  level by 
mid-April and to $2.50Vi by early May. In mid-May, the 
intensifying speculative pressures against the dollar pro
pelled the pound almost to $2.58 and, as sterling moved 
to the highest level since June 1972, the Bank of England
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entered the market to moderate the pace of its advance. 
The pound briefly turned lower in response to another set 
of disappointing British trade figures and subsequent an
nouncement of a substantial United States trade surplus 
for April. But, as the dollar weakened still further in late 
May and early June, the spot rate was bid up above the 
$2.58 level.

Meanwhile, however, the steady decline of London 
money market rates, contrasted with rising rates elsewhere, 
had eliminated most of the interest incentive for moving 
into sterling. Moreover, in view of the widely held expecta
tion that the strong upswing in economic activity in Britain 
would lead to a further deterioration in the external pay
ments position, the market was beginning to question 
whether current rates for sterling could be maintained. 
Consequently, the rise in sterling against the dollar in 
late May had already been less pronounced than the 
sharp increase in continental European rates, thereby 
producing a further substantial depreciation of sterling 
against the EC currencies. During June, the outlook for 
sterling became increasingly uncertain, especially as it 
seemed more likely that the government would face stiff 
union resistance to plans for Phase Three of its incomes 
policy. Also, London interest rates were continuing to 
fall, to levels that created strong interest incentives to move 
out of sterling. As increasingly chaotic trading conditions 
developed in exchange markets everywhere during the first 
week of July, sterling was hit by speculative selling. Even 
as the dollar dropped sharply vis-a-vis continental Euro
pean currencies, sterling declined still further and, when

the dollar began to rally, the pound lagged behind.
Then, later in the month sterling again began to 

slide in a sell-off which soon led to a drop in the rate 
to below $2.50 on July 26. As market sentiment turned 
against the pound, the British authorities took strong 
and decisive action to deal with the buildup of specu
lative pressures and outflows of funds prompted by a 
credit squeeze in Germany. To arrest an easing in the 
banks’ reserve positions and to bring British interest rates 
more into line with those elsewhere, on July 19 the Bank 
of England called for additional special deposits for the 
first time since December 1972, requesting British banks 
to place on deposit 1 percent of the banks’ total liabilities. 
This measure was followed by increases in the Bank of 
England’s minimum lending rate from IV2 percent to 
9 percent on July 20 and then to IIV2 percent only one 
week later. Meanwhile, the Bank of England was strongly 
supporting sterling by intervening in dollars. On Friday, 
July 27, Chancellor of the Exchequer Barber asserted that 
sterling had become undervalued and that “I would not 
hesitate to use our ample reserves to protect our econ
omy”. As the British authorities thus made clear their 
intent to avoid a further severe decline of sterling and the 
Bundesbank relieved the money market stringency in Ger
many, the market pressures eased, and by the end of July 
sterling was trading above $2.50.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

For Belgium, the exchange market upheaval of late 
January-early February, leading to the devaluation of the 
dollar on February 12, occurred at a time of growing con
cern over domestic inflation. Consequently, from a mone
tary policy point of view, the heavy inflows of funds at that 
time were far from welcome. Following the announcement 
of the United States devaluation, the Belgian government 
established a new central rate corresponding to $0.024793 
for the franc, allowing it to appreciate by the full 11.1 
percent change in the dollar parity. Shortly thereafter, the 
authorities introduced an anti-inflationary package featur
ing limits on credit expansion. As a result, the franc was 
already firming when the renewed run on the dollar 
developed in late February and by early March, the Na
tional Bank was obliged to intervene at the new ceiling, 
taking in an additional $125 million.

After the official closing of the Belgian market on 
March 2, trading remained nervous, as the authorities 
began to devise new regulations to prevent a further ac
cumulation of nonresident commercial balances with Bel
gian banks. By the time the market was officially reopened, 
the authorities had established a negative interest charge
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of XA  percent per week on any excess of nonresident 
balances above normal levels. Holders of francs unloaded 
some balances subject to this charge—thereby pushing 
down the spot rate—while maintaining their long posi
tion in francs by purchasing forward francs—thereby 
widening the forward premium. Once this adjustment had 
been completed, the spot franc moved more or less in 
line with the other EC currencies in late March and early 
April. Since liquidity conditions were somewhat tighter 
in Brussels than in Amsterdam, the franc tended to hold 
firmer than the guilder so that, while the two currencies 
eased progressively against the dollar through early May, 
there was occasional moderate intervention to maintain 
the 1 Vi percent Benelux band.

Early in May, the National Bank hiked its discount 
rate by Vi percentage point to 5 V2 percent, and so the 
franc had already begun to firm when the new rush out 
of the dollar began in mid-month. By early June, the 
franc was some 9 percent above its central rate, but 
already trailing behind the German mark which had 
become the focus of speculation. By June 27, as the 
demand for marks intensified, the franc joined the other 
currencies requiring substantial support at the bottom of 
the EC band, while rising to more than 12 percent above 
its central rate.

The June 29 mark revaluation resolved temporarily the 
strains on the snake, but in the week that followed there 
were enormous new pressures on the dollar in all Con
tinental markets. Thus, by July 5, traders were finding it
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nearly impossible to get quotations or to do normal busi
ness. In just one week of extremely heavy demand, the 
franc had been pushed up some 6 percent to reach 
$0.029200 in New York, almost 18 percent above its 
central rate.

The market in Brussels turned dramatically around 
early the next week, as it did in other financial centers, 
following the meeting of central bank governors in Basle 
over the weekend of July 7-8. By the time the Federal 
Reserve’s swap-line increases were formally announced 
on July 10, the Belgian franc had dropped 53A  percent 
from its July 6 highs. In conjunction with intervention 
in German marks and French francs, this Bank began 
to sell Belgian francs, at first to consolidate the earlier 
gains and then to provide resistance to sharp reversals 
in the dollar rate. Over several days the Federal Reserve 
sold $6.0 million equivalent of francs, which were obtained 
by drawings under the swap line with the National 
Bank. These sales were on a much smaller scale than 
those of other currencies, reflecting the relatively small 
volume of trading in Belgian francs in the New York 
market. When the franc moved away from its upper range 
of the European band, the Federal Reserve suspended its 
intervention in francs.

N E T H E R L A N D S  G U I L D E R

In the aftermath of the February dollar devaluation, the 
Dutch authorities set a new central rate of $0.3424, and 
the guilder quickly moved up to trade near this level. 
The market remained badly shaken by the dollar’s second 
devaluation, however, and when another rush out of dollars 
developed at the end of February, bids for guilders again 
flooded the market as traders took advantage of the rela
tively free access to the Amsterdam market at a time 
when other centers were being closed off by progressively 
tighter restrictions. The Netherlands Bank, once again 
obliged to absorb dollars, took in more than $750 million 
by the time the authorities officially closed the market on 
March 1.

Then, as negotiations to devise a European solution to 
the exchange crisis proceeded, the guilder market turned 
extremely thin. With traders hesitant to deal in the face of 
uncertainty over the outcome of these discussions and 
over possible new exchange controls in the Netherlands, 
even very small trades provoked wide rate fluctuations. 
Against this background, the guilder spurted up on the 
news of another mark revaluation in connection with 
establishment of a collective EC float against the dollar. 
Traders soon became convinced, however, of the Dutch 
government’s resolve, in view of the persistently high
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domestic unemployment, not to revalue the guilder. More
over, the Dutch authorities, to curb potential speculative 
inflows, announced that a V* percent per week commis
sion would be imposed on further increases in nonresi
dent guilder deposits. As a result, the guilder was already 
falling back when the market was officially reopened on 
March 19. Nonresidents, moving to avoid the special 
commission but reluctant to unwind their positions, sought 
to switch out of spot and into forward guilders. Conse
quently, the spot rate soon fell to 1 percent below its new 
central rate while the forward premium widened sharply.

Even when the bulk of this repositioning had been 
completed, the guilder maintained its easier tone. By early 
spring the expansionary effect of the huge first-quarter 
inflows had brought short-term money rates down to vir
tually nil in Amsterdam and less than 2 percent in the 
Euro-guilder market. The Dutch authorities took succes
sive steps to neutralize part of the monetary impact of 
the earlier inflows by raising the cash reserve ratio to 
7 percent and by open market transactions. Nevertheless, 
they proceeded carefully so as not to hamper a reflow of 
funds. Therefore, as the immediate strains of the February- 
March currency crisis receded, funds were increasingly 
pulled out of Amsterdam by more attractive yields in other 
European financial centers. In addition, some earlier leads 
and lags in favor of the guilder were being unwound. These 
short-term capital outflows more than offset the continuing 
strength of the underlying payments position and the

guilder slid to the bottom of both the EC snake and the 
narrower Benelux band by early April, requiring support 
under both arrangements. As nonresident balances sub
sequently declined to pre-February levels, the Netherlands 
Bank lifted the special commission.

In May and early June the guilder strengthened against 
the dollar, although it remained weak relative to other cur
rencies in the EC joint float and continued to require sup
port. With the mark at the top of the EC band, pressure 
on the guilder intensified. Therefore, even though Dutch in
terest rates were now noticeably firming following a V2 per
centage point increase in the Netherlands Bank’s discount 
rate, the guilder required increasing support to maintain the 
EC margins as the snake rose rapidly against the dollar. By 
late June, intervention against marks swelled to major 
proportions. In the four days prior to the June 29 mark 
revaluation, the Netherlands Bank was obliged to sell some 
$400 million equivalent of marks to stay within the band. 
Meanwhile, the guilder had been pulled up to $0.3831, 
almost 12 percent above its February central rate.

Following the mark revaluation, the guilder market 
settled down only briefly, and in the first week in July 
the guilder was again caught up in the speculative on
slaught against the dollar. By July 5, trading had become 
tumultuous, as the market was flooded with rumors of 
another mark revaluation, a guilder revaluation, and a 
third dollar devaluation. As traders rushed from dollars 
into the European currencies, the guilder was pushed up 
above $0.4000 on July 6. In the chaotic market condi
tions prevailing that day, many New York banks refused to 
trade guilders and quotations were little better than indica
tions, with bid-offer spreads exceeding V2 percent at times.

Release of the Basle communique that weekend and 
subsequent reports of expanded Federal Reserve swap 
lines helped reassure the market. The guilder dropped 
back to $0.3765 on hopes of large-scale United States 
intervention and traded quietly around this level for 
several days. This relative calm was then interrupted 
as the German liquidity crunch built up. As the mark 
moved 2 lA  percent above the guilder, the Netherlands 
Bank again provided support against the German currency.

By the time the German money squeeze abated just 
before the end of July, the cumulative outflows from the 
Netherlands had worked to tighten domestic liquidity and 
thereby to encourage a firming of Dutch interest rates, 
which the Netherlands Bank validated by progressively 
raising its discount rate to 6V2 percent. As monetary 
conditions firmed and short-term capital outflows subsided, 
the strength of the Dutch current account reemerged and 
the guilder, while easing nearly 2 percent against the dollar, 
began to move toward the top of the 2Va percent EC band.
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I T A L I A N  L I R A

Coming into 1973 the Italian economy was beset by 
sluggish growth and high unemployment coupled with 
rising inflation. This economic situation, against a back
ground of political uncertainties and social unrest, pro
voked leads and lags against the lira and outright capital 
flight. After a long series of speculative attacks on the 
lira, on January 22 the Italian authorities had intro
duced a two-tier market for the lira, split between a 
commercial market in which the authorities would con
tinue to intervene in support of the Smithsonian limits and 
a financial market where the lira would float freely. In the 
ensuing upheavals in the exchanges in late January and 
early February, the commercial lira remained under sell
ing pressure, while the financial lira moved to a substan
tial discount.

The Italian authorities responded to the February 12 
announcement of the proposed devaluation of the dollar 
by allowing the commercial lira to float, thereby with
drawing for the time being from the joint EC snake 
arrangement. When trading resumed on February 14, the 
commercial rate— at $0.001765—was some 2%  percent 
above its abandoned Smithsonian central rate; at this level 
it had appreciated far less than the currencies of Italy’s 
major European trading partners, which had moved up 
by 10 percent or more. At the same time the discount on 
the financial lira narrowed somewhat.

When the dollar fell under attack again in late February, 
the outlook for the lira was still beclouded by concern

over the domestic labor situation. But as the rush out of 
dollars reached a climax on March 1, the lira also came 
into demand, and the commercial rate briefly rose as far as 
9 percent above its Smithsonian central rate. This advance 
was not sustained, however, when in the subsequent nego
tiations it became apparent that Italy would not join the 
common European float against the dollar but would 
continue to float independently. Consequently, by mid- 
March the lira had slipped back to some 2lA  percent above 
the Smithsonian level for a further net depreciation against 
most European currencies.

Except for a temporary boost late in March, the lira 
remained vulnerable to renewed selling pressure and it 
weakened late in April on release of figures showing a 
further widening in the trade deficit in January and 
February. With concern over the Italian economic and 
political situation continuing to overhang the market, the 
lira did not participate in the sharp upsurge of European 
rates against the dollar in early May. Indeed, the Bank 
of Italy continued to operate intermittently to keep the 
commercial rate from depreciating further against the 
currencies of its EC partners.

Toward the end of May and the first week of June 
the atmosphere in Italy’s exchange market had turned 
even more sour. The long-simmering government crisis 
came to a head almost simultaneously with release of 
April balance-of-payments figures showing a sharp and 
contraseasonal deterioration in the overall current account. 
The Bank of Italy intervened only occasionally in the 
market, and in seven trading days the commercial rate 
tumbled about 7 percent while the financial lira fell even 
more sharply as capital outflows from Italy swelled.

On June 18, the caretaker government announced a 
package of credit measures designed to restore confidence 
in the lira and reduce the Italian inflation rate to levels 
prevailing in the rest of Europe without choking off Italy’s 
incipient industrial recovery. These measures included a 
steep increase in the penalty charge for repeated use of 
the Bank of Italy’s discount facility. Moreover, to re
direct longer term investment into the securities markets, 
the Italian commercial banks were instructed to invest no 
less than 6 percent of end-of-1972 deposits in designated 
public and private bonds during 1973.

While making these announcements, the government 
noted the size of net official reserves and possible credits 
available under the EC and Federal Reserve swap networks. 
In addition, it announced supplementary central bank 
facilities and indicated that there would be further borrow
ing by state enterprises in the international markets. As a 
result, the market became persuaded that the Bank of 
Italy, its resources now bolstered by the additional credit
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facilities, would shortly resume intervention in support of 
the lira, and the spot rate strengthened along with other 
European currencies into early July. Meanwhile, the polit
ical situation had stabilized with the formation of a new 
coalition government under Premier Mariano Rumor. In 
addition, the Italian Foreign Exchange Office decided to 
unwind dollar swaps with the commercial banking system 
instead of renewing them as had been expected, a move 
which both underscored the magnitude of the exchange 
resources available and tightened domestic liquidity. Never
theless, the Bank of Italy continued to intervene heavily 
in the market to keep the lira in line with other European 
currencies.

In late July, the Rumor government announced details 
of its new anti-inflation program, including a three-month 
freeze on selected food and industrial prices, and ceilings on 
the growth of bank loans for certain categories of clients. 
Also featured in the package was a massive $2 billion 
long-term Euro-dollar borrowing by several Italian public 
institutions that was designed to bolster official reserves. 
New exchange controls were also introduced to discourage 
destabilizing speculation in the exchange. The controls 
required that Italian residents put up to 50 percent of any 
foreign investment in a noninterest-bearing account with 
the authorities, that prepayment for imports be financed 
in foreign exchange, and that commercial banks maintain 
not only a balanced foreign exchange position overall, but 
separate balanced positions in United States dollars, EC 
currencies, and other currencies. The market reacted favor
ably to these announcements, and the lira soon began to 
improve in the exchanges.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

In February, heavy demand for Canadian dollars 
erupted at the time of the devaluation of the United 
States dollar but, once that episode passed, the market 
relationship between the two North American currencies 
remained largely free of the speculative influences that 
afflicted other exchange markets. In fact, during the period 
under review, the spot Canadian dollar moved roughly in 
line with the United States dollar vis-a-vis European cur
rencies. In general, the underlying forces affecting Can
ada’s payments position were in rough balance, as a 
rise in imports stemming from more rapid expansion of 
the domestic economy was largely offset by a surge of 
exports, mainly commodities and raw materials. As a re
sult, movements of the exchange rate over the spring and 
early summer mainly reflected shifting interest rate differ
entials in the nexus of Canadian and United States financial 
markets and the Euro-currency markets. Consequently,

Chart IX
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the Canadian dollar traded generally around $1.00 through 
early July. Then, following the particularly sharp run-up 
of interest rates in the United States in late July and early 
August, which was not matched in Canada, the spot rate 
eased to around the $0 .99^ level.

J A P A N E S E  Y E N

When the dollar was devalued on February 12, the 
Japanese authorities announced that they would permit 
the yen to float temporarily. The authorities nevertheless 
remained prepared to moderate rate movements in the 
Tokyo exchange market. Soon after trading resumed on 
February 14, the yen was in heavy demand and the spot 
rate was driven up to a level more than 17 percent above 
the Smithsonian central rate. Activity then subsided, and 
the yen edged lower through the end of February. When 
heavy pressure against the dollar reemerged in Europe, 
the Japanese authorities, acting in concert with the Euro
peans, decided to close the Tokyo market on March 2.

With the markets closed during the first half of March, 
there were no interbank transactions in Tokyo either in 
spot or forward dealings. Following the March 16 Paris 
communique of the Group of Ten Finance Ministers, 
normal trading in yen was resumed and a strong reversal 
of earlier speculation in favor of the yen started to emerge. 
By late March the dollar had strengthened in Tokyo in 
response to a variety of factors. The rapid expansion of 
the Japanese economy and the 1971 revaluation of the 
yen had already stimulated import demand, particularly 
for raw materials and industrial commodities, and the 
boom in world commodity prices produced a further esca
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lation in the cost of Japanese imports. At the same time, 
various official limits on export growth instituted last year 
were beginning to have a restrictive effect. Moreover, the 
leads and lags built up in the months prior to the floating 
of the yen were now being unwound, a sign that the mar
ket did not expect a further sharp rise of the yen rate in 
the near future. Furthermore, long-term capital outflows 
swelled, as Japanese interests stepped up their participa
tion in international financial markets, nonresidents liqui
dated a sizable amount of their investments, and Japanese 
firms also increased their direct investment abroad. All 
of these factors combined to generate a persistent demand 
for dollars in Tokyo, and the Bank of Japan, intervening 
at some 16 percent above the Smithsonian central rate, 
sold about $4 billion of reserves between mid-March and 
the end of June.

These shifts in the Japanese payments position so dom
inated developments in the Tokyo market that there was 
little response to a series of discount rate increases by the 
Bank of Japan, which brought the rate to 6 percent from 
AlA  percent by early summer. Furthermore, there was 
only a slight reaction to the buildup of pressures on the 
dollar in Europe in May. Dealers expressed concern over 
the implications for the yen of the June 29 revaluation 
of the mark, but the Japanese authorities quickly re
sponded by emphasizing that the German action, designed 
to correct an isolated problem within Europe, should have 
no impact on the yen.

When the dollar came under pressure early in July, 
however, the yen market became fearful of the threat 
posed by deteriorating market conditions elsewhere and

Chart X
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the spot yen was bid up as much as 5 percent. Trading 
then settled down following the BIS communique and sub
sequent enlargement of the Federal Reserve swap network. 
The yen then backed off to earlier levels and, over the 
remainder of July, the Bank of Japan resumed its dollar 
sales in the exchange market.

E U R O - D O L L A R

The deepening crisis in the exchanges early this year, 
not unlike monetary disturbances in the past, left a dis
tinct mark on supply and demand patterns as well as on 
rates in the Euro-dollar market. As traders and investors 
in many parts of the world increasingly covered their dol
lar exposure by means of forward sales, banks in Europe 
and elsewhere that had purchased those forward dollars 
from their customers sought to even out their positions 
by borrowing Euro-dollars and selling the spot proceeds in 
the exchanges. Speculative borrowing of dollars for conver
sion into stronger currencies was also an important market 
factor early this year. In addition, some Euro-dollar in
vestors, notably in less developed countries without well- 
functioning forward markets for their own currencies, 
decided to reduce their stake in the market by sizable 
amounts.

These changes in the pattern of supply and demand, 
together with rising United States money market rates, 
drove Euro-dollar rates steadily higher. By the end of 
February, the one-month Euro-dollar rate was above 9Vi 
percent, up from about 6 percent at the beginning of the 
year. The currency crisis, in turn, induced a massive move
ment of funds from the United States into the market, as 
foreign banks withdrew balances previously placed and 
borrowed heavily on outstanding credit lines with United 
States banks or from their agencies, branches, and other 
affiliated institutions in this country. At the same time, these 
foreign subsidiary institutions in the United States and, 
to a lesser extent, United States banks repaid large 
amounts of maturing dollar borrowings that they had pre
viously drawn from the market. Supplies in the market 
were also enlarged by additional deposits, particularly 
from governments and central banks in several developing 
countries.

In the wake of the February crisis and the dollar’s 
devaluation, the authorities of several continental Euro
pean countries introduced a variety of regulations in de
fensive moves to deter further speculative inflows into 
their countries. Some of them imposed stiffer reserve 
requirements and even negative interest charges on incre
ments to nonresidents’ deposits at domestic banks. Several 
governments, moreover, imposed additional restrictions
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on corporate borrowings from the Euro-dollar market 
and in some cases prohibited such borrowings alto
gether, forcing banks operating in the market aggressively 
to seek new customers in other overseas loan markets. 
In the process, they not only relaxed already low credit 
standards, but also permitted interest rate margins to 
narrow further.

Substantial demands for Euro-dollar loan facilities con
tinued to originate among traditional users, large amounts 
being employed for the financing of trade with eastern 
Europe and for British direct and portfolio investment 
abroad. In the spring and summer these borrowings were 
augmented when both the British and Italian governments, 
to cushion balance-of-payments pressures, encouraged pub
lic bodies in their countries to draw very large amounts from 
the market. In the United Kingdom, the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer announced in his budget statement of early

March that certain public bodies would again be allowed 
official exchange cover facilities for foreign currency borrow
ings. As a result, local authorities and public corporations 
began to enter into very heavy borrowing commitments, 
the Electricity Council alone contracting for a $1 billion 
ten-year loan. Similarly, several Italian state institutions 
raised very large loans in the medium-term Euro-dollar 
market. These borrowings served to replenish monetary 
reserve holdings in the two countries.

In the United States, the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System made several regulatory changes 
that are now beginning to affect the demand of banks in 
the United States for Euro-dollar balances. In mid-May, 
the Board amended Regulations D and M to reduce from 
20 percent to 8 percent the reserve requirements appli
cable to certain foreign borrowings of United States banks 
to the extent that they exceed the applicable reserve-free 
base of each bank. In addition, the reserve-free bases would 
be phased out. On June 1, the Board requested the agencies, 
branches, and nonmember bank subsidiaries of foreign 
banks to maintain voluntarily reserves of 8 percent against 
any increases above the May level in net funds obtained 
from banks abroad, including their head offices and other 
directly related institutions. The revision in the rules 
for United States banks and the reemergence of a market 
incentive for United States banks to acquire Euro-dollars 
in lieu of purchasing Federal funds contributed to a step- 
up in their borrowings from their foreign branches.

Euro-dollar rates, which had been surprisingly stable 
during the period of exchange rate disturbances in the 
spring and early summer, began to escalate again late in 
July as exceptionally high money market rates in Ger
many exerted a strong pull on rate levels in other money 
markets. Moreover, money market rates in this country 
were also rising to very high levels. Throughout August, 
rates for three-month Euro-dollars remained in the 11% 
to 11 Vat percent range.

The international monetary uncertainties, together with 
soaring interest rates in the short end of the Euro-currency 
market, resulted in a severe contraction of the Euro-bond 
market, most notably its dollar-denominated segment. In
deed, during the periods of greatest currency unrest it 
became extremely difficult, if not impossible, to offer suc
cessfully to the public even mark-denominated issues. On 
balance, however, the pressure on the dollar seemed to have 
encouraged a further expansion of the role of other cur
rencies in this market. Moreover, many of the needs of 
traditional Euro-bond borrowers are now being met by 
the medium-term Euro-currency market.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By C h a r le s  A . C o o m b s

Over the six-month period, August 1973-January 1974, 
covered by this report, the dollar recovered strongly from 
the speculative attack that, during the first week of July, 
had driven down the dollar against the major European 
currencies to as much as 20 percent below official central 
rates. This sharp depreciation of dollar rates was unwar
ranted by the improving United States external position 
and threatened to magnify the impact of worldwide infla
tion on price levels here in this country. The speculative 
wave was abruptly broken on July 9 as reports circulated 
of an imminent resumption of exchange operations by the 
Federal Reserve, backed up by a major enlargement of the 
System’s reciprocal lines of credit with foreign central 
banks. Subsequent Federal Reserve intervention in support 
of the dollar during the rest of July totaled $273.4 million, 
entirely financed by drawings on the swap lines with for
eign central banks.

These swap credits taken down by the Federal Reserve 
during July were completely repaid by mid-August as 
dollar rates moved up. From late August through October, 
the exchange markets gradually settled down to more or
derly trading conditions, with much narrower fluctuations 
in rates from day to day as well as during trading sessions. 
In this improved atmosphere, the market also showed 
greater resilience in absorbing the shocks of adverse poli
tical and economic news here and abroad. During this pe
riod, the Federal Reserve stood ready to intervene on nu

* This report, covering the period August 1973 through January 
1974, is the twenty-fourth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign Function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal 
Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

merous occasions, but operations were required only 
in five instances. These System operations, as detailed in 
the interim report appearing in the December issue of this 
Review, totaled $243.3 million, of which $238.9 million 
was drawn under the swap lines and repaid by the end of 
October 1973.

From November through late January, the dollar’s re
covery gained increasing momentum as evidence accu
mulated that the United States balance of payments was 
moving decisively into surplus. As United States exports 
soared, the trade account showed a dramatic turnaround, 
registering a sequence of monthly surpluses. Heavy foreign 
purchases of United States securities, foreign direct invest
ments in the United States, and repatriations by United 
States companies of buoyant overseas earnings reinforced 
the demand for dollars. Set against the weakening pay
ments positions of several major foreign countries, the 
general improvement in the United States position gave 
a strong boost to confidence in the dollar. As the oil crisis 
suddenly erupted, cutbacks in oil supplies and the succes
sive steep price increases by the producing nations clearly 
threatened to have far-reaching effects on industrial out
put and employment, price inflation, and the balance of 
payments in the major industrialized countries. On each 
of these counts, the market took the view that the United 
States, far less dependent on imported oil than Europe and 
Japan, could better cope with the damaging consequences 
of supply restrictions and more readily absorb the pay
ments burden of costlier oil. At the same time, it was 
widely anticipated that a major share of the oil producers’ 
higher revenues would be attracted to dollar investments.

This favorable market assessment of United States pros
pects triggered a strong movement of short-term funds out 
of the major European currencies and the Japanese yen 
into dollars. Rising dollar rates were accelerated by a large- 
scale unwinding of long-standing speculative positions in
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foreign currencies, and various foreign central banks sold 
dollars from their reserves to moderate the declines of their 
currencies. Nevertheless, by mid-January, the German 
mark and Swiss franc had fallen by roughly 23 percent 
against the dollar from their peak levels of early July
1973, while other major European currencies had also de
clined sharply. In late January, following the widespread 
dismantling of capital restrictions here and abroad, dollar 
rates topped off and a declining trend developed during 
February.

With the dollar rising steadily on its own from Novem
ber through January, there was naturally no need for even 
temporary support operations by the System. As foreign 
currencies came on offer, however, both the Federal Re
serve and the United States Treasury were able to make 
further progress in repaying foreign debt left outstanding 
at the time of closure of the gold window in August 1971. 
Beginning in August 1973, the Federal Reserve resumed 
modest daily purchases of Belgian francs in the market to 
repay swap drawings on the National Bank of Belgium 
incurred prior to August 15, 1971. By the end of January
1974, $128.2 million of those drawings had been repaid, 
leaving $261.8 million equivalent remaining (see Table II ) . 
In January 1974, the System also repaid through market 
purchases $193.8 million of Swiss franc debt incurred 
prior to August 15, 1971, thereby reducing the System’s 
total Swiss franc debt to $971.2 million. As of January 31,

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEM ENTS

In millions of dollars

Institution

Austrian National Bank ..............................................

National Bank of B elg iu m ..........................................

Bank of C anada..............................................................

National Bank of D enm ark........................................

Bank of England ...........................................................

Bank of F rance................................................................

German Federal Bank .................................................

Bank of Italy ...................................................................

Bank of Japan ................................................................

Bank of Mexico ..............................................................

Netherlands Bank .........................................................

Bank of Norway ...................................................... ......

Bank of Sweden ..............................................................

Swiss National Bank ......................................................

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars .................................................

Other authorized European currencies-dollars .

Total

Amount of facility 
February 1, 1974

250

1,000

2,000

250

2,000

2,000

2,000

3.000

2.000 

180 

500 

250 

300

1,400

600

1,250

18,980
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Percentage deviations of weekly averages of New York noon offered 
rates from New York noon offered rates on January 2, 1973.

therefore, System swap debt had been cut down to 
$1,232.9 million, compared with the peak of $3,045 mil
lion outstanding on August 15, 1971.

The Treasury also took advantage of the strengthening 
of the dollar to make net purchases during December 1973 
and January 1974 of $186.5 million of German marks, 
French francs, Belgian francs, and Japanese yen, of which 
$132.9 million equivalent was subsequently used to pay 
down United States Treasury debt to the International 
Monetary Fund (IM F) to an end-of-January total of $1.3 
billion. In addition, in October 1973 the Treasury had re
paid at maturity the last of its German-mark-denominated 
securities with marks purchased from the Bundesbank. As 
a result, by end-January, the remaining Treasury medium- 
term foreign currency debt, all denominated in Swiss 
francs, totaled $1,587.9 million equivalent (see Table IV ).

Effective February 1, the swap line between the Bank 
of Italy and the Federal Reserve was increased from $2 
billion to $3 billion. In this connection, Chairman Bums 
noted that increases in other lines might be considered as 
needed.
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GERMAN MARK

In the massive speculation against the dollar, which 
erupted last spring and carried into early summer, the 
German mark spearheaded the rise of European Com
munity (EC) currencies. By early July 1973, the mark 
rate had been pushed to as high as $0.4525, some 
31 percent above its February central rate. The Federal 
Reserve had then resumed intervention in the exchanges, 
beginning on July 10. Such intervention initially encoun
tered considerable market resistance, as a severe liquidity 
squeeze in Frankfurt touched off renewed heavy bidding 
for marks. By the end of July, the Federal Reserve had 
sold a total of $220.5 million equivalent of marks financed 
by drawings under the swap arrangement with the Bundes
bank. The Bundesbank also had intervened in Frankfurt.

Late in the month the Bundesbank succeeded in reliev
ing the immediate domestic liquidity squeeze and, with in
terest rates rising in the United States at the same time that 
this country’s trade outlook was improving, the dollar began 
to stage a generalized recovery in the exchanges. Conse
quently, in early August, the mark came heavily on offer. 
As the mark rate declined, the Federal Reserve took the 
opportunity to acquire marks in the market. Some $4.2 
million equivalent of these balances was sold in the mar
ket on August 7 when there was a brief run-up of the 
mark rate, but the decline in the rate quickly resumed. 
By mid-August, the Federal Reserve had repaid through 
market purchases the $220.5 million equivalent of swap 
drawings on the Bundesbank. Meanwhile, the Bundesbank 
had sold some of the dollars it had purchased during the 
coordinated intervention of July.

Over subsequent weeks, even as favorable trade and 
balance-of-payments figures were released for the United 
States, new uncertainties about price trends and political 
developments in this country surfaced from time to time. 
With the dollar still vulnerable, the Federal Reserve re
entered the market to resist excessive movements of mar
ket rates. Thus, on August 20-21, when there was a 
resurgence of demand for marks ahead of the release 
of German trade figures, the Federal Reserve offered marks 
on those two days and again briefly later in the month. 
In the two episodes the System sold a total of $54.5 
million equivalent of marks drawn under the swap line 
with the Bundesbank, while the German central bank 
made modest purchases of dollars in Frankfurt. Then, in 
early September, just ahead of the official announcement 
of United States wholesale prices for August, the dollar 
again came under some pressure against the mark, and 
the Federal Reserve sold $8.2 million equivalent of marks, 
of which $3.9 million was drawn under the swap line

Chart II
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and the remainder came from balances on hand. In 
all of these instances, however, the dollar recovered 
quickly, and the Federal Reserve was able to liquidate 
its swap drawings within a matter of days with marks 
purchased in the market. Apart from these occasions, 
exchange market conditions tended to improve and day-to- 
day fluctuations in the mark rate narrowed significantly 
as the dollar consolidated its earlier gains.

The relative calm in the exchanges was suddenly 
shaken by the unexpected revaluation of the Netherlands 
guilder on September 15, which immediately raised ex
pectations of further central rate changes in the EC cur
rency arrangement. Renewed speculative demand for 
marks appeared, pushing up the mark rate and pulling the 
other currencies in the EC band up in its wake. The Fed
eral Reserve stepped in, in coordination with the Bundes
bank, to moderate the rise in the mark. Between Septem
ber 17 and 26 the Federal Reserve sold $156.7 million 
equivalent of German marks drawn under the swap line, 
while the Bundesbank intervened in Frankfurt by buying 
nearly $140 million. This forceful intervention, together 
with complementary action in other EC countries, effec
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tively stemmed the speculative outburst.
By late September, the mark rate had steadied once 

again and, with underlying trade and investment 
flows tending to strengthen the dollar, the Federal 
Reserve was subsequently able to purchase sufficient 
marks to repay $86.1 million equivalent of the outstanding 
swap debt to the Bundesbank. In mid-October, the im
provement in the dollar was again temporarily interrupted 
by a sharp fall in United States interest rates, the outbreak 
of war in the Mideast, and the resignation of Vice President 
Agnew. When news of the resignation hit the markets, 
demand for marks suddenly intensified. To guard against 
disorderly trading conditions, the Federal Reserve made 
unusually large offers of marks in the New York market, 
of which $21 million equivalent was sold.

Late in October, the market atmosphere was dramat
ically transformed when United States trade figures, 
showing an unexpectedly large $873 million surplus for 
September, confirmed to the market that the long-awaited 
turnaround in the United States trade position was clearly 
under way. The mark, in particular, came under heavy 
selling pressure, and the Federal Reserve purchased suffi
cient marks to repay the remaining $91.5 million equiva
lent of swap debt then owed to the Bundesbank. By early 
November, when the unfolding oil crisis was becoming the

focus of attention in the exchange markets, the cutback 
of Arab oil deliveries was seen as threatening severe dis
locations for the German economy. The mark’s decline 
was accelerated by the unwinding of earlier favorable leads 
and lags and the cutting-out of entrenched long positions 
in marks. In occasionally very heavy dealing, the mark 
plunged by 7 percent against the dollar in November and 
a further IV\ percent by mid-December. The mark 
dropped also to the lower range of the EC “snake” and 
required support during nearly all of November.

While the cutbacks of oil to Europe were eased over the 
December 22 weekend, the simultaneous doubling of oil 
prices in the Persian Gulf, followed by even higher prices 
on the part of Libya, sent new shock waves through the 
market. The general view was that these prices would 
jeopardize the balance-of-payments positions of all indus
trialized countries but that the United States would be 
in a better position than European countries to withstand 
the added cost. The mark, therefore, came heavily on offer 
along with other European currencies in late December 
and the Bundesbank intervened in the exchanges, fairly 
substantially on some days. Beginning in late December, 
this Bank also began to purchase marks in New York. An 
initial $23.7 million purchased for Treasury account and 
$24.3 million purchased for System account in early Janu-

Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAW INGS A N D  REPAYMENTS 
U N D ER  RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Transactions with
System swap 

commitments on 
December 31,1972

Drawings (+ )  or repayments (—)

1973

III IV

1974

January

System swap 
commitments on 

January 31, 1974

National Bank of Belgium ....................................

Bank of France ................. .......................................

German Federal Bank ............................................

Netherlands Bank .....................................................

Swiss National Bank ...............................................

Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs).... 

Total ...............................................................................

415.0 25.0

|+104.6

570.0

600.0

104.6

5.0

f +  6.0 
1 -  52.0

— 82.2

f+  47.0 
i -  47.0

f+435.6
1—278.9

f +  21.0 
(—177.7

f+  2.9 
1 -  2.9

1,585.0 f+104.6
{-134 .6

J+488.6 
{—377.8

f +  23.8 
I— 262.8

-193.8

-193 .8

261.8

— 0—  

— 0—  

371.2 

600.0

1,232.9

Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to rounding.
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Table i n

DRAW INGS A N D  REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS  
A N D  THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

U N D ER  RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEM ENTS

In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
December 31,1972

Drawings (+ )  or repayments (—)
Drawings on 

Federal Reserve 
System outstanding 
January 31, 1974

1973 1974

1 II III IV January

Bank for International Settlements 
(against German marks) ....................................... — 0— I

t

o
© {+23.0

1—23.0
(+36.0  
I - 36.0

q
q

\6
\q

+
T {+2 .0

1 -2 .0 — 0—

Total ................................................................................ — 0— { + 11 .0
1 -11 .0

f+23.0
(—23.0

j+36.0
1 -36 .0

{+46.0
1-46 .0

{+2.0
1 -2 .0 —

ary were largely resold to the Bundesbank against dollars. 
Further purchases were then made to build up mark bal
ances of the United States Treasury.

The downward momentum of the spot mark neverthe
less continued, and by mid-January the rate had declined 
to $0.3462, a further 8 percent from mid-December levels 
and its lowest level in nearly a year. At that point, it stood 
just Vi percent above its February 1973 central rate and 
fully 2 3 ^  percent below its peak of July 1973.

The decision of the French authorities on January 19 
to float the French franc independently from the other 
currencies within the EC snake caught dealers by surprise. 
The German mark, which had recovered from its lowest 
point, suddenly came on offer along with other currencies 
remaining in the snake as dealers awaited the outcome of 
negotiations over the future of the EC monetary arrange
ment. As this pressure persisted, even after announcement 
by EC officials that the band arrangement would be 
continued on a more limited scale, this Bank again pur
chased marks in the New York market for United States 
Treasury account in an effort to avoid an even further de
cline in the spot rate. These purchases raised the Treasury’s 
net acquisitions of marks to $112.5 million, and $105.2 
million of the Treasury’s accumulated balances was used 
in a repayment to the IM F on January 28.

Once the initial shock effects of the floating of the 
French franc had passed, the market began to reappraise 
the outlook for the dollar. By that time, there were reports 
that the oil embargo would be lifted or that oil prices 
would be rolled back, leading some dealers to believe that 
the previous rush into dollars had perhaps been overdone. 
Moreover, interest rates in the United States had begun

to decline relative to rates abroad. Then, on January 29, 
the United States Government announced the termination 
of its controls on capital outflows. The dollar quickly came 
on offer and, since Germany’s strong trade balance and 
very substantial international reserves were seen as help
ing that country meet the added payments burden of the 
higher oil prices, the German mark in particular began 
to rise sharply. Subsequently, the German authorities also 
relaxed many of their controls against inflows, lifting re
strictions against nonresident purchases of long-term Ger
man securities and direct investments, allowing residents 
to borrow abroad without prior official approval and re
ducing the “bardepot” deposit requirement from 50 per
cent to 20 percent. These developments stimulated further 
bidding for marks, and by the end of January the spot rate 
had advanced by 4V4 percent from the lows reached ear
lier in the month.

STERLING

Despite an abrupt slackening in the rate of growth last 
summer, the British economy remained gripped by severe 
inflation. The government responded by providing stimulus 
through fiscal policy, while seeking to decelerate the wage- 
price spiral by moving to a longer term “Stage III” con
trol mechanism. Meanwhile, however, the willingness of 
the trade unions to accept continuing restraint on wages 
was being undermined by the persistent run-up of prices. 
Inflationary pressures were exacerbated by external fac
tors. The worldwide rise in commodity prices and the sub
stantial depreciation of sterling since June 1972— to which 
the trade accounts had not yet responded— had seriously
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inflated Britain’s import bill and ratcheted domestic prices 
even higher. To help curb these pressures and to bolster 
sterling, the Bank of England had tightened monetary 
policy considerably. By early August, interest rates had 
moved up to historic highs and the bank’s minimum lend
ing rate had advanced to IIV2 percent. Partly as a means 
of reinforcing Britain’s reserves, the authorities had also 
encouraged public-sector borrowings in the Euro-currency 
markets, and over $ 1 billion of these borrowings had been 
announced. Protected by London’s relatively high interest 
rates, sterling declined less rapidly than other currencies in 
August, falling back from $2.50 to around $2.46 as the 
dollar generally strengthened.

Early in September, however, the pound suffered a sud
den sell-off on growing concern over the prospects for the 
British economy and on rumors that the United Kingdom 
would allow the sterling-balance guarantees with former 
sterling-area countries to lapse when they expired on 
September 24. Speculation quickly fed on itself and in just 
three days the pound plunged more than 7 cents, to a low 
of $2.38 in London on September 6. At that point the 
Bank of England stepped in with strong support, and the 
government announced its decision to extend the sterling 
guarantees for another six months at $2.4213, prompting 
a rebound in sterling to around that level. In subsequent 
weeks, trading remained nervous as the market awaited 
signs of progress in the final negotiations among govern
ment, labor, and employers over the ultimate shape of the 
Stage III controls. Spot sterling, therefore, did not partici
pate in the rise in Continental currencies following the re
valuation of the Netherlands guilder. Instead, the rate 
held fairly steady through early October and showed little 
response to the British government’s announcement of 
Stage III guidelines, as the market deferred judgment on 
the effectiveness of the new controls until the trade unions’ 
response could be weighed.

The October 6 war in the Mideast then became the 
dominant factor in the exchanges. Funds were initially 
shifted out of dollars into sterling, attracted by the rela
tively high interest rates available in London. As a result, 
sterling rose as high as $2.46 at one point in mid- 
October, even as the Bank of England purchased dollars 
to moderate the rise. Later that month, however, an
nouncement of the huge United States trade surplus for 
September and of cutbacks in Arab oil production exerted 
a drag on sterling. But as the immediate impact of differen
tial supply cutbacks was viewed as less damaging to the 
United Kingdom than to many of the industrialized coun
tries, sterling fell off less sharply than other currencies.

Nevertheless, the longer run implications for sterling 
of the unexpectedly steep rise in oil prices in October

were worrisome, as they portended an escalation of the 
inflationary pressures and a worsening of the trade balance 
— already at a record deficit of <£364 million in Octo
ber. Moreover, a confrontation between labor and 
government was shaping up as the coal miners, in partic
ular, dramatized their objections to the new wage guide
lines in mid-November by banning overtime and weekend 
work. With this action threatening cutbacks in electricity 
production and posing serious implications for the econ
omy as a whole, market sentiment toward sterling turned 
bearish.

The Bank of England then moved to keep the money 
market firm by hiking its minimum lending rate to 13 per
cent and by calling for additional special deposits. The 
tighter money market conditions held sterling in line 
with other European currencies, but against the dollar it 
dropped sharply after midmonth, with renewed specula
tive overtones, to as low as $2.30Vi by December 11. 
The Bank of England provided increasing support for 
the pound in the exchange market, while allowing a money 
market squeeze to increase the interest cost of maintaining 
short positions in sterling.

As the conflict of the miners’ union and the govern
ment hardened and coal supplies dwindled, the govern
ment announced on December 13 a draconian electricity- 
saving plan, including a three-day workweek. This was 
followed by a new restrictive budget, designed to reduce 
aggregate demand in line with production cutbacks and 
to improve the balance of payments. At the same time,
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the Bank of England took further steps to curb excessive 
credit expansion, introducing new reserve requirements 
to supplement existing credit control arrangements. 
Dealers saw these measures as marking an end to the 
government’s long-standing commitment to rapid growth, 
while at the same time limiting Britain’s capacity to 
export. Even so, the attraction of continuing high interest 
rates in London kept the pound near $2.31 through the 
end of the year.

With sterling already in a vulnerable position, the 
doubling of oil prices in late December, potentially raising 
Britain’s import bill by several billion dollars, triggered a 
sharp fall for the pound against the dollar. At first, the 
movement was roughly in line with the decline of other 
major European currencies. But, as talk spread of an early 
general election to resolve the continuing confrontation 
between labor militants and the government, sterling came 
even more heavily on offer. In extremely tense and nervous 
trading especially in the aftermath of the French decision 
to float the franc, the spot rate plunged by January 21 to 
a record low of $2.15 Vi in London. This represented a 
drop of some 7 percent below the end-of-December level 
and 17% percent below the Smithsonian central rate.

Thereafter, sterling began to rally, as tax payments and 
the massive overhang of short positions combined to pro
duce an unprecedented liquidity squeeze in the London 
money market. This upturn was reinforced when the an
nouncement of the termination of United States capital 
controls raised expectations of sizable inflows into high- 
yielding sterling investments. By the end of January, the 
spot rate had been bid back up to $2.27, for a rise of 5Vi 
percent from the January 21 low.

FRENCH FRANC

In the various exchange market upheavals over the 
first seven months of 1973, the French franc had been 
bolstered by the solid surplus in France’s trade account 
as well as by occasional speculative inflows. The franc 
rate had been pushed as high as $0.2626 in early July, 
some 21 percent above its February central rate. In the 
subsequent resumption of exchange market intervention 
by the United States during July, the Federal Reserve 
had sold some $47 million equivalent of francs in the 
market, financed by drawings under the swap line with 
the Bank of France. As the dollar improved across the 
board in early August, the Federal Reserve readily 
acquired in the market sufficient francs to repay those 
swap drawings.

As elsewhere, inflationary pressures had mounted in 
France, and to protect the franc’s position the authorities
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had gradually stiffened monetary policy. Thus, to keep 
pace with the escalation of interest rates in other major 
centers, in early August the Bank of France raised its 
discount rate by 1 percentage point to 9 Vi percent. Even 
so, money market rates in Paris failed to match the even 
higher levels reached in other financial centers, and a 
subsequent liberalization of exchange controls led to some 
outflows of funds. The franc thus remained near the 
bottom of the EC band and required occasional central 
bank support during August and early September.

The market generally considered the French trade 
surplus modest, compared with the massive trade sur
pluses of some of France’s trading partners in the EC 
snake, and the unexpected revaluation of the Dutch 
guilder led to an outbreak of speculation over further ad
justments, including a possible devaluation of the franc. 
Offerings of French francs against German marks and 
Belgian francs— the currencies at the top of the EC band 
— soon swelled to massive proportions, and the Bank of 
France and other EC central banks intervened heavily in 
support of the franc. In addition, the French authorities 
hiked the discount rate to 11 percent, the highest in one 
hundred years, raised bank reserve requirements, and 
tightened credit ceilings, while also asking the banks to re
frain temporarily from lending French francs to nonresi
dents.

By September 24, these actions had blunted expecta
tions of an imminent devaluation. At the same time, the 
heavy intervention of the previous week had created an
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unprecedented squeeze for franc balances, raising the 
cost of financing speculative short positions in francs, and 
some dealers moved to cover their positions. As a result, 
the franc edged off the bottom of the snake. The 
authorities soon lifted the restraint on lending to non
residents but also announced a far-reaching dismantling 
of those banking regulations adopted in March 1973 to 
deter capital inflows. The commercial banks quickly 
began to offer positive yields to nonresidents once again. 
These measures provided a firmer tone to the market 
through late October, although there was occasional 
moderate intervention to support the franc at the lower 
limit of the EC band. Then, as the dollar came into wide
spread demand after announcement of the United States 
huge September trade surplus, other European currencies 
were depressed even more than the franc, with the result 
that no further intervention was required.

In early November, the market’s focus suddenly shifted 
to the potentially serious effects on European countries of 
cutbacks of crude oil supplies from the Mideast. This 
led to a generalized demand for dollars, but at the same 
time the market took the view that France would suffer 
relatively less than other European countries from the 
differential cutbacks of oil deliveries. Additional anti- 
inflationary measures by the French authorities, including 
selective price controls and some tightening of both 
monetary and fiscal policies, also buoyed the franc. Thus, 
while dropping progressively lower against the dollar

throughout November and early December, the franc de
clined less steeply than the other EC currencies. Indeed, 
by December, the franc was at the top of the EC band 
and there were moderate official sales of francs at the 
upper limit.

By mid-December, however, the market was shifting 
to the view that the oil crisis might also have a disruptive 
effect on the French economy. Then, the subsequent hike 
of Mideast oil prices came as a severe blow and, by adding 
substantially to the prospective import bill, threatened to 
turn France’s trade position into sizable deficit. The franc 
declined precipitously against the dollar in occasionally 
heavy selling and once again dropped to the bottom 
of the EC band. The Bank of France intervened at first 
in other EC currencies and then also in dollars to keep 
the franc within the limits of that band. In conjunction 
with these operations, this Bank began in early January 
to purchase francs in New York for the United States 
Treasury, accumulating a total of $33.1 million equivalent. 
The pressures on the franc nevertheless remained inter
mittently heavy through midmonth, and by January 18 
the spot rate had fallen over 8 percent from its mid- 
Decernber level against the dollar.

On January 19, the French authorities announced that 
France would withdraw from the EC currency arrange
ment and allow the franc to float independently for six 
months, explaining that prospects of a massive oil-induced 
deterioration in their balance of payments made immediate

Table IV

U NITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding 
December 31,1972

Issues (+ )  or redemptions (—)

Amount 
outstanding 

January 31, 1974

1973 1974

1 II III IV January

German Federal Bank ...............................................

Swiss National Bank .................................................

Bank for International Settlements* ...................

Total ................................................................................

306.0

1,232.9

170.9

-1 5 3 .0

+63.6

-6 2 .2

—172.4

+127.3

-127 .3

—0— 

1,587.9 

—0—

1,709.8 -1 5 3 .0 —0— f+63.6
1-62.2 -1 7 2 .4 J-bl27.3

1-127.3 1,587.9

Note: Valuation changes account for numerical discrepancies, as well as for different dollar values in the third quarter 1973 which involved 
refinancing by the Swiss National Bank of a Swiss-franc-denominated security held by the Bank for International Settlements.

• Denominated in Swiss francs.
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action necessary to protect French reserves and employ
ment. The French authorities simultaneously moved to 
protect the currency by banning franc loans to nonresi
dents once again and by adjusting other banking regula
tions. The decision to float independently came as a shock 
to the market. Consequently, when trading resumed on 
Monday, January 21, the franc came under selling pres
sure, and the Bank of France stepped in to support the 
rate through dollar sales. The pressure nevertheless was 
such that the franc dropped by about 6 percent to $0.1894 
in Paris. Over subsequent days, trading remained excep
tionally nervous, and the Bank of France continued to in
tervene to moderate rate movements, not only in Paris 
but also in New York through the agency of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York.

Late in January, the franc was bolstered by reports of 
an imminent $1.5 billion Euro-dollar borrowing by the 
French government, along with other borrowings being 
arranged abroad by official French institutions, since these 
borrowings were seen as reinforcing reserves for future 
support of the exchange rate. The franc then joined in the 
general advance of European exchange rates against the 
dollar following the termination of United States capital 
controls, and the Bank of France bought modest amounts 
of dollars, again partly through this Bank, to moderate 
the rise. By the end of January the spot franc had ad
vanced 4Vi percent from its low of the previous week.

SWISS FRANC

In midsummer of last year the Swiss banking system 
was relatively liquid despite the restrictive monetary policy 
introduced in 1972. As a result, when the dollar strength
ened across the board in early August, the Swiss franc 
declined more rapidly than many other currencies. Once 
the dollar’s advance was established, entrenched long 
positions in francs began to be unwound, adding to the 
immediate demand for dollars. By August 23, the spot 
franc had dropped 13 Vi percent against the dollar from 
its July peak level of $0.3774 while also depreciating 3 
percent against the currency of its principal trading part
ner, Germany.

Exchange trading then turned quieter, and the Swiss 
franc joined in the general firming of European exchange 
rates against the dollar later in August and in early 
September. Concern also arose early in September over 
possible liquidity pressures at the quarter end, but the Swiss 
National Bank announced that it again stood ready to 
provide assistance through short-dated swaps (of which 
it ultimately did $900 million). As a result, dealers felt 
reassured that the authorities were intent on maintaining
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balanced conditions in the Swiss money market at least 
for the time being. Against this background, the Swiss 
franc traded narrowly, with only modest fluctuations 
at the time of the guilder revaluation in September and 
again at the outbreak of the Mideast war. The author
ities took advantage of these improved market conditions 
to reduce to zero the 2 percent per quarter negative inter
est charge on excess nonresident Swiss franc balances and 
to lift the restriction that the banks maintain balanced 
foreign exchange positions on a daily basis. But even such 
a substantial relaxation of controls had only a transitory 
impact on the market.

During this period of relatively quiet trading from 
late August through mid-October, the Swiss franc, while 
holding steady against the dollar, was losing some further 
ground against the German mark. The cumulative, adverse 
shift in Switzerland’s terms of trade threatened to boost 
the already disturbing rate of domestic inflation. More
over, the authorities were becoming concerned about the 
quickening pace of credit expansion since the summer. 
Thus, when in late October the release of strong United 
States trade figures for September touched off a vigorous 
advance of dollar rates throughout Europe, the Swiss 
authorities took advantage of their room to maneuver to 
tighten monetary policy. Accordingly, the National Bank 
raised minimum reserve requirements on foreign funds by 
25 percent, while imposing a 10 percent marginal reserve 
requirement on domestic Swiss franc and foreign cur
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rency time deposits above March 1972 levels. In addition, 
the requirement that a fraction of foreign capital issues in 
Switzerland be converted at the central bank was reim
posed with a conversion ratio of 10 percent. These mea
sures, together with the market’s assessment that the Swiss 
economy was less vulnerable than most of Europe to the 
immediate effects of oil-production cutbacks, contributed 
to the strengthening of the Swiss franc against the other 
European currencies. Consequently, even as the franc fell 
by some 6 percent against the dollar in the five weeks to 
November 23, it advanced more than 3 percent against the 
German mark as some dealers switched funds out of marks 
and into Swiss francs.

The franc moved more nearly in line with other Euro
pean currencies until early December, when liquidity con
ditions in Switzerland tightened as banks began to seek 
funds for normal end-of-year requirements. Since the 
National Bank, in an attempt to keep a tight rein on do
mestic monetary expansion, provided only part of the 
banks’ needs through dollar swaps and a temporary re
lease of minimum reserves, the Swiss banks turned to the 
exchange market. At first they sold dollars forward in or
der to leave their spot positions intact at a time when the 
dollar was strengthening sharply against all other cur
rencies. But, as the year-end approached, the scramble for 
funds became unexpectedly heavy and spilled over into the 
spot market. Thus, while other European currencies began 
to decline sharply against the dollar in late December, the 
Swiss franc held relatively firm.

Once trading for the year-end was completed, however, 
the Swiss franc also came under heavy selling pressure, 
falling more than 7 percent against the dollar by early 
January, and the Swiss National Bank occasionally sold 
dollars to moderate the decline. Moreover, as the Swiss 
franc declined, the Federal Reserve began a program of 
regular purchases of Swiss francs in the market, using the 
francs to repay remaining indebtedness to the National 
Bank incurred prior to August 15, 1971. Over the next 
three weeks, the System thereby repaid a total of $193.8 
million equivalent of swap commitments, reducing its 
overall Swiss franc indebtedness to $971.2 million equiva
lent. Meanwhile, the Swiss authorities sought to avoid an 
imminent liquidity squeeze by canceling the recall of 
minimum reserves that had been delayed at the end of 
the year and by reducing required reserves another 20 
percent. The Swiss banks nevertheless remained ex
tremely cautious as the month end approached and 
began to bid for francs, with the result that interest rates 
in Switzerland and on Euro-Swiss francs started to ad
vance. The franc was thus on a firming trend when the 
termination of United States capital controls was an

nounced on January 29, prompting a further sharp rise in 
the Swiss franc, along with other European currencies. 
For their part, the Swiss authorities also eased controls 
further, lifting the prohibition on foreign purchases of 
Swiss securities. At the end of January, the Swiss franc 
traded at $0.3060, up 5 percent from its early-January low 
and IIV2 percent above its Smithsonian central rate.

BELGIAN FRANC

The continuing demand for Belgian exports, while main
taining Belgium’s already strong trade position, exerted 
increasing pressure on productive capacity, thereby con
tributing to the buildup of inflationary pressures in the 
Belgian economy. To contain these pressures, the National 
Bank of Belgium, in early August, began to tighten its 
monetary policy by raising its discount rate and limit
ing access to central bank credit. Initially, these actions 
brought Belgian interest rates more in line with other EC 
interest rates, and the Belgian franc thus held in the 
middle of the EC snake as the joint float moved down 
against the dollar. Taking advantage of the improvement 
in the dollar rate, the Federal Reserve acquired sufficient 
francs to repay in full the $6 million of swap debt in Bel
gian francs incurred during the July support operations. 
When, in late August and early September, Belgian inter
est rates again fell behind rising rates elsewhere and capi
tal outflows from Belgium resumed, the commercial rate
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settled to the bottom of the IV2 percent Benelux band, 
where it was supported against the Netherlands guilder, 
and to the lower range of the EC arrangement. Mean
while, the Federal Reserve began to purchase small 
amounts of Belgian francs on a daily basis to cover re
maining pre-August 15, 1971 swap commitments to the Na
tional Bank of Belgium. By mid-September, the System 
had repaid $43 million of this debt, reducing remaining 
commitments to $347 million equivalent.

Following the September 15 revaluation of the Dutch 
guilder, the Belgian franc became a target of speculation, 
as the market focused on the close link between the two 
currencies and noted that Belgium, like the Netherlands, 
had a sizable current-account surplus. The commercial 
rate was quickly pushed to the top of the EC and Benelux 
bands, and substantial official sales of Belgian francs 
against both French francs and Dutch guilders were 
needed to hold the rate within its upper intervention limits. 
It also rose against the dollar, reaching $0.027800, some 
12 percent above the February 1973 central rate. 
The Belgian authorities announced that they would not 
revalue the franc and acted to curb speculative inflows by 
reimposing the XA  percent per week charge on excess 
nonresident franc holdings, imposed in March but removed 
in early September, and by requesting the banks to cut 
their foreign liability positions by 25 percent. These firm 
measures broke the speculative wave, and by mid-October, 
as relative interest incentives had again turned against 
Belgium, the Belgian franc had begun to ease against the 
dollar while settling back to trade near the bottom of the 
Benelux band and in the middle of the EC joint float. 
The Federal Reserve, therefore, resumed its purchases of 
Belgian francs and by early November repaid a further 
$85.2 million equivalent of swap indebtedness, reducing 
outstanding debt to $261.8 million equivalent.

When the dollar strengthened against the European 
currencies in late October following announcement of the 
large United States September trade surplus, the Belgian 
franc declined more gradually than other EC currencies. 
The relative strength of the franc reflected a sudden tight
ening of liquidity in Brussels which was later reinforced 
by successive increases in the National Bank of Belgium’s 
discount rate to 7% percent. Thus, as the entire EC bloc 
of currencies dropped sharply against the dollar in No
vember with the unfolding of the oil crisis, the commercial 
franc held briefly near the top of both the EC and the 
Benelux bands, requiring moderate official sales of Belgian 
francs against marks and Dutch guilders to maintain the 
prescribed limits. Thereafter, the commercial franc re
mained near the middle of the EC band when, with con
cern over the differential oil supply cutbacks weighing on

the market, the Dutch guilder weakened. As a result, some 
intervention was required to maintain the Benelux ar
rangement. By mid-December the commercial rate had 
fallen lOVi percent against the dollar from its October 
highs, and it subsequently eased below its February 1973 
central rate.

Toward the turn of the year, when the oil price hikes 
shifted the focus of market attention from supply to price, 
the effect on the Belgian payments position was judged to 
be relatively severe. The franc therefore came on offer, 
weakening against the dollar as well as against some other 
EC currencies during the last week of December. Effec
tive January 1, the Belgian authorities removed again the 
V4 percent per week charge on excess nonresident franc 
holdings. The Belgian franc then moved up within the EC 
band until the floating of the French franc led to a new 
dip in the Belgian franc, both against the dollar and with
in the snake. During the month this Bank purchased 
francs in the market on behalf of the United States Trea
sury. A total of $36.2 million equivalent of francs was 
acquired, of which $23 million was used in a repayment 
to the IMF.

Late in January, in the wake of the termination of 
United States capital controls, the Belgian authorities lifted 
the prohibition of interest payments to nonresidents and 
abolished the 100 percent marginal reserve requirement 
on nonresident accounts. These actions were expected to 
induce inflows into Belgium, and the Belgian franc firmed 
to $0.023800 by the month end, some 43A percent above 
its January low and 4 percent below its February 1973 
centra] rate.

NETHERLANDS GUILDER

As with most other industrial countries the Nether
lands had suffered an upsurge of inflation, but real eco
nomic growth remained sluggish during much of the year. 
Lagging domestic demand had contributed to a widening 
of the already sizable current-account surplus in the 
Dutch payments balance but, at the same time, had 
constrained the authorities from using monetary policy in 
an all-out fight against inflation. Consequently, interest 
rates remained lower in the Netherlands than in most of its 
major trading partners, and outflows of interest-sensitive 
funds exerted a strong drag on the guilder in the exchanges. 
The spot rate moved in line with other EC currencies 
against the dollar but held at or near the bottom of the 
2Va percent EC band in the late spring and early summer. 
The guilder had also peaked against the dollar in early 
July, at $0.4000, some 163/4 percent above its February 
1973 central rate.
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By late summer, however, the employment picture had 
brightened somewhat, and the improved domestic situation 
allowed the Dutch authorities to employ some monetary 
restraint in an effort to curb inflation. The Netherlands 
Bank accordingly introduced liquidity ratios for the com
mercial banks in mid-July and progressively raised its 
discount rate, with the result that by early August Dutch 
interest rates had moved up into line with rates in other 
major centers. As the outflow of interest-sensitive funds 
slowed, the guilder became more buoyant in the exchanges. 
Although the guilder followed the general decline of Euro
pean currencies against the dollar in early August, it now 
moved to the top of both the EC and the Benelux bands, 
requiring occasional moderate intervention at the upper 
limits of those bands by early September.

On September 15 the Dutch authorities announced 
that the guilder wTould be revalued by 5 percent vis-a-vis 
special drawing rights (SDRs) as part of a package of 
measures aimed at curbing domestic inflation and stimulat
ing employment. This action caught the market by sur
prise and was followed by substantial speculative flows 
into German marks and Belgian francs and out of French 
francs— and out of dollars as well— to hedge against the 
risk of further exchange rate adjustments within the EC 
snake. Concerted central bank action soon helped quell 
these fears and, after trading erratically for several days 
when the guilder required support in the Benelux band, it 
settled at around $0.3930, 9 lA  percent above its new

central rate and near the middle of the EC band.
By late September the Amsterdam money market was 

tightening substantially, partly on seasonal factors, and 
interest rates were rising sharply. As the liquidity squeeze 
intensified, the Netherlands Bank moved to relieve some 
of the pressure by selling guilders spot in the exchange 
market while simultaneously repurchasing them forward. 
Despite substantial swap assistance, however, the Dutch 
banks remained short of liquidity and, early in October, 
the guilder was driven once again to the top of the EC 
band, where moderate daily intervention was required. 
On October 15 the Netherlands Bank announced a further 
increase in its discount rate to 7 percent, and pressure on 
the guilder at the top of the EC band intensified. Then, 
as rumors began to circulate that the guilder would again 
be revalued, intervention under the EC arrangement 
grew even more substantial. Against the dollar, the spot 
rate rose to as high as $0.4081, over 13 percent above 
its September central rate. On October 23, along with 
heavy intervention in EC currencies, the Netherlands 
Bank also began to purchase substantial amounts of 
spot dollars to curb the rise of the guilder. This inter
vention had a useful effect, and the Federal Reserve, 
after consultation with the Netherlands Bank, followed 
up by offering guilders in New York, selling $2.9 million 
equivalent drawn under the swap line with the Dutch 
central bank. Over subsequent days, the guilder joined 
other currencies in dropping sharply against the dollar 
in response to news of the huge United States September 
trade surplus. As the spot guilder fell, the Federal Reserve 
acquired in the market sufficient guilders to repay its swap 
commitment.

By early November the market’s attention shifted to 
the vast new uncertainties associated with the oil crisis. 
Although the Netherlands was the only EC country faced 
with a total Mideast oil embargo, there was little overt 
exchange market reaction until early November. Then, 
the ban on Sunday driving in the Netherlands high
lighted the potentially grave consequences of the embargo 
to the Dutch economy. The guilder came on offer, 
dropping sharply against the dollar and falling to the 
bottom of both the EC and the Benelux bands. This pres
sure continued through succeeding weeks, and by early 
December the spot rate had plunged some 13 percent 
from its October highs against the dollar to trade below 
its new central rate. At the same time, the Netherlands 
Bank and other EC central banks were obliged to intervene 
forcefully in support of the guilder at the lower limits of 
the snake. This sizable intervention, which contributed to 
a further tightening of the Amsterdam money market, 
helped check the speculative pressures, and the spot rate
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began to recover in mid-December. The guilder then came 
off the bottom of the EC band, leaving room for the Neth
erlands Bank to provide money market relief by further 
dollar swaps and by easing commercial bank access to 
central bank credit.

Following the doubling of Arab oil prices late in Decem
ber, the guilder joined in the general decline of European 
currencies against the dollar, falling to $0.3367, 6% 
percent below its central rate, before leveling off. By mid- 
January, the immediate concern over the energy situation 
in the Netherlands had eased and the guilder declined 
more gradually than other EC currencies. In the aftermath 
of the floating of the French franc, the Dutch authorities 
agreed with the remaining EC participants to maintain the 
snake arrangement. At first the guilder dipped against the 
dollar, but it soon began to recover. In reaction to the lift
ing of United States controls on capital outflows later in 
the month, the recovery gathered pace. At that time, the 
Dutch authorities took the opportunity to eliminate the 
separate exchange market for purchases of Dutch secu
rities, the so-called obligation guilder. By the end of Janu
ary the guilder had advanced to $0.3470, just 3 V2 per
cent below its central rate.

ITALIAN LIRA

By midsummer 1973, a sharp recovery of Italian 
business activity, rising domestic inflation, and speculation 
in the commodity markets had swollen Italy’s imports and 
seriously weakened the trade position. To bolster the lira 
in the face of heavy demand for foreign currencies, the 
authorities had reaffirmed their intention to provide sup
port for the floating commercial rate, and had reinforced 
their reserves with new foreign borrowings by public 
enterprises, while also negotiating increased short-term 
credit facilities. In addition, the new coalition government 
had announced strong measures to come to grips with 
inflation, including a ninety-day price freeze, selective 
credit ceilings on the banks, and new exchange controls. 
The market responded favorably to these official initiatives, 
and in August, when other European currencies were 
weakening against the dollar, the lira was on an upswing, 
reaching as high as $0.001773 or some 3 percent above its 
Smithsonian central rate.

In September the lira’s improvement faltered as a 
result of a further widening of Italy’s trade deficit and 
concern over the outlook for the domestic economy after 
the temporary price freeze would expire. The Bank of Italy 
again intervened in support of the lira while repaying most 
of the remaining dollar swaps it had with the commercial 
banks. In addition, it tightened monetary policy by raising

basic lending rates to a uniform 6 V2 percent and by unify
ing the system of penalty rates on repeated commercial 
bank borrowing at the central bank. Trading then quieted, 
and the lira held steady through mid-October.

The war in the Mideast and the subsequently an
nounced cutbacks of oil supplies provoked a new burst 
of import demand, largely reflecting a precautionary 
buildup of inventories of petroleum products and other 
raw materials. Consequently, the lira once again came 
under selling pressure and the rate began to ease. The drop 
in the lira gained momentum with announcement of the 
huge United States trade surplus for September. Growing 
awareness of the seriousness of the oil situation with regard 
first to quantity and then to prices soon triggered an across- 
the-board decline for the lira as well as other European 
currencies. By mid-November, the lira’s decline began to 
outpace those for other European currencies as the build
up of consumer-goods imports and the impact of higher 
oil prices caused a further deterioration in Italy’s trade 
position. By early December, in progressively heavier 
trading, the commercial rate had plummeted roughly 8 
percent from late-October levels to a little more than 5 
percent below the Smithsonian level. The Bank of Italy 
intervened heavily to resist the erosion of the rate. By 
mid-December, selling pressures eased off somewhat al
though the market remained nervous and uncertain.
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In view of Italy’s already substantial trade deficit, the 
doubling of Persian Gulf oil prices in late December was 
seen as a further severe blow to Italy’s payments position, 
and the lira came heavily on offer again in late December 
and early January. Against this unsettled background, the 
French decision to pull out of the EC snake arrangement, 
as the Italian authorities had done eleven months before, 
was a further shock to the market. Along with the newly 
floating French franc, the lira immediately began to drop 
precipitously. By January 23, the commercial lira had 
plunged to as low as $0.001480, a decline of nearly 10 
percent since the beginning of the year and fully 14 per
cent below the Smithsonian central rate. The Bank of 
Italy continued to intervene in support of the lira, and 
late in January additional Euro-dollar borrowings by 
Italian public enterprises were announced, raising the total 
of such borrowings since mid-1972 to over $6 billion.

Following the termination of United States capital con
trols, the lira joined in the general advance of European 
currencies against the dollar, recovering by almost 3 per
cent to a level IIV2 percent below its Smithsonian central 
rate. At the end of January, the Bank of Italy and the 
Federal Reserve agreed on an increase in their reciprocal 
swap arrangement from $2 billion to $3 billion, effective 
February 1.

JAPANESE YEN

When the Japanese yen was floated in February 1973, 
it quickly jumped up to some 20 percent above its 
Smithsonian level. Starting in March, however, and 
continuing through the spring and summer, the yen came 
on offer in the exchanges as importers and exporters un
wound earlier leads and lags of payments in favor of the 
yen. Various measures to encourage capital outflows taken 
in the previous year led to a strong growth of direct and 
portfolio investments abroad and of Japanese banks’ for
eign lending. At the same time, Japan’s massive trade sur
plus was shrinking. The rapid expansion of the Japanese 
economy stimulated strong import demand for raw mate
rials and industrial commodities, while the worldwide es
calation of commodity prices further magnified the coun
try’s total import bill. The result was a persistent demand 
for dollars, which was met by regular intervention by the 
Bank of Japan around the ¥  265 level. Consequently, 
Japan’s reserves fell by $4 billion from early March to the 
end of July and declined a further $375 million through 
September. The Bank of Japan then began to permit some 
easing in the spot rate. But, as the market became increas
ingly aware of the underlying weakening in the Japanese 
payments position, adverse leads and lags developed and
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the pressure on official reserves continued into October.
Later that month, the cutbacks of oil supplies and the 

sharp increases in posted oil prices announced by Mideast
ern countries intensified selling pressure on the yen. With 
over 70 percent of its total energy requirements met by 
imported oil, the Japanese economy was seen as particu
larly vulnerable to the energy crisis. As selling pressure on 
the yen built up, the Bank of Japan allowed the rate to de
cline in several steps to about ¥  280 by mid-November. 
The Japanese authorities also began to shift the pattern of 
capital controls, banning Japanese purchases of short-dated 
foreign assets and relaxing certain capital inflow controls, 
and cut back their program of lending dollars for import 
financing. Speculation over a possible further fall in the 
yen continued to build up, however. The Bank of Japan 
provided firm support to maintain the ¥  280 level through 
the rest of November and December, with the result that 
official reserves declined by a further $2.5 billion over the 
fourth quarter. In addition, in December, the authorities 
further tightened restraints on capital outflows and, to con
tain domestic inflation, increased the Bank of Japan’s dis
count rate by a full 2 percentage points to 9 percent while 
cutting budgeted increases in government expenditures.

The late-December announcement of a doubling in the 
price of Persian Gulf crude oil set off an even greater 
wave of selling pressure against the yen. After a deter
mined effort to hold the spot rate, on January 7 the Bank 
of Japan suspended its support of the ¥  280 level and the 
yen dropped to ¥  300, a 7 percent fallback almost to pre
float levels. To encourage inflows and discourage outflows 
of funds, the Ministry of Finance announced liberalized 
rules for prepayments of Japanese exports, a relaxation of
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regulations on foreign borrowings by domestic companies, 
new restrictions on foreign-currency bank loans to resi
dents, used mainly for financing outward direct invest
ments, and new constraints on Japanese purchases of for
eign securities. The selling of yen moderated in response 
to these measures, but the Bank of Japan still had to in
tervene regularly to keep the rate from going beyond the 
¥  300 level.

In the wake of the French decision to float the franc, 
the Japanese authorities closed the Tokyo market for two 
days, during which the yen fell as much as 25/s percent in 
New York. They nevertheless decided to hold firm at 
¥  300, and when trading resumed in Tokyo, on January 
23, the Bank of Japan sold a massive amount of dollars 
at that level. After the close in Tokyo that day the 
yen again declined in foreign markets. Following consulta
tions between United States and Japanese authorities, this 
Bank began to bid for yen in the New York market to 
bring the yen rate back to near the Bank of Japan’s inter
vention level. These purchases, on behalf of the United 
States Treasury, totaled $4.3 million equivalent and were 
subsequently used for a United States repayment to the 
IMF. By the end of January the market was in better bal
ance, with the yen having moved away from the interven
tion rate. But Japanese reserves had declined by a further 
$680 million in January, or by a total of $7Vi billion since 
the floating of the yen in February 1973.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

With Canada’s underlying balance of payments remain
ing in small surplus during the late summer of 1973, 
movements in the Canadian dollar rate were mainly 
influenced by interest-sensitive flows of funds. The Ca
nadian authorities, while careful not to brake the expansion 
of the domestic economy, had moved interest rates higher, 
with the Bank of Canada’s discount rate reaching IV4 
percent in September. The gradual rise in Canadian market 
interest rates nevertheless had lagged behind earlier sharp 
rate increases in the United States and elsewhere, and the 
resulting outflows of funds tended to depress the spot 
Canadian dollar. Strikes on the Canadian railways and in 
some export industries also raised concern in the market, 
and the spot rate eased from about $1.00 in early August 
to just below $0.99 by mid-September, with the Bank of 
Canada providing support.

Later that month, a sharp decline in interest rates in 
the United States, with rates in Canada holding steady, 
led to a squeezing-out of the adverse interest differentials 
and stimulated some reflows into Canada. Moreover, there 
were sizable new foreign borrowings by Canadian provin

cial authorities. In late October, as Canadian banks sought 
funds for their end-of-fiscal-year needs, the influx of funds 
accelerated. Consequently, the spot rate moved up to as 
high as $1.003/4, while the forward rate was simulta
neously driven to a discount for the first time since August
1972. Once the banks met their needs, the money market 
turned more liquid and the Canadian dollar rate edged 
down to the $1.00 level by early November.

Through most of December the Canadian dollar held 
steady against the United States dollar. Consequently, it 
appreciated sharply against major European currencies, on 
the market’s view that Canada’s relative self-sufficiency in 
oil would protect the Canadian balance of payments from 
both supply shortages and higher costs.

By the turn of the year the market had taken an even 
more bullish view of the Canadian dollar’s near-term 
prospects. Again, this partly reflected the expectation that 
Canada would weather the oil price increases better than 
other major countries. Moreover, the continued worldwide 
rush into raw materials and other commodities was ex
pected to improve Canada’s terms of trade and overall 
trade position even further. In addition, a bunching of 
long-term foreign issues by Canadian borrowers strength
ened current and potential demand for Canadian dollars, 
while the downturn of United States interest rates after 
mid-January, with Canadian interest rates steady, stimu
lated short-term inflows to Canada as well. Consequently, 
the Canadian dollar appreciated sharply against all major 
foreign currencies and advanced to $1.01 Va by the month 
end, with the Bank of Canada intervening to moderate the 
rise. Canadian official reserves increased by $85 million in 
January after little net change in the closing months of
1973.
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EURO-DOLLAR

The substantial improvement in the United States 
balance of payments and the marked erosion in the pay
ments position of major foreign countries began to gener
ate a significant shift in the flow of funds through inter
national capital markets late last summer and early fall. 
As the dollar strengthened in the exchanges, earlier bor
rowings to finance speculative sales of dollars were repaid 
and dollars purchased against foreign currencies were 
placed in short-term Euro-dollar deposits. Meanwhile, as 
primary goods prices again shot up sharply, a large por
tion of the increased dollar receipts of commodity pro
ducers was invested in the Euro-dollar market. On the de
mand side of the market, in addition to the normal corpo
rate borrowers, public entities of both industrialized and 
developing nations appeared increasingly as borrowers,
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encouraged by their governments to seek external credit.
As investors remained reluctant to acquire fixed-interest 

securities in view of escalating world inflation and con
tinued wide fluctuations in short-term interest rates, only 
a small fraction of all borrowers’ needs was met through 
public offerings in the Euro-bond market. Instead, a larger 
and growing portion was financed through privately placed 
medium-term Euro-dollar loans, on which interest rates 
would be adjusted periodically to reflect changes in the 
lending banks’ cost of funds.

Late in the year, the steep increases in world oil prices 
prompted a far-reaching reassessment of how the radically 
altered balance-of-payments prospects for the producing 
and consuming nations would affect the Euro-dollar mar
ket. On the one hand, it was widely expected that the 
producing nations would channel a significant portion of 
their higher revenues into the market. On the other hand, 
governments of oil-consuming countries indicated their 
intention increasingly to tap the market for funds to 
cushion their reserves. Although the market remained 
generally receptive to the expanding needs of public as 
well as private borrowers, some new loans met investor 
resistance.

Meanwhile, in response to the dollar’s strong improve
ment in the exchanges, the governments of Germany and 
most other Continental countries had begun to relax their 
restraints on capital inflows. Effective January 1, the United 
States joined in this progressive easing of controls by re
ducing the interest equalization tax from Vi percent to 
V4 percent, liberalizing the foreign direct investment pro
gram and raising bank lending ceilings under the Federal 
Reserve’s voluntary foreign credit restraint program. Then, 
effective January 29, these control programs were termi
nated altogether, and other governments quickly responded 
by speeding up their own relaxation of controls.

During the period under review, Euro-dollar rates on 
three-month maturities moved more closely in line with 
United States domestic interest rates than with rates in 
the major European markets. At the same time, interest 
differentials between comparable Euro-dollar and United 
States deposit instruments narrowed significantly, except 
at the year-end when normal seasonal positioning in the 
Euro-dollar market provided a temporary buoyancy for 
Euro-dollar rates. Thus, by the end of January, three- 
month Euro-dollars and United States certificates of de
posit were both quoted just slightly above 8 Vi percent; 
late last summer, by comparison, the rates were at about 
H Vi percent and IOV2 percent, respectively.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*
By C h a r l e s  A. C o o m b s

Over the six-month period, February-July 1974, 
covered by this report, the exchange markets were buf
feted by turbulent crosscurrents. Dollar rates against 
European currencies and the yen swung over a broad 
range in response to shifting market appraisals of the 
impact of the oil crisis and inflation on relative currency 
values, while episodes such as the Herstatt Bank failure 
also had major effects on market activity and sentiment.

At the beginning of the year the dollar was moving up 
strongly against some currencies to levels prevailing before 
the February 1973 devaluation. The market’s bullish ap
praisal of the dollar mainly derived from the favorable 
trends in the United States payments balance that had 
emerged during 1973, and the judgment that this country 
could better cope with the damaging consequences of the 
oil crisis than most other industrial countries. Late in Jan
uary, however, exchange market sentiment abruptly shifted 
against the dollar, with selling pressures continuing until 
mid-May.

This adverse shift of market sentiment coincided with 
the complete elimination of United States capital controls 
on January 29 and the subsequent easing of European 
barriers against capital inflows. Moreover, United States 
interest rates had already begun to fall sharply while rates 
abroad held firm, and this swing in interest rate differen
tials temporarily provided a further strong inducement 
to outflows of United States funds into foreign markets. 
Foreign demand for dollar credit mounted, as many

*This report, covering the period February through July 
1974, is the twenty-fifth in a series o f  reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge o f  the Foreign Function o f  the Federal Re
serve Bank o f  New Y ork and Special Manager, System Open 
Market Account. The Bank acts as agent for  both the Treasury 
and Federal Reserve System in the conduct o f  foreign exchange 
operations.

countries rushed to launch medium-term borrowing pro
grams to meet anticipated balance-of-payments deficits. 
As a result, claims on foreigners reported by United States 
banks ballooned by a record increase of well over $9 bil
lion during the four months, February through May. Even 
more importantly, the energy crisis threatened to provoke 
a more rapid and pronounced deterioration in our trade 
balance than originally expected, while Germany showed 
a continuing trade surplus of surprising strength.

As this picture unfolded, dollar rates against most 
European currencies fell steadily during February to levels 
more than 10 percent below the January highs. Such 
recurrent declines in dollar rates threatened to generate 
speculative pressures and disorderly trading, and the 
Federal Reserve accordingly resumed intervention on 
February 22. By the month end, the Federal Reserve 
had sold $91.2 million equivalent of marks financed by 
drawings on the swap line with the German Bundesbank, 
of which $3.7 million was repaid with market purchases 
early in March. In addition, this Bank sold $6.8 
million equivalent of Belgian francs from System bal
ances, as well as some $8.9 million equivalent of Ger
man marks and $15.8 million equivalent of French francs 
from Treasury balances.

Meanwhile, the divergent trend between the United 
States weakening trade position and the continued strength 
of Germany’s export surplus had kindled renewed specu
lation on a revaluation of the German mark. During 
March the Federal Reserve intervened intermittently but 
in sizable amounts to sell a further $225.5 million equiva
lent of German marks, financed by additional drawings on 
the swap line with the Bundesbank. These operations were 
conducted in close coordination with the Bundesbank, 
which also supplied marks on a substantial scale both by 
buying dollars outright and by intervening in the European 
Community (E C ) “ snake” arrangement. In other opera
tions during March, this Bank sold $10 million equivalent
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Chart I

SELECTED E X C H A N G E  R A T E S *

Percent Percent

^Percentage deviations of weekly averages of New York noon offered rates 
from New York noon offered rates on June 1, 1973.

speculation against the dollar. Reports of this agreement 
appeared on the news tickers on May 14 and immediately 
brought about a scramble to cover short dollar positions. 
By the following day, the German mark and Swiss franc 
rates against the dollar had fallen off by AV2 percent.

The subsequent recovery of the dollar during the late 
spring and summer months was solidly based on improving 
trends in the United States payments position. United 
States trade figures for April and again for June showed 
unexpected strength despite the burden of higher oil prices, 
while the German trade surplus leveled off and then de
clined. A  pronounced tightening of credit conditions and 
sharply higher interest rates in New York also exerted 
a stronger pull on international capital funds, while United 
States bank lending abroad subsequently slackened. As 
the oil-producing countries progressively saturated the 
capacity of the major Euro-dollar banks to handle short
term placements, flows of Organization of Petroleum Ex
porting Countries (OPEC) funds into the United States 
credit markets grew in volume and revived earlier market 
anticipations that such investment flows would strengthen

of Belgian francs from System balances and $17.9 million 
equivalent of French francs from Treasury balances.

By April, interest rates in the United States had turned 
around and began to move upward sharply while rates 
abroad were on an easing trend, thereby progressively 
reversing earlier interest-arbitrage differentials adverse 
to the United States. Moreover, trade figures for March 
showed a more modest United States deficit than generally 
expected in the market and a slightly reduced surplus for 
Germany. Nevertheless, the market remained fearful of a 
possible revaluation of the German mark or disbanding 
o f the EC snake. In addition, publication of first-quarter 
figures, showing a drop in United States output and a 
distressing acceleration of domestic inflation, prompted 
gloomy market reassessments of United States business 
and foreign trade prospects. Market sources also cited 
new disclosures in the Watergate affair as having a de
pressing effect on the dollar. As the dollar fell still further, 
the Federal Reserve continued to intervene and sold $51.6 
million equivalent of marks in April, financed by further 
drawings under the swap line with the Bundesbank.

Speculative overtrading against the dollar continued 
until mid-May, at which point the dollar had fallen 21 
percent below its January high against the mark. Against 
this background, Swiss, German, and United States officials 
attending the May meeting of the Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS) reached agreement on the desirability of 
concerted exchange market operations to counter excessive

Table I
FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Institution
Increases 

during the period 
(February 1 through 

July 31,1974)
Amount of facility 

July 31, 1974

Austrian National Bank ........................ 250
National Bank of Belgium .................... 1,000
Bank of Canada ..................................... 2,000
National Bank of Denmark .................. 250
Bank of England ................................... 1,000* 3,000
Bank of France ..................................... 2,000
German Federal Bank .......................... 2,000
Bank of Italy ........................................... l,000f 3,000
Bank of Japan ....................................... 2,000
Bank of Mexico ..................................... 180
Netherlands Bank ................................... 500
Bank of Norway ..................................... 250
Bank of Sweden ..................................... 300
Swiss National Bank .............................. 1,400

Bank for International Settlements:
Swiss francs-dollars ............................ 600
Other authorized European
currencies-dollars ................................ 1,250

Total ....................................................................... 2,000 19,980

* Effective date March 26, 1974. 
t Effective date February 1, 1974.
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Table II
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS
In millions of dollars equivalent

Drawings (+ ) or repayments (—)

Transactions with
System swap 
commitments, 

January 1, 1974
1974

System swap 
commitments, 
July 31, 1974

1 II July

National Bank of Belgium ............................................................ 261.8 261.8

German Federal Bank .................................................................... — 0— f+255.0 
{ -  3.7

f+130.4 
|—122.8 —194.2 64.6

Netherlands Bank ............................................................................ — 0— (+  2.3 
1— 2.3 — 0—

Swiss National Bank ........................................................................ 565.0 -193.8 371.2

Bank for International Settlements (Swiss francs) ................... 600.0 600.0

Total ................................................................................................... 1,426.8 f+255.0 \—197.6
f+130.4

122.8
(+  2.3 
1—196.6 1,297.5

Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to rounding.

the dollar relative to other currencies unable to provide 
comparable investment facilities.

Early in June, the dollar experienced temporary selling 
pressure and the Federal Reserve made a further drawing of 
$17.1 million on the Bundesbank swap line, lifting total mark 
debt outstanding to a peak of $381.7 million. Thereafter, 
the Federal Reserve steadily accumulated mark balances, 
of which $122.8 million was used to reduce outstanding 
swap debt with the Bundesbank to $258.9 million equiva
lent. The dollar came under some selling pressure, how
ever, following announcement on June 25 of a poor trade 
performance in May, and on the following day Bankhaus 
I. D. Herstatt was closed. As a stabilizing measure, the 
Federal Reserve sold $24.2 million of mark balances on 
June 28 and July 2.

For some time the market had become increasingly con
cerned over reports of large foreign exchange trading losses 
by banks in various countries. The main impact of the 
Herstatt closure, however, was to highlight the fact that 
even a spot exchange contract involved a credit risk in 
which a bank might accept payment on a currency trade 
but be forced to close its doors before delivering the foreign 
exchange counterpart. As bank management throughout 
the world focused on this risk, traders severely limited new 
transactions to only those names they considered of the 
highest quality. Initially, foreign exchange trading was fur
ther sharply curtailed as New York Clearing House banks

sought to make payments for their correspondents only 
after assurance that covering receipts were in hand. As this 
proved unworkable, the Clearing House then modified its 
procedures to permit all participating banks to recall pay
ments made provisionally in anticipation of receipt of funds. 
These new arrangements facilitated a considerable recovery 
in trading volume, although complaints over the recall fea
ture continued to be voiced abroad. Over subsequent weeks, 
trading in the spot exchange market gradually recovered, 
but activity in the forward market remained subdued. A 
more lasting consequence of the Herstatt affair was to 
compound the trading difficulties faced by small- and 
medium-sized banks, not only in the foreign exchanges 
but also in the Euro-dollar market, as a worldwide re
view of bank credit lines resulted in a tightening of credit 
limits for all but the very best names.

In the thin and sensitive markets that appeared in the 
wake of Herstatt, central banks tended to move more 
quickly than usual to check sharp exchange rate move
ments. On July 15-17, the Federal Reserve sold from 
balances $7.5 million equivalent of marks and $4.4 million 
of Belgian francs to cushion declining dollar rates. Then, 
on July 24, a sudden rash of rumors of a guilder revalu
ation exerted speculative pressure on the dollar, which in
tensified following ticker reports of the Supreme Court 
decision on the Watergate tapes. The Federal Reserve 
intervened forcefully that day and sold a total of $43.8
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million of marks from existing balances, together with 
$2.3 million of guilders financed by a drawing on the 
swap line with the Netherlands Bank. The dollar rate 
subsequently firmed up and gained increasing buoyancy 
with reports the next day of a reduction in the German 
trade surplus as well as an improved United States trade 
performance during June.

As the mark came on offer, the Federal Reserve again 
accumulated mark balances which were supplemented by 
a purchase of $132.3 million of marks from the Bank of 
Italy. These mark acquisitions enabled the System to re
pay $194.2 million of outstanding swap debt with the 
Bundesbank on July 31, leaving an outstanding commit
ment of $64.6 million equivalent. In addition, the System 
acquired sufficient guilders to liquidate on July 30 the $2.3 
million drawing on the Netherlands Bank swap line.

In summary, during the period under review the Federal 
Reserve intervened in support of the dollar to the extent 
of $527 million equivalent. Of this amount, $139.3 million 
represented drawings on Federal Reserve and Treasury 
balances. The remaining $387.7 million was financed by 
Federal Reserve drawings on its swap lines with the 
German Bundesbank and the Netherlands Bank.

G E R M A N  M A R K

In late 1973, the German mark led the decline of 
European currencies against the dollar. By early 1974, 
however, the market began to view the previous rush into 
dollars as having been overdone. A  sharp bulge in demand 
for German exports, on top of an already high level of 
foreign orders, had added another $1 billion a month to 
German exports, but the higher monthly cost of Ger
many’s oil imports was estimated to be only half that 
amount. The market now expected, moreover, that the 
prospective sharp rise of the United States oil import bill 
would erode the recent surge back into surplus of the 
United States trade balance. Inflation in Germany was 
already leveling off just above 7 percent, while the rise in 
United States prices was continuing to accelerate. The 
market also anticipated that the Bundesbank would main
tain its strongly restrictive monetary policy in an effort to 
reduce the inflation rate further. The interest rate disparity 
favoring Germany was widening at the time when United 
States controls on capital outflows were terminated on 
January 29. These developments, combined with a subse
quent relaxation of German barriers to inflows, set the 
stage for a massive outpouring of funds from this coun
try and reflows to Germany.

In late January and during February the German mark 
was bid up sharply against the dollar and EC currencies.

The bidding for marks, with particularly heavy trading by 
a relatively small number of banks, unsettled the market 
and threatened to generate broader speculative pressures 
against the dollar. By February 22, the mark had advanced 
some 10 percent from its January lows and the Federal 
Reserve resumed intervention. The Desk was obliged to 
operate fairly forcefully on occasion to avoid the outbreak 
of disorderly conditions. By the month end, this Bank 
had sold a total of $100.1 million equivalent of marks, 
$91.2 million equivalent for the System financed by 
swap drawings on the Bundesbank and $8.9 million for 
the Treasury from balances. Early in March the Federal 
Reserve purchased $3.7 million equivalent of marks in 
the market and used them to repay part of the swap debt.

The rising German export surplus to almost $ l 1/4 bil
lion in January had sparked renewed debate in that 
country over exchange rate policy, and press commentary 
suggested that the German government would welcome 
a rise or even revaluation of the mark. Official denials 
from the Bundesbank helped clear the air, but market 
talk of even more massive trade surpluses for Germany 
and deficits for other major industrial countries, including 
the United States, generated further strong demand for 
marks. In late March, German and United States Febru
ary trade figures— a $2 billion German surplus and a
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much-reduced $200 million United States surplus— set 
off a new surge of the mark. To maintain orderly condi
tions, the Federal Reserve intervened repeatedly, occa
sionally in sizable amounts. For March as a whole, Sys
tem mark sales amounted to $225.5 million equivalent, 
all financed by additional drawings on the swap arrange
ment with the Bundesbank. The Bundesbank also pur
chased dollars on several days in Frankfurt and, with the 
mark pinned to the top of the EC ba'nd, provided marks 
for intervention against currencies of its partners in the 
snake as well.

By early April, interest rates in the United States were 
clearly moving upward while rates in Germany had eased, 
thereby reversing the previously adverse interest rate 
differentials against the dollar. Federal Reserve determina
tion to maintain a firm monetary policy and the need for 
a strong dollar in the struggle against inflation were under
scored by the April 4 testimony of Chairman Burns to the 
Congress. These developments gave only a temporary 
respite to the rise in the mark exchange rate. Expectations 
about the dollar rate soon soured on publication of United 
States gross national product (GNP) figures for the first 
quarter, showing an unexpectedly severe drop in real out
put and an acceleration of domestic inflation to a rate well 
above Germany’s. Exaggerated market expectations of a 
German trade surplus as high as DM  7 billion for March 
prior to release of the data in late April renewed the 
revaluation fever. Growing uncertainties surrounding the 
impeachment proceedings in Washington as well as new 
disclosures in the Watergate affair exerted a further 
depressing influence on the dollar.

Heavy speculative demand for marks reemerged just 
after mid-April, swamping the effect of further increases 
in United States interest rates including on April 25 a V2 
percentage point increase to 8 percent in the Federal Re
serve discount rate. By mid-May, the spot mark had been 
ratcheted up to $0.42, fully 21 percent above its January 
low and just 6 percent below the peak reached in July 
1973. This upsurge had pulled all the major European 
currencies up to levels that many traders considered to be 
unsustainably high. The Federal Reserve continued to in
tervene to guard against disorderly conditions. In April, 
sales of marks drawn on the swap line totaled $51.6 mil
lion equivalent. In Frankfurt, the Bundesbank made 
additional dollar purchases and continued to intervene in 
the EC snake arrangement. In the three months through 
mid-May, Bundesbank intervention had contributed to a 
$2.3 billion increase in German reserves.

Despite such intervention, the market continued to 
verge on disorder. Accordingly, representatives of the 
Bundesbank, the Federal Reserve, and the Swiss National

Bank agreed at the monthly BIS meeting in Basle, Swit
zerland, on a concerted plan of intervention in marks and 
Swiss francs to counter excessive speculation against the 
dollar. The Federal Reserve was prepared to operate force
fully in the New York market, drawing further on the 
swap line with the Bundesbank, while the Bundesbank 
and the Swiss National Bank were prepared to buy dollars 
in their own markets. Reports of this agreement reached 
the news services on May 14 and had an electrifying effect 
on dollar trading. Dealers holding long mark and short 
dollar positions scrambled for cover. In twenty-four hours 
the mark rate plummeted nearly AV2 percent. As condi
tions in the exchanges settled down, dealers began to re
spond to the interest incentive favoring the dollar, and the 
mark’s decline continued through the month end. As the 
mark declined, the Federal Reserve purchased modest 
amounts of marks to cover its swap indebtedness.

Revaluation jitters reappeared during the June 1-2 
French-German summit meeting, and the mark was once 
again bid upward. To moderate the rise of the mark 
rate, the Federal Reserve sold $17.1 million equiva
lent drawn on the swap line, thus raising outstanding 
drawings to a peak of $381.7 million equivalent. More
over, the Bundesbank was again obliged to provide 
marks against EC snake currencies. The mark subse
quently resumed a gradual decline through most of June. 
By June 25, the mark had dropped over 7 percent from 
its mid-May high to $0.3881 and had receded from 
the top of the EC snake. The Federal Reserve took 
advantage of this situation to purchase sufficient marks 
to reduce its swap drawings to $258.9 million by the end 
o f the second quarter.

Throughout the spring, reports that several banks in var
ious countries had incurred large foreign exchange losses 
generated growing market concern about the extent of 
speculative overtrading. Against this background, the June 
26 closing of Bankhaus I. D. Herstatt, a major German 
private bank, by the German banking authorities had a 
far-reaching market impact. The bank was closed partly 
in consequence of large foreign exchange losses and 
left many banks both in Germany and abroad with 
unsatisfied claims on Herstatt. Throughout the world, 
bank managements moved to reassess their own foreign 
exchange positions and their dealing relationships with 
other banks. Trading in marks was virtually paralyzed in 
New York and in European markets; the large German 
banks in particular were reluctant to deal through brokers 
or to participate in the daily fixing. Under these strained 
trading conditions, small- and medium-sized banks found 
it difficult to raise needed funds either in the exchange or 
Euro-dollar markets to meet current obligations. To ease
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this situation, the Bundesbank expanded Lombard and 
other credit facilities to provide additional liquidity on a 
selective basis to German banks.

The mark initially declined under the impact of the 
Herstatt collapse, then leveled off in extremely limited 
interbank dealing. In this situation of unusual market sen
sitivity, however, the central banks were prepared to 
intervene more promptly, and the Federal Reserve sold 
a total of $31.7 million equivalent of mark balances from 
late June through mid-July.

Shortly after midmonth a news report that the Inter
national Monetary Fund (IM F) had recommended a 
revaluation of the Netherlands guilder prompted a specu
lative run-up in the guilder. The selling of dollars soon 
spilled over into other markets, and the mark also began 
to advance. Such speculation intensified on July 24, when 
the Supreme Court’s decision on the Watergate tapes 
was announced. The Federal Reserve responded by inter
vening forcefully, through sizable offers of marks as well 
as guilders. By the end of that day, total sales of marks 
had reached $43.8 million equivalent.

The subsequent recovery of the dollar was reinforced 
by news of a halving of Germany’s June trade surplus to 
around $ 1 billion and of a cut by two thirds in the United 
States June trade deficit. Rapidly moving political devel
opments in Washington kept the market on edge, but 
expectations of renewed intervention by the Federal Re
serve provided a steadying influence. By the month end, 
the mark had declined to $0.3865, about 8 percent 
below its May peak, and had fallen to the bottom of the 
EC band. During July the Federal Reserve took advantage 
of the stronger dollar to accumulate additional mark bal
ances through the market. Moreover, the System arranged 
to purchase $132.3 million equivalent of marks from 
the Bank of Italy. Italy had obtained the marks from a 
multicurrency drawing on the IMF. Using these resources 
the System repaid a further $194.2 million equivalent of 
swap drawings on the Bundesbank, leaving $64.6 million 
equivalent outstanding on July 31.

S T E R L I N G

Early in 1974 the United Kingdom faced an unusually 
difficult economic situation. Despite wage-price restraints 
and tight monetary policy, accompanied by historically 
high interest rates, prices were rising at a 15 percent an
nual rate and the rise was accelerating. The trade balance 
was registering a nearly $ 1 billion monthly deficit and was 
expected to worsen as the full impact of higher oil prices 
was felt. Real economic growth had fallen off sharply, 
and financial strains were apparent, especially among

the smaller banks and in home-mortgage financing. A  
three-day workweek was imposed to conserve the na
tion’s fuel supply, which had been sharply reduced by a 
confrontation between the miners and the government. 
This dispute heightened political tensions and tended to 
crystalize trade union opposition to wage and price con
trols. In early February, following the miners’ decision to 
strike, an election was set for February 28.

Sterling came under periodic bouts of selling pressure, 
which drove it down to a low of $2 .1514 in mid-January 
and kept it relatively weak through early February. The 
pound therefore depreciated substantially against the 
continental European currencies, which were then advanc
ing strongly against the dollar. By mid-February, how
ever, the attraction of unusually high short-term interest 
rates in London, together with the persistent and expand
ing needs for sterling by oil companies to meet tax and 
royalty payments to oil-exporting countries, began to 
strengthen sterling. The rate then tended to follow other 
European currencies in their rise against the dollar, mov
ing up nearly to $2.31 ^  just before the election.

The establishment of a minority Labor government 
was greeted with some caution by the market. After the 
government quickly moved to restore a normal workweek 
and resolve the trade union conflicts, however, the market 
atmosphere improved. Moreover, the renewal of exchange 
rate guarantees— this time against the weighted average 
of a number of currencies— on official overseas-sterling- 
area balances held in London was seen as forestalling
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large-scale switching into other currencies. With money 
remaining tight in London, first-quarter inflows amounted 
to over $ lV i billion. Thus, sterling continued to rise along 
with most other European currencies against the dollar 
through much of March, reaching $2.36 after midmonth.

The market nevertheless remained concerned over 
sterling’s prospects. The previous dislocations of produc
tion coupled with the vastly increased oil import bill 
aggravated Britain’s large foreign trade deficit, and infla
tion threatened to erode once again Britain’s international 
competitiveness. The March 26 budget message, announc
ing new fiscal measures largely neutral on aggregate do
mestic demand as well as substantial new credit lines to 
bolster Britain’s reserves, helped reassure the market. The 
new credit lines included an increase of $1 billion, to $3 
billion, in the swap line between the Bank of England and 
the Federal Reserve and arrangement of a $2.5 billion 
Euro-dollar loan— the largest single Euro-currency loan 
ever contracted— to be taken down as needed. These lines 
would supplement the almost $3.5 billion previously bor
rowed by Britain’s public authorities. Sterling retained 
some buoyancy in the exchanges and, when speculative 
selling of dollars developed just before the month end, 
the pound was briefly swept up to $2.42Vi, before settling 
back to just below $2.40 early in April. The pound also 
gained ground against the currencies of Britain’s EC 
partners.

With sterling thus on a better footing in the exchanges, 
the British authorities felt in a position to relieve some 
of the tensions which had built up in domestic financial 
markets as a result of the sharp run-up of interest rates 
over previous months. The Bank of England reduced its 
call for special deposits from 4 Vi percent to 3 percent and

successively cut its minimum lending rate from 12 Vi per
cent to 12 percent. Market interest rates in the United 
Kingdom also fell back from their historically high levels 
before leveling off. Meanwhile, interest rates in the United 
States and Euro-dollar markets were advancing, tending 
also to narrow interest differentials in favor of sterling. The 
spot pound turned somewhat easier through mid-April. 
As the dollar then came under generalized speculative 
pressure, sterling moved moderately higher once more, 
gaining nearly 2 percent against the dollar between mid- 
April and mid-May.

When the speculative surge of European currencies 
was suddenly broken, following press reports of possible 
concerted central bank intervention in support of the dol
lar, sterling declined against the dollar much less sharply 
than other European currencies. From mid-May, the de
pressing effect of a huge current-account deficit on the 
sterling rate was nearly offset by an increasing demand 
for sterling for tax and royalty payments to the OPEC 
members. In turn, these countries were investing the major 
share of their sterling accruals in high-yielding sterling 
instruments. In addition, reports that potential British 
North Sea output of gas and oil would greatly exceed 
earlier forecasts lifted some of the market’s pessimism 
about the outlook for British trade. The pound settled 
near $2.40 in early summer in the reduced and cautious 
trading that followed the closing of the Herstatt Bank in 
Germany.

Thereafter, the British government continued to grapple 
with strong inflationary pressures and a worsening trade 
position, on the one side, and, on the other, a weakening 
trend of real output and income. Monetary policy was kept 
relatively firm, while on July 22 the government announced

Table III

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS
In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve 

System outstanding 
January 1,1974

Drawings (+ ) or repayments (—)
Drawings on 

Federal Reserve 
System outstanding 

July 31,1974
1974

1 II July

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks).. 

Total ...................................................................................................

-
f+26.0
1-26.0

f+76.0
j-76 .0

1+5.0
1-5.0 - ° -

—0— f+26.0
{-26 .0

f+76.0
1-76.0

1+5.0
1-5.0 —
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a moderately stimulative package of fiscal measures, in
cluding a cut in the value-added tax to boost private 
spending. This combination of policies, less reflationary 
than some had feared, helped maintain a firm undertone 
for sterling. News that Iran had agreed to lend up to 
$1.2 billion to British industry over the next three years 
and the continuing demand for sterling by oil companies 
also helped buoy the pound. By the end of July, sterling, at 
$ 2 .3 8 ^ , was still almost 7 percent above its early- 
February lows. During the six-month period under review, 
the Bank of England intervened in the market inter
mittently to moderate exchange rate movements and to 
avoid the emergence of disorderly trading conditions.

S W I S S  F R A N C

Early in the year, inflation in Switzerland rose to 10 
percent per annum under the impact of higher oil prices. 
To curb inflationary pressures, the Swiss authorities relied 
primarily on a restrictive monetary policy, including in
cremental reserve requirements against domestic and for
eign liabilities, credit ceilings, and noninterest-bearing 
penalty deposits against loan growth above the pre
scribed 6 percent limit. This policy, supported by the Swiss 
National Bank’s abstention from intervening in the for
eign exchange market, had resulted in a marked tightening 
of bank liquidity and an accompanying firming of Swiss 
and Euro-Swiss franc interest rates. To moderate the 
ensuing strain on Swiss financial markets, the Swiss 
National Bank at the end of January reduced required 
reserves by 20 percent and reduced limits on nonresident 
borrowings in Switzerland. Joining in the widespread dis
mantling of capital controls, the Swiss authorities lifted 
the prohibition on nonresident investment in Swiss secur
ities and mortgages.

The lifting of controls opened the way for an influx 
of funds, and the Swiss franc rate led the sharp rise 
of Continental currencies against the dollar. By late Feb
ruary, the spot rate had risen to $0.3280, some 12 per
cent above mid-January lows. Strong demand for the 
Swiss franc, reinforced by a spillover from the rapidly 
rising German mark, continued in March, lifting the Swiss 
franc a further 3 percent.

Meanwhile, Swiss credit markets were tightening drasti
cally. Short-term Swiss and Euro-Swiss franc rates firmed 
almost to mid-January levels, drawing funds away from 
longer term placements. To alleviate this pressure, the Swiss 
National Bank provided temporary liquidity beginning 
April 3 by arranging dollar swaps with the commercial 
banks, a technique ordinarily employed only at month 
or quarter end. The National Bank injected more perma

nent liquidity by reducing minimum reserves on both 
domestic and foreign bank liabilities. The central bank 
also raised the ceiling on the growth of bank credit for the 
period to July 1974 by 1 percentage point, to 7 percent 
per annum, while easing the burden of penalty deposits on 
excess lending. Although Swiss interest rates turned lower 
in response, speculative demand for francs continued 
strong. The franc followed the continuing rise of the mark 
in early May, as political uncertainties elsewhere in 
Europe and in the United States stimulated flows into the 
franc. By May 14 the spot rate had been swept up to 
$0.3588, more than 20 percent above its January lows.

In the highly charged speculative atmosphere that had 
developed, the report of an agreement among the Federal 
Reserve, the Bundesbank, and the Swiss National Bank on 
intended concerted intervention to prevent a further ero
sion in dollar rates prompted an immediate reversal of 
market psychology. The spot franc came heavily on offer, 
tumbling 43A  percent in twenty-four hours. As dealers 
continued to cut out long positions, the rate eased another 
2 percent to $0.3360 by the end of May.

Liquidity pressures remained a matter of official con
cern in Switzerland. To reduce the strain on the longer 
term markets, on May 21 the authorities temporarily 
closed the Swiss capital market to issues of foreign bonds. 
The following week, they also agreed to extend growth 
limits on bank lending to guard against an excessive rise 
in short-term interest rates. As liquidity tightened toward 
the quarter’s end in June, the National Bank again entered
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into dollar swaps and cut minimum reserve requirements 
further. These actions helped prevent a further tightening 
of liquidity, and the franc moved generally in line with 
other European currencies during June.

The June 26 closing of Germany’s Bankhaus Herstatt 
had a considerable psychological impact on the Swiss 
market. Amidst rumors that other banks might be afflicted 
with large foreign exchange losses, trading dropped off pre
cipitously. Swiss banks sought to improve their liquidity 
positions beyond normal levels and reassessed the risks of 
exposure to their correspondents. Some banks were left 
with open positions following the Herstatt closing and had 
to find cover by bidding for francs. These added demands 
put upward pressure on Swiss and Euro-Swiss franc inter
est rates. The authorities responded with further swap 
assistance to keep Swiss franc interest rates in line with 
corresponding Euro-dollar rates to avoid sizable shifts 
of funds out of long-term markets.

Late in July, the Swiss franc moved up on rumors of a 
Dutch guilder revaluation and rose still further when the 
dollar came more generally on offer following the Supreme 
Court’s Watergate tapes decision. In line with other Euro
pean currencies the Swiss franc subsequently dropped 
back to $0.3378, about 6 percent below its May highs.

J A P A N E S E  Y E N

Dependent on imported oil for over 70 percent of its 
energy needs, Japan was particularly vulnerable to the 
economic impact of the energy crisis. Already suffering 
from a sharp upsurge of domestic inflation and a massive 
adverse swing in both trade and capital accounts, the 
higher cost of oil was expected to exacerbate the rise in 
production costs and to add significantly to Japan’s im
port bill. The yen thus had come under increasing specu
lative pressure late in 1973. The authorities responded 
with a series of measures. They stiffened monetary pol
icy, applied direct measures to conserve oil and elec
tricity supplies, and shifted the pattern of capital controls 
to encourage inflows and slow outflows. In addition, the 
Bank of Japan intervened to moderate the continuing ero
sion of the yen rate, which reached levels that prevailed 
before the yen was floated by mid-January.

These actions, together with the termination of United 
States capital controls at the end of January, turned the 
tide, as Japanese banks stepped up their borrowings in 
the United States and Euro-dollar markets to finance 
Japanese imports of oil and other commodities. In addi
tion, Japanese residents sold dollars to comply with new 
restrictions on their foreign-currency holdings. Conse
quently, the yen recovered 4 percent by late February

and strengthened another 4 percent in March in re
sponse to a seasonal buildup of export receipts. Late in 
March the Bank of Japan intervened by purchasing dol
lars in small amounts for the first time since February 
1973.

During the spring and early summer, Japanese banks 
continued to expand their net foreign borrowings. Also, in 
response to foreign exchange controls, long-term investment 
abroad slowed to $ 1 billion in the second quarter, 
comp red with $ 1 V2 billion three months before. Japan’s 
trade balance, which had sunk to a seasonally adjusted 
$ l 1/4 billion deficit in the first quarter, moved back into 
surplus by June, as both imports and exports responded to 
a slowdown in the domestic economy.

Despite this improvement in Japan’s balance of 
payments, settlement of import bills, representing payments 
for goods shipped into the country in previous months, 
strengthened the demand for dollars in Tokyo. The yen 
consequently eased gradually by some 3 percent to 
$0.003520 by the end of June. The yen’s decline acceler
ated in July, however, as rumors circulated that the Japa
nese banks were approaching their credit limits abroad. 
The Japanese authorities requested the banks to refrain 
from excessive foreign borrowings and, to help the banks 
repay their dollar borrowings, placed additional official 
deposits with them. Nevertheless, the volume of import 
payments continued to swell, and by the month end the 
spot yen had dropped back to around its January lows. 
To resist the decline, the Bank of Japan resumed occa
sional support of the yen through moderate sales of dollars. 
Further adjustments in Japanese exchange control provi
sions relieved much of the selling pressure, and by mid- 
August the yen rate had stabilized.
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F R E N C H  F R A N C

The precipitous rise in Mideastern oil prices late last 
year threatened a $5 billion deterioration in France’s trade 
account and a near doubling of France’s rate of inflation. 
To protect reserves and employment in the face of such 
an adverse shift in the balance of payments, the French 
authorities temporarily withdrew from the EC monetary 
arrangement and allowed the French franc to float inde
pendently on January 19. Initially, the franc dropped 
by about 5 percent. After the initial impact of this de
cision had dissipated, however, and reports circulated that 
the government was arranging a $1.5 billion Euro-dollar 
borrowing to augment official reserves, the market gradu
ally moved back into better balance. Following the ter
mination of United States capital controls late in Janu
ary, the franc joined in the general upsurge of European 
currencies.

The franc’s advance continued into the early spring, 
although France’s current account was rapidly moving 
into substantial deficit. Helping to buoy the spot rate 
were reports of additional French public-sector borrow
ings, totaling over $1 billion. In addition, the French 
authorities announced in March new measures to con
tain pressures on capacity and to bolster the balance of 
payments. They also terminated the two-tier exchange 
market. In response, the franc occasionally outpaced 
other European currencies that were also gaining strongly 
against the dollar. On these occasions, this Bank stepped

in to provide resistance to an excessive rate movement, 
selling for the United States Treasury $15.8 million equiv
alent of francs on February 27 and similarly $17.9 mil
lion on March 20. By March 28 the franc was trading 
around $0.21, over 10 percent above its mid-January 
lows.

In early April the franc eased, as the death of 
President Pompidou on April 2 and prospects of new 
Presidential elections weighed on market psychology. In 
addition, expectations of a mounting German trade sur
plus became an increasingly depressing influence on the 
French franc as well as the dollar. The franc’s decline was 
cushioned by the steady conversion of Euro-dollar bor
rowings by private- and public-sector enterprises. Never
theless, by May the franc had dropped over 4 percent 
to $0.2020, while sliding over 8 percent against the mark 
and other snake currencies. After the election of President 
Giscard d’Estaing, the franc again began to move more 
closely with EC snake currencies, and by May 14 the 
spot franc had recovered against the dollar almost to its 
late-March levels.

In late May, rumors that a return of the franc to the 
EC snake was imminent circulated with increasing fre
quency. Traders particularly expected the June 1-2 
French-German summit talks to produce an economic 
package designed to adjust intra-EC trade imbalances 
and to smooth the way for a return of the franc to the 
snake without a franc devaluation. Consequently, the 
franc held relatively firm through late May. When the franc

Table IV
UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 

FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES
In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding 
January 1, 1974

Issues (+ ) or redemptions (—)
Amount 

outstanding 
July 31, 1974

1974

1 II July

Swiss National Bank ........................................................................ 1,459.2

127.3

+127.3

—127.3
1,599.3 
—0—Bank for International Settlements ..............................................

T otal ........................................................................................................................... 1,586.4 f+127.3
1-127.3 - 0 - —0— 1,599.3*

Note: Swiss-franc-denominated security issued to the Bank for International Settlements 
was reissued to the Swiss National Bank at its maturity in January 1974.

* Increase in amount outstanding reflects valuation changes upon renewals of maturing securities.
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Chart VI

F R A N C E
MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE RATE*

J A S O N D  J F M A M J  J A  
1973 1974

*  See footnote on Chart II.
“J" Central rate established on February 12, 1973.

did not rejoin the EC arrangement after the summit talks, 
however, the franc’s buoyancy faded and the spot franc, 
too, slipped back early in June.

Meanwhile, spiraling oil costs had pushed the rate 
of inflation almost to 15 percent, and the trade balance 
(on a customs basis) had swung into a deficit of $750 mil
lion in May. The government responded by announcing 
a broad stabilization program on June 12, including in
creased corporate and personal income taxes, continued 
restraints on credit growth and petroleum consumption, 
and incentives for personal savings. A  week later, the 
Bank of France followed up by hiking its discount rate 
a full 2 percentage points to 13 percent. As market inter
est rates in France then climbed to record levels, short 
franc positions were quickly covered. In contrast to other 
European exchange markets, trading in the Paris market 
remained active following the Herstatt closure. As some 
French traders repatriated funds from Germany, the franc 
strengthened and the Bank of France bought dollars to 
moderate the rise. In July, the franc was pulled up further 
in the generalized speculative run-up of European ex
change rates following rumors of the guilder revaluation, 
and the Bank of France continued to purchase dollars to 
moderate the upswing. After this speculative outburst, 
the franc declined only slightly against the dollar, in con
trast to other European currencies, as an improvement in 
France’s trade figures together with a sharp fall in the 
German trade surplus for June raised hopes that Euro
pean trade was moving into better balance. By the month 
end, the franc was trading near $0.2140, its highest level 
since December 1973.

I T A L I A N  L I R A

The steep rise in oil prices at the end of 1973 had very 
serious implications for Italy which depends on imported 
oil for about 80 percent of its energy needs. The oil crisis 
threatened to add another $5 billion to a trade deficit 
already running at $4 billion in 1973 and to accel
erate domestic inflation still further. These economic fears 
combined with serious political and social uncertainties 
generated large speculative capital outflows. The lira came 
under renewed selling pressure in January, plunging to 
$0.001480, and lost ground vis-a-vis other European cur
rencies as well.

Concerned that a further weakening of the lira and a 
corresponding deterioration in Italy’s terms of trade would 
aggravate domestic inflationary pressures, the Italian 
authorities intervened heavily in support of the spot lira. 
Such intervention was financed from the proceeds of for
eign borrowings by Italian public enterprises as well as 
new Bank of Italy swaps with the commercial banks. 
To bolster reserves, several new public-sector borrowings 
were arranged. Moreover, the swap line between the Bank 
of Italy and the Federal Reserve was increased by $1 billion 
to $3 billion, effective February 1, and after midmonth the 
Italian authorities announced that negotiations were under 
way for a $1.2 billion IMF standby credit. Although news 
of additional credit facilities was well received in the mar
ket, pessimism over Italy’s domestic economic situation 
and trade performance remained deeply entrenched, and 
the Bank of Italy intervened heavily to keep the lira in line 
with the other EC currencies as they firmed against the dol
lar in February. Later that month, pressure on the lira in
tensified as a division over economic policy led to the 
dissolution of the cabinet on March 1.

The prompt formation of a new government under 
Premier Rumor was followed by a sequence of counter- 
inflationary measures that temporarily firmed the lira rate. 
Monetary policy was tightened, as the Bank of Italy im
posed a one-year ceiling on the growth of most categories 
of bank lending and raised its basic discount rate 2 V2 
percentage points to 9 percent. These actions triggered 
an immediate escalation of private borrowing and lending 
rates. The government moved to increase the value-added 
tax on nonessential consumer goods to discourage imports, 
raised prices for some government services, and strength
ened income tax provisions. New regulations on the export 
and import of lira bank notes were also imposed, and on 
March 22 the two-tier foreign exchange market was 
abolished in favor of a uniform market for commercial and 
financial transactions. These various measures were ini
tially welcomed in the exchange markets but, as traders
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began to question their effectiveness, the selling of lire 
was resumed. The authorities continued to provide sub
stantial support to the lira to keep it generally in line with 
other EC currencies, which were rising sharply against the 
dollar. By the end of March, official support for the lira 
had swelled since the beginning of the year to over $3 
billion. The intervention was financed in part by new for
eign borrowing including EC short-term support. By the 
quarter end, the total of Italy’s medium-term Euro-dollar 
borrowing came to about $9 billion.

In April, Italy’s trade deficit, running at $1 billion a 
month, continued to weigh on the market, and the lira 
required almost daily official support. The Italian authori
ties moved at the end of April to reinforce their earlier 
monetary restraints by imposing a 50 percent import- 
deposit requirement on most categories of imports. This 
measure, implemented early in May, gave a lift to the 
lira, which in any case was marked up somewhat in 
the general resurgence of speculation against the dollar 
that peaked toward mid-May. Even before the dollar’s 
mid-May recovery, however, continued uncertainties had 
begun to weaken the lira rate against other European 
currencies. The market became increasingly unsettled 
after new figures showing the extent of the balance-of- 
payments deterioration were released. Moreover, grim 
appraisals of the Italian economy by responsible leaders 
inside and outside the government underscored the serious

ness of the situation. As the debate over economic policy 
provoked a cabinet crisis in early June, the lira dropped 
to as low as $0.001531.

The cabinet was quickly reestablished, however, and 
additional stabilization measures were adopted, including 
a renewed effort to bring government expenses under 
control. At the same time, the monetary restraints in 
force since March began to bite, leading to a tightening of 
liquidity and a consequent reversal of capital outflows. 
The lira therefore improved in June and remained steady 
in the atmosphere of cautious dealing that developed 
in all markets after the Herstatt Bank failure. During 
July, the Bank of Italy was a net buyer of dollars in the 
market. By the month end, the spot rate had settled near 
$0.001555, some 5 percent above its mid-January lows.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

The prospects of a continuing surplus in Canada’s trade 
balance provided a firm undertone to the Canadian dollar 
early in 1974. A  major exporter of raw materials and 
industrial commodities, Canada was expected to benefit 
from the historically high commodity prices. Moreover, 
as Canada is largely self-sufficient in oil, its trade position 
was seen as unaffected by the sharp hike in oil prices that 
was swelling the import bill of other developed countries. 
The positive market assessment for the Canadian dollar 
was further reinforced in January when United States 
interest rates dropped off sharply, Canadian rates held 
steady, and interest differentials shifted in favor of Can
ada. With this shift stimulating substantial short-term 
inflows, the Canadian dollar enjoyed a broad-based ad
vance that was sustained by both strong commercial and 
professional demand late in January. Positioning ahead of 
conversion of provincial borrowings abroad, outright for
ward purchases of Canadian dollars, and cuts in United 
States prime rates provided further impetus to the upswing 
through February. By the month end, the Canadian dollar 
had climbed almost 3 percent to above $1.031/4. In mod
erating the rise, the Bank of Canada had purchased sizable 
amounts of United States dollars, thereby contributing to 
the $429 million increase in reserves for the first two months 
of the year.

From March to mid-April the Canadian dollar steadied, 
fluctuating narrowly around $1.03 in response to actual or 
prospective interest rate incentives. Then, on April 15, the 
Bank of Canada raised its discount rate a full percentage 
point to 8*4 percent to temper the strong demand for 
domestic credit and to bring it in line with higher interest 
rates abroad. The commercial banks soon followed by 
raising their prime rates and, as Canadian interest rates
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Chart VIII

C A N A D A
MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE RATE *

Percent Percent

*  Measured as percentage deviations from the $0.92/2 official parity established 
in May 1962. The Canadian dollar has been floating since June 1, 1970.

rose, demand for Canadian dollars swelled. The spot 
rate soon was pushed above its February peak, to 
just below $1.041/ i  on April 25 even as the Bank of 
Canada again purchased dollars to moderate the advance. 
Concern that the Liberal government might lose a con
fidence vote on its upcoming budget proposals led to 
a brief downturn in the Canadian dollar early in May. 
Although an election was eventually called, the spot rate 
held firm as a further rise in interest rates and a second 
increase in the Bank of Canada’s discount rate to 83A per
cent continued to attract short-term funds from abroad. By 
May 23 the Canadian dollar was again trading near $1.04.

In mid-June, however, the Canadian dollar began grad
ually to weaken. Canadian interest rates were now lag
ging behind the uptrend of United States rates. In addi
tion, Canada’s trade account had weakened and, by June, 
dropped into deficit. The spot rate continued to slip, even 
after a clear-cut victory for the Liberal government in the 
July elections cleared away political uncertainties and the 
Bank of Canada raised the official discount rate further to 
9 lA  percent. By the end of July, it had dropped below 
$1.021/4 and the Bank of Canada had intervened to 
moderate the steady erosion. Over the course of the 
two-month slide the Canadian reserves declined some 
$200 million.

N E T H E R L A N D S  G U I L D E R

In late 1973, the Mideast oil embargo on the Nether
lands and the sharp rise of oil prices had initially 
prompted pessimistic assessments for the Dutch economy.

By mid-January, however, such fears had begun to lift. 
The nation’s strong underlying payments position, a $ l3A  
billion surplus in 1973, provided ample room to with
stand the estimated $ 1 ^  billion in higher oil costs, and 
revenues from the Netherland’s natural gas exports were 
expected to benefit strongly from the energy shortage.

Following the widespread relaxation in early 1974 of 
capital controls, high Dutch interest rates stimulated some 
reflow of funds to the Netherlands. In late January and 
February, the guilder rose more rapidly against the dollar 
than most European currencies, climbing 10 percent from 
mid-January lows to $0.3635 in late February.

Meanwhile, in response to signs of a slackening of do
mestic economic activity, plans were announced to pro
vide moderate stimulus through tax reductions and higher 
government expenditure. In addition, the Netherlands 
authorities remained concerned over an undue tightening 
of money market conditions. As earlier official swaps 
with Dutch commercial banks matured, they were rolled 
over or replaced with outright purchases of spot dollars by 
the central bank. Furthermore, the cost of central bank 
credit was reduced during February and early March. As 
a result of these actions, Dutch interest rates eased some
what so that by mid-March the guilder, while holding 
relatively firm against the dollar, had eased against other 
EC currencies.

Later in March, rumors of a possible revaluation of the 
mark led to bidding for guilders, reflecting expectations 
that the guilder would follow a mark revaluation. The 
guilder at first kept pace with the mark, climbing to 
$0.3738 even as the Netherlands Bank purchased dollars 
to moderate the advance. As speculation focused more and 
more on the mark, however, the guilder dropped to the 
floor of the EC band, where it was supported by the Dutch 
and German central banks. To relieve such pressure on 
the guilder, the Netherlands Bank tightened domestic 
liquidity by allowing maturing swaps with the commercial 
banks to run off. This operation had the desired effect, and 
by May 14 the guilder had fluctuated sharply higher 
with the mark to $0.3983.

Following reports from Basle on May 14 that concerted 
central bank intevention had been planned to support the 
dollar, the guilder fell off from its peak levels. A  tempo
rary easing of the Amsterdam money market accentuated 
the decline. By late May, the guilder had again fallen to 
the bottom of the EC snake, as well as to the floor of an 
almost fully extended Benelux band where it traded with 
only brief interruption through late June.

The closing on June 26 of the Herstatt Bank brought 
both spot and forward trading in Amsterdam virtually to 
a halt. Trading recovered only hesitantly over succeeding
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days. The covering of short positions in guilders left ex
posed by the Herstatt collapse gave some buoyancy to the 
guilder rate by mid-July. Some interest-induced inflows 
and nonresident purchases of guilder-denominated securi
ties also contributed to the rise. The firming tendency was 
also in part the result of a more positive market outlook 
for the Dutch payments position that emerged after ter
mination of the oil embargo on July 10.

Circulation in the Amsterdam press on July 23 of a 
report that an IMF study group had recommended a 
guilder revaluation touched off a scramble for guilders. 
Although the report was officially denied, the guilder 
nevertheless rose to the top of the snake, while a more 
generalized speculative movement against the dollar 
developed. The Supreme Court’s decision on the Presi
dential tapes led to further dollar selling on July 24. That 
day the Federal Reserve placed sizable offers of guilders 
in the New York market. This was done in coordination 
with the Netherlands Bank, which had purchased dollars 
outright in the Amsterdam market and sold guilders 
against other EC currencies. The market backed away 
from the Federal Reserve offerings, and only $2.3 mil
lion equivalent of guilders was actually sold. The Federal 
Reserve financed these sales by a swap drawing with the 
Netherlands Bank. The guilder closed the day at $0.3895, 
some V2 percent off its high.

Wire service reports late on July 24 of Federal Reserve 
intervention in guilders and marks had a steadying effect 
on the market the next day. The Netherlands Bank re
inforced this effect with additional dollar purchases early

in the morning. After the New York opening, a categorical 
official Dutch denial of any revaluation plans led to further 
easing of the guilder against the dollar and movement of 
the guilder to well below the top of the snake. With the 
guilder’s easing, the Federal Reserve was able to purchase 
the $2.3 million equivalent of guilders needed to liquidate 
its swap debt.

The guilder’s decline was subsequently accelerated by 
announcements of a greatly reduced United States June 
trade deficit and of a swing of the Dutch position into 
deficit for May. By the end of July the spot rate had 
fallen back to $0.3810, over 4 lA  percent below its May 
high.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

By the end of 1973, Belgium’s restrictive monetary 
policy had contributed substantially toward holding the 
inflation rate just under 7 percent. Domestic restraint 
permitted strong export demand to widen the current- 
account surplus to $1V2 billion for the year as a whole. 
The sudden hike in oil prices, however, threatened to 
erode the current-account surplus for 1974 by an esti
mated $ l3A billion and to set back earlier progress toward 
bringing inflation under control. In late 1973, the Belgian 
franc weakened sharply against the dollar and settled to 
the bottom of the EC band.

In early 1974 the Belgian franc participated in the 
general strengthening against the dollar. Joining other 
countries in relaxing capital restrictions, Belgium lifted 
the prohibition on interest payments to nonresidents and 
the 100 percent reserve requirement on nonresident ac
counts. To bring Belgian interest rates more in line with 
other EC countries, the National Bank raised its discount 
rate by 1 percentage point to 83A percent on February 1. 
After this move, the Belgian commercial franc advanced 
more rapidly against the dollar than most European cur
rencies and rose to the top of the EC snake. The rate 
reached $0.025100 by February 22, over 10 percent 
above its mid-January lows.

At this point, the Federal Reserve intervened with offers 
of Belgian francs along with other currencies. The Federal 
Reserve sold $6.8 million equivalent from balances accu
mulated earlier in the month when the franc was still weak 
within the EC snake. The Belgian franc was again pulled 
up against the dollar in the wake of speculative pressures 
on the German mark. The Desk intervened on March 20 
with sales of $10 million equivalent o f Belgian francs, also 
from balances. Rumors of a German mark revaluation 
persisted, and the Belgian franc soon dropped to the bot
tom of the EC band where it required intervention peri-
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odically throughout April and early May. Against the 
dollar, the spot franc was dragged up by the mark to a 
high of $0.027235 on May 14, almost 20 percent above 
its January lows.

During these months, Belgium’s rate of inflation in
creased and reached an annual rate of 11 percent. The 
National Bank responded by progressively tightening its 
monetary restraints at a time when domestic liquidity was 
already being contracted by foreign exchange outflows. 
The National Bank cut commercial banks’ discount quotas 
and stiffened reserve requirements against bank credit 
expansion, while reserve requirements on time deposits 
were eased. These new monetary restraints helped push 
Belgian interest rates above levels prevailing in other coun
tries participating in the EC snake arrangement. Also 
tending to strengthen the franc was the formation in April 
of a new government under Premier Tindemans, which re
lieved the uncertainties of a three-month governmental 
crisis. In mid-May, once the speculative movement into 
marks tapered off and the snake moved lower against the 
dollar, the franc began to strengthen against other EC 
currencies. By early June the Belgian franc reemerged at 
the top of the EC band.

The Belgian authorities continued to tighten their anti
inflation program. In early summer the government an
nounced a budgetary plan, providing for increases in taxes 
to ensure equilibrium in the 1975 budget. The National 
Bank replaced an expiring gentleman’s agreement limiting 
commercial bank credit expansion with new legal rules. 
Based on this authority, it cut credit expansion limits 
for the next four months from 17 percent to 14 percent. 
Reinforced by these new restraints, the Belgian franc

traded steadily around $0.026400 and remained firm 
within the EC and Benelux bands, while the German 
mark and certain other currencies fell from their 
speculative peaks. In late June and July the National Bank 
periodically bought EC currencies to keep the franc within 
the snake and Benelux limits and regularly purchased 
small amounts of dollars to assist in this effort. In mid-July 
the Federal Reserve supplemented its sales of marks with 
sales of $4.4 million equivalent of Belgian francs from 
balances to resist an excessive erosion of dollar rates. 
When speculation over a guilder revaluation triggered a 
generalized selling of dollars late in July, the franc rose 
temporarily, but dropped back by the month end to 
$0.026280, some 3V2 percent below its May highs.

E U R O - D O L L A R

During the period, the oil price escalation with its 
attendant balance-of-payments problems subjected the 
Euro-currency markets to heavy demands. In general, 
countries around the world depending on oil imports 
rushed to the Euro-market to finance their expected needs, 
attempting to extend the maturities out as far as possible. As 
the flow of funds to OPEC members subsequently swelled, 
they placed a large share of the excess over current expendi
tures in the Euro-currency market but mainly for very 
short-term maturities. Banks were thus faced with an 
increasingly difficult problem of reconciling the maturity 
differentials between their claims and liabilities. In addi
tion, following disclosures of foreign exchange losses by 
several banks, bank managements reacted by strengthening 
their internal controls and by tightening their credit limits 
for all but the very best names. As a result, a multitiered 
rate structure emerged, and many smaller banks and even 
large banks of some countries had to pay premiums over 
rates at which prime banks could obtain funds. One conse
quence of this tiered rate pattern was that many banks at 
rollover dates for syndicated term loans were obliged 
to refinance their commitments at rates above the London 
interbank deposit rate on which the floating interest rates 
to be charged to borrowers are contractually based.

Despite the segmentation of the market, the Euro
currency market continued to expand at an impressive 
rate between February and July. During the early months 
of the year, official and semiofficial borrowers in the 
United Kingdom, Italy, and France obtained loan com
mitments of close to $10 billion in anticipation of mount
ing oil deficits. The market was also tapped by developing 
countries, especially in Latin America and Asia, by 
Eastern bloc borrowers, notably Yugoslavia, and by 
public-sector institutions in Spain and Greece. Among
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nonofficial borrowers, Japanese banks entered the market 
on a large scale and soon became heavy net debtors, 
reversing their net foreign creditor position built up during 
1972 and 1973. In response to the heavy demands for 
funds in the Euro-currency market, interest rates were bid 
up, providing a further incentive for recycling into the 
market the rapidly growing oil revenues of the OPEC 
countries. In addition, the Euro-currency market received 
a strong boost following the removal in January of United 
States restraints on capital outflows. Through late spring, 
United States banks and other financial and nonfinancial 
institutions lent large amounts in the Euro-markets. During 
recent months, however, whenever Federal funds rates 
climbed above overnight Euro-dollar rates, head offices 
of United States banks stepped up their Euro-dollar takings 
from their overseas branches. Similarly, major foreign 
banks arbitraged on occasion sizable amounts of Euro-

Chart XI
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dollars into the United States money market.
More recently, market expansion has probably slowed. 

A  somewhat larger portion of aggregate OPEC surplus fund 
accruals appears to have been placed in the United States 
money market, although investments of Mideastern oil- 
producing countries in the United States still represent 
only a fraction of that area’s current surplus. Japanese 
banks became less insistent bidders under instructions of 
their government. To facilitate this policy, the Japanese 
Finance Ministry increased its dollar deposits with domestic 
banks. In addition, Italian banks have also reduced their 
borrowings.

Euro-dollar rates tended to move closely with money 
rates in the United States through May. They bottomed 
out in late February, when three-month Euro-dollar matur
ities were just above 8 percent, and thereafter climbed 
steadily until early May (see Chart X I ) . This rise was in 
contrast to interest rate declines in some European centers 
(see Chart X II). After pausing during May, Euro-dollar 
rates resumed their climb and reached unprecedented levels 
in the aftermath of the Herstatt collapse. Thus, rates on 
three-month maturities reached 14 percent in mid-July, 
rising well above comparable United States certificates of 
deposit rates. In the latter half of that month, rates generally 
fell back, but the July average rate as well as the mid- 
August rate for the three-month maturity was close to 
13 Vi percent.

Because of limits imposed by customary capital-asset 
ratios, many major intermediaries have found it difficult to 
accept increasing amounts of OPEC deposits. Some major 
banks have refused to add to their Euro-currency footings; 
others have become more reluctant to accept very short- 
dated deposits and are quoting below the market to 
discourage such supplies. As a result, some of the OPEC 
countries have been willing to place funds at somewhat 
longer maturities. Still, the market remains confronted 
by the sharp divergence of maturities at which funds 
are placed and at which oil-importing countries wish to 
finance their balance-of-payments deficits. While the mar
ket has so far made a major contribution to the recycling 
of funds from oil-producing countries to those with balance- 
of-payments deficits, its capacity to continue such financial 
intermediation on a large scale may partly depend upon 
the availability of deposits at longer maturities. Finally, as 
recently noted by Federal Reserve Board Governor 
Wallich: “ The problem of the weaker countries is obvious 
— they will sooner or later find it difficult to attract funds 
from the market as their debt burdens reach the limits 
which the market should and probably will place on their 
borrowing capacity.”
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